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ROCTOBER COMICS AND MUSIC #37 WINTER 2003 
Editor: Jake Austen Online Editor: Ben Edmonds J VY 

1507 E. 53" St #617 Chicago IL 60615 editor @roctober.com Y \ 
For subscriptions or back issues see page 6 or visit WWW.ROCTOBER.COM (also home to archived - 3 
articles, The Roctober Hall of Dynamic Greatness, the Black Punk Time project and MORE!) Well, Modan 
this editon of Roctober pretty much speaks for itself. We already called something our COMIX 
GALORE Sone this year but we were lying — this is our best comix issue ever with some epic Dear Roctober Readers, 
masterpieces form new artists and old! Also, this issue we introduce Gentleman John Battles” assed awa i 
illustrated column ‘THE FINAL CURTAIN. where he pays tribute to the greats who have left.us.  SCU! legend Arthur Conley passed away in Ruurlo, the 
Somehow he missed Sheb Wooley, so check out the pic on the inside cover of him with a Purple | Netherlands on Monday, November 17, 2003. Best 
People Eater! And speaking of eating, there’s a lot to feast on here, so dig in! known for “Sweet Soul Music" ("Do you like good 

COVER by Karen Constance (contact at SMACKMUSIC7@HOTMAIL.COM) music? Yeah, Yeah"), Arthur Conley racked up nine 
4. Punk’nhead’s Pal Tito by Jake Austen 9. Joe Tex by James Porter Billboard chart entries from 1967 to 1970, including 

h 18. The Final Curtain by Gentleman John Battles 23. Comix by Dan Buck, "Funky Street," "People Sure Act Funny," "Aunt Dora's 
King Merinuk & Suerte 24. Last KISS by K. Thor Jensen 30. All Sports Band — Love Soul Shack" and "God Bless." Strongly influenced 
by Mike Faloon 32. Detention Room Funnies by Rob Syers 38. Simply by Sam Cooke and closely associated with Otis Redding, 
Saucer by Gary Pig Gold 40. Registrators by Eric Ottens 42. Tryclops by Conley was an accomplished songwriter, a talented 
Sheryl Schroeder 43. Bianca Butthole by Shane Williams 44. I'll Wom Em.. interpreter and a riveting live performer. Arthur Lee 
by Shithead 46. Subsonics interview written by Handsome Ken Texas, Conley (aka Lee Roberts) was born January 4, 1946 in 
art by David Pickard 50. Chips Ahoy! By Gary Pig Gold 51 Magic Metal Mcintosh, GA. Although criminally neglected and still 
Head by Hawk Krall 52. Ulitimate Chipmunks Update by “Dr Mark” Hill severely underrated, Arthur Conley was a true giant of 
60. Updates 62. Disco Demolition by Steve Mandich 64. Vampire I Love Soul Music, Before moving to Europe in the mid-1970's, 
You by Hermann 66. Waymon Reviews (illustrations by Mike Goetz, Sean the he worked with Otis Redding and Jerry "Swamp Dog" 
Sean, Wm. McCurtin, Claudia Parentella) 86, Rockin’ Ace by Slink Moss Williams, Jr. He recorded with the best Memphis and 

BACK COVER Zombre by Ansis Muscle Shoals studio musicians, including Duane 
. e : . Allman. He toured with Sam & Dave, Eddie Floyd, the 

amon tobin e anti-pop consortium ® angels of light @ |Mar-Keys and Booker T. and the MGs. He was a key 
e : t member of the Soul Clan with Solomon Burke, Joe Tex, 

bardo pond * black dice * bright eyes * calexico * Cex *|siersne! terns ic Arr hee” snd Coney opens the 
chicago underground duo * chicks on speed * dat politics finericwing hin at length while researching the notes 

david grubs * delta 72 © edith frost * eleventh 

dreamday * elliot sharp * fennez * ghost © girls vs. boys 

* glucifer * half japanese * helios creed * hovercraft « 
international festivals of jazz and improvised music * 

for ‘Sweet Soul Music: The Best Of Arthur Conley' 
(Ichiban / Soul Classics SCL 2105, released September 

.126, 1995). Conley was always nice, helpful and 
knowledgeable. He genuinely appreciated my overly 
detailed questions. I'll miss him. Spotlight on Arthur 
Conley, y'all. See 
http://www. geocities.com/cheatersx/conley.htm 
~ Harry Young 

Roctober, 
Please pass on to Mister Timbsdale my thanks for the 
great reviews of the A Frames and Geeks records. I value 
the Roctober stamp o' approval. I also get 
uncontrollable giggles when reading reviews like "Boo! 
Krap!"And much thanks for Roy C's illuminating words 
on oral sex. 
Take care - Scott Soriano, Sacramento (where it hit 103 
today, was humid, and NO ONE died). 

To Roctober, 
1 am sending a story about Darren "Beatbox" Robinson. 
About a year before he died I saw him with the group at a 
soul food restaurant. The waitress was serving them 
stacks of food such as fried chicken,pies, pancakes and 
soda. "Beatbox" was sitting at a table surrounded by the 
other twomen. They were laughing and talking while 
devouring huge plates of food. The voice of "Beatbox" 
could be heard over everyone elses of course. At one 
point he sort of overindulged in food and had a loud 
belching fit that resonated throughout the restaurant. He 
grimaced and tapped his chest with his right fist while 
trying to stifle each succeeding burp but to no avail. 
Finally one of the other guys rested his hand on 
"Beatbox's" mountainous shoulder (actually wide enough 
for the guy to lay his hand flat) and said "ah man you just 
got some gas." "Beatbox" had to bow his head to 
anticipate each succeeding belch. The other guys bowed 
their heads in silence waiting for this episode to pass, 
sort of like a moment of silence before proceeding with 
gluttony! 
Cordially - Worthy McCargo 
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heartfelt and handcrafted Rock eM tS air] 
N' Roll as you'll hear this year. Da 
With a jangly 12 string driven nbicoaemcdonte 
pop sound reminiscient of The etalk gia 
Flamin Groovies in their prime." 

Ron Thums 

"From The Chesterfield Kings to the Real Kids, this 
New England band ranks right up along with the 
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ONLY THE STRONG SUBSCRIBE! 
Don’t miss out on the best deal on earth.... 

SUBSCRIPTIONS ONLY $10 FOR 3 
ISSUES ($15 CAN/MEX, $20 WORLD) 
Subscriptions and back issues available w/ credit card 

online at www.dustygroove.com/roctober.html 
Check out roctober.com for more stuff 

ROCTOBER BACK ISSUES 
Send Concealed cash, Money Orders or Checks TO 
1507 E. 53RD ST. # 617 CHICAGO, IL 60615 

Make checks and M.O.'s out to Jake Austen 
BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE $4 EACH. ($5 CANADA, $6 WORLD) 
BOLD=INTER VIEW. /TALICS=COMIC 
#36 CALIFORNIA GOLD ISSUE (W/ BONUS SID LAVERENTS CD) SID 
LAVERENTS, GAMMA GOOCHEE, GUY CHOOKOORIAN, ROY C., GENE 
SIMMONS, THOR, PUPPETMASTER BOB BAKER, CRIMSON SWEET, 
JERRY ZOLTEN, DIXIE HUMMINGBIRDS 
#34 ONE MAN BAND ENCYCLOPEDIA — OVER 1,000 ENTRIES! HASIL 
ADKINS, FRANKIE CAPRI,BROTHER DANIELSON, HOMER 
HENDERSON, KING LOUIE, IRON MAN MIKE CURTIS and hundreds more 
#33 NEGATIVE ELEMENT/STEPE BROTHERS, HANDSOME DICK, TRIO 
MOCOTO, C*NTS, MARGO GURYAN, SOLOMON BURKE, T. BUBBA 
BECHTOL, PEDRO BELL, NARDWUAR VS. JIMMIE “J.J.” WALKER, PAUL 
BURLISON - BONUS: NEGATIVE ELEMENT/STEPE BROTHERS CD 

#32 HIP HOP ISSUE - FAT BOYS, KATEY RED, NELLY , JIMMY CASTOR, 2 
LIVE CREW, BUSTA RHYMES, VANILLA ICE, MYSTIC, SNOOP, DJ 
ASSAULT, RUFUS THOMAS, BLACK PUNK ROCK 1976-1983 
#30 ROBOT ROCK N ROLL, ARTHUR LEE MAYE, SCOTT RADINSKY, 
CAPTURED! BY ROBOTS, SHRIMPENSTIEN, GILBERT AND GEORGE, 
ROCKET FROM THE CRYPT, CAVESTOMP 2001, RICHARD AND THE 
YOUNG LIONS, SYNDICATE OF SOUND, TROGGS, BLOWFLY, ARCHER 
PREWITT, JUGHEAD, MARTIN AND LEWIS, DLR, SNOOP DOGG, CRISPY 
AMBULANCE, BRYAN GREGORY, ANDY STARR, JUNIOR BROWN 
#29 SAMMY DAVIS JR./MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL ISSUE: EUGENE 
CHADBOURNE, REV. NORB, LALI DONOVAN. MIKE LAVELLA, VIC 
BONDI, GEORGE TABB, DR. DANTE, MARK MURRMANN, CYNTHIA 
PLASTERCASTER, HR, JAMES BROWN. AC/DC, GRANDE OTELO, MILES 
DAVIS, THE MILLIONAIRE, THE RAT PACK, MARTIN & LEWIS, MARK 
ROBINSON, plus ABOUT 1,000 SAMMY DAVIS, JR. REVIEWS! 

#28 COMEDY/NOVELTY RECORDS ISSUE: REDD FOXX, RUDY RAY MOORE, 
THE DICKIES, KID CREOLE, ANDRE WILLIAMS, LOS STRAITJACKETS, T. 
VALENTINE, PAT BOONE, SWAMP DOGG, MACEO PARKER, XUXA, 

#27 PSYCHEDELIC SUPERHEROES, PLASTIC PEOPLE OF THE UNIVERSE, 
MARVIN RAINWATER, D.J. FONTANA, CHUCK BERRY, KENNY WAYNE 
SHEPHERD, MISFITS, ROCK & WRESTLING, FLAMING LIPS, GREGG “MR. 
COMPILATION PRODUCER” GELLER, DAVID LEE ROTH, CHARLES 
SCHULZ, LITTLE RICHARD, WAX TRAX RECORDS, DON “SUGARCANE” 
HARRIS, SCREAMING JAY HAWKINS 

#26 COMICS GALORE ISSUE: CIBO MATTO, ALVIN CASH, BRUNETTI’S 
NANCY TRYOUTS, ROCK& WRESTLING, SPARKS, TIM MAIA, DAN CLOWES, 
MORTIIS, JOHNNY LEGEND, TERRY JACKS, MONKS, HALL OF DYNAMIC 
GREATNESS CALENDER 

#25 UPDATE ISSUE: JERRY BUTLER, HASIL ADKINS, CORDELL 
JACKSON, CHARLES WRIGHT, R. KELLY, THE FLYS, TRIKK BABY, 
KOTTONMOUTH KINGS, SCREAMING LORD SUTCH, ORION, MUMMIES, 
SAM THE SHAM, GOSPEL MIDGETS/JOY BOYZ, LOU CHRISTIE, ANDRE 
WILLIAMS, GEORGE ELLIOT, FELA, JOBRIATH, CRIME, THE PHANTOM, 
THE FAST, SKIP SPENCE, KISS, DION MCGREGOR, EDDIE MONEY, BILLY 
LEE RILEY, RONNIE DAWSON 

#24 VANILLA ICE, PATTI SMITH, THE NUGE, SUGAR PIE DESANTO, 
SWINGIN' NECKBREAKERS, G.G. ALLIN, ALBERT AYLER, STRAWBERRY 
SHORTCAKE, WIX , RAY SMITH, WAYNE WORLEY, WAYNE KEELING 
#21 ‘LIMITED SUPPLY’ SPICE GIRLS, CARL PERKINS, KASENETZ-KATZ, CRAMPS, 
DAVID ALLAN COE,MOE TUCKER, ANNABELLA LWIN, MORTIIS, THE 
MAKE®*UP, EDIE ADAMS, SKIP SPENCE 

#20 *LIMITED SUPPLY* 5TH ANNIVERSARY. WEIRD AL, KISS, EQUALS, GOBLINS, 
GODZILLA, LOS CRUDOS, RUNAWAYS, DOLLY PARTON, ? (QUESTION MARK), 
WEST COAST POP ART EXPERIMENTAL BAND, JOHNNY THUNDERS 

#19*LIMITED SUPPLY* ROCKNROLL AIDS QUILT, RICKY WILSON, QUEEN, PETER 
ALLEN, LIBERACE, KLAUS NOMI, ESQUERITA, SYLVESTER, EAZY E, FOUNTAINS OF 
WAYNE, BO DUDLEY, MAYO THOMPSON, SHONEN KNIFE, PHAROAHS 
#18 *LIMITED SUPPLY* CHICAGO ROCK &SOUL TOUR, ALICE COOPER, EIGHT 
GREAT JEWS, TINY TIM, THE TRENIERS, MILT TRENIER 6 

#17 ZINE TRIBUTE ISSUE, ANDRE WILLIAMS, WALKER BROTHERS, ?, 
STANDELLS, JOHN HOLMSTROM, NICO, KICKS, DORA HALL, JANIS 
MARTIN, P-FUNK 

#16 “LIMITED SUPPLY* MONKEY ROCK'N'ROLL, DENNIS DUNAWAY, NEW COLONY 
6,? & THE MYSTERIANS, TYRONE DAVIS, SAMMY DAVIS. JR., MONKS, GOBLINS, 
HALL OF GREATNESS POSTER 

#15 JAYNE COUNTY, CYNDI LAUPER, OSCAR BROWN, JR., JOHN DOE, 
RON KITTLE, GEORGE STRAIT, OLIVIA NEWTON JOHN, LOU CHRISTIE, 
SERGE GAINSBOURG, WANDA JACKSON, LITTLE JIMMY SCOTT 

#14 *LIMITED SUPPLY* GO NUTS, R&B ECCENTRICS, KISS, WAYNE KRAMER, 
SAMMY. INCLUDES PUNK'NHEAD FLEXI DISC WITH SONGS BY GIRL TROUBLE, 
MCRACKINS, PEDRO, GOBLINS, BUTTERGLORY, SCISSOR GIRLS AND MORE! 

#13 GREAT AND SMALL ISSUE. JERRY LEE LEWIS, SUGARLOAF, KIDDIE- 
A-GO-GO, ROLLINS & ROKY, VELVET CRUSH, PEDRO BELL, THE MONKS, 
GARY GLITTER., THE HISTORY OF MIDGET ROCK AND ROLL, , KENNY 
"R2D2 " BAKER, KID DYNAMITE, HFH, GARAGESHOCK, WI/LDGIRL 
GOGORAMA BONUS HALL OF GREATNESS POSTER 

- CHIC-A-GO-GO VIDEOS! 
|Chic-A-Go-Go, Roctober's own Cable Access Kid's Dance Show 
available on video. See the stars lip synch to their hits! Each volume 
|approximately 2 hours, in a custom box, a recorded in SP mode. 
| Each volume is $10 ppd. 
VOLUME 1: # | w/ The Lone Ranger & 3 Blue Teardrops, # 2 w/Oscar Brown, 
Jr & The Kaisers, # 3 w/Andre Williams & The Goblins, # 4 w/ "Velvet Welk" 
| VOLUME 2: # 5 withe monks & Scissor Girls, # 6 w/Jan Terry, # 7 w/ 
| Leviathan, # 8 Prince tribute artist Teee 
| VOLUME 3: # 9 w/The Exotics and Treniers, # 10 w/ Pedro Bell & Dirty 
Wurds" # | |w/Mink Oil, # 12 w/The Pharaohs 
VOLUME 4: # 13, Fireshock Special w/Volcanoes, Bouncing Balls, Chinese 
Millionaires, Hentchmen, Quadrajets, Goblins & The Crown Royals, # 14 
w/Lord of Lightning & Bobby Conn, # 15 w/ Shonen Knife & New Rob Robbies, # 
| 16 Steppers Special w/ Herb Kent The Kool Gent 
| VOLUME 5: # 17 ? & the Mysterians Special, # 18 Psychedelic special w/Red 
Krayola, # 19 Skateboards, #20 Monkey Rock'n'Roll 
VOLUME 6: # 21 Filmfest, # 22 w/Gentleman John Battles, # 23 w/ Slink Moss, 
# 24 Goblins and Friends 
VOLUME 7: # 25, # 26 Fela Memorial, # 27 French Videos, # 28 w/Nerves 

| VOLUME 8: #29 w/Idiot Box, #30 ads, #31 w/Stereotypes, #32 Singing Nun 
| VOLUME 9:#33 masks, #34Halloween, #35w/Kweisi, #3 6w/Greenhouse 
| VOLUME 10: #37 Kids, #38 International!, #39 X-Mas, #40 "Ha Ha Hanukah" 
VOLUME 11: #41 w/ Cramps & Frontier, #42 RocknRoll Heaven97, #43 w/ 

| Chamber Strings, #44 w/ Utopia Carcrash 
VOLUME 12: #45 ,w/The El Dorados, #46 w/The Polkaholics & Guitar Wolf #47 
| Hip Hop Sock Hop, #48 Millennium Videos 
| VOLUME 13: #49 New York Dolls Special w/ Syl Sylvain, #50 Anniversary , #51 
w/John Huss, #52 Lone Ranger Memorial 
VOLUME 14:#53w/Sara B! & Creative Soul, #54w/Rockin' Johnny #55 
w/Cynthia Plaster Caster & Dishes,# 56 Ballroom Dance Champs 
|VOLUME 15:#57Goblin Pride, #58w/Steelers, #59w/Grand Theft Auto & 
| Mustache, #60 Ratso at the WARP tour w/The Specials,Ozomotli, Aquabats 
| VOLUME 16: #61 w/Geronimo, #62 w/Rockin' Billy, #63 German Special, #64 
White Sox Special 
VOLUME 17: #65 Filmfest, #66 w/ Eiren Cassal, #67 w/Team Satan & Hoodoo 
Hoedown, #68 Soul-abration 
VOLUME 18 #69 Monkey Party w/The Krinkles. #70 w/Baltimores, #71 Koo Koo 
Videos. #72 w/Sweet Thunder 
VOLUME 19#73 w/Monotrona, #74 Late, But Great '98, #75 75 Years of Chic- 

| A-Go-Go!, #76 KISSUE Party 
VOLUME 20 #77 w/ Bo Dudley, #78 Mia's MTVAdventure w/Beck, Everlast, 
Soul Coughing, #79 w/ 6 Feet Over, #80 Swing Videos w/Louis Jordan, Louis 
Prima and The Treniers 
VOLUME 21 #81 Funkadelic Dance Party, #82 Birthday Bash w/ Lobstar, New 
| Rob Robbies, Bouncing Balls, #83 Chic-A-Go Going to the Movies, #84 w/Astrid 
|VOLUME 22 #85 Michael Jordan Party w/Shloinke, #86 PASSOVER IN 
PUPPETTOWN (50 min), #87 Youth Parade 
VOLUME 23 #88 w/Ronnie Rice & Carmelhed, #89 Nerd Party w/J. Davis Trio, 
#90 Video Press Kit, #91 Wacky Wideo War 

| VOLUME 24 #92 w/The Blacks & Tav Falco, #93 w/We Ragazzi, #94 Monkey 
Mania 2, #95 w/ Poi Dog Pondering Frank and House-O Matic 

| VOLUME 25 #96 w/Quintron, Miss Pussycat, Sponge + Carter Lee Tribute, #97 
| Wedding Show w/Prairie Town, #98 James 
Brown Dance Party , #99 Ratso goes EXTREME w/Motorhead, 
|Marky Ramone, Impaler, Trash Brats, Texas Terri and more! 
VOLUME 26 #100 w/ Lou Christie, Vanilla Ice, Shirelles, The Mentally Ill, Otha 
Turner, Dickey Lee, Jello Biafra,DJ Curt & Ronnie Dawson (2 Hrs) 
VOLUME 27 #104 Cultural, #105 w/ Mr. Rudy Day, #106 w/Kung Fu Monkeys 

| & Cats & Jammers #107 w/Alejandro Escovedo, Mainliner & The Creeps 
| VOLUME 28 #108 w/The Donnas, Kim, Davie Allan, Knoxville Girls, Gentleman 
|John Battles, #109 w/ Ebo Dadson and The Returnables, #110 LIVE! w/ Kelly 
| Hogan, #111 w/ Pantyraid and The Puta-Pons 
| VOLUME 29 #112 Wacky Wideo War II, #113 w/ The Havox, #114 w/ Mr. Wet 
| & Pogo Cello, #115 Scary Movie! 
| VOLUME 30 #116 Halloween w/Caketown Puppets, #117 w/ Pretty Things, 
|Cibo Matto, Li'l Wally and Pansy Division, #118 w/M.O.T.O. and Lynnard’s 
Innards, #119 Puppet Film Fest! 



| VOLUME 31 #120 Garage Hoedown, #121 w/Deals Gone Bad, Know Budget, | 
{American Dream, DJ Kurt , #122 Ha Ha Hanukah Special Edition, #123 
w/Phenomenal Cat 
VOLUME 32 #124 w/Soozers, #125 w/Twang Bang, #126 w/Alan Gillett, #127 
Gone Before Their Time “99 | 
VOLUME 33 #128 w/monks, Demolition Dollrods, Bobby Joe Ebola, #129 
|Cavestomp! w/Chocolate Watchband, Vipers, Dead Moon, 5 8s, Hatebombs, 
|#130 Cavestomp! w/Standells, Gravedigger V, Mooney Suzuki, Loons, 
| Greenhornes, #131 Goblins-Return of the Pharoahs 
VOLUME 34 New Year's Party w/El Dorados & Bobby Conn(2hr) 
VOLUME 35 #136 w/Milt Trenier & Tub Ring, #137 w/Rico & Loraxx, 
w/Fernando Jones & Flaming Lips, #139 w/Teenage Frames & Ray St. Ray 

| VOLUME 36 #140 Passover In Puppettown 2000, #141 w/ Ted Ansani, #142 w/ 
| The Smugglers & L’il Shorties, #143 Rockabilly Hoedown w/ Billy Lee Riley, 
| Deke Dickerson, Marvin Rainwater, Sonny Burgess & Sleepy Labeef 
VOLUME 37 #144 4th Annual Film Fest Pt. 1 w/ Rusty Nails & Groundspeed 
#145 4th Annual Film Fest Pt. 2 w/ Rusty Nails, Lisa Brandt & Star Vehicle #146 
| w/ Celeda 
147 w/ Marvin Tate’s D-Settlement & Big Angry Fish 
| VOLUME 38 #148 WACKY WIDEO WAR III, #149 WACKY WIDEO WAR 
|IV, #150 RATSO: BEHIND THE MUSIC, #151 w/ Swamp Dogg & Esham 
VOLUME 39 #152 w/Sleater-Kinney & Evil Beaver, #153 Li’! Ratso in Europe w/ 

| Eiffel 65 & Briar, 154 Rooftop Dance Party w/ Jim “Annoying Music Show” 
| Nayder, 155 w/ Los Straitjackets & OK GO 
VOLUME 40 #156 w/Hanson & The Bangs, #157 Hot Clips, #158 w/Alan Gillett, 
Cynthia Plaster Caster, KIM, M.O.T.O., Goblins, #159 w/ Bobby Conn, | 
Gentleman John, Goblii , Cats & Jammers | 
VOLUME 41 #160 Hot Clips 2, #16! w/T, Valentine & Dementia Thirteen, #162 | 
w/Art Loinz, #163 w/CGC | 
VOLUME 42 #164 Awards, #165 Diversity #166 w/Eddie C. Campbell & Drag | 
King, #167 w/ Airbrush & Unshown 
VOLUME 43 #168 LIVE w/ Buh Zombie & Andrew Bird’s Bowl of Fire, #169 
|Chic-A-Go-Go in St. Louis w/Beatle Bob, Ouija, Sexicolor, Fran U.K., The 
{Bubble Swami, #170 Chic-A-Go-Go in MEMPHIS w/ Cordell Jackson, The 
Masqueraders & Ernest C. Withers, #171 Chic-A-Go-Go in NEW ORLEANS w/ 
Miss Pussycat, 25 Suaves, Tasty 6, The Stuckups 

| VOLUME 44 #172 w/ Happy Supply & Los Crudos, #173 w/Tokyo Expando & 
Causey Way, #174 Outsider Special w/Hasil Adkins, Daniel Johnston, Irwin 
Chusid, Tapico, Weslet Willis, The Big Doowopper, Frank Pugno & Clate “The 
Unknown Great” Cooper, #175 Ha Ha Hanukah 2000 
VOLUME 45 #176 w/Joan Baby & Samantha Arndt, #177 w/Earwig Spectre, 
#178 Sammy Davis Jr Special Pt. | w/ Herc, #179 w/Acid Mother’s Temple, The 
Bellrays, Blowfly, Bratmobile, The Dictators, Pamela Des Barres, Shellac 
|VOLUME 46 #180 In Heaven They Be 2G, #181 w/Undefined & The Hip 
| Hopper, #182 w/Emperor Penguin, The Motion, Reagan National Crash Diet, | 
#183 w/Jerry “The Iceman” Butler, The El Doradoes, Masqueraders, Otis Clay 
VOLUME 47 #184 w/ T. Valentine, Magas, The Goblins, Hoodoo Hoedown, 
Gussie, Cynthia Plaster Caster, & Straightedge Santa, #185 Sammy Davis 
Tribute Pt. 2 w/ All Star Sammy Karaoke featuring Thax, Shiappy & more, #186 w/ 
Elmore James, Jr. & XBXRX, #187 w/ Zora Young & Tallulah 
VOLUME 48 #188 Sammy Davis Jr. Tribute Pt. 3 w/Maestro Harrell, 
#189w/Jimmie Lee Robinson, Frank “Little Sonny” Scott & Ruby Keeler, #190 
|w/The Eternals & The Mashers, #19! Passover In Puppettown 2001 
VOLUME 49 #192 w/Harvey Sid Fischer, Selby Tigers, cattivo, Laurie Berkner, 
Canned Hamm, #193 Potpouri 2001, #194 w/Chestnut Station, John Greenfield 
Rock Band, #195 w/Frisbie, The Mystechs 

| VOLUME 50 #196 Sth Anniversary Special w/ The Mulqueens! #197 Best of 1996 
| #198 Best of 1997 #199 Best of 1998 
VOLUME 51 Chic-A-Go-Go 200! 
|VOLUME 52 #204 Best of 2000, #205 w/Danielson Famile & Sonnets, #206 
w/Good Rats, 7000 Dying Rats & The Racoons, #207 w/Fugazi, Competitorr, 
|The Ex, American Boyfriends 
VOLUME 53 #208: Ratso's Big Bowl of Blues #209: Ladyfest Midwest #210: Best 
|of 1999 #211: Ratso's Pinball Party 
| VOLUME 54 #212: w/ Kevir Tehista's Red Terror and Edith Frost #213X: 
\Introducing Rattina! #214: Rattina at Ladyfest w/ E.S.G., Le Tigre, Danielle 
Howle, Radical Cheerleaders, C.C. Carter, Amy Ray, the Need #215: w/ G- 

| Blast, plus Ladyfest, Part 2, w/ Bratmobile, the Butchies, Mystic, Rainbow Sugar, | 
Rash, Pirate Cheerleaders, and Apartment 
VOLUME 55 #216: Inspirational Special! #217: Live w/ Huck Finn and Absorb 
#218: w/ ABPK & Arch Visceral Parlor #219 Michael Jackson Dance Party 
VOLUME 56 #220: Halloween w/ Plastic Crimewave and the Fake & the 
Coctails! #221: Ratso's Monster Videos #222: w/ Slim Cessna #223: Chic-A-Go- 
Go presents the Drum Buddy Show 
VOLUME 57 #224: w/ Tom Dailey & the Phantom 3 #225: w/ the Honeybees 
|and the Silverbacks!'#226: Ha Ha Hanukah 2001! #227: Fifth Annual Film Fest 
VOLUME 58 #228: w/ Misty Martinez, Rhythm Chicken & Detachment Kit 
#229 w/ EE, Rael Raen & DJ Bob A. #230: All Stars...in Stereo! with Stereolab & 
Stereo Total #231: w/ Butthole Surfers, Momus, Quasi, Chargers Street Gang, 
Flaming Stars & The Singing Psychic 
VOLUME 59 #232 Forgotten By No One ‘01 #233 Cavestomp! w/ Mark 
Lindsey,The Creation, Downliners Sect, Big Sandy, Los Straitjackets & the 
|Pontani Sisters. #234 w/ Bric-A-Brac and Three Dollar Bill #235 w/ Artie 
|"Bluesboy" White & the El Doradoes 
| VOLUME 60 #236 Best Of 2001 #237 6” Annual Film Fest #238 w/ Rudy Ray 

Moore & The Come Ons #239 w/ English Softhearts & Farm Team 
VOLUME 61 #240 w/Underworld #241 w/ The Staple Singers, The WVON Good 

{Guys (Lucky Cordell, Dr. Cecil Hale, Herb Kent, Richard Pegue and Pervis | 

Spann)& LeRoy Crume of the Soul Stirrers #242 All Star Spectacular w/ Red 
Planet, Chris Lee, Bad Religion, BMRC, Mushroomhead, Vertonen, Starlister. 

| Vulture and 36 Invisibles!!! #243 Passover In Puppettown 2002 
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|Jody Williams #263: Pt. 4 Darn, It's Bluesy in Here! w/ Jerry McCain, Kenny 

| |Mcneely, Frank Black, Tracy + The Plastics & Lightning Bolt! 

VOLUME 62 #244 w/ Bless and Here #245 w/ The Convulsions & Strange 
Attractor #246 He Is My Rock...Will You Be My Roll? Pt. 1 #247 Pt. 2 
| VOLUME 63 #248 w/ The Mascots and Kelly Kessler and The Wichita Shut-Ins 
featuring Lawrence Peters #249: w/ Organ Wolf and Snax #250 Ist 500 Guests! 
#251 w/ The Wildbunch, Andrew W.K., Crimson Sweet, The Kings And Settler 
VOLUME 64: #252 w/ The Rockin' Johnny Band & Jesse Scinto #253 w/ 

| Stonefish & The Scribble Monster Band #254 w/ Los Shut Up & Defender -#255 
| w/ Bobby Bland, Jr. & Triple Process 
VOLUME 65: #256 Europe w/ Embrooks, Holly Golightly, Clinic, Thee 
Headcoats & Lost Prophets #257 Chic-A-Go-Go Lifetime Achievement 
Award:Gentleman John Battles! w/ The Strange Attractor, Futuristic Dragon, 
Brian McMahon, The Crookshanks, Thax , Rev. Hoodoo & more #258: w/ Rah 
Bras & GC5 #259: w/ Gravy Train & Hawnay Troof feat. Vice Cooler 
VOLUME 66: Miss Mia & Ratso In New Orleans #260: Pt. 1 w/ New Orleans 
Groove! w/ Dr. Ike, Rebirth Brass Band, GuitarGable, The Lollipops & Warren 
|Storm + Mardi Gras Indians! #261: Pt. 2 w/ : Rockabilly and More! w/ Paul 
Burlison, Scotty Moore, Herb Remington, Tony Joe White & Earl Palmer #262: 
Pt. 3 Chicago in New Orleans! w/ John Primer, Magic Slim,Gatemouth Moore & 

| Brown, Calvin Newborn & Lazy Lester 
VOLUME 67: #264: w/ Velcro Lewis & His 100 Proof Band, Little Larry 
Hudson &Los Diablos Guapos #265: w/ Mah Johngg & Liz Manville-Greeson 
|#266: All Star Spectacular w/ The Finches, Flying Luttenbachers, Big Jay 

#267: Chic-A-Go-Go Weird Music Videos! 
VOLUME 68: #268: LIVE w/ Jamaican One Man Band & King Louie One Man 

| Band #269: w/ Captured! By Robots!, Mooney Suzuki, Cherry Valence & The 
Locust #270: w/ Ancient Greeks & The Jeremiad #271: Halloween! w/ The 
Afflictions & King Kong 
VOLUME 69: #272: One Man Band Videos #273: One Man Band Forum w/ 
|Earwig Spectre, King Louie One Man Band, Jamaican One Man Band & 
|Gentleman John Battles #274: Uno-A-Go-Go Pt. 1! #275: Uno-A-Go-Go Pt. 2 
VOLUME 70: #276: X Mas X-travaganza w/ Royce & Foamula #277 Ha Ha 

| Hanukah 2002 #278 The Best of X-Mas! #279 w/ The Paybacks, Shadow Tribe & 
| VOLUME 71: #280 Human Beat Box Party! #281 All Star Special w/ Stag Party, 
The Forty-Fives, Offwhyte, Cordero Plus Miss Mia in Hawaii! #282 The Best of 
2002 #283 Heaven Did They Go To ‘02 
VOLUME 72; #284 w/ Gidget's Ga Ga & Oxymoronation #285 w/ The Witches 
|& Damon Lamar #286 Seventh Annual Film Fest #287 Music Video Jamboree 
| VOLUME 73: #288 w/ Danger Adventure & The M’s #289 w/ Juzt Nutz & The 
Gelflings #290 Hip Hop Special w/ Illa #291 w/ The Crookshanks & Rakehell 
VOLUME 74: #292 7" Anniversary (Chic-A-Go-Go #1), #293 Best of the 

| Fantasy Dance Pt. | #294 B.O.T.F.D. Pt. 2 #295 B.O.T.F.D. Pt. 3 
VOLUME 75: #296 w/ Passover In Puppettown (digitally remaster) #297 w/ 
Video Jamboree II #298 w/ Magas & Grinner #299 w/ Brendon Massei & Vortis 

| VOLUME 76: #300 pt. | w/ Gene Chandler & LaDonna Tittle #300 pt. 2 w/ 
|Superstars of Love, Bud Melvin & 2 Girls with Guy Names #302 w/ Tijuana 
Hercules, Count The Stars, French Kicks, Crooked Fingers, Lloyd Kaufman & 
|The Toxic Avenger #303 w/ Music Video Jamboree III 
| VOLUME 77: #304 w/ Farm Crew #305 Lil' Ratso Goes Hollywood Pt. | w/ The 
| Bus Boys, Bangers & Mash, Bob Baker & His Marionettes & Miss Joy Of Joy 
House #306 w/ Snoop Dogg, The Shakes, Guy Chookoorian, Sid Lavarents & 
Superman! #307 Nardwuar special with The Evaporators, Rahzel, Jimmie 
| Walker, Gene Simmons & Thor the Metal God! 
| VOLUME 78: #308 w/ Pat Smillie & Fourth Rotor #309 w/ Tortoise & Finesha 
| #310 X-Mas in July! #311 w/ The Phenoms, The Busy Kids, Spoon & RFTC 
VOLUME 79: #312 w/ The Shifties & Janet Bean #313 w/ Pod Blatz & Scotland 
| Yard Gospel Choir #314 Hyde Park Art Center #315 All Star Special w/ Shooting 
|Blanks, Dismemberment Pian, Paris, TX, Jets To Brazil & TV On The Radio 
| VOLUME 80: #316 Chic-Ago-Go Goes Detroit #317 Chic-Ago-Go Goes New 
York #318 Chic-A-Go-Go Goes Japanese #319 Chic-Ago-Go Goes English 
| VOLUME 81: #320 Video Jamboree 3, w/ Chris Pepper #321 Video Jamboroar 4, 
| #322 w/ Analog Radio & Deuce, #323 w/ Jupiter’s Child and The Watchers 
VOLUME 82: #324 Halloween! #325 w/ Bobby Bland, Jr., #326 2003 
|Bubblegum Achievement Awards w/ Toni Wine, Mark Volman (The Turtles), 
| Artie Ripp, Bobby Conn & Kim Cooper, #327 w/ Tecora Rogers & Bob Log III 
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Kill Me“TomeroW 
“Skin's Getting Weird” 

CDEP/12” - OUT NOW 

“The Garbageman and 
The Prostitute” 

CD/LP - out Feb 04! 

SUNSHINE 
“Necromance” CD 

U.S. edition features 4 
bonus tracks - OUT NOW 

Former members of The VSS, Dead & 
Gone, The Pattern & the Fucking Angels. 

“Soiled Life” CD/LP 

Posthumous album from 
future members of the 

eS BLOOD BROTHERS & 
ee CHROMATICS 
Pee sen mmm P.O. Box 65091 Los Angeles, CA 90065 8 self-titled 4-song CD/12" out December ‘03 



THE JOY OF TEX 
THE JOE TEX RECORD GUIDE 

by James Porter 

Southern Soul kingpin Joe Tex didn't die a neglected man. Yes 

he had struggled for about a decade before his 1960s hit streak, 

and yes his seventies success was only sporadic. But he survived 

long enough to enjoy a minor 80s vogue for sixties Soul. And 

when rap first came in the picture, some were quick to point to 

Joe as one of many forefathers of the genre (due to his propensity 

for monologues on his records). Although he left footprints, you 
still get the idea that he's not valued as highly as Otis Redding or 

Solomon Burke (or even a lesser-known like James Carr). While 

he borrowed bits and pieces from others to make himself the man 

he was, he still qualifies as a true original. It's not about being 

"influenced" - it's more about how you put those influences 

together. Joe Tex was one of the major players of 1960s Soul 

from below the Mason-Dixon, but within that genre he created 

something that only he was capable of; special music that could 

tackle the silly and the serious all with the same integrity and 

sincerity. 

At his best, he could be like a one-man Coasters. Joe was not 

above using humor to make a point when he had to. "Chicken 

Crazy" was just an uptempo raver about how "people can have 

four or five different kinds of meat on their minds, but you can't 

go wrong cookin’ chicken." He then amplifies his statement by 

imitating everybody from a little boy to a New York black 

woman with a "proper" accent ("New York? You got Mississippi 

written all over you!"). His humorous streak sometimes 
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obscured the fact that he was a serious dancer, pioneering the 
trick of pushing the mike stand forward before catching it as it 
comes back. He made the rounds of all the big TV shows in the 

sixties and seventies: American Bandstand, Soul Train, Shindig, 

Hullaballoo, Where The Action Is, and even The Johnny Cash 
Show, where he came out and did a dead-on Elvis impersonation 

("Heartbreak Hotel") before Cash himself walked on stage and 
asked to hear a Joe Tex song. Joe obliged and did "Sure Is 

Good," from his then-current “Buying A Book” album. 
Long before it was fashionable, Joe was one of the few Soul 

singers that was also a prolific songwriter. Most of his sixties 

albums consist entirely of his originals. Probably the only other 

songwriter he covered more than once was the nutty country 

singer Roger Miller. Both men sang witty songs, and Joe even 
gave him a shoutout on record a few times. But it was nothing 

compared to Joe's massive James Brown complex. Joe first met 

James in 1957 when James already had a few hits under his belt 
and Joe was still on his way up. One of Joe's showstoppers was 

"Please, Please, Please" (James' first big hit). The two men first 

met outside of the Douglas Theater in Macon, GA. JB informed 

JT that the two men were going to have a Battle Of The Blues. 
"Battle? I was gettin’ $150 for the gig was all I knew," recalled 
Joe in Black Music magazine in 1978. "There never was any 
battle really, it was all in the people's minds." 
In his 1986 autobiography, James Brown readily agreed with 
Joe's point - that the "feud" was all for show. There was one 
sticky situation that continued to haunt James long after Joe died: 
the fact that he supposedly ripped Joe's wife, Bea Ford. Like Joe, 
James seldom records anything he doesn't write, but he made a 
grand exception when he recorded Joe's "Baby, You're Right." 
This was when Joe was still struggling to get ahead, before any 

hits came his way. Joe himself actually recorded two versions, 
and one take was recorded with the Famous Flames, JB's backing 
band. Somewhere around this time, Joe found his wife missing. 

She escaped to the arms of JB himself. To hear James tell it, "I 

met her not long after they broke up, and we started dating, but I 

didn't know she'd been married to Joe, and she didn't tell me. 

(Joe) died thinking I'd messed with his woman." Bea was a 

singer herself, and you can hear her singing with James on his 

1960 recording, "You've Got The Power." As for Joe, he was not 

afraid to let his dirty laundry hang out on the line - he soon 

waxed "You Keep Her," which mentioned James’ first name right 

there on the record. Joe wasn't famous yet - that was yet to come 

- but the die was cast, and the feud was on. By 1967, when Joe 

hit big with "Skinny Legs & All," he alleged that JB paid DJ's 

not to play this record, as he felt it was degrading to black 

women (James, for his part, refuted this). In 1972, when James 

recorded "The Funky Side Of Town" (for his album “Get On The 

Good Foot”) he and fellow soulsters Hank Ballard and Bobby 

Byrd are naming famous people who hang out in that part of the 

city. "John Lennon!" "Roberta Flack!" "B.B. King!" "Johnny 

Cash!" Then Hank pipes up: "Joe Tex!" Hank: "What?" "Joe 

Tex!" "What?" "Joe Tex!" "What?" A pregnant silence follows, 

then Hank sez: "The Honey Cone!" James' hearing all of a 

sudden improves. But both men agreed that it was all for play. 

Joe even said himself, in '78: "I've maintained my respect for 

James because of his fight, because of his guts. I like a man to 

come from the ground...he had that do-or-die spirit." 



Joe's tale began in Rogers, TX. Joe was singing in the junior high 
choir when the choir teacher, Matte Belle Durkee, took an 
interest in his voice, At the time, teenaged Joe was trying to 
emulate the balladeer Roy Hamilton. Mrs. Durkee told Joe that 
the next time he steps in the shower, he should forget about all 
his other influences and concentrate on his own sound. As Joe 
later told interviewer Dave "Daddy Cool" Booth in 1975, "What 
you hear today on records is what I did the next morning. I'm not 
particularly happy with the way I sound but it's me." Pretty soon, 
Joe was knocking them dead at Amateur Hours left and right, 
competing with distinguished company like Johnny "Guitar" 
Watson and future reggae-soul crossover act Johnny Nash. 
Feeling his natural oats, Joe then went to New York to appear at 
the Apollo Theater's talent night, winning the competition four 
nights in a row. This soon led to a recording contract with King 
Records, the R&B powerhouse from Cincinnati, OH. His mother 
urged him to finish out his senior year of high school in Texas 
first; King producer Henry Glover assured Joe that the contract 
would still be good the next year. 
After graduation, Joe headed down to King's New York offices, 
where he almost had a crack at "Fever." Glover and Tex heard a 
taw demo - "just a guy plunkin' on a piano...no beat, no tune, no 
melody, no nothin'," he later told Daddy Cool. Searching for 
ideas, Henry wondered how to flesh this out; Joe suggested they 
adapt the groove from Tennessee Ernie Ford's "Sixteen Tons." 
Joe thought he would be the one to record it; instead, they 
decided to give it to Little Willie John. No big deal; Joe went on 
to record his own self-penned songs (including "Davy, You 
Upset My Home," his poke at the Davy Crockett TV show). He 
thought nothing more of it until a month later, when he went to a 
record store to buy his own 45. Everybody else was lined up to 
get a copy of "Fever." As Joe reminisced later, "Boy, I'd like to 
die. But it's one of those things. It just wasn't my time." 
After a few unsuccessful releases for King, he pressed on to Ace, 
which is located in Jackson, MS but at the time did all of its 
recording in New Orleans, LA. Allen Toussaint played organ; 
Dr. John was on the piano. Didn't mean much - in a weird 
throwback to the King years, the session was split with Jimmy 
Clanton, who waxed the nasally "Just A Dream" that day. 
Clanton wound up having the hit. Tex had to wait a few more 
years in the wings. 
While he was waiting, he hooked up with producer Buddy Killen 
in 1961. Killen was a successful songwriter and publisher in the 
Country field, and Joe would be his first real step into Rhythm & 
Blues. Sensing his singing and songwriting talents right away, 
Killen hipped him to BMI contracts, which Tex previously 
wasn't aware of. "I thought he'd be a big fat cat with a cigar 
sticking out of his mouth who'd come on with this ‘boy' thing. 
That's when it struck me. Buddy was white and he could have 
held out on me like the others but he didn't." Killen was so taken 
with Tex's talent that he built an entire label around Joe, Dial 
Records. Other artists were eventually in the Dial stable. Some 
had a hit or two. At least one band featured a couple of 
megatalents who made it big later (the Allman Joys, with Duane 
& Gregg Allman). But Joe was the label mainstay up until the 
late seventies, the main earner. Most of Joe's records would bore 
the legend "Produced By Buddy Killen." But back to '61: Joe 
would struggle for a few more years and was almost ready to 
leave Dial until the crossover hit from late '64 that broke him 
wide open - "Hold What You've Got." 
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Ever since the teenage talent show days, Joe always had a flair 
for monologues. Oftimes, it would be some comedy routine that 
won the prize. Joe had been "rapping" on record for some time, 
occasionally sounding stagy and contrived. It really came 
together on a slow deep-soul tune, "Hold What You've Got." 
Instead of sounding like he's reading the words from a sheet of 
paper, Joe tells us in a conversational tone not to drop our 
boyfriends or girlfriends just like that, or "someone will have 
(them), before you can count...one...two...three.” Although he 
had regional smashes here and there, this was his first certified 
smash, crossing over from R&B stations to pop. Joe was on his 
way, and Buddy Killen saw a goldmine. As Joe later recounted to 
Black Music, "Buddy is the kind of man that if he gets a hit on 
you sitting in a chair, he wants the next ten records with you 
sitting in a chair. He's my producer and I love him, God bless his 
soul, but if he gets a hit on someone smokin' a cigar, he'll say 
‘come on back and smoke another cigar!’ We came up with 'Hold 
On To What You've Got' and he had me talkin’ from then on." 
Joe certainly did his share of sitting and smoking, so to speak - in 
addition to "Hold," there was also "You Better Get It," "One 
Monkey Don't Stop No Show," "That's The Way," "The Same 
Old Soup," "Buying A Book" (where Joe rails against elderly 
widowed people and their golddigging twentysomething lovers), 
and others which also imitated the deep-soul dialogue of the first 
hit. 
In 1967, Joe had his biggest hit up to that time, "Skinny Legs & 
All," inspired by seeing a frail old lady cross the street with two 
bags of groceries while her big buff male companion just bossed 
her around and puffed on a cigar (evidently Joe wasn't much of a 
cigar buff). So the song wouldn't come off as preachy, Killen 
suggested a laughing audience (dubbed on later). A hit was born, 
but as sure as you're reading this, the same formula was copied 
for "Chicken Crazy" and "Men Are Getting Scarce" ("it's the girl 
with the skinny legs again, she's got greasy lips this time!"). 
As you will see in the discography, Joe was really big on 
soundalike followups and answer records, but once he got those 
out of the way, he was an accomplished and varied songwriter. 
At the end of the day, Joe definitely had a "sound" like 
everybody else, but he used several different approaches to get 
there. "A Sweet Woman Like You" had him overdubbing 
harmonies with himself for an almost doo-wop effect. "Funny 
Bone" and "What In The World" sound like they could have 
come from a fakebook of old hymns. "Don't Let Your Left Hand 
Know" had a great folk-rockish 12-string guitar in the mix. 
Almost every song had some weird quirk that set it apart from 
the rest of the pack. And in 1968, after a year of soul versions of 
country tunes, and novelty songs about skinny-legged, greasy- 
lipped women, he celebrated the holiday season with the dead- 
serious "I'll Make Every Day Christmas For My Woman." While 
a choir intones in the background, Joe makes a solemn vow that 
he won't leave his wife and kids the same way his own dad left 
his. And that's just the spoken bit, before the song kicks in. Joe 
later amplified this statement for Daddy Cool: "The reason that I 
write about women in their favor a lot is that I didn't know the 
love of a father. He and my mother divorced when I was two 
years old. I never had a father to take me fishin' and huntin’, this 
kinda thing. My hero was always the woman. My mother stayed 
with us. My grandmother stayed with us." (Joe's mother and 
grandmother were prominently featured in several of his songs 
through the years.) 



Joe began the seventies in sort of a dry spell, when the hits 
temporarily stopped. The mighty Atlantic Southern soul factory 
of the sixties was falling apart, brick by brick, with Wilson 

Pickett, Solomon Burke and others bolting for different labels. 
Between '65-'71, Joe was in an odd position. The albums were on 

Atlantic proper, but the singles were released on Dial. By 1971, 
Dial moved to Mercury, and for the next few years all of Joe's 
records, 7" and 12", were consolidated on Dial (with Mercury 
handling distribution). Joe's hitmaking days resumed. After 
landing back in the soul chart with "Give The Baby Anything 
She Wants," he pole-vaulted to the pop and Soul Top 10 with "I 

Gotcha," in late '71/early '72. Joe was maybe a few years shy of 

40 by then, and his boyish giggle gave way to a scary leer. Only 

a depraved individual could come up with something as twisted 
as "I Gotcha." The lyrics may as well be the Date Rapists' 
National Anthem: "You promised me the day that you quit your 

boyfriend/That I'd be the next one to ease on in/You promised 
me it would be just us two/And I'd be the only man kissin’ on 
you/GIVE IT HERE...never shoulda promised to me, GIVE IT 
HERE...don't hold back, now GIVE IT HERE... little bit longer, 
now HOLD IT, COME ON!" His TV performances from around 
that era had him acting out the song with some nearby female. 
On Soul Train he grabbed dancer Damita Jo Freeman out of the 
audience (and wound up jump-starting her career as a 
professional dancer). On The Larry Kane Show, a local music 
program from Dallas, TX, he chased one of the dancing girls 
around the studio. No one knew what happened to make him so 
horny, but he sold a lot of records. His momentum was helped by 
a popular rumor of the day - a couple of schoolgirls misheard the 
line "I'll teach you to play with my affection" as "...with my 
erection." Sure enough, his next single (the butt-funky "You Said 
A Bad Word") may as well have been "I Gotcha, Part 2." Joe was 
on a roll - temporarily. 
At the height of "I Gotcha"'s fame (Spring ‘72), Joe converted to 

the Black Muslim faith. While his real name was Joseph 
Arrington, Jr., he soon adopted the name Joseph Hazziez. He 
didn't stop making records, but after the furor over "I Gotcha" 
died down, you didn't hear from Joe as much. He spent quite a 
few years involved with the Muslim faith, preaching and 

fundraising. In a way, his devotion was admirable - rather than 
wait for his career to hit the skids before embracing religion, he 
left on top. In other words, Joe left the spotlight before the 
spotlight left him. His hiatus officially began on 7/2/72...he didn't 
fully return until February 1975, when Muslim leader Elijah 
Muhammad passed on. Later that year, he'd have a mild hit with 
"Under Your Powerful Love," which essentially picked up where 
"I Gotcha" left off (plotline: Joe is in a hotel and overhears the 
woman next door try to beg her way out of a li'l quickie...she 
didn't really feel like sexing up this man, she was just under his 
powerful love). Joe coasted along for the next year, unheard and 
unseen in the public eye, but came back in early 1977 with a 
resounding bang: "Ain't Gonna Bump No More With No Big Fat 
Woman," his attempt at a disco record and his final hit, making a 

large dent in both the pop and soul charts. His Soul Train 
appearance this time had a 300-lb. woman try to bump him off 
the stage and out of the studio, The album that followed, “Bumps 
& Bruises”, was a surprisingly hot comeback album, (So hot that 
at least two recent best-ofs duplicate the cover, which featured 

Joe in triple exposure, bumping and grinding in a coffee-colored 
three-piece suit.) 11 

As with "I Gotcha," Joe disappeared almost as quickly as he 
came back. His time in the spotlight was more or less up. He 
wasn't alone. Wilson Pickett, Clarence Carter, Solomon Burke - 
these men weren't the same stars in the 70s that they were in the 
60s, but they were at least still on the scene. But by 1978, disco 

ruled the playground, and all these men dropped out of sight. 

Even James Brown wasn't as prominent as he had been. j 
The hiatus didn't last long. Around 1980, in the aftermath of the 
Blues Brothers movie, old-school Soul singers were starting to 
reappear. People like Syl Johnson, James Brown and just about 
every soul star from Motown and Atlantic were resurfacing in 
new wave clubs (which - at the time, anyway - prided themselves 
on having wide-ranging tastes). All of a sudden our man Joe was 
back in regular view. Around 1981, soulman Don Covay got the 

bright idea to reunite the Soul Clan, the supergroup he formed in 
1968 (see LP review in the TEX-ARCANA section of the JOE 

TEX ALBUM GUIDE). Present for the reunion was Covay, 

Solomon Burke, Wilson Pickett (who bailed out before their only 
45 was released), Ben E. King, and Joe Tex, All that came from 
this was a couple of disastrous shows at the Savoy in New York 
with an under-rehearsed band. (Joe Tex, by now bearded, had the 
balls to crack, on stage, that "this is the last time I let Don Covay 
talk me into coming to New York without my own band.") Ata 
Soul Clan press conference during this time, he confided to Gerri 
Hirshey (in her book Nowhere To Run, about 60's soul stars) that 
he honestly didn't think the Clan idea would fly, due to the five 
different personalities. Joe had no reason to worry, as his future 
wasn't resting on it. He was still gigging, still playing dates, and 

even had a new album planned which didn't see release — “Joe 
Tex Rides Again.” Hopefully, it would have been a lot better 
than "Fat Bottom Girls," a horrible disco 12" single he recorded 
in 1981 on the TRI (Top Ranking International) label. His 

longtime producer, Buddy Killen, had nothing to do with it. 
Things were looking better for Joe and his kind of music. He 
lived to see a "Soul revival" of sorts, but he wouldn't enjoy it for 
long. He suffered a heart attack at his home in August 1982 
(Friday the 13th) and died, He was 49 years old. 
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91 Gotcha: Taking a cue from his 
latest hit song, / Got’cha, Detroit, 
Mich., hotel thieves robbed popu- 
lar singer Joe Tex of an estimated 
$7,000 in jewels and clothing. Tex, 
whose record, Skinny Legs And 
All, sold more than one million 
copies, views what robbers left 
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JOE TEX ALBUM GUIDE 
Amazon.com lists a gazillion compilations in Joe Tex's name. He is obviously far from 

zet the recognition of some of his peers. Even though, forgotten, but even so, he doesn't really 

like most soul singers, he was a singles artist and several of his 45's weren't comped on an 
album until after his death, the original LPs are still worth investigating (and still fairly easy to 

find). All reviews written by James Porter except when credited to JB (Gentleman John 

Battles) or WT (Waymon Timbsdayle). 

HOLD WHAT YOU'VE GOT (Atlantic, 1965) 
By the time Joe's first album was released, he'd been working the R&B highway for about a 
decade. After ten years of trying to get his thing together, with several flop 45's in different 

genres, he finally looked in the mirror and found his style - and just in time, since Rhythm & 

Blues was slowly changing to Soul and Joe was in on the ground floor, By this time, he had 
already learned to play the fool, and it paid off, Producer Buddy Killen must have had 
enormous faith in Joe, since the average Soul singer back then didn't fill an entire album with 

songs he or she wrote. Joe penned every song on his album, and reaped all the benefits. He 
knew he was on to something with the preachy title track, so he did it again with "One Monkey 

Don't Stop No Show" and the "Hold On" clone "You Better Get It." He's also tellir 

neighbors ("You Can Stay") and even noisier kids ("I'm Not Going To Work Today"), and 

really shucks the corn on "Are We Ready," a country number that's apparently about the Civil 

War. As an aside, the Atlantic label had some of the coolest cover designs of the fifties and 
sixties, and they went all out for Joe's debut. It was enough that they used a photo of my man in 

a too-tight sharkskin suit, crouching down like he's going under a limbo stick...but in quadruple 

exposure??? Hey, this should be a poster 

HOLD ON! IT'S JOE TEX (Checker, 1965) 
So now Joe's finally starting to hit the big time, and all the labels he used to record for suddenly 

remember that they let a future star get away. Chess/Checker rushed this one out pretty quickly, 
as you can tell from the title. They even had the cheek to add a subtitle to "Baby You're Right" 

("I'm Gonna Keep What I Got") just so Joe's new fans thought this was the followup. Hey, 
this early he liked to "answer" his own records, so who'd know the difference, right? 

noisy 
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though this material was slightly old, it wasn't musty. Unlike most of his records, this sounds 

like it was cut in a closet with his road band rather than in the studio with seasoned session 

musicians. He'd already started using spoken-word sermonettes on his records, but he doesn't 

quite sound comfortable with it yet - he's overacting like he's trying out for the school play. But 

as far as general songwriting, he's on top of it. The shadow of James Brown appears twice - 
"Baby You're Right" (written by Joe) was recorded by James, and "You Keep Her" is the 
shoutout to JB after he supposedly "stole" Joe's wife. "Sit Yourself Down" has a funky New 

Orleans syncopation; "Ain't | A Mess" is a bit of showbiz autobiography; and "I'll Never Break 
Your Heart" is a direct response to Jerry Butler's "He Will Break Your Heart." Classic stuff, 

even if the Chess brothers seriously expected listeners to think this was a new album 

THE BEST OF JOE TEX (King, 1965) 

More early recordings from the vaults, from Joe's time on the King label, who recorded him as 

a serious blues belter in the Little Willie John tradition. He sounds good, yet even then he liked 

to cut up once in a while. The whole situation regardin "Fever" (see intro) must have stung 

him bad, since he's coming back with a nasty answer record called "Pneumonia" ("If you put 

your cotton-pickin' hands around me, I'm gonna hit you with this rocking chair"). Otherwise, 

he's coming in on the tail end of the jump-blues craze and he's nailing it on songs like "Another 
Woman's Man," "Come On In This House," and "Get Way Back." 

JOE TEX (Pickwick, 1965) 
More early sides, So early that some songs barely sound like Joe at all - very brittle and harsh, 

not the Joe most know. Most of this must have remained unissued, since few of these songs are 

listed in any discographies (although "Wicked Woman" was a 7" release on the Jalynne label) 

Stylistically, this is all over the place - jump blues on "My Babe" (not the Little Walter hit), 

doo-wop ("The Love I Found"), novelties ("Talkin' Dog"), teen dance tunes ("Switching In The 

Kitchen," "Monkey's Uncle"), and most as good as his better-known songs. Of special note 

"Turn Back The Hands Of Time" (his voice is REALLY unrecognizable here, but I still think 
it's him), the rocking "I Just Can't Take It," and the almost Countryish "Wicked Woman." 

THE BEST OF JOE TEX (Parrot, 1965) 

Sull milking those old sides, but this was the most recently recorded and actually sounds like 

the Joe Tex most are familiar with, These songs were waxed right before "Hold What You've 
Got" - no real hits to speak of, but Joe is gradually easing into his own style instead of chasing 
others'. Some really good deep Soul ballads, including "Meet Me In Church" (later covered by 

his friend Solomon Burke) and "Say Thank You." Also good: "I Wanna Be Free," which is lik: 

a more eloquent "Take This Job & Shove It." Also listen for the end of "What Should I Do, 
where he likes the chorus so much, he tells "Mr. Engineer" to keep the tapes rolling so he ca 
have an excuse to repeat the title over and over. 
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THE NEW BOSS (Atlantic, 1965) 

The title refers to a rather I bragadocious claim in the liner notes that a young Joe Tex was on 

the verge of taking the Blues crown from Big Joe Turner, Ray Charles, and even the late Sam 
Cooke, who, for all his greatness, was as far from The Blues as Louis Prima was from funeral 

dirges. Turner's style of knock-down, dre g-'em-out whorehouse/gin mill Boogie Woogie was 
already out of favor by the time The Beatles and Motown hit, while Ray Charles was starting to 

lose what grip he had on the younger set hHis performance in "The T.A.M.I.Show,” excellent 

though it was, had "Museum Piece“ written all over it). Tex himself had long since put the 

Little Richard-styled Black Rock n’ Roll sounds of his early days far behind him, and had set 
his feet firmly on the Soul Train. With four big hits under his belt (all featured on this album), 

he didn’t really have much to prove, and this could have been yet another case of a few hits 

padded out with innocuous filler, but Mighty Joe Tex wasn’t playing that g ame. Opening with a 

lively send-up of "C.C. Rider” (incidentally, this was the arrangement that inspired the Animals’ 

version, if you listen closely, you can hear Eric Burdon drop Joe Tex's name), this album is 
being pushed as pretty much a modern Blues album, even though Joe had already staked his 

claim, and found his true identity, as a Soul singer. In spite of this, Joe still covers a couple of 

Country hits, here, Bobby Bare's "Detroit City” and Roger Miller's "King of The Road,” further 
dispelling the myth that Blacks can't sing, or don't like, Country music. Joe handles these songs 

remarkably well, even though it's hard not to make Miller's happy-go-lucky signature song 

sound like the theme song to some forgotten Sixties sitcom. "Stop, Look and Listen” is a 

lively Soul workout/advice song, one of many that Tex excelled at (typified by this album's 

est smash, "Hold What You Got"), though it lacks the comic sermon ("Say, Miss Lady! 

Don't act like that man ain't none of yours”) that would become his stock in trade. "For Your 

Love" (not The Yardbirds’ better-known hit of the time) shows another side of Tex, that of the 

Gospel-tinged, - dare | say it? - "Deep Soul” singer. "You've Got What it Takes (To Take What 

1 Got)” (1 added the sub-heading, but, man! Joe Tex had more songs with two-part titles than 

most Country artists!) is sweet and sly, with some great unexpected turnarounds. “Don't Make 

Your Children Pay” and "I Want To (Do Everything For You),” the LP's other two hits, show 

Tex doing what he did best. On the latter he gushes with appreciation, making a promise to 

keep the home fires burning, as he did in many, many later songs (did he keep those promises? I 
don't know, consult the book, Rock Dreams), and in the former Joe gets up on the pulpit and 

urges troubled couples to think before they act. There isn’t a single witty diatribe to be found 

here, but Joe put his point across, and, whaddya know? It stuck. (JB) 

THE LOVE YOU SAVE (Atlantic, 1966) 
The title song is as serious as Joe's facial expression on the cover. "I've been kicked around, I 

been lost and found, I've been given till sundown to get out of town, I've been taken outside and 

I've been brutalized, and I always had to be the one to smile and apologize. But I ain't never, in 

my life before, seen so many love affairs go wrong as I do today..." If they had had poetry 

slams back in 1966 Joe would have won the cash prize hands down. Joe is on a roll with his 

sermonizing, with songs that preach to the lazy ("you can't keep up with Mrs. Jones sitting on 

your funny bone") and the lovelorn ("you've got to build your love on a solid foundation...when 
the storms of jealousy destroy all the rest, your love will be the one that will stand the test") 

Even when he's praising his woman, it sounds like he's lecturing ("I know some men will give 

their right arm to have a sweet little woman like you"). Great stinging guitar on rockers like "If 

Sugar Was As Sweet As You" and "You Better Believe It, Baby." (I'm not just throwing that 
word around - these songs do rock, as Rockpile proved when they redid "Sugar" on their one 

and only LP in 1980.) Can't go wrong - this is Joe in his microphone-swinging prime. 

I'VE GOT TO DO A LITTLE BIT BETTER (Atlantic, 1966) 
A master craftsman at the top of his game. Fans of soul songs about Vietnam will probably love 

"I Believe I'm Gonna Make It" (where the soldier-boy narrator is so inspired by his girlfriend's 
love letter, he gets his gun and shoots him "a few mo! enemies"). But there's better picks to 

click, including "S.Y.S.L.J.F.M." (which stands for "Save Your Sweet Love Just For Me"), the 

title track, "What Me & My Baby Ain't Got," and "Watch The One That Brings The Bad 
News," which includes this puzzling line: "You run your shoes over and let me run my business 

(2x)/And when you get your shoes run over, take 'em to the shoe shop and get some new heels 
put on." (???) Great asides on the songs he didn't write, "Half A Mind" (where he imitates 

composer Roger Miller's scatting style) and "Got You On My Mind" ("Ivory Joe Hunter won't 
recognize this"). He preaches himself up to a frenzy on "The Truest Woman In The World" 
(either she's the truest, Joe sez, or the slickest), and answers back Lowell Fulson's "Tramp" with 
"Papa Was, Too 

THE BEST OF JOE TEX (Atlantic, 1967) 

Joe had become a huge star in a short time, so it seemed like a good time for a best-of. "Show 
Me," "Hold What You've Got," "S.Y.S.L.J.F.M.," "Papa Was, Too," "I Want To Do Everything 

For You," no filler, no fat. Can't argue with this one, as it has all of his hits up to then. No B- 
sides, no album cuts. However, Atlantic should have put together a "Vol. 2," because his 

biggest hit of the sixties was right around the corner. 13 



LIVE & LIVELY (Atlantic, 1968) 
Not long after the release of “The Best Of Joe Tex” Joe scored a 
massive hit with "Skinny Legs & All." But, as was the case back in 
those days, the single usually came before the album. "Skinny Legs" 
was just starting to go down in history when he released this fake live 
album. Rather than use stock crowd sounds from some sound effects 
record, apparently they just led a bunch of people into the studio and had 
them applaud or laugh when necessary. The versions of "Papa Was, 
Too," "A Woman's Hands," and "Show Me" are the same hit versions 
from earlier singles with crowd noise dubbed in. "Do Right Woman - 
Do Right Man" and "Get Out Of My Life, Woman" were two of 
southern Soul's most covered tunes, but Joe Tex's are necessities - 

they're that good. Ditto for "That's Life," where Joe hams it up through 
two or three false endings for a cheering crowd that probably wasn't in 
the same room at the same time. It's a fiasco, but it's still worth picking 
up. Joe was a master showman on the stage; I can only fantasize what a 
REAL, GENUINE live Joe Tex album would sound like... 

SOUL COUNTRY (Atlantic, 1968) 
He's still on a roll, this time with a set of mostly country-pop songs plus 
a recent hit (for Joe) that may as well have been, the humorously literal 

"I'll Never Do You Wrong." If he does do his ladyfriend wrong he hopes 
"a fly lands on my pie...I hope a fever blister over my eye...I love my 
pie, I love my eye, so you know I'll never do you wrong." Think James 
Carr or any other heavy-duty soul balladeer would touch that one? 
James Carr (and others) did do "The Dark End Of The Street," and Joe 

was no different. Other standards he takes care of here include "By The 
Time I Get To Phoenix," "Ode To Billie Joe," "Honey" (ugh!), and a 
mess of other songs no singer could make it through the late sixties 
without doing. Overdone, but done well. Really good version of "Skip A 
Rope," the 1968 protest song by Henson Cargill. 

HAPPY SOUL (Atlantic, 1969) 
This was the first Joe Tex album I ever bought and it still ranks as his 
finest! The epitome of classic Joe Tex! The Country-Soul balladeer, the 
preacher, the quick-rocking Soul shouter and the giggling novelty act - 
these are the four sides of Joe Tex and they're all shown at they're best 
on this album! "You Need Me, Baby" is for everybody who still feels 
the sting of childhood envy, ten or more years later ("He was the best 
marble shooter that ever lived in the whole darn town/He never played a 
football game where he scored under five touchdowns...I know he was 
the one most likely to succeed/But a room full of trophies ain't what you 
need - naw!/You need yourself a MAN, baby...you need me.") The 
delivery may be humorous, but the pain is real. He's making with the 
comedy on "Go Home & Do It" (where he's running a restaurant and 
preventing tongue-kissing couples, a woman with bad bunions, and a 
snoring bum from turning away his business). "Chicken Crazy" (a/k/a 
"Skinny Legs, Part 37") also makes with the yuks. "You Can Tell" has 

him back on his "Hold What You've Got" preaching kick, and speaking 
of being possessive, there's "Keep The One You Got" ("See that woman 
whose going to church/All dressed up in her mini-skirt/Don't she look 

good?...See that man dressed in his Nehru/He's got pockets of money to 
give you/Don't he look good?...Keep the one you got!/I know the other 
one looks good to you, but they might not/Be as good as they look!"). 
Other subjects include deadbeat dads ("That's Your Baby"), gangly girls 
who grow up to be sexy ladies ("You've Come A Long Way"), and a 
good ole fashioned cheating song ("Take The Fifth Amendment"). 
You'll be a "happy soul" yourself if you track down this album. 

BUYING A BOOK (Atlantic, 1969) 

Okay, the golden age of Joe Tex albums ends here. Oh, the singles were 
still sounding good (like the title track to this album), but Joe's coming 
up weak this time. Matter of opinion, | guess. The great writer Peter 
Guralnick, in his book Sweet Soul Music, considers this LP to be Joe's 

finest moment. I don't know...this album begins with an extremely weak, 
bandwagon-jumping protest song ("We Can't Sit Down Now"), but even 
with that going against it, there's still some gems if you listen closely. 
For me, they include "Buying A Book," "The Only Way"("...I'll let him 
take you/He'll have to pay back the time and money I've invested in 
you"), "It Ain't Sanitary" (Sleepy LaBeef did a GREAT version of this 
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on one of his Sun albums), "Get Your Lies Together," and "That's The 

Way." Plus "Sure Is Good," which is so dumb I like it. I know I've just 
named maybe half the whole album (and I supposedly dislike it), but it's 
still a disappointing followup to “Happy Soul.” 

JOE TEX SINGS WITH STRINGS & THINGS (Atlantic, 1970) 
That he does, but no more than on any other album. If the title didn't tell 
you, you probably wouldn't have noticed. It makes no difference, as it 
still sounds like he's in a dry spell. Very uninspired, although | kinda 
like "Take My Baby A Little Love" (a lost classic which features the 
line: "Looked in the mirror this morning/I had bags all under my 
eyes/The way I've been dogging myself, y'all/You would think that I had 
nine lives ["shooby-doo-doo"]). There's also "You're Right, Ray 
Charles," where the legendary Genius gives Joe some advice for making 
the kids dance. (And how would Ray know? In Ray's autobiography, 
Brother even he says his music is too adult for teenage tastes! Maybe 
Joe should have consulted his rival, James Brown?) 

I GOTCHA (Dial, 1972) 
"I Gotcha" was a runaway hit in the winter of 1971-72. Only "You Said 
A Bad Word" (the followup) and "Bad Feet" come close to the greatness 

of the hit. The funk influence is starting to creep in, and Joe is doing the 
best he can, but he'd done far better than this. 

FROM THE ROOTS CAME THE RAPPER (Atlantic, 1972) 
Not an “early years" cash-in album...more like a contractual obligation 

elpee; Joe had already left Atlantic for good by the time this was 
released. This is material that had been sitting ion the shelves for good 
rason. It's obvious the label had Joe experimenting with new approaches 
that didn't really come off. The sound is decidedly more urban - the 

country flavor is gone, and he's interpreting other people's songs, 
including Swamp Dogg's "The Baby Is Mine." Interesting...but no more 
than that. (WT) 

THE HISTORY OF...JOE TEX (Pride, 1972) 
This is one of those quickie releases done of an established star's earlier, 
cheaper to license work that bears no disclaimer saying, "These songs 
weren't even recent during The Bay of Pigs Invasion!” It might have 
actually sold better if they had tried playing up the "Rock n’ Roll 
Revival” aspect (imagine if Joe Tex had made a commercial like the one 
Chubby Checker did at the time...no, on second thought, that's too 
weird to even think about). These tracks were largely recorded during 
Joe's "Little Richard” phase, which wielded some wild, unruly rockers, 
of which some of the best are included here (though, sadly, not 
"Switchin' in The Kitchen” or "Davey, You Upset My Home"). "Yum, 
Yum,” the opener, is one of the best food songs ever, reeling off a 
borgashmord of Soul Food delicacies. It also warranted an equally great 
cover version by Ronnie Dawson, who's probably trading off verses 
with Tex at this moment. "You Little Baby Faced Thing” is one of Joe's 
best takes on The Georgia Peach, at least, until you get to the out of 

control rocker, "Open Up The Door,” which attains the peaks of 
wildness purveyed by The Beauty on Duty (And that's no doody!) . All 
that screamin’ and beamin' and steamin' makes me wanna wreck a room, 

just like Richard's most frantic sides (i.e. "Keep a’ Knockin™ or "Bama 
Lama Bama Loo,” which hadn't been recorded yet), "Charlie Brown Got 
Expelled” is a letter perfect "answer song” done directly in The 
Coasters' "Fun Uber Alles” style, while songs like "Blessed Are These 
Tears” and "More Than Just a Friend” evoke the slower, more Gospel- 
oriented early King/Federal James Brown sides. But, make no mistake, 
Tex wasn’t just copying pre-established artists, he was getting his own 
thing together, and learning from the best. That said, Tex was already a 
highly respected performer without a hit when he was doing opening 
spots for Brown and Richard in the late Fifties. Little Richard himself 
went so far as to say that James Brown got much of his stage act from 
watching Joe Tex on stage. All in all, this is a cool compilation, but 
there's enough material from this period for a nice CD (Or maybe even a 
double CD) retrospective. (JB) 

JOE TEX SPILLS THE BEANS (Dial, 1973) 
Portrait of a soul artist in decline, trying to keep up with the changing 
trends. Not totally awful, but you can understand why this album always 
used to pop up dirt cheap. On the one hand, he's still cashing in on "I 



Gotcha" (this time it's "Cat's Got Her Tongue"), but the few goodies 

include "Papa's Dream," a monologue about a dirt farmer who died poor 
without a single crop to his name. This was later covered by Johnny 
Cash as "Look At Them Beans." 

THE BEST OF JOE TEX (Citation, 1973) 
Straight reissue of the Parrot album on the Citation label. This was a 
Scepter Records subsidiary/series that featured a fake gold record on 
every coyer, advertising the "best of" Tex, Flip Wilson, Deep Purple, 
Wilson Pickett, the Isley Brothers, and anything else they could lease (or 
own the rights to). Same good music, but try to get the London/Parrot 
edition - they had snazzier cover art. 

BUMPS & BRUISES (Epic, 1977) 
Joe came back hard and heavy with this one...the hit was "Ain't Gonna 
Bump No More With No Big Fat Woman," and you get the long version 
here (the band keeps vamping on that mysterious minor chord while Joe 

gets away with some outlandish ad-libs). Hey, if an old R&B veteran 
like Johnnie Taylor could get over on the disco floor (with the #1 "Disco 
Lady"), Joe oughta be able to do the same! While he hadn't been totally 
absent from the scene (he had a minor soul hit in 1975 with "Under 

Your Powerful Love"), his public profile was totally on the down-low. 
He came back fresh with this one; this is a lot better than anyone would 
have the right to expect. Strangely enough, his sense of humor got 
nastier during his layoff. It's almost as if the sex-starved pervert from "I 
Gotcha" just got weirder and wilder. Besides the big hit, for laffs we had 
"| Mess Up Everything I Get My Hands On" ("Bump No More's flip 
side), sweet ballads like "I Almost Got To Heaven Once," and the lost 

classic "We Held On," which is so catchy that it should have been the 
next single. And there is no way I can do justice to "Be Cool (Willie Is 
Dancing With A Sissy)." This starts with Joe bullshitting with his 
buddies about this newfangled Women's Liberation thang ("what's theirs 
is theirs and what's yours is yours"). Then the music kicks in, and Joe 
starts singing about his buddy Willie and what he saw him do the night 
before. This gay tolerance song is actually sorta progressive for its time, 
but Joe is giggling so much you can't tell whether he's for, against, or 

just out for a cheap laff. I think the song itself is definitely on the "live- 

and-let-live" tip - as with "Skinny Legs," he probably had to add the 
humor so he didn't come off as preachy. Also out there: "Jump Bad," 
where Joe, excited and nearly out of breath, tells a hilarious tale about an 
elderly lady who beats up some mugger named Run Down ("hands 

smooth as silk...never worked hard a day in his life"). And then he 

switches to his "old lady" voice and talks that way for about half the 

song. How come no one ever gave Joe his own TV show? 

ANOTHER WOMAN'S MAN (Power Pak, 1977) 
Thank God "Ain't Gonna Bump..." brought Joe back into circulation - it 

gave Power Pak an excuse to reissue Joe's old jump-blues sides on the 

King label. 

RUB DOWN (Epic, 1978) 
HE WHO IS WITHOUT THE FUNK CAST THE FIRST STONE 

(Dial, 1978) 
Not as essential as “Bumps & Bruises” or any of the Atlantic albums (up 

through 1969's “Happy Soul”), but still worth finding on the cheap. 

“Rub Down” sounds like leftovers from “Bumps” (not a bad thing). The 

Dial album is a little closer to disco and includes a remake of "Hold 

What You've Got" and some of his more inspired song titles ("Finger 

Popped Myself Into The Poor House," "You Might Be Digging The 

Garden But Somebody's Picking Your Plums"). The Dial album also has 

"Music Ain't Got No Color," which mentions the Bee Gees and Rolling 

Stone magazine and indicts rock critics for labeling music as "black" 

and "white." (WT) 

SUPER SOUL (London, 1979) 

The Parrot/London album, restored to its rightful owners as part of the 

London Collectors' Series, which also released albums by Thin Lizzy, 

Genesis, David Bowie, and others from London's back catalog. 

Question: this was the third time around for this reissue of Joe's London 

sides...how come they still haven't included the lost 45, "Looking For 

My Pig?" 15 

J.T.'s FUNK (Accord, 1982) 
Funk??? This is Joe's old jump-blues and Black rock ‘n' roll sides from 
the fifties, under a glammed-up eighties cover. So if you're a hip-hop DJ 
and you're reading this, don't go seeking out this album for a dope 
breakbeat to sample! They programmed it so that his teenage rockers 
alternate with his hard blues 45's, but whaddya expect from an album 
that probably retailed for $2-3? Can't argue with the music itself, 
however. 

AIN'T I A MESS (Chess, 1984, though this appears to be a reissue of 
an earlier album, and it is mostly the same tracks from “Hold On! It’s 

Joe Tex”) 
Chess played around with Soul quite a bit when their neighbors Vee Jay 
were going great guns ("Rescue Me,” Fontella Bass's monster hit on 
Chess, is frequently mistaken for a Motown side), and Joe Tex released 

several singles in the early Sixties, eventually compiled on this album, 
with liner notes by legendary Deejay, Bill "Hoss” Allen, one of the first 

Southern White Disc Jockeys to break the color bar by playing Rhythm 
n' Blues records in the Fifties. Opening with a distinctive rendition of 
labelmate Etta James' "All I Could Do Was Cry”(Parts | and 2 ...It took 
two sides to get all of poor Joe's emotional disrepair down on vinyl). 

"You Keep Her” is built on a James Brown riff and directly addresses 
him by his first name. It's just a song about a guy telling a buddy (in this 
case, James Brown, that he's welcome to his ex, though he doesn’t want 
her anymore. "Ain't I a Mess” is a fast paced account of Tex's rise to 
fame, and as such, it's a little more "Rock n’ Roll” than most of the other 
tracks. "Sit Yourself Down" is another advice song, "Sit yourself down 
and give yourself a talking to,” but we never really get to find out what 
the other person's deficiencies are (which appears to be the intention. 
That way, the song can be applied to any problems the listener may be 
having). The song rarely gets past a medium tempo, but there's some 

hot "on the one” drums and boss call-and-response backing vocals. 

"Don't Play “is ANOTHER advice song, directed at any woman who 

thinks she can play Mr. Joe. Emphatic is not the word for it! "I've 

laughed at some jokes by some funny folks, but let me tell you, baby, | 

don't play.” Getting an early start, Joe recalls, “When I was a baby, I 

wasn’t like the other boys, I hated playing so doggone much, I told my 

Daddy, ‘Don't you buy me no toys!’” Closing things out "I'll Never 

Break Your Heart” is, you guessed it, an answer song to "He Will Break 

Your Heart “ (you guessed it again - "Parts 1 and 2!”). He basically 

rebuts everything the original claimed (And in the same order!), 

throwing a "Now dig this!” here, a snippet of "Everybody Needs 

Somebody To Love" there, the great ad-lib, "I've been all around the 

world, and I've met everybody twice!,” and capping it all off he boldly 

proclaims, Jerry Lee style, "IT'S A HIT!” You see, kids, before they had 

samplers, people used to borrow stuff from their neighbor's kitchen, but 

they still had to make their own damned cake. (JB) 

THE BEST OF JOE TEX (Atlantic, 1985; it says 1984 on the back 

cover and label, but it didn't hit the streets until the next year) 

Almost the same as the 1967 Atlantic album with the same title (baby- 

blue cover), except they replaced "I Want To Do Everything For You" 

(#1 on Billboard's R&B charts in '66!) with "Build Your Love OnA 

Solid Foundation" (great song, but never a single, much less a hit). And 

still no "Skinny Legs"!!! As many hits as Joe scored for the company, 

Atlantic never treated him right in retrospect. For years, the original 

1967 best-of was out of print and the only way you could score Joe's 

classic sixties sides was on 45's (in Atlantic's "Oldies Series") or on 

various-artists compilations. After semi-ignoring his back catalog for a 

decade or so, Atlantic finally restores Joe to the album racks as part of a 

new "best-of" series. Some of the great soul performers from Atlantic's 

sixties stable (Tex, Otis Redding, Sam & Dave, etc.), all with generic, 

arty covers. Liner notes? No such animal. Hell, we were lucky to get the 

artist's photo on the back cover. Shoddy packaging, but I still have faith 

in the music. When this album was released, I was a college first-year 

who was on a serious bender for 50's & 60's R&B. I had just found a 

used copy of “Happy Soul” for a dollar. Coming off of that, this best-of 

seemed like a godsend then. 



TEX ON ACE 
by Dave Leucinger 

Here's one of our fave writers taking on 
some of Joe’s earliest singles... 
Joe Tex's early recordings for the Jackson, 
Mississippi Ace label were an interesting 
mix, but characteristic of Ace's pipeline of 
New Orleans musicians. Some tracks 

borrowed heavily from bigger stars of the 
late 1950s, while others were early soul 
masterpieces that blazed the trail for that 
genre. Here's a quick overview of three 
Tex 45s (all six songs composed by him, 
identified as J. Arrington or Joe 
Arrington): 

Ace 550: You Little Baby Face Thing 
b/w Mother's Advice 
With a Little Richard arrangement to 
"You Little Baby Face Thing," Tex's 
mimicry of the pompadour-topped shouter 
holds up quite well in comparison. It's got 
the honkin' saxes and the falsetto screams, 
and Tex's slightly gruffer vocals make 
this up-tempo shouter a real rippin’ 
winner. "Mother's Advice" is a ballad 
derived from Sam Cooke's early solo 

work for Keen; Tex's attention to Cooke's 
phrasing style demonstrates eagerness if 
not creativity. 

Ace 559: Charlie Brown Got Expelled 
b/w Blessed Are These Tears (as Joe 
Tex and His X Class Mates) 
Again, a New Orleans horn section leads 
off this novelty answer record to the 
Coasters' smash hit on ATCO (later to be 

Tex's home under its Dial subsidiary), A 
quick trill by Tex’ leads into the 
instrumental break, The track's sloppy 
"group sound," somewhat akin to the 
Olympics, is likely Tex's voice 
overdubbed a couple times. "Blessed Are 
These Tears" is one of the countless flip 
sides that should have had a DJ champion 
it. Tex's tortured, crying vocals and angst- 
filled lyrics formed this prototype for '60s 
soul. Don Robey would have killed to 
have this one on his Duke label, and had 
Johnny Ace not offed himself a few years 
earlier, one could imagine Ace with a 
slightly smoother version of this landmark 
ballad. 

Ace 591: Boys Will Be Boys b/w 
Granny Stole The Show 
The weakest of the three discs, "Boys" is 
more pop-oriented, with hints of Dee 
Clark and Benny Spellman in Tex's 
phrasing. The horn arrangement of this 
track is noteworthy as an early ska riff. 
"Granny Stole The Show" returns to the 
novelty camp (Granny takes up dancing, 
buys a new sports car and a tight 
skirt...you get the routine). Again, the 
likely use of overdubbing creates a sound 

that's part Everly Brothers, part Olympics. 

I BELIEVE I'M GONNA MAKE IT: THE BEST OF JOE TEX, 1964-1972 (Rhino, 1988) 
THE VERY BEST OF JOE TEX (Charly, 1988) 
Now this is more like it, All the hits from all the labels, plus comprehensive liner notes tliat tell you what's 
what, At the time, Rhino (US) and Charly (UK) were setting the standard for reissue labels, and they gave Joe's 
legacy the royal treatment it deserved, 

DIFFERENT STROKES (Charly, 1989) 
Rare and unissued Joe, which is just as prime as the stuff most people have heard, Classic moment: "I Can See 
Everybody's Baby But Mine" ("I went to England, saw Tom Jones’ woman...went to Chicago, saw Jerry Butler's 
woman..." and on and on till he gets to the punchline - that he came back home and found his own woman 
missing). 

STONE SOUL COUNTRY (Charly, 1989) 
Straight reissue of the 1968 “SOUL COUNTRY” elpee with bonus cuts, 

GREATEST HITS (Curb, 1991) 
Somewhere around this time, producer Buddy Killen must have regained the rights to the Dial Records masters, 
because in the nineties Joe Tex comps started showing up all over the place, The Curb album was no surprise, 
since this label had a rep of releasing chintzy compilations on people who were already comped to death. But, 
over the next ten years, we got... 

SHOW ME: THE HITS...AND MORE (Ichiban, 1992) 
GOLDEN CLASSICS (Collectables, 1993) 
SHOW ME (New Rose, 1993) 
SKINNY LEGS & ALL: THE CLASSIC EARLY DIAL SIDES (Kent, 1994) 
YOU'RE RIGHT, JOE TEX! (Kent, 1995) 
BUMP TO THE FUNK (Charly, 1995) 
GREATEST HITS (Sony Special Products, 1995) 
THE VERY BEST OF JOE TEX (Rhino, 1996) 
GREATEST HITS (Masters Incontinine, 1996) 
HIS BEST (K-Tel, 1997) 
JOE TEX (Double Play, 1998) 
1 GOTCHA (BMG Special Products, 1998) 
HIS GREATEST HITS (Charly, 1999) 
25 ALL-TIME GREATEST HITS (Varese Sarabande, 2000) 
GOLDEN LEGENDS (Direct Source, 2000) 
GREATEST HITS (7-N Music, 2000) 
HOLD WHAT YOU'VE GOT/THE NEW BOSS (Sequel, 2001) 
THE LOVE YOU SAVE/I'VE GOT TO DO A LITTLE BIT BETTER (Sequel, 2001) 
OH BOY CLASSICS PRESENTS JOE TEX (Oh Boy, 2001) 
SHOW ME THE HITS (601, 2001) 
LIVE & LIVELY/SOUL COUNTRY (Sequel, 2002) 
HAPPY SOUL/BUYING A BOOK (Sequel, 2002) 
AIN'T GONNA BUMP NO MORE (Southbound, 2002) 
TWELVE HITS (Varese Sarabande, 2002) 
FROM THE ROOTS CAME THE RAPPER (Sequel, 2002) 

THE EARLY YEARS (R'n'B, released God knows when) 
As you can see, it was either feast or famine with Joe Tex's back catalog. One minute you're lucky to get 
"Skinny Legs & All" on a reissue single, Wait a few years and just about everything he did was rejiggered for 
the CD market, What's surprising is that these comps don't begin and end with his prime Atlantic years...they 
extend well into 1979, when he was already bordering on being an oldies act. The Sequel albums are all reissues 
of his Atlantic albums. “I Gotcha” duplicates the original same-name album from '72. “His Greatest Hits” is the 
most complete of all the discs here, a two-CD set, “The Early Years” is a bootleg disc that takes care of the 
early 45's on Chess, King and Ace. And then just last summer, we got one of the strangest comps of all... 
DAVID ALLAN COE PRESENTS JOE TEX (Coe Pop, 2003) 
2222 The Mysterious Rhinestone Cowboy presents the Dapper Rapper? Of course, this album has nothing these 
other comps don't have, but...David Allan Coe? The outlaw country eccentric profiled in these pages, a few 
years back? Apparently, just like folkie singer-songwriter John Prine with his Oh Boy label, Coe formed his 
own label Coe Pop, to release a series devoted to the greatest hits of different performers. So far, Joe is the only 
artist in the series who isn't country (although he came damn close). May as well point out that John Prine's Oh 
Boy also has a Joe Tex album...but he doesn't have the hubris to put his face on the front cover like David Allan 
Coe did. 

TEX-ARCANA: MISCELANEOUS JOE TEX 
MURRAY THE K LIVE FROM THE BROOKLYN FOX (Brook-Lyn, 1967) 
Well, half live, anyway...one side is studio recordings but the other side has a sterling live performance from 
Joe Tex doing "Hold What You've Got." (BTW: you know the mod-looking guys on the front cover in the 
striped suits, impressing the chicks? Those guys were Mandala, by the way...they don't appear on the album, but 
this Canadian soul-rock band did work a Murray the K revue that year.) 

MISS COUNTRY SOUL - Diana Trask (Dot, 1968 - reissued on Pickwick, 1979) 
Joe's producer, Buddy Killen, hit upon the novel idea of having Joe's songs covered country style by a white 
female singer. Joe was impressed enough to write the liner notes, but for me this album doesn't really go past 
being "interesting." Good to hear once, but... 

SOUL CHRISTMAS (Atco, 1968) 
Contains Joe's single-only "I'll Make Everyday Christmas For My Woman." 

SOUL CLAN (Atco, 1969) 
In '68, Tex, Solomon Burke, Arthur Conley, Ben E. King and Don Covay recorded one classic single as the 
Soul Clan - "Soul Meeting" b/w "That's How It Feels." The vocals weren't all recorded simultaneously, so you 
can hear Don Covay giving everybody their cues ("tell 'em, Solomon!" etc). Top side is uptempo, "That's How 
It Feels" is a ballad, and not surprisingly, Joe gets the wittiest lines. The album that followed later just had both 
sides of the 45 plus two songs each from Joe, Solomon, Arthur, Ben & Don. Joe is represented by two obvious 
hits that even a neophyte would own, "Hold What You've Got" and "Skinny Legs & All." 16 
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THE FINAL CURTAIN 
Gentieman John Battles is a great fan of all and a good friend to many of ue eg 

Rock & Rolle Here he pays final respects to some of his favorite artistsswho have 

recently made the transition from mortal +o immortal 

ERIK BRAUNN - At 17 Braunn jumped on board The Iron Butterfly just 
in time to lay down the distinctive guitar parts that helped propel their 
second album, "Inna Gadda Da Vida" into the highest reaches of the charts 
(for two years!). The group made just two more albums before Braunn 
jumped ship (a move made partly because of an ulcer spurred on by a 
hellish touring schedule peculiar to the sixties.). The hurriedly produced 
"Ball" lacked some of the moxie of its platinum predecessor, but still 
contained some fine songs. "Iron Butterfly Live" was recorded, in part, at 
Chicago's legendary Kinetic Playground (I recently met a guy at a CTA 
newsstand who told me, "Yeah, I used to go to The Kinetic Playground all 
the time - I saw Led Zeppelin and Jethro Tull open for Vanilla Fudge, who 
SUCKED! _ I saw Iron Butterfly there, twice, too - MAN, THEY 
BLEW!"). While these sold respectably enough, the momentum of such a 
colossal (in terms of length as well as sales) hit seemed impossible to get 
back. Just to pour salt in that wound, the band was booked to play 
Woodstock, but the helicopter never came to take them to the festival 
grounds (perhaps that's NOT so unlucky!), and, would you believe, they 

were originally slated to do the soundtrack to "Skidoo," Otto Preminger’ 
multi-celebrity-L.S.D. Comedy, In the end, that honor went to a still- 
struggling Harry Nilsson. Personally, I would have loved to have seen 
Jackie Gleason suffering hallucinations of Groucho Marx on a Phillips 
screw head to the sounds of Erik Braunn's guitar! The band did appear in 

a quickie Rock film, "Musical Mutiny," which is available from 
Something Weird video. In 1970 Braunn was briefly replaced by twin 
guitarists, Mike Pinera (ex - Blues Image) and Larry "Rhino" Rhinehart 
(later in Captain Beyond with Butterfly bassist, Lee Dorman), but the band 
fell apart after one last LP, "Metamorphosis, and a tour with Black Oak 
Arkansas (whose first, great, LP was produced by Rhino and Dorman). In 
1975, Braunn and original drummer Ron Bushy put together a new version 
of [ron Butterfly and hit the club circuit (Rocket From The Tombs played 
their first gig opening for them!) and released two poorly received albums 
Tragically, Phil Kramer, then their bassist, was found dead only recently, 

after having disappeared in 1994. Various incarnations of the group turned 
up, with and without Braunn's involvement (some without ANYONE who 

served from '67-'71.), and the "Inna Gadda Da Vida" lineup commenced 
touring in 1987, spurred on by a rousing reception at Atlantic Records' 
50th-Anniversary Show (and despite the fact that they weren't featured in 

the subsequent cable broadcast). Still, Braunn and the others had issues, 
and he'd go on to be conspicuously absent when the (otherwise complete) 
classic lineup began touring again in the mid-90's. Latter day guitarist Eric 
Barnett, however, told me that he went to Braunn personally to find out 
how to attain THAT SOUND, a sound that goes on to be influential today, 

though Erik Braunn is rarely mentioned when talk turns to Hard Rock 
guitarists that emerged in the wake of Cream and Hendrix. Still, he left his 
mark. Molten, iridescent, light... and...heavy 

PAUL BURLISON - It's important to note that Paul Burlison was the best 
kind of innovator of all: the kind who wasn’t really trying to be 

innovative. When he hit upon the fuzztone sound, entirely by accident 
the seeds of a revolution were being sown, making the jump from 
Rockabilly to Instrumental Rock, Garage, Metal and Punk. In fact, many 
people today consider Johnny Burnette and The Rock n’ Roll Trio to be 
the first-ever Punk Rock band, and I'm inclined to agree with them. Paul 
summed it all up beautifully the first time we met, about fifteen years ago, 

"Didn't nobody tell us to do, man! We didn’t give a damn, we'd just go in 

there (the studio) and go "WAAAAA|!,” just screamin’, and they kept it on 
there!" If that isn’t Punk Rock, not only am I The Pope, but my kids go to 
Jewish School. This was a shot heard 'round the world, reflected in the 
music of Mick Green from Johnny Kidd and The Pirates, The early 
Beatles, Yardbirds-era Jeff Beck and Jimmy Page, Stadium Rockers like 
Aerosmith and Foghat, Rockabilly deconstructivists like The Cramps, The 

Meteors, The Cowslingers, Tav Falco, Alan Vega and The Gibson Bros., 
not to mention latter day 'Billies like The Stray Cats, Rev. Horton Heat 
Matchbox, and Robert Gordon. To be so influential is a wonderful thing, 
and I believe Paul treasured that fact (even if he didn’t become fully aware 
of it until after he came out of a twenty year retirement in the late 

When all is said and done, you'll be remembered more for the 

way you treat others, and, much like his good friend, Ronnie Dawson, 
Paul possessed that rare capability to match remarkable musicianship with 
an affinity for people that went above and beyond the call of his 
profession. Not to say that I, myself, haven't met my share of affable 
musicians in my day, but Burlison, as well as Dawson, certainly rates up 
there at the top. The last time I saw Burlison, he was already pushing 

seventy, but looked in great shape and was in his usual high spirits. He 
told me that he did not see retirement as an option because, "I can't help it 

I love people!" How often do you hear somebody say that, and mean it? 
He stood by his word, though, even after he was diagnosed with bladder 
cancer last year, compounded by a heart attack almost immediately 
following. Lesser men would have thrown in the towel were they to have 
survived such a devastating series of blows, and I don't think anybody 
would have blamed them, but Burlison refused to go out that way. In a 
short time, he was up and performing again with Rocky Burnette, Johnny's 
son and fellow keeper of the flame, at high profile gigs such as The Green 
Bay Rockabilly Week (from which they left me a message on my 
answering machine. It's still there) and The Ponderosa Stomp in New 

seventies!) 



Orleans. Eventually, though, even a man as strong willed as Burlison, one 
who led a tremendously rewarding life, would have to be called home for 

a much-deserved rest. Do you think he actually got a chance to rest, 
though? Not hardly. I'm sure Johnny and Dorsey Burnette were tuning 

Paul's guitar and loosening the tubes on his amp before he even made it 
through the gates. It may or may not be coincidental that Ronnie Dawson 
and Paul passed on within days of each other. Perhaps Ronnie is sitting in 
with the newly reformed Rock n’ Roll Trio as you read this, I, for one, am 
going to miss Paul a great deal, but knowing how much fun he and his 
friends are having, I can't be sad for long, and neither should you. 

ART CARNEY-I never got to fulfill my wish of just being able to tell 
him (and/or his esteemed co-stars) "Thanks" for what I feel, and I'm sure 
many of you will concur, is the greatest TV Comedy show of all time. My 
Dad got to go waterskiing with Audrey Meadows about 10 years before I 
entered the picture, but that's as close as I got to such greatness . Still, it's 
like saying goodbye to an old friend (so long, pal o'mine). Carney did live 
to be 85, and had a very fulfilling career, only stepping out of the public 
eye a few years ago, after doing a series of genuinely sweet ads for Coca 
Cola®, The good news is that Gleason and Carney are back together, and 
their act is too good for us to see. Inclement weather in various parts of the 
world could probably be attributed to God laughing his ass off. It goes 
without saying that Carney's greatest role was that of Ed Norton, every bit 
the moax that Ralph Kramden was, and every bit as loveable. In Carney, 
Gleason truly found his match, a Stan Laurel to his Oliver Hardy (a point 
not lost on Hardy himself, who lived to see some of the early 
"Honeymooners" shows, and gave Gleason his blessings). Whereas other 
comedy teams of the day were usually comprised of a "funny guy" and a 
"straight man,” Carney was surely as hilarious as Gleason. Sometimes one 
party stood in the spotlight more ("You can't stand in the spotlight, Ralph! 

There ain't enough room there to fit y but, together, the two were 
unbeatable. The fact that these shows TILL hysterically funny after 
repeated viewing (there's probably a special wing in Bellevue for people 
who've watched "The Lost Episodes" as many times as I have!” speaks 
volumes. You wanna talk Pop Culture influences, WHEW! "The 
Honeymooners" was, of course, the real life blueprint for "The 
Flintstones,” and has been parodied on shows like "Saturday Night Live" 
and "Moonlighting.” SNL alumni Joe Piscopo and Eddie Murphy even 
recorded "The Honeymooners' Rap,” an excellent reworking of several 
classic routines, as Ralph and Ed, in Hip Hop form. Carney put his Norton 
character to wax with a great Novelty record, "The Song of The Sewer" 

b/w "Va-Va-Va-Voom" on Columbia. He had been turned into a great 
cartoon short by Warner Bros ("The Honeymousers"), and even parodied 
in a full length (pun unintentional) Porno flick, "The Horneymooners,” 
starring Ron Jeremey and Annie Sprinkle. Norton, of course, is also the 

name of the Kicks magazine offshoot record label (not to mention it's 
sister labels, Kramden and Mr. Manicotti). Johnny Thunders’ endearing 
"You Can't Put Your Arms Around a Memory" was inspired by a classic 
dialogue between Ralph and Alice ("Just remember, Alice, you can't put 
your arms around a memory"..."I can't even put my arms around YOU"), 
and, is it possible that Siouxsie and The Banshees named an early single 
after the Kramdens' and Nortons' favorite Chinese restaurant, The Hong 
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Kong Gardens? While "The Honeymooners" were revived a few times in 
The 60's (even as a one-shot musical), and would go on to be the yardstick 
by which Carney and Gleason were usually judged, Carney refused to be 
typecast, and went on to be the first actor to portray Felix Unger (is it 
possible to be any more the opposite of Ed Norton?) in Neil Simon's "The 
Odd Couple,” and to win an Oscar for his performance in "Harry and 
Tonto". Other films, like "The Late Show" were also well received, and 
while the 1980 guilty pleasure, "Roadie" won't win any awards, it was a 
gas seeing Art Carney with the Jikes of Meatloaf, Blondie, Alice Cooper, 
Asleep At The Wheel, Hank Williams, Jr, Roy Orbison, Alvin Crow, and 
Austin New Wavers, Standing Waves, in one film! Carney and Gleason 
got the chance to work together one last time in "Izzy and Moe,” released 
shortly before Gleason's death. It isn’t big on belly laughs, but it is a very 
sweet movie, and it's great to see the two of them together again, as they 
are now, with Audrey Meadows and all their esteemed friends. Maybe, if 
we're good, someday we can see them, too. 

JOHNNY CASH - When Johnny's health began to deteriorate he made 
good on his promise to keep recording until his time here was through 
You could feel the cold hand of death on his shoulder when he sang. 
Previously he'd sang extensively about death, but this time he was staring 
right at it, still as bold and as full of fire as he'd been in his younger, more 
reckless days. Disease would take Johnny Cash, you knew it and I knew it, 
but not without one hell of a fight. Diabetes had only clinically ended his 
life. Johnny can never be hurt anymore. Diabetes didn’t win, Johnny did. 
We knew that he'd have to leave this world, but in so doing, he's robbed 
diabetes, and other debilitating illnesses, of ever taking hold of him again. 
Johnny Cash will be remembered long after diabetes is forgotten. If we 
can show just an iota of his strength, then nothing is truly hopeless. I feel 
fortunate just to have lived on Earth at he same time that he did. Cash, 
who, in life, had been raised to godlike status (something I'm sure he never 
agreed with or understood) was reminded of his mortality time and again 
That he survived what he did is almost unfathomable. When June passed 
away, though, I could tell it wouldn’t be long. Why, I thought, should they 
be kept apart? Johnny is loved the world over (and I'm sure he'll see us and 
raise us ten in that department) but, suddenly, the one he loved the most, 
the source of so much of his strength, had been taken away from him. It 
wasn't to be for long, though. Johnny was as human. There's no mistaking 
that. If anyone ever tried to make him out to be anything more than that, 
well, this time they're right. 

RONNIE DAWSON - The opening lines of Ronnie Dawson's best 
known song, “Rockin' Bones" are as follows: "I wanna leave a happy 
memory when I go, I wanna leave some thing to let the whole world 
know, the Rock n’ Roll daddy has done:passed on, but my bones will keep 
rockin' long after I've gone.” While none of us were glad to have to say 
goodbye to Ronnie, he has left us with a lot of happy memories, the kind 
that might make you want to laugh and cry at the same, and, I'm told, such 
was the mood that prevailed at his wake. Ronnie said it so simply, yet so 
effectively, when I interviewed him in these pages, "Things have a 
tendency to work out all right, don't they?" Though his situation turned 
grim last year, he weathered the storm bravely where others would have 
thrown in the towel. 



Ronnie Dawson's great Rock n' Roll records never broke nationally educational experience. Neither Don nor Dewey seemed the least bit bitter 

(though they were popular in the Dallas/Ft. Worth area, and went on to 
attain Holy Grail status among collectors) yet he remained in the music 
business for nearly thirty years, doing everything from playing Traditional 
Country with the acclaimed Light Crust Doughboys to playing guitar with 
Gene Vincent on his last major U.S. tour to fronting his own Country 
Rock group in the Seventies to becoming a successful singer of "jingles" 
for TV commercials (his is the great Bluesy drawl on "Hungry, Hungry 
Jack...They gobble 'em down and the plate comes back for Hungry Jack 
!"), Add to that resume his tenure with Ft. Worth impresario Major Bill 
Smith's own "Wrecking Crew”, playing drums, alongside Delbert 
McClinton, on hits such as Bruce Chanel's "Hey, Baby" and Paul and 
Paula's "Hey Paula,” a brief stint with Black Rocker Ray Sharpe, as "The 
Original Outrageous Oreo Cookie" (!!!), and even an aborted attempt, on 

Dick Clark's part, to mold Ronnie into a "Teen Idol. Not that Ronnie 
wasn't much better looking than Bobby Rydell, and not that he couldn’t 
handle Pop material, but he might have flourished more if he'd been 
groomed into something more like a Texan Ricky Nelson rather than just 
another assembly line crooner (though I, for one, don't find his Swan sides 
to be without merit). By the Eighties, however, things started to come full 
circle, and Ronnie, still in his early Forties, could tell that the tide was 
turning. The Cramps had recorded their version of "Rockin' Bones" 
(though derived moreso from Elroy Dietzal's slower version), as did L.A.'s 
Rockin’ Rebels (who were pretty faithful to Ronnie's arrangement). 
Articles began to appear in record collector magazines, too, though Ronnie 
kept a low profile, biding his time in Dallas. I wasn’t even aware that he 
was still in Dallas until a couple of weeks before I was preparing to move 
from there to Chicago in 1987. Jim Heath (Rev. Horton Heat) told me he 

was planning to form a band with Ronnie, which didn’t really pan out, but 
surely served as an indication of good things to come. Around this time, 
an interview with Ronnie, conducted by Dallas Rock n’ Roll archivist, 
Randy Reeves, appeared in the Scotland zine, Next Big Thing. Barney 
Koumis, from Britain's No-Hit records, soon contacted Ronnie about 
releasing a compilation of his early sides. The resulting LP, "Rockin' 
Bones" (then a big seller at the now-legendary Wax Trax records in 
Chicago) was met with rabid approval from fans and critics alike, 
necessitating his return to the studio, as well as the concert stage, in the 
U.S. and Europe. Ronnie certainly had a good run for the next 10 years or 
so, appearing on Conan O'Brian's show, headlining festivals like Hemsby 
in Britain and the first Viva Las Vegas festival, and playing to capacity 
crowds wherever he went, while putting out many new, consistently 
strong, releases. Ronnie seemed truly happy with this turn of events, as 
well he should have, He'd waited 30 years for that one big "Break" and 
once he got it he made sure it would stick. He deserved what he had, and 
he worked hard to keep it, but it all came crashing down when Dawson 
was diagnosed with throat cancer, Following treatment the cancer did go 
into remission but later returned, spreading to other parts of the body. A 
courageous Dawson managed to do a couple of farewell gigs and sought 
out new ways to combat the cancer. Recently, he found that he was 
eligible for new kinds of experimental treatment. The results were 
favorable, but Ronnie soon took a turn for the worse. The Doctor only 
gave him days to live, and, unfortunately, a few days was all he had. 
Ronnie faced many challenges in this life, and took on the hardest with a 
rare sort of gallantry, A friend once asked me how I came to know Ronnie 
Dawson, to which another friend responded, "How does one NOT come to 
know Ronnie Dawson?" His down to earth affability was no act. Ronnie 
was one of us. The support of his fans meant the world to him, and he 
loved them for it. While I was fortunate enough to consider him a friend, 
and I believe he felt he same about me, he treated all his fans, and the most 
casual of friends, like gold. I'll never forget the look on Ronnie's face 

when a couple from Denmark introduced him to their little boy, who was 
sporting a blonde flat-top they'd had done for him in Ronnie's honor. 
Ronnie knew people were playing his music to their kids, and that they 
dug it, and this pleased him to no end. Ronnie's music is as accessible as 
he himself was, and while we hate to have to say goodbye, it's safe to say 
he's in a place where the music, and the man, are very much loved. 

DEWEY TERRY - It's been.a while, but I'm not forgetting Dewey Terry, 
of Don and Dewey fame. Everything I said in an earlier issue about his 
departed musical partner, Don "Sugarcane" Harris, applies to Dewey. He 
was as nice as they get. I had the pleasure of hanging out with them both 
at the first Viva Las Vegas Festival. It was a lot of laughs, as well as an 
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about not having become big stars like their lifelong friend, Little Richard. 
To them, Rock n' Roll was just about having a good time. I think it’s fair to 
say they knew their worth, and if they ever lost sight of that, there were 
gold records for cover versions by other artists to remind them. I spoke to 
Dewey shortly after Don passed away, and, while it was clear to see he 
was taking it hard, he was determined to carry on. And carry on, he did, 
releasing an EP, "Pedal To The Metal,” and a full length CD, "Pay Back,” 
which featured some of Don Harris's last recorded performances. He told 
me that, around that time, he and Don had recorded what would be their 
last album as Don and Dewey, but I don't think that it (nor a reportedly 
excellent album that was cut in the 80's, but put on ice) was ever released. 
Dewey was still working the Oldies circuit in the Los Angeles area 
(sometimes as part of Johnny Otis' "Red Beans and Rice" review), as well 
as doing a Blues act in the clubs. When I last spoke to him, he was doing a 
residency at the L.A. House of Blues, and intended to do some shows in 
Chicago. This never came about, though Don and Dewey's last Chicago 
appearance is now the stuff of legend. In 1987 (only a few months before | 
moved here!) Don and Dewey put in a guest appearance at an already 
stellar package show headlined by Hank Ballard and Joe Houston. There 
was a big Doo Wop/R n’ B record show on the South Side with an 
unbelievable lineup of special guests (1 can't remember being at a record 
show that had ANY special guests), from Houston and Ballard to Rufus 
Thomas, Arthur Lee Maye, Little Caesar, Richard Berry and Don and 
Dewey. It was arranged, at the last minute, to have them do a short (two 
songs) spot on that night's concert, held at Fitzgerald's in Berwyn, and 
with all or most of the aforementioned stars in attendance. Despite the 
brief nature of their set, I'm told they threw down a storm, which I'm sure 
they're doing, now. 

CLAUDE TRENIER - As if we hadn’t already lost too many greats in 
too short a time, one of our all-time favorite performers, and indisputably 
one of the Rock n' Roll's true founding fathers, Claude Trenier, must now, 
sadly, be added to that list. Still rockin' at the age of 84, Claude kept 
performing on a regular basis until a recent diagnosis of bladder cancer, 
necessitating immediate chemotherapy. Claude got to do what he loved for 
longer than nearly all his peers, and, when his time did-come, it was not 
after a long, lingering illness that had left him incapacitated for years. At 
least he only suffered a relatively short time. But, let's get back to the 
thing Claude loved the best, and that we, in turn, dug the most! Claude and 
his identical twin Brother, Cliff (nee Heathcliff, the namesake for Bill 
Cosby's most successful T.V. character. "Man, Bill Cosby used to come 
and see us when we opened for Sammy Davis, Jr. in Vegas...,” Claude 
once told me, " And he'd bring a case of beer for Cliff, and a six pack for 
the rest of us!"), began singing, separately and together, in 1941, until the 
World War II draft temporarily put their music careers on ice. After 
performing with the likes of Jimmy Lunceford, the Brothers put their own 
group together, The Treniers, in 1947. They quickly became a hot live 
draw, as much for their wild onstage acrobatics as for their unique vocal 
stylings. Eventually, their older Brother, Buddy (who retired in the 80s, 
and passed away in 1998) and younger Brother, Milt (who still performs 
regularly in the Chicagoland area) were added to make a truly sensational 
act, entertaining enough for the Vegas/Atlantic City contingent, and more 
than rockin' enough for a younger crowd that was embracing Rhythm & 
Blues by the early fifties, including a significant amount of White kids. 
By the time The Treniers put in tremendous performances in, films like 
"Don't Knock The Rock" and "The Girl Can't Help It” their milestone 
recordings on Okeh Records were already a few years old. Eventually, 
after directing their energies to the lounges, they began, much like their 
friend and fellow "Never say die" rockin' crowd pleaser, Louis Prima, to 
release 45s and LPs on smaller labels, sometimes on their own, and selling 
them at their shows. Though going on to relative obscurity, The Treniers 
forged ahead, into the 80s, until Cliff passed away in 1983, Claude 
decided to keep the group going, bringing his nephew, Skip (who had 
previously replaced Milt in 1960) center stage, only this time, in effect, 
Claude was replacing HIMSELF with Skip! Claude fancied himself more 
of the "straight Man,” while Cliff provided more of the laughs. Now, 
anyone who ever saw the latterday Treniers would find it difficult to 
believe that anyone could beat the sidesplittingly funny Claude for great 
comic timing (Tony Vitale, Milt's drummer, and, more recently, The 
Treniers' touring drummer, told me, "Cliff was the real comedian of the 
group. You think Claude's funny, Cliff would've made you .... your 



pants!"). Eventually, via screenings of their movies on AMC and other 
stations, plus a belated rebirth of interest in Jump Blues, The Treniers' 
stock rose, and, of course, The Swing Revival (once and for all, "Jump" 
and "Swing" are not the same thing! - Hey, that rhymes), which didn’t hurt 
them, either. The last ten years have found the group doing many more 
high profile gigs than probably ever before, like the huge Hemsby Rockn’ 
Roll festivals in England, Viva Las Vegas I, The Green Bay Rockabilly 
Weekend, and, just recently, the "Dream Team" lineup of The Treniers 
with Milt, Sam Butera and Freddie Bell taking the stage for what, sadly, 
would be their last go 'round together. Many younger people began to 
make it out to Bee Treniers' still- rockin’, high energy shows, but, then, the 
veteran Vegas gambler will tell you there's more young people in 
at the casinos “ame days. The Treniers' last Chicagoland appearance (after 
playing at least once a year, for several years, at Milt Trenier's Lounge) 
was at Fitzgerald's Fourth of July Weekend 2002 Festival in Berwyn. For 
two nights, it was business as usual, with Claude pulling out all the stops, 
telling great jokes and cutting up like I-hadn’t seen him do in years. 
Personally, | was fortunate to have seen The Treniers as many times as I 
did, maybe ten, but I was honored to have known Claude as I did, I won't 
claim that we were bestest buddies, but, he always treated me, and other 
fans, like that's just what we were. A rap session with Brother Claude was 
a crash course in the wisdom of the ages, with a constant stream of jokes 

thrown in. Whenever I talked to him on the phone, he'd always be in 
character, instantly making with some hilarious patter (you should have 
heard his answering machine messages! I imagine a lot of friends never 
got their messages down for laughing too hard). Though even he himself 
told me that Brother Cliff the true laff-getter, Claude was a 

classiceComedian, in the tradition of his friend Redd Foxx (the Treniers' 
much-loved "Suitcase Song" is based on a Foxx Party Record). Political 
correctness did not fit into his equation, God bless him. Most of all, he 
knew what the ROCK was all about. It's true that Chuck Berry, Link 
Wray, Fats Domino, and, soon, Little Richard, are rockin' well into their 
seventies, but Claude Trenier holds the distinction of being the first 
ROCKTAGENARIAN!!! Claude lived his life his way, and I think it's 

pretty safe to say that he LOVED his life, too. We loved having Cliff in 
our lives, but, if this is how it must be, we know that Claude and Cliff are 
together again, along with Buddy, and they're having a WILD PARTY up 
there.! The saga of The Treniers, one of the longest standing musical 
groups of any kind, here in America, or abroad (where they're also very 
much loved) ends here. Gone, perhaps, but not forgotten. Long Live The 
Treniers. 
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HEE, HEE, HEE! 1T°s TIME FoR ANOTHER 

TRUE TERROR TALE FROM THE VERY 

DEPTHS OF THE Musi¢ INDUSTRY! 

A sTORY OF FANDOM GONE Fovl WE 

JUST HAD TO CALL... 

HERE You SIT, IN A COL D GRAY CELL You’RE IN THIS SITUATION BECAUSE 
IN A FEDERAL PRISON IN MICHIGAN, YOU KIDNAPPED YouR OWN DAUGHTER 

AND YOUR 20-YEAR-OLD WIFE - 

RACES OF MAKEUP ON YOUR FACE. 
YOUR NAME IS EDWARD PRZYDZIAL , 

YOU HELD UP THE RAZOR BLADE You 
VSED AND LAID DOWN ON THE 
BLOOD - SPATTERED PED.- 

THE PoLI€E CAME FOR You AT YOuR 
GRANDMOTHER’S HovSE. THEY 
FOUND You IN YOUR ROOM. YouR 
WRISTS FRESHLY cyuT 
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You"RE SENTENCED To FouR YEARS IN 
PRISON AND FIVE YEARS ON PAROLE. 

IN 1941 YOV WALK OUT OF JAIL A 

= SS ee _ 

UNFORTUNATELY, THE SAME OLD MADNESS 
STARTS BUBBLING UP AGAIN. ONLY THIS 
TIME, YoU’RE NOT CONTENT TO MERELY 
PHOTOGRAPH THE ROCK STARS... 

EDWARD PRZYDZIAL DIES THAT DAY] [YOU BO TIME IN SOME DETROIT. 
Rock GROYPS, MAKING VP WILD Yov’RE NOW BERNARD EDWARDS - 

Ge ME Bae PLNIER For < Hic 2 STORIES ABOUT TouRING WITH 
RATT AND PERFORMING SATANIC 

RITYAL MURDERS. 



YovR FACE MADE UP LIkE AN ERSATZ GENE SIMMONS, You SYNTHESIZE 12 
SEGRINDEORE POoWERGROOVE” TRACKS 
WITH NAMES LIKE “MR. B. DOZER” AND 

BUT THAT WAS ALL A PRELUDE To 

My 

3 Ahi: = yj 
# INCLUDING A KISS covER - “coLD GIN” 

she D V MONTAG 0S oF YOURSELF CLUMSILY OVER AN UNIDENTIFIED BAND» 
78 c CLAIM THAT WHAT SOUNDS LIKE A DRUM MACHINE Is REALLY A 
PERSON, AND WAIT FoR ROCK STARDOM To BEAT DOWN YOUR DooR . 

FACED WITH MONUMENTAL INDIFFERENCE, 
You TAKE THE OFFENSIVE. 
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OV LAUNCH AN OBSESSIVE P.R. MANAGER ROBERT STEELE, SINGER 

CAM pAIGN USING A HOST oF New BERNARD EDWARDS, LAWYER ANDRE 

ALIASES AND IDENTITIES - G. ABBoTT, WESLEY KENDRIX, 
RICHARD ZACKERMANN, ALL 
PRAISING YoUR BAND. 

FROM ALL THE PRESS RELEASES AND 
MESSAGE BoARD PesTINGS YoU DO, 
ONE WOULD THINK BEPH IS ONE OF 

BUT NO CLUB OWNER ADMITS To 
HAVING HEARD OF You AND NO 
REPORTS OF YOUR CONCERTS ARE 
ANYWHERE To BE FOUND. 

HERE’S OVER 300 PHOTOS OF You AN APPEARANCE ON HOWARD STERN 
ON THE WEBSITE BUT NOT ONE OF BAcCKFIRES WHEN HE Mocks YOUR 
HE BAND PERFORMING LIVE. gy Music AND CALLS YOV A... 

DE ET ‘| 

ere Semmens 57-4 



You sPEND MOST OF YOUR TIME 
HARASSING AND THREATENING To 
SVE PEOPLE WHO GIVE Your cD A 
BAD REVIEW. 

You ad 

\8 NE 
MESSAGES, 

> BEEP =, 

EVENTUALLY Your ISP GETS Sick 
OF TALKING To THE POLIcE ABouvT 
YOUR AcTINITIES AND SHUTS YouR 

SITE Down, 

404 Error 
This site cannot be found. Please 
check your address and try again. 

Death to all false metal. 

ON SEPTEMBER 12 , 200], YoU 
ISSVE A PRESS RELEASE CLAIMING 
MANAGER ROBERT STEELE DIED IN 
THE WoRLD TRADE CENTER ATTAcKkK 
CVRICUSLY, THAT DOESN'T STOP HIM 
FROM PUTTING OUT PRESS RELEASES 

ABovUT YouR ALLEGEDLY FORT HeomMING 

SECOND ALBUM. pp 

For sources used in this story and additional 
information, please point your web browser to 
http:/;www.shortandhappy.com/beph/ 



AND THE 

fill Sports and 
PLAYED ON 

By Mike Faloon 

Po ‘ 
You may not recognize Alfonso Carey’s name, but you 
know his bass lines. As part of the band Gypsy Lane, he played 
on all of the Village People’s hits. He's also done extensive 
work, on the road and in the studio, with the likes of Patti 
LaBelle, Cyndi Lauper, Luther Vandross, and Bill Cosby. But 
the most intriguing part of his career was the All Sports Band. 
The concept behind the All Sports Band was to have five guys 
dress as athletes and play radio-friendly hits; a family-friendly 
Village People to bridge the. worlds of sports and pop music. 
So, the construction worker, biker, cowboy, Indian, cop, and 
Gl/sailor were recast as a martial artist, race car driver, boxer, 
baseball player, and Alfonso Carey, the football player/bassist. It 
was a can’t-miss concept, but somehow the band’s one album, 
released on Atlantic in 1981, did miss. 

Still, there are great stories to tell, and Alfonso Carey was kind 

enough to share his side of the All Sports Band experience. 
Roctober: How‘did you get involved with the All 
Sports Band? 
Alfonso Carey: Previous to the All Sports Band I was in a group 
who recorded all of the Village People’s music. If you look on 
the album of any hit record of theirs, you'll see Alfonso Carey. 
And that was “YMCA,” “Macho Man,” “In the Navy,” all that 

was me. They were looking for a bass player and they looked at 
who was on hit records, and I popped up because I was on all the 
hit records at that time. 
When you say they, that would be Tracy... 
Tracy Coats, who was putting the All Sports Band together. 
Well, him and Ernie Green. Ernie Green is a running back for 
the Cleveland Browns, he’s in the Hall of Fame, that was Tracy 
Coats’ partner at the time. They looked up what bass players 
were doing what and who was hot at the time, and they came up 
with myself. 
I noticed that all of the songs are written by 
members of the band. Usually when bands are put 
together like this the writing is done outside of the 
band. 
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Well, Michael Toste and myself we wrote basically the hits, 

which was “Jet Set”--which Andy Gibb wanted, but Tracy Coats 

wouldn't give it away. We did Solid Gold and American 

Bandstand. We were the third biggest band on Bandstand, it was 

Rick Springfield, the Go Go’s, then the All Sports Band. 
Was that before or after the record was released? 
That was when it was released. I’m from Philadelphia so I know 
Dick Clark, not as like, my best friend, but I know Dick Clark 
from being in Philadelphia when he had the Bandstand on 46th 
and Market, which is in West Philly and I’m from South Philly. 
You said third most popular, was there a poll on 
that particular show? 
Yes, there was. Third best, most popular group on American 

Bandstand. 
And you did other shows too, right? 
Solid Gold with Andy Gibb and Marilyn McCoo, and we have a 
lot of write ups in the paper with that and us at Madison Square 
Garden for the Sanchez fight we opened for, for Don King. We 

' opened up for the fight at Madison Square Garden. What's that 
Puerto Rican fella’s name? Benetiz? It was a very big fight and 
we opened up and they had us in the ring. They had a big write 
up in the New York Times. 
Wow, were there other shows like that where you 
were on the bill with sporting events? 
Well, Tracy was very, very on top of things. 
creative, very innovative and very aggressive. Tracy was 
financially comfortable, to a degree, I would say. He was a 
keyboard player himself some time ago, so therefore he was 
aware of music. He had his own sound company, too; he owned 
his own sound company. ' 
He did a lot of live recordings in the 70s, is that 
right? 
Exactly. 
Like Kiss Alive and Frampton Comes Alive, things 
like that. 
Yes, he done all that through his sound company. 
So that put him in a position where he could finance 
a group. 
Where he could finance a group with some help. I don’t know 
this dude’s name, but he was from Florida. I think his name was 
Steve (Wittmack) and he was the financial, he was executive 
producer of the project. I know Tracy was managing it and there 
was this other guy from TK Productions or something here in 
Florida where he was. And he was...I’m sorry I can’t give you 
details, it’s been a long time between drinks. 
Were most of the shows one-shot appearances or 
were there tours or... 
We involved ourselves with Pat Benatar’s sound man, because 
Tracy was good friends with Pat Benatar and Neil (Geraldo), the 
guitar player who married her. So their sound man would come 
out and do our sound for us. 
When you were performing did you also wear the 
sports outfits? 
Yes, we did. I dressed up as a football player. 
Green’s number (#30). 
Was that somewhat cumbersome, 
football uniform on? 
Somewhat, to a degree, because we wanted to represent healthy 
rock'n'roll instead of doing drugs and everything. We brought 
sports into it, you know, be a sports rock’n’roller instead of a 
drug addict. 
You guys were in pretty good shape then, you didn’t 
just put on the uniforms. 
We had to run every day. Everybody in the All Sports Band had 
to work out. We were trying to project something to the 

He was very 

I wore Ernie 

playing with a 



younger kids. They had me on the back of Wheaties boxes. I 
was on the back, like, Alfonso Carey, bass player for the All 
Sports Band, Grow up to be a musician and be strong. It was a 
real big marketing, licensing investment. Had it taken off, it 
would be talked of right now. 
I think it should be talked about, it’s such an 
interesting idea. 
It is good, if you think about it. How can you go wrong, 
Tepresenting sports and music? You don’t go wrong! 
I like how you had five different sports, too. 
We had karate, which is martial arts, which was workout. And 
football, which is all-American. Race car driving, all-American. 
Baseball, all-American. Boxing. That was it, that was our five: 
had it all. 
I’d also read that your manager rented a house for 
the band. 
Yes, he did. Kings Post, Ohio. And then, he wanted me closer 
to him for my writing abilities, he moved me into his house 
which was in Avon Lake. 
Was a follow up album ever considered? 
There was something weird that happened. We went through 
different producers. As you know, who ended up producing us 
was Richie Zito and Joey Carbone. Richie Zito was Elton 
John’s guitar player. Joey Carbone is the keyboard player for Air 
Supply. Now Joey Carbone is the musical director for Star 
Search. Honestly speaking, we wanted Mutt Lange or Roy 
Thomas Baker, who do AC/DC and who do Foreigner, and all of 
that, and Journey. That's who we wanted. But at the time we 
couldn’t get ‘em. It wasn’t our music, it was they weren't 
available. So we went with these two new guys and tried the 
new approach. And we got the critics’ write ups, we had five star 
reviews. Something happened between Tracy and the financial 
backer, and all of a sudden the deal went down the drain and my 
lawyer told me to come home. 
It happened that quickly then? 
You know what? It’s sad, because in detail I really don’t know. 
I really don’t know what the hell happened. I just knew it died 
quickly. I remember Tracy telling me, You know, Al, this week 
is rough, I may have a problem. Oh, that’s what happened. The 
financial backer and Tracy got into some kind of argument. 
Financial backer bailed out so Tracy tried to carry it by himself. 
Tracy ended up beginning to go bankrupt and as he started to go 
bankrupt, he couldn’t afford to pay us anymore. I couldn’t afford 
to be there, because that was my livelihood. I mean, it was my 
life. I was living at his house and I said, Tracy, love you, man, 
sorry. I called my attorney and he said, Alfonso come home. 
Talking about stuff from that era--and another music 
and sports connection--every baseball game I go to 
they play “YMCA.” 
Well, whenever you hear that record, you’re hearing me play 
bass. When I recorded that, I was in New York. I was playing 
so much in New York I couldn’t tell nobody what I was making, 
because I was making more than any other studio musician. 
That was a good time for you. 
Yeah, and I spent it just like I made it. I went crazy. Totally 
bizarre. Studio 54, me and Irene Cara and everybody, “Everybody 
knows Alfonso.” I really, that money, I didn’t get a chance to 
smell it good. I played on a lot of albums, at least 70 albums. I 
don’t even remember the ones I played on. I mean, sometimes I 
hear records now and I say, that bassline sure sounds familiar. At 
one time I was just hittin’ ‘em and quittin’ ‘em. They'd fly me 
into Canada, boom, I'd do the session, get the money, sign the 
form, I’m gone, man. Partyin’ into town, burn the town down. 
Leave it, boom, move to the next one, you know? I couldn’t 
never, ever say anything bad about my past. I was blessed. I’ve 

done more than some people will every get a chance to do. But, 
still available. The project (All Sports Band) was big. It was 
about to explode and something happened. And, of course, my 
career went down the drain. That’s the same thing that happened 
to me with the Village People. The Village People said, Neil 
Bogart, who was the president of Casablanca, said, You make me 
a hit record, I'll make you a star. Why, I sure delivered. What do 
you think? Do you think I did it with “Macho Man”? 
Yep. 

Do you think I delivered it on “YMCA”? 
Yep. 
Well, I’m supposed to have a hit, ain’t I? 
Yep. 
Ok, well, he (Bogart) died. It was right around the time for me to 
make it. Right at my time, he died. That’s called, “Let's die on 
Al.” Then after that, my second chance was All Sports Band to 
go huge, some shit between Tracy Coats and the damn Steve 
dude. Some shit I don’t know about. It’s called, “Alfonso Won't 
Get There Like That.” 
Get there a different way, right? 
Well, I’m still a professional. I’m in as good a shape. I still do 
my thing, I’m still a hyper bass player. I still run across that 
stage. Have you ever seen the videos on us? 
No. 
Oh wow, man, Jesus Christ. You call Michael Toste (from the 
All Sports Band) and he’ll send you a video of us on American 
Bandstand. You'd love it. We were hyper, better than most of 
the groups out. Rick Springfield, the Go Go’s, none of them 
could do nothing with us, because we were an entertaining group. 
Like, when you seen us, right, you seen a group perform, that 
had energy on stage. In other words, the singer run through my 
legs, I do a flip over his head while we're playing and all. Like 
football. It was something that you never seen, never 
experienced. Everybody put their heart in it. We had a song 
called “Can’t Give Up the Feeling” and it was all about that. 
(sings part of “Can’t Give Up the Feeling”) Well, Mike, I gave 
you my all. 
Thanks a lot, I really appreciate your time. 
If there’s anything you ever want to call, please call. 
Alfonso Carey continues to record and tour. He’s currently 
based in Florida and ing_with a revamped 
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CYBORGS 
REUI SI TED: 
Gary Pig Gold sees a 

Simply Saucer 

It was during the Spring of long ago 1977 that, in the hunt for 
interviewees to be a part of my zine The Pig Paper’s gala Kinks 
Kommemorative Issue, my photog and co-publisher Johnny Pig 
(nee Pinto) recalled an encounter several months earlier at an 

Ontario College of Art concert. There he had met and taken part 
in a fascinating discussion with an intense young man named 
Edgar Breau, who as that evening ended offered a gracious 
invitation to continue ruminating upon all things pop(ular 
culture) any old time we felt like visiting his home turf in 
Canada’s most musical of all cities, Hamilton. 38 

John had been particularly struck by Edgar’s remarkably keen 
insights into Raymond Douglas Davies, so we arranged to talk 
with him further on this very subject when it came time to 
compile our Kinks Paper. Consequently, no sooner had 
Government of Ontario Transit deposited us at the Hamilton Bus 
Terminal that, as per Edgar's explicit instructions, we found 
ourselves following the railroad tracks crosstown to the only 
house still standing on Ferguson Avenue South, Therein we duly 
took our seats at the kitchen table, only to become suddenly 

overwhelmed by the sound of a band rehearsing in the basement 
directly below. Yet no more than a handful of bars had passed 
before we realized this was a band making sounds we had never 
quite heard anywhere ever before: An incongruously seamless 
blend of Modern Lovers, Stooges-meet-Syd Barrett, Reg Presley, 

ELVIS Presley, Can, Pink Fairies, Hawkwind, Sun Ra even, and 
of course those aforementioned Kinks to boot. Now remember, 

this was still very early 1977, and those initial Blondie and 
Ramones long-players -- to say nothing of Metal Machine Music 
-- had just barely crept into only the most discriminating of 
Canadian record racks. Which made what we were hearing that 
afternoon in Hamilton all the more disarming and, courtesy of 
21st Century retrospection, most utterly visionary as well. 
After a half hour or so the nice noise abruptly stopped, then four 
sweat-soaked miscreants emerged from the depths to join us 
‘round the Formica. There was Edgar, John whooped in instant 
recognition, along with fellow guitarist Alex Pollington, a 
Beatle-browed bassist named Kevin Christoff, and a Neal Smith 
sound-and-even-look-alike drummist name of Don Cramer. aka 
Simply Saucer, circa 1977. 
As planned, we spent the remainder of that fateful day talking 
Kinks with Edgar (when not talking Revolver with Kevin that is), 

but traveled back home afterwards with a wholly other plot 
developing: Trying to talk some of our Toronto friends into 
giving this incredible band a gig or three. Fortunately for us, but 
as it turned out kinda unfortunately for Edgar & Co., the 
subculture du jour known as Punk was just beginning to rear its 
razored head; therefore it wasn’t that difficult at all to slip 
Simply Saucer onto very-late-night bills alongside the likes of 
various Viletones and even fellow Hamiltonians Teenage Head. 
In fact, when my own brave combo The Loved Ones rented a 

YWCA to play with Saucer one gloriously Labatts-soaked eve, 
OUR guitarist (ex- T. Header Steve ‘Sparky’ Parks) soon ended 
up strumming instead within Edgar’s motley fold, replacing the 
strategically fleeing Mr. Pollington. Then very soon after that 
precipitous turn of events The Pig Paper found itself somehow 
permuting directly into our very next limited legal partnership, 

Pig Records. 
First signing? Need you even ask?? 
Now by now Edgar and I had talked often and at length on how 
his band didn’t really fit in with what was already becoming, by 

1978, a dangerously fashion n’ fad-conscious music scene 

(indeed, the dreaded milquetoast terminology “New Wave” was 
already being recklessly tossed about to describe any band which 

didn’t subserviently subscribe to the A.O.R. M.O.) As a result, 

from the absolute dozens of delightfully disparate numbers 
within the Breau songbook, we decided upon the two most Pop 
of the bunch with which to launch not only Simply Saucer’s 
“official” recording career, but our wee li’! label too. Hence 

“She’s A Dog” (a fervent fave at most every live Saucershow) 
and “I Can Change My Mind,” the latter ever-so-subtly hinting at 
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the utter raucousness and roll with which we planned to fill 
subsequent singles and then eventually an entire SS LP by 
decade’s end. 
I so vividly recall recording these two raw gems in one single 
evening inside a white bungalow-slash-recording emporium 
known as JB Sound somewhere atop the Hamilton mountain (the 
only other local studio, none other than Daniel Lanois’ Grant 

Avenue facility, being well out of financial reach), Needless to 

say, as feared our proud homeowner/audio engineer of the 
moment, one John Boyd, instantly became so, um, non-plussed 
with our Pistols-as-opposed-to-Eagles approach to the finer sonic 
arts that he suddenly leapt up from behind the board, barged back 

upstairs to “Hockey Night In Canada” (leaving only his college 
intern beside me to somehow complete the session), and ordered 
us to just leave the damn money by the back door on our way 

out, thankyezverymuch. That’s how I became a Record 
Producer, I think (eg: by the time we got to the B-side I’d finally 
discovered the bass fader (which explains why Kevin can barely 
be heard on “She’s A Dog”; if I haven’t already apologized for 

this unavoidable error, Mr. Christoff, I most certainly do now). 

Quarter-inch tape of our lightning endeavor firmly in hand by the 
midnight hour, all that remained was to throw ourselves a charity 
com roast, 1 kid you not, even higher up Hamilton Mountain that 
Saturday, which handily paid to immediately press a thousand 
copies of Pig Record # 1. I then set to work in my parents’ rec 
room armed with scissors, Sharpies, envelopes and mailing labels 
aplenty. Perhaps you can then imagine our common disbelief 
and sheer joy when, within mere weeks of its 6 / 78 release, this 
seven-inch labor of true semi-monophonic love actually rated as 

Single Of The Week upon the hallowed pages of the Record 
Mirror of London. You BET we were all shocked. And stunned. 
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Then what happened, you may well be asking? Well, the band 

continued to perform in and around Toronto (tearing the ceiling 
LITERALLY off the even-then-pretty-legendary Beverly Tavern 
that October, and later sharing an historic stage farther up Queen 
Street West with ultra-kindred spirits Pere Ubu), while several 
other with-it zines continued to sing the band’s praises high and 
very wide (“Canada’s last great hope!” opined no less than 
Flipside). But I suppose it was all a classic case of quite too little 
and somewhat too late; after all, the band had been beating their 
guitars against the wall for nigh on eight long years already. So 
as the 70s unceremoniously limped into the Reagan decade, this 
particular Saucer shot no closer towards what should have been 

at least undeniable and everlasting international cult status. 
Nevertheless, THIS here tall rock tale has a most happy ending, 
as Edgar continues creating and even performing to this day, 
remaining, | am SO pleased to report, every inch the round hole 

against the music industry’s multitude of square pegs he was that 
afternoon all those years ago when John and I first dropped by 

his Ferguson Ave Village Green. Plus Pig Record 1 has now 
entered the digital age as Bonus Tracks tagging the Sonic Unyon 
Recording Company’s gala re-issue of Simply Saucer’s 
remaining period audio (originally unleashed circa 1989 on 
vintage Mole label vinyl, immediately hailed as “the best 

Canadian LP ever” over at Forced Exposure). Of course this 

deluxe Cyborgs Revisited disc is, to say the very very least, 
Required Listening, as lifelong fans the likes of Byron Coley, 
Thurston Moore, not to mention original “She’s A Dog” howlers 
Steve Wynn and Cub Koda would most happily join me in telling 
you all right here, right now. So if you haven’t already, stop by 
www.sonicunyon.com & get your very own without delay, OK? 
Godspeed then, Edgar Breau and Saucers everywhere, and long 

may you share your nice noise with us all. 
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KABUKI IN ENGLISH 
WOULD BE VERY STRANGE: 
THE 
REGISTRATORS 

INTERVIEW 

By Eric Ottens 
| went to Tokyo in August of 2003 ago and saw the 
Registrators many times. Besides being the best band on 

Earth they are also the nicest guys on Earth. 
Singer/guitarist/songwriter Hiroshi Otsuki and manager 
Takaya Nagashima took me out to an izakaya (one of 
those places where naked women crawl around with sushi 

on them) where we drank a lot and did an interview. 
If you only know the band for their Rip Off Records debut 
"Terminal Boredom" and masterpiece "Sixteen Wires," 

sorry to be snobby, but you are missing out on the best 

stuff! Released only in Japan, "Velocity" took everything 
great about "Sixteen Wires" to the next level, more pop, 
more new wave, unbelievable songwriting, ballsy yet 
perfect effects, and a high budget recording that does the 
band justice! Next was "No Fantasy" (double 7”/CDEP), a 
little tougher, a little more lo fi, but essentially 7 more 
under-3-minute wonders. (For information on ordering 
some of these drop me a line at the address at the end of 
this interview) 
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Roctober: |! was wondering about being a band in 

Japan, where you practice, how often you're able to 
practice? 

Otsuki: We rent a practice studio for four hours a week. 

We want more time but the rest of the band, they have 
jobs. We are always doing new songs, arrangements and 

things. | wrote many songs and we want to change, so we 

would like to practice more but now it is difficult 
Do the other guys in the band have jobs? 
Yeah they have jobs. Jun, the guitarist works in a 
hospital... 

Oh really | didn't know that. What does he do in the 
hospital? 

He is not a doctor! Desk work. Our bass player, Ren, he 

is a cook. Deira, drummer, works in a record shop, Disk 

Union. | don't have a job. I'm a loser. (laughs) 

In the US you have an LP of rare stuff as well as a 
singles collection on Rip Off, and here in Japan you 

have a complete sessions CD as well as a CD of old 
demos, why do you release a lot of old stuff? 

Each single only 1000 copies were pressed usually, maybe 

2000. New people, a new audience, they want to hear 

older sounds, so we release older stuff. Also, | want 

money. For a 7" single we never get money, maybe only 
100 copies. Anyway people want it so | do it. 

From your older to newer stuff you've become a lot 
more new wave, maybe power pop. Can you tell me 

about the change in style? 
(groans) You know "Set Me Free?" Kind of pop, our first 

song. | always loved melodies but | also love punk, 

aggressive punk, straightforward punk. | love a lot of 
music, new wave, rock... | want to write original music but | 

don't know how but | always change. Maybe the style 
changes but it's still basically the same. 

About your actual recordings, "Velocity" was very high 
quality, high budget, then "No Fantasy" sounds back 
to more lo fi. Why? 

Before "Velocity" | didn't know a high quality recording 
studio. | wanted to record in a high quality studio, but after 
| did then | want to try recording myself. | want to have 
choice in equipment myself, | did record it myself -- 
You recorded "No Fantasy" yourself? In your practice 
space or where did you do it? 
Yeah practice space. Now | have a lot of equipment and 
next album maybe we'll use the same equipment. I'll 
record it only the skill will be a little higher next time, next 
time, and next time... | want to buy more basic equipment, 
better equipment, to make many records in the future. 
Where do you get ideas for lyrics? What inspires your 
lyrics? 
| don't like to write lyrics but... I'm always angry. (laughs) 
I'm always angry but also | always have romantic... 
something, | don't know romantic... but -- | love girls. 
(laughs) Many things, | wrote songs, kind of wrote more 
poppy songs. Usually more poppy songs are about girls, 
love songs,.but I'm very crazy. Our pop songs have angry 
lyrics. 

Cool contrast. 
Yeah contrast, right. Next album maybe | won't do that 



method though. Maybe pop songs with lyrics about girls. 
But | hope to be honest about my life anyway. | hope to 
write honest lyrics. | don't care about the method, next 
time | will just try to be honest. 
Why did you decide to write lyrics in English? 
Remember | told you the kabuki story? 
Yeah... 
Rock n roll music was born in the United States, also 
England. United States and England are English 

countries, they speak the English language. You know 
Kabuki, Japanese culture, if they spoke in English it would 
be very strange, very funny -- but that is what | do. | don't 
know very much English, so Japanese English is very 
strange to United States people but | don't care! (laughs) 

Well said! What are your favorite bands in Japan? 
Firestarter, also Caption, they are a new band from Osaka. 
They are a really great band. | don't know other bands, 
maybe there's good bands in Japan but | don't wanna 
know because I'm an old man. (laughs) 

What are some of your favorite bands, old bands, your 
influences? 
In Japan? 

Actually | wanted to know, are there late 70's Japanese 

punk bands? 

Yeah but | don't like Japanese bands because they sing in 
Japanese. Very weird | think. 
Yeah but people in the US would think that's cool. | 
would, anyway. What are your favorite bands from 
anywhere? 

Buzzcocks, many many, too many, but Oasis... 
many... 
Shout out a few more 
Raspberries, Pilot, they're from England, Clash, Sex 
Pistols, Damned, New Order! One of my favorites, New 
Order. 
Joy Division? 
Yeah, them too. 

What did you tell me to buy that | was gonna buy? | 
can't remember... you said you all love ELO? 
Yeah, ELO. 
There was another band like that that you told me. 
Bay City Rollers? 
Yeah! Which album? 
| like every album but my favorite song is “Rock and Roll 
Love Letter.” Great song. 
Thanks, I'll get it. | wanted to know, how come Rip Off 

Records did not put out "Velocity" and "No Fantasy?" 
(groans again) Greg Lowery is a good friend but | want to 
get more money. Also | thought that we should sell more 

records in Japan. We have to play and also release more 
in Japan. Many reasons, maybe now Greg doesn't like our 

style... 

My other question is why is Ren so good? 
| don't know, | think he is a genius. 
| agree, he's unbelievable. 

He is a genius but he can't write songs, he wrote 2 songs - 
Which two? 
You know "Tell Me?" 
(I said yes at the time but in fact | don't) 

too 
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He can't write songs but he is a God at his instrument... 
(laughs) He can only play bass, other things he cannot do. 
He is an idiot. (much laughter) 

Do you do an actual tour of Japan or do you stay in 
Tokyo, do one show and come back, go away to 
another show... 

Yeah yeah, because we don't have a van or tour bus. 

Also the Japanese freeway is very expensive. 
Tolls? Why is it expensive? 
| don't know, the government sucks. Also the rest of the 

guys in the band, they have jobs. It is very difficult to go on 
tour, so we go somewhere, come back to Tokyo, go 
somewhere else, usually this style. 
Do you think you're mostly popular in the US or in 

Japan? Are your records distributed in the UK, rest of 
Europe, anywhere else in Asia, Korea... 
Few, very few in Europe, but 5 years ago we went to 

Europe. | thought we sold 1000 records because we 

stayed fucking 2 months, we played 2 months! 
Wow, that's a long tour. 

Yeah. We hope everywhere, United States, Europe, 
Japan... you make the Registrators more popular in the 
United States! 
I try! Do you have a preference as to where you would 
like to sell more, US or Japan or elsewhere? 
Everywhere the same, but Tokyo is my hometown so it's 

very easy. Other places sometimes we get confused but 
it's fun. 

Do you think people hear your music or think about it 

differently in the US or in Japan or in different places? 
Different. United States people like our more punk, older 

stuff but now in Japan some people like our new stuff. 
What do you think about the future of the band? 

Where do you see the sound going and your 
popularity? 
Maybe the next album will be more aggressive... honest 

lyrics, more popularity | hope. | think more pop, | hope 

more hi fi, but then next album, next album, next album... | 
don't know. 
Ok, that was about it. Do you have anything else to 
add? 
Nothing, thank you. 

Thank you very much, | appreciate it! 

| saw too many other great bands to name in Japan, too, 
but I'll try to list a few -- Keen Monkey Work, Radio 
Shanghai, Supersnazz, Back to Basics, Intimate Fags, 

Xymotics, High Vox, the Gimmies, Knocks... it seems like 
most Tokyo bands (Radio Shanghai are actually from 
Kyoto) have shared members and who was in what band 
at what time was explained to me in detail but | promptly 
forgot it all. Firestarter are indeed great and feature a few 
of the guys, | think everyone but the drummer, from 

Teengenerate. Like the Registrators they have moved 
away from punk and now play music | would dare to call 
"sophisticated," still edgy though. 
My thanks and appreciation to Ai lwabuchi, Takaya Nagashima, 
Hiroshi, Jun, Ren, Deira, and the countless other incredibly nice 
people | met through them and just generally wandering around 
Tokyo. Kampai! Write me at: eric@themodernist.com 
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HELL ON WHEELS HOMEGIRL 
(Editor's notes: There are a few things you can count on getting if you edit a zine. You will 
get CDs to review that you wouldn't normally listen to. In the early 90s when major labels 
were getting interested in punk we received a CD by Butt Trumpet that I still contend may be 
the worst record ever made ~ a totally unfunny would-be novelty punk record. The only 
Positive thing about it was that one of the women in the band looked really pretty in her 
promo phots, but it was hard to have a crush on someone with the misguided punk 
pseudonym Bianca Butthole. Another thing you can count on getting is letters from prison 
While we usually will send a complimentary issue to a prisoner Who requests one it is rare to 
get feedback. That is not the case with Shane Williams, an avid zine reader and columnist 
for Flipside. While 1 can’t actually make out most of Shane’s handwriting his insights into 
Roctober articles are usually very helpful and interesting. Another thing you can count on is 
publicists wanting you to do articles you don’t want to do, Well all these things collided tast 
year when I got a request to do an article about Bianca Butthole’s band Betty Blowtorch 
Bianca, I learned, was killed in an auto accident and was being memorialized in a 
Posthumous rarities CD and a documentary. Obviously I wasn’t a big fan, but I knew Shane 
Williams really admired Ms. Butthole so I told the publicist | would forward the publicity 
materials to Shane and if he wanted to do an article I'd print it. Well, prison mail is slow, but 
a year later here is an article about a musician I was not a big fan of transcribed — originally 
Punctuation and formatting intact - from a hand-written manuscript I could hardly make out. 
But don’t take this intro as a total apology- | think you'll see that Shane's tribute to Bianca 
sheds light on some interesting scummy but rocking aspects of the L.A. underground, and 
I'm also pretty sure this is the first time the words “clit ring had snagged on a zipper” appear 
in Roctober ~ed. ) 

Prison is big in homeboy this and homeboy that. I’m an iconoclastic loner and a 
non-repentant junk & punk rocker — but I’m also a true fan of women who rock 
and Bianca Butthole was all that — and as I later found out, she was, like me, from 
Studio City, California...the part of “the valley” closest to Hollywood. 
Technically part of North Hollywood, the area is as known for jazz and blues as it 
is for rock or punk — but I ain’t got time to go into the whole geographic history — 
this is about one chick I connected with in my short time out on the streets in 92- 
93, So I was there for Bianca's stint in Butt Trumpet. I saw her play a handful of 
gigs with various line-ups — all featuring Bianca (and Sharon Needles). I got to 
know both of these women well enough that they wrote me my first 5 years of 
this prison bit ~ and I interviewed them for Flipside when they'd not yet been 

sued out of the name and reformed as Betty Blowtorch. When they were 
recording GET OFF with Duff, Sharon played me the rough demo of “Shut Up 
and Fuck” over the phone — me calling from a maximum security prison being 
monitored with a message interrupting the call every couple minutes stating the 
call originated from a California state prison. 
I'm still in prison, and of the 50 or so CDs I now own in here (you're only 
allowed 12 technically) one of them is Betty Blowtorch “Are You Man Enough?” 
I haven't heard the new “Last Call” - and I don’t have my earlier interviews or 
correspondence to call upon as notes — but I guess I'm as qualified as anyone to 
say a few words in honor of Bianca and “Betty” to coincide with the new release. 
But all I've really got to say is that they fucking rocked — and that it totally sucks 
that Bianca is dead — and that [ wish I knew why Judy and Sharon took off mid- 

tour when they were on a roll with getting their name out there. So much I don’t 
know ~so let me anecdotally tell you about what I do know and maybe you'll be 
glad you read this. 
I didn't know anything about Bianca’s first band with Blare — no doubt as much a 
metal as a punk band — but when I met Bianca she was rooming with Thom Bone 
— a Flipside writer who'd started a band called Butt Trumpet — he was fronting 
the band — and, kind of uniquely — the band had two female bassists — Bianca and 
Sharon. I met Thom shortly after getting out of Federal Prison (for the 4" time) 
in fall 92 — cuz I was also a Flipside columnist. 

When I met Bianca at the apartment she shared with Thom (platonically) not far 
from my own in the heart of Hollywood (walking distance from [illegible] - 
everyone's favorite club of the mid 80s thru mid 90s) she knew I liked running 

pics of rock chicks in my column. She freaked Thom out by showing me a pic of 
her in a see through leotard she “modeled” for. Thom was like, “YOU CAN’T 
USE THOSE! BIANCA, WHY DID YOU SHOW SHANE THOSE!” 
Since the pic, while hot, wasn’t rock, I assured them both I wasn't interested in it 
as a column eyecandy shot — not when I had access to live clun shots thanks to 
my contributor Arlan (see recent Girlyhead for more on Arlan)., Bianca not only 

introduced herself with a nude photo, she also told me she was clean — that she 
got tired of hooking in Hollywood and sleeping standing up in phonebooths, so 
she was all about the rock now. By the way, she wasn’t coming on to me — her 
taste ran to younger buff guys — not old dope fiends. But we became buddies 
enough that she always gave me a hug with her natural juggs in full effect. 
The band was kind of primitive. | made friends with a male drummer who sat in 
with them but insisted on concealing his face during the whole set. It wasn’t the 
girls that bothered him, but Thom’s posing. 

So to rev things up they put out some singles - in fact L.A,’s Dionysus started 
their Hell Yeah subsidiary label kinda for Butt Trumpet since they didn't fit with 
the more garage/surf stuff it was known for. Butt Trumpet wanted to be the 
Germs — not as hardcore band, but a Masque era punk band - a noble vision in 

92ish L.A. And porno lyrics a la Mantors/GG Allin was part of the plan from the 
gate. 43 

Dionysus released a full-length. That came out about the time I went back to 
prison in late 93. Somehow or another they met a record exec at a 12 step 
meeting. Epic re-released “Primitive Enema” ~ the band got a little tour support 
~ and during the tour some controversies ensued when a 12 year old’s mom 
raised a stink about the lyrics (in Boston). Before the tour ended the the gals (at 
that point it was Thom, Bianca, Sharon, Blare and a male drummer ~ Jerry I 
think) kicked Thom out of his own band and completed the tour without him. By 
the mid 90s (96?) he'd successfully sued em for the name and Butt Trumpet was 
kaput. Why did they give Thom the boot? Cuz he was a bigger bitch (prima 
donna) then any of them and they were no doubt (the gals) getting way more 
attention — that’s my call (sorry if you’re reading this Thom, but...). 
They reformed with Judy ~ who'd just been in two all-female bands in the same 
scene Borax and the Bobsled. So this was when Sharon played me the stuff 
recently recorded by Duff. This (97?) is also when I last heard from Bianca — I 
think she was self-conscious that I'd called her when she was in tears crying over 
some ex-con boyfriend who’d dumped her for another chick in the same 
apartment complex. The pic that accompanies this was taken by either that guy — 
or the one like him.. She had one short marriage I know of to a skinhead 6 years 
plus her junior. Around this time I lost personal contact with her she hooked up 
with a guy in a signed band, Humble Gods, and joined on bass for touring. Her 
last letter to me chronicled a really bad day she’d had. Her clit ring had snagged 
on a zipper and ripped out. She'd been sentenced to probation for a bullshit 
charge of entering a courtroom with a weapon — having forgotten a penknife with 
a 2” blade before entering a metal detector. To this day I can’t believe they filed 
on that! 
Sharon stayed in touch for a few more years, As with most of my friends in 
bands, once my Flipside column bit the dust cuz the editor/publisher had a 
midlife crisis and squashed it, I lost touch. | don’t particularly resent that -— but 
Sharon, if you're reading this, please write. And Judy, I wouldn't mind 
deepening our acquaintance either — I’m down to a couple more years now girls, 
so give Dad a play. 

No question, Betty Blowtorch needs to be remembered and spoken of with real 
rockin’ chock bands like Girl School, Pandoras, L7, Lunachicks. I would like to 
think they would cut an LP even “tougher” — more full on Métorhead-y — than 
“Are You Man Enough?” — but the reality is something split them up on the first 
big tour — like I said above — I dunno why. 

Yeah, it totally sucks that Bianca's dead — but she did go out in style — lived fast, 
left a beautiful corpse, never got old, never was a has been, died instantly — so the 
tragedy was kinda balanced by such a rock n roll death. The director of the film 
about her even has been quoted as saying that without the car accident death of 
Bianca he didn’t have a movie he was ready to release — now it’s a “story.” 
Here's my insight on the story. Bianca was a super nice girl, a real rocker, and I 
miss her — the other gals are still rocking hard and you just read me reach out - so 
all I've left to say is about me and not them: 

Zines and letters and photos can be sent to me direct at Shane Williams J-09243 
CMC-West (Dorm 5- 8 Up) POBox 8103 San Luis Obispo, CA 93403-8103 And 
if you have music you want me to hear you've got to send it to my local college 
radio DJ I'm in close contact with: KCPR — Cal Poly Radio — Graphic Arts Bldg., 
Room 201 SLO, CA 93407 ATTN: Citizen Dick, The Punk Show or see what 
the station is about/contact the DJ: www.kcpr.org link to “Punk is Dead” 
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WHO: Atlanta’s Subsonics 
have been churning out 
their own unique brandd 
of garage rock for over 
a decade. At the core 

of the 3 piece through 

5 full-length releases 
has always been guitar 
vocalist Clay Reed and 
drummer Buffi Aguero. 

WHY: Their most recent 
record “A Lot To For- 
get” was coming out 
and it seemed like a 
good enough reason. 
I’ve since learned if 

a person is willing to 
deal with me, that’s 

actually all the rea- 
son I need. 

HOW: These guys don’t 
have an official website 

er anything. Subse- 
quent to the interview 

Clay told that they 
weren't Luddites, just 
willfully incompetent 
in euch matters. I 
actually had to email 
the record company to 
get a contact with 
their PR person and 
then hang on the two 

of them finishing up the 
interview. It’s the 
hardest I’ve worked for 

an interview. 

OTHER NoTES: Turns out 
they never actually 
met Captain Kangaroo. 

The story is Clay met 
Mr. Greenjeans at a su- 
permarket opening when 
he was a kid. Other 
than just  betray- 
ing his age (I don’t 
think they’ve made 
that big a deal out 
of supermarket open- 
ings since the 60's 
or 70s) I wonder why 
he said Captain Kan- 
garoo... did it sound 
cooler? Did he think 
we wouldn't be hip 
to who Mr. Greenjeans 
was? Why were they al- 
ways pelting that poor 

moose with ping-pong 
balls anyway? 

It seems like it took quite a while for this 

new record to come out in Europe and then an- 
other while for it to hit the States. Is there 

a story there? If it’s a dull corporate sorta thing, 
can you make up one? WELL, 

WE TOOK A BREAK 
FROM TOURING, WHICH 

MEANT NO MONEY W. M. 

ING IN SO WE COULDN'T AFFORD 
| TO PAY THE GHOST WRITING 

e DWARF WE KEEP CHAINED UP 
THE BASEMENT-HE'S THE ONE 

SE) WHO ACTUALLY WRITES ALL THE 
SONGS...SO, HE WENT ON 

WENT ON STRIKE 
AND THEN GOT A BETTER 

OFFER-FROM THE STROKES, I 

, WE HAD NO NEW SONGS...WE 
HAD TO FIND A NEW SOURCE OF 

CASH AND A NEW GHOST WRITING 
DWARF...IT WAS TOUGH. I HAD TO 

COMMIT SOME FELONIES...TO 
GET THIS RECORD 

MADE. 



One of my distributors promos says you guys are a cross between the 
Velvet Underground and the Cramps. Does that work for you, or how 
would you describe yourselves? 

I WOULD 
DESCRIBE US AS 

BUGS BUNNY IN DRAG. 
STARRING IN A SPA- 

GHETTI WESTERN AS A 
LAUTREMOUNT QUOTING 
DOCTOR/GUNFIGHTER 
GUZZLING LAUDNUM 

SO, YEAH, 
JUST LIKE A CROSS 

BETWEEN A VELVET UNDERARM 
AND THE CHAMPS. 

Another promo says you guys are one of the most important bands of the 
last decade. Place any stock in that, or take it with a grain of salt? 

SORRY TO BREAK 
THE BAD NEWS-THERE ARI 

NO IMPORTANT BANDS. WHILE I 
CAN APPRECIATE THE SPIRIT OF THE 

PROMOTIONAL MATERTAL...BANDS 
ARE JUST NOT IMPORTANT. IMPOR- 

TANT MEANS SOMETHING WORTH 

DYING FOR...AND I WOULD DIE FOR 
TT, BUT I HAVE REAL MENTAL 

PROBLEMS 

THERE 
ARE SO MANY GREAT 

BANDS. .I COULD NEVER LIST 
THEM ALL... ANYONE WHO CAN TAKE 

A TYPE OF MUSIC THAT IS SO RUN IN 
THE GROUND (ROCK & ROLL) AND MAKE 

TT UNIQUE-MAKE IT THEIR OWN- 
ANYONE WHO CAN DO THIS IS 

eo. oF NOTE iT? SPEEDBALL BABY, DQE, BLACK- 
TOP, ROCKATEENS.. THOSE 

COME TO MIND 
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You think you can make it to Columbus on your upcom- 

ing tour? Where do you actually want to go? 

COLUMBUS,..OHTO?... 
GEORGIA? . I CAN'T REMEM- 

BER IF WE EVERPLAYED COLUM- 
BUS BEFORE. IS THERE A GOOD 
PLACE TO PLAY? WOULD ANYONE ee 

SHOW UP? I ACTUALLY WANT TO GO = 
PLACES WE HAVENT BEEN TWENTY 
TIMES. I WISH TI COULD SAY THAT | | TOURING THE USA OVER AND OVER ; 
WAS ALWAYS GREAT AND FUN 
AND ITS NEVER TEDIOUS AND // “ ( ithe WANN ‘3 TO GO SOMEWHERE BORING. me ees WOULD 

THAT DOESN'T EXIST- 
SOMEWHERE THAT WE 
HAVE MILLIONS OF 
SCREAMING FANS. 

TAM NOT 
DELUSIONAL...NOT THAT 

DELUSIONAL. 

6 When I think of At- 
lanta the first images 
that come to mind are 
the Atlanta Child mur- 
ders, Ted Turner and 
cut rate pro sports 
franchises. (That said, 
you guys and Hank Aaron 
rate pretty cool.) 
Tell me some cool 
places and things about 
the town. 

THE COOLEST PLACE IN 
ATLANTA.MY APARTMENT...BUT 

I DON'T HAVE PEOPLE 
OVER.OUTSIDE OF THAT,A 

WASTELAND. 

produce a Subsonics record now? Is he Guilty? Is 
Pete’ Townsend guilty? 

i SPECTOR 
HE RUINED THE MADE SOME GREAT 

RAMONES..HIGH RISK i RECORDS 
INSURANCE?..UGH.I GUESS YOU 
CANT POLISH A TURD. IF WE HAD 
TRIED TO DO A RECORD WITH HIM 

IT WOULDA TURNED OUT BAD 

T'M A BETTER SHOT THAN 
SPECTOR.ITS ONE THING 
TO SHOOT A DEFENSELESS 

WOMAN...SUBSONICS CAN SHOOT 
BACK..AND TOWNSEND?...I SAY 

INNOCENT. 



WE'VE 
MET LOTS OF COOL 

PEOPLE...MO TUCKER,STERLING 
MORRISON,JOHN CALE , JAYNE COUN- 
TY, HASIL ADKINS, CRAMPS, JONATHAN 

RICHMAN...I ALSO MET THE RAMONES , BO 
DIDDLEY , SYLVAIN SYLVAIN , FESS PARKER 

CAPTAIN KANGAROO ,JELLO BIAFRA 
DICK MANITOBA , RICHARD LLOYD ....A 

BUNCH MORE I CAN'T REMEMBER . THEY'RE 
ALL JUST REGULAR PEOPLE. 

JUST MET ALAN 
VEGA AND MARTIN 

REV... THEY'RE REALLY 
COOL. 

If you guys were Playboy Centerfolds, 
what would you list as your individual 
measurements and pet peeves? 

DEPENDS ON 
WHAT TIME OF THE 

MONTH TT Ts. 

I DONT LIKE 
INTERVIEWS. BUT 
I HAVE TO ADMIT 
ITS NICE ANYONE 

CARES AT ALL 

One a scale of one to ten, how banal 
was this interview? What was your 
best interview ever? Worst? 

TOLIST 
HUGH HEFNER'S 
MEASUREMENTS. 

(7 PET 
‘ PEEVES?- 

bar Pe WHINING 

SOUNDMEN. 

THE WORST 
INTERVIEWS ARE JUST 

COMPLETELY FORGETTABLE 
THEY ASK WHAT OUR 

INFLUENCES ARE. THIS ONE 
WASN'T THAT TERRIBLE. 

IT WASN'T THE WORST 
INTERVIEW...I TRIED TO MAKE IT 

INTERESTING...ONE TO TEN? -YES. THE BEST 
INTERVIEWS ASK NOTHING ABOUT MUSIC. 

THEY ASK ABOUT POLITICS OR SOMETHING WE 
WOULD KNOW NOTHING ABOUT...THAT NO ONE 

WOULD CARE ABOUT OUR OPINIONS ON. 

OK -THIS WAS 
A REALLY HARD 
INTERVIEW...I'M 
NOT SURE WHY. 

http://www.evilempirerecords.com 
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CHIPS AHOY! 0, oc ca 
Deep beneath the dead heat of Summertime ‘76, with the first all-new 

Beach Boys album in years stubbornly lodged in my ears (not to 

mention my best friend's 8-track), | awoke one fine afternoon and 

suddenly decided to chuck University halfway towards a Fine Arts 

degree in order that I could travel in a rental van 3,000 miles, all the way 

to the very eastern-most point of Canadian soil, in the capacity of Sound 

and Light Man for a local bar band called The Specs. Why? Well, I 

certainly wasn’t getting much screenwriting done there at film school. 

And The Specs HAD promised to add a healthy dose of Steve Miller 

covers to their third set at my bequest. And most urgently of all, I guess 

I was unabashedly, unashamedly anxious to break far out into the pre- 

MTV “Real World,” stay up all night (and in the company of anyone I 

chose) and venture On The Road in order that I may (now what's that 

expression again?) 

ROCK AND ROLL, maaaann! 

Well, needless to say for all the scholastic bridge burning involved, that 

first Gala Specs Tour of Easternmost Canada ended in little more than 

disgrace, condemnation and my first brush with what two out of three 

physicians diagnosed as a hearty dose of good ol’ fashioned teenaged 

mono. Such minor irritants aside, I had a real cool time staying awake 

for two entire weeks, seeing things I never thought I'd ever, ever see 

(and, thankfully, haven’t come anywhere close to encountering since) 

and most importantly, making several dear friends with whom I continue 

to rock, and even roll, to this very day, Like my comrade in spandex 

arms, Simon, the dynamic front-person for The Specs. The Christmas 

after my first tour Simon and I attended the band’s gala Christmas Party 

(that year being held at someone’s spotty digs positioned conveniently 

close to our weekend Waterford, Ontario gig). 

Following one final rousing encore of "Keep A-Rockin’ Me, Baby," I packed up 

my light show (two flood lamps stolen from my dad’s garage) and soundboard 

(hijacked from the drummer's Radio Shack collection) and joined The Specs just 

down the street for what turned out to be one great big game of poker. My first 

game of poker, in fact. And, | must ~9int out, right here and right now, a game of 

poker unlike ANY other I wager has been waged before or since. On EITHER 

side of the dreaded 49th parallel! 

It started something like this: Dirt-cheap (and comparatively dirty) Canadian 

beer, more potent then its diluted American off-shooters, was on plentiful supply, 

stacked 24-to-the-case and to the literal ceiling. Add to this brewskie-Tower of 

Babylon a bevy of patrons flung from the afore-mentioned Specs performance 

mixed with the Saturday night Waterford societal dregs. Then place ‘em all 

around, or in my case dangerously near, the regulation fold-up, military green 

card table. Plant the best -- or at least loudest -- player in the dealer's chair, crank 

the Aerosmith to Eleven (Canadian) and, as The Great J. Gleason would declare, 

"Away we GO!" . 
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Or at least away my friend Simon went. I dunno, maybe he'd already started 

celebrating hours earlier during the Miller Medley halfway into Set Three. Or 

maybe, like me, he was just pissed someone’d already eaten the chocolate 

“Yulelog.” Whatever the case may be, by the time the fourth or fifth hand was 

being dealt Simon decided to change the rules, bend the trend, liven things up a 

tad. However, with a character whose every lesson in poker, like that of Life 

Itself, seemed to veer dangerously towards the Keith Moon School of 

Deportment, “liven things up" can take on untold dynamics at 4AM on a 

Christmas Eve deep in the wilds of Waterford. 

"Deal me another hand, Jack," Simon barked at the table. "These cards eat it." 

Of course, every other player seated ‘round duly objected, citing age-old 

traditions of Men's Hallowed Pastime (not to mention holiday season decorum in 

general). "No man, I mean it. I ain’t playin’ with these," Simon insisted, tossing 

his hand viciously across the pot. 

Lines clearly drawn in what soon became the mud and blood and beer, the dealer 

man rebutted Simon's request in a typically Canuck slur-ful of scatological faux 

French; something along the loosely-translated lines of, "If your cards do, in fact, 

eat it, then so does your birth mother in relation to the reproductive orifice of that 

canine of questionable pedigree chained behind the flophouse downtown where 

certain ladies of the evening, and probably your mother as well, hang out." Well 

then! To coin yet another analogy, ALL bets were now not only off, but airborne 

as well. ‘Coz it twas then that Simon the Spec proceeded to thrust a handful of 

poker chips, with anatomical precision, straight across the card table. Only to be 

replied to in kind, and in full. Repeatedly. 

Now as I have already made clear, I had never ever played poker before, and truth 

be told, had only six months earlier been safely cocooned at home with my comfy 

Beach Boys records. But THIS was without a doubt the most (dare I say it) 

ROCK AND ROLL card game I had ever witnessed: more like a mixture of 

Twister, Paintball, and British rugby! Chips -- not to mention bottles, “Yulelog” 

drippings, and furniture itself, filled the festive air, the cries of young bar-hoppers 

blinded by flying debris drowning out yon Aerosmith album, And throughout it 

all, on this Night before Christmas, yours truly was having THEE times of his 

wee young life...even as the police arrived en masse, nightsticks drawn 

(remember, this IS Canada, Guns are only allowed on late-night American 

television dramas). 

The poker game (in fact, the entire Christmas Party itself) soon enough ended up 

assembled out on Main Street as more dutiful Waterfordians were only just 

stepping outdoors for Yulemass. Personally speaking, I remained legally 

unintoxicated enough to walk away from it all with but a mild seolding from 

some frightfully concerned Ontario Provincial Policeman ("you know, you really 

should go back to film school" I think he said). And Simon? When I caught up 

with him sometime come early 1977, he gleefully reported he’d managed to 

punch a full three out of four Specs clear across their facial clocks before the cops 

crashed the game to an abrupt close. Last I heard Simon's teaching English in 

Tokyo, and STILL listens to each and every new Aerosmith album that works its 

way down his pike. 

And I never did get back to my Fine Arts degree either. Suffice to admit, a full 

quarter century later I’m STILL On The Road (Again). | guess I'm hoping to 

hunt down a poker game to match that fleeting, furious, flying one from the long- 

flung Christmas of *76. , 
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Just when Roctober thought we had been far too obs e about 

something a reader shows us up by proving we weren't nearly obsessive 

enough. Rodent Rockfans hold onto your whiskers, here comes... 

THE ULTIMATE CHIPMUNKS 
ROCK UPDATE __— PART 1 

by "Dr. Mark" Hill: 
drmark7 @juno.com 10/05/2003 

"EVERYTHING (ELSE) YOU WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT ALVIN AND 
THE CHIPMUNKS, BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK" by "Dr. Mark" R. Hill 

Dear Roctober, 
Since your Chipmunks issue, | have been inhaling pop culture at an alarming rate 
and taking notes on many subjects, including THE CHIPMUNKS (For my own 
interests and to contribute to this CHIPMUNKS UPDATE.) The CHIPMUNKS 
search is a near obsession, many nights on the net and at eBay looking for 
references. And I've found a boatload not covered in your previous articles 
PS- I hope you won't forget to identify me sometime as the writer of the 
Chipmunks letter in Issue #32, I was pretty proud of it. 
Prrretrri ree ttt 

AND NOW THE CHIPMUNKS UPDATE I HAVE BEEN WORKING ON 

SINCE THE CHIPMUNKS ISSUE, IF NOT ALL OF MY NATURAL LIFE! 
rrtritrititt ttt et 

SEE ALSO; 

The Chipmunks own site (Universal?) It's pretty slim: www.chipmunk.com 
Chipmunk Sled pic: http://www janicewise,com/cc2210a,jpg 

Ultimate ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS page: http://home.att.ne.jp/blue/zubai 
LIBERTY RECORDS: http://www. bsnp a com/liberty/libertya. hi ull 

Alvin- Behind The Music- http://www. angelfire.com/music3/behind/ 
COMMENTS ON B OCTOBER ML N KS ISSUE: 

The whole thing was fantastic. To have all the Chipmunks albums reviewed and 
all the information together in one place is/was a lifetime dream of mine. I'd love 
to see all of our information combined into the ULTIMATE 

CHIPMUNKS/ROSS BAGDASARIAN BOOK! 

1 couldn't believe the length to which you reviewed the Copy groups. I used to 
think of the fake Xmas 'Munks LP I had, as a delirious, sick, nightmare. I have 

the one with foil sticker on the cover. The voices used were so off, it used to 
make me scared (1 was 3 or 4) to hear it. It was like a haunted Chipmunk record 
But now I'd like iton CD! 

Funny to think that money could be made by paying rights to re-record songs and 
sell the fakes in grocery stores and the like. But there sure was an industry behind 

that practice. Ever notice how many of the budget record labels have a 
plastics/vinyl connection? So did they exist, just to move their plastic? 
Comin' Round The Mountain- This is one of my Chipmunk favorites. I loved 
your description. Even as a kid, [ knew there was something out of the ordinary 

And in "Old McDonald Cha Cha Cha." I love the jazz and going on here 
saxophones 
The Night Before Christmas. "Sounds kind like you math teacher trying to do a 
rap about integers to 'really connect to the kids.'" That comment was ***pure 
genius*** and described it perfectly. | laughed out loud. 
AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE CHIPMUNKS- This was DEFINITELY 

released with a foil cover and with "realistic Chipmunks". It is pictured at this 
website (http://home.att.ne.jp/blue/zubai) and I have it pictured on either a 

Liberty inner sleeve or 45 sleeve. (Gotta find that Liberty sleeve!) And have seen 
it on eBay, Rather than looking like the later cartoon one, it just shows one 
Chipmunk on the tail of a plane, with a frustrated Dave on the wing! 
What I want to know, is if the CHRISTMAS ALBUMS ever appeared with 

animal Chipmunks instead of the cartoons? ral Xmas 45's *DO* feature 
animal Chipmunks for "The Chipmunk Song". "Rudolph" originally appeared on 
the AROUND THE WORLD LP, which had furry Chipmunks, so I wonder...??? 
CHIPMUNKS SONGBOOK- *Also* comes in a FOIL cover variant, I also had 
the EP, which was the 2nd Chipmunks recording I ever owned. (CHRISTMAS 
#2, was my 1™.) I have several "Alvin Twist" pinback buttons. "Twinkle, Twinkle 
Little " has great bee-bop banter and is a favorite. 
CHRISTMAS WITH THE CHIPMUNKS Volume #2- How could you review 
this LP and *NOT* mention the best track on it!? The swingin’, Sinatra style, 
"Hang Up Your Stockin'!?? | wonder if the Chipmunks did “Hang Up Your 
Stockin' first, or if it was a COVER? "Stockin'" was written by Johnny Mann, 
who also recorded for Liberty, So he may have recorded "Stockin'" first. I'd love 
to find a JOHNNY MANN Christmas LP, I'l! bet "Stockin’" is on there! I wonder 

if Mann maybe *arranged* some stuff for the 'Munks, or if there were any other 
connections here? The Johnny Mann Singers. He had his own syndicated TV 
show in the 70's called, JOHNNY MANN'S STAND UP AND CHEER. 
"LOOKS LIKE-?" One last BIG stretch, Johnny Mann, kinda looks like a real- 

live David Seville! Check out the photos of MANN on the back of his LPs. He's a 

thin guy with a Seville-like haircut. I wonder if he might have been an inspiration 
for the cartoon Dave? Along with Ross Bagdasarian himself??? Ross Bagdasarian 

also looks a lot like Jack Webb. Especially the hair. 
COMMENTS ON ALBUMS/SONGS: 

ZEEE HHO REE OR EHS RE OHS ESO EEE SORE bob iabri i ei 

CHIPMUNKS SING THE BEATLES HITS- A CD review by Dr. Mark R. Hill 
My copy is a CANADIAN CD pressing. This is the FULL album and in 
*stereo*! Hearing this CD, was the first time I've ever heard it in stereo! Earlier 

CD issues were often in mono. All of the LPs of this I saw re-issued during the 
80's were mono copies from Canada. It also had cuts deleted on most US re-issue 
copies (LP/8tk/Cassette/CD). An EMI cassette deletes, "I Saw Her Standing 
There" and "Twist And Shout." The Chipmunks stick so close to the original 
vocal and instrumental arrangements on this album, it's almost surreal. Like a 
Bizarro-World Beatles. A couple of cuts are arranged a beat slower. | suppose in 
order for the 'Munks to get their enunciation's around the lyrics. Highlight during 
the instrumental break on, "Twist And Shout": Dave: "Alvin... Alvin... Alvin...... 
Your wig keeps falling off...... Straighten your wig out..." Alvin: "Ok. *O.K.*! 
#$%*@$!" Interesting instrumental choice on "Love Me Do" a keyboard or 

harmonium is substituted for the harmonica. Shouldn't Alvin have been playing 
his HARMONICA! 

Made to cash in on a craze, I suppose they knew the Beatles were big. But who 
would have any idea HOW BIG?! Too bad the Chipmunks never le a 
CHIPMUNKS SING THE BEACH BOYS or CHIPMUNKS SING THE 

ROLLING STONES. The stereo separation on this is great. So SEPARATE in 
fact all the instruments are in the left channel and the vocals are in the right. Like 
all original Liberty "Living Stereo" Chipmunks LPs, you can turn down the 
vocals and karaoke! This was one of the first records I ever had as a kid. I never 

had an original Beatles album until about 15 years later. | can remember the day 

my mom took me to Kresge’s Department Store (we walked downtown) to get it 
We had seen Ross Bagdasarian and costumed Chipmunks with paper mache 
heads, performing on a local talk show, Cincinnati Ohio's, Ruth Lyons 50/50 
Club, to promote the release of the LP. At the store's record department, we had 
to choose between mono and stereo copies. (Remember those days?) | got mono- 
this was '65! My mother then made Beatle wigs for the neighbor girl and I and we 
stood on chairs and twisted. A true "Wonder Years" moment. Life was grand. 
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And now you're in for quite a revelation about THE CHIPMUNKS SING WITH 

THE CHILDREN. | always wondered what the motivation for this LP was and | 
think I finally discovered it. SEE PHOTO and look at the track list! 

THE LIMELITERS THROUGH CHILDREN'S EYES LITTLE FOLK SONGS 
FOR ADULTS 
(c.1962- So this was BEFORE the CHIPMUNKS LP!) 
I think the Chipmunks copied the format of the LIMELITERS album, but on a 

smaller scale. The LIMELITERS even did AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL 
Though that's not on the Munks/Kids LP, but an earlier Munks outing. 
Who were the KIDS on The Chipmunks LP? The *adult* "Jimmy Joyce Singers" 

were featured on THE RED SKELTON SHOW (along with The Tom Hanson 
Dancers.) 
I never knew there were Jimmy Joyce "Kids", I bet the kids were thrilled to "Sing 
With The Chipmunks". They would have had to record the Munks Ist, then have 

the kids sang along with the tape 

It's rare that this shows Ross Bagdasarian on the cover, unless we accept him as a 
live "Dave." 
By the way, “Tonight You Belong To Me”, included on this LP was previously 
recorded by LIBERTY artists PATIENCE AND PRUDENCE and went to #4 in 

08/56. (45-LB-607) Blue/green label. (Flip is by just PRUDENCE!) It is a Billy 
Rose (!) composition and was previously a hit for Gene Austin in 1927!!! 

For some reason, this is one of my favorite Munks LPs. 
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ALVIN FOR PRESIDENT- Never on LP or CD. (Until the c,1999 "Hits" CD.) 
Uses the same backing tracks/music as "I Wish | Could Speak French." (Which 
came first?) It plays a beat faster on the CD. And the songs are programmed just 
2 tracks apart. A little repetitious, considering other tracks they could have 

chosen, The 45 was first issued with a "realistic chipmunk" cover, There was a 2- 

page. color music trade newspaper advertisement for this. (And thanks to eBay, I 
now have it!) President John F. Kennedy once sent them a personal note that 

read, "I'm glad to know I have at least one worthy opponent". 
ALVIN'S ALL-STAR CHIPMUNK BAND- Not on LP or CD, (I have the 45) 

This came in a great picture sleeve. 

EEFIN' ALVIN'- | saw it listed in a mail auction and won for $4. I'm not sure of 

the year of the 45 or what inspired this, but there was much "eefin!" on TV's HEE 

HAW- popular around that time. (Mid 60s.) Also not on LP or CD. 
*7 arty 

I was recently surprised to find out that some CHIPMUNKS records were also 

released as 78rpm records. If only in Canada. | discovered this through recent 

eBay auctions of Canadian discs and haven't seen any US copies since. 

1959 David Seville & Chipmunks 78 RPM, "Ragtime Cowboy Joe/Flip Side", 

London/Liberty 55200 Canadian pressing. Sold for $63.00 on eBay c.11/02. 

This David Seville and The Chipmunks 78 on London/Liberty Side One: Alvin's 

Harmonica. Side Two: Mediocre. #55179 Sold for c.$16.00 on eBay, c.11/02. 

The Chipmunks With David Seville 78 Rpm 50s Canadian Pressing/ The 

Chipmunk Song//Almost Good/London Liberty Li.55168. Record Vg. Label 

Vg+. No Writing Or Stickers. Some Spindle Wear: See Pics. C.1 1/2002. 
MORE CHIPMUNK TRIVIA: 

1. Dave Seville and the Chipmunks- Might they have been patterned after Donald 

Duck and his 3 nephews; Huey, Dewie and Louie? Or Popeye and HIS 3 

nephews? Who were also jazzy, MUSICAL nephews, in several of the toons! 

2. "The Chipmunk Song", kept THE CRESTS, "16 Candles" from hitting #1 in 

Nee JETSONS- Could "Eep Op Ork Ah Ah’s" nonsense lyrics have been inspired by THE 

CHIPMUNKS fairly recent (1958), "Witch Doctor"? (Ooh Eee Ooh AH AH!) It’s almost too 

close for comfort, "Eep" is the big song from the 1962 Hanna-Barbera (Columbia/ScreenGems) 

JETSONS episode, "A Date With Jet Screamer", which was based on the plot of BYE BYE 

BIRDIE, the then-current Broadway play that became a Columbia feature film the next year. 

BIRDIE's director, George Sidney, was also the head of Hanna-Barbera Productions. The film 

of BIRDIE featured some H-B animation and notable cross promotion for H-B with stuffed 

Yogi Bear and Flintstone dolls in Ann-Margrets bedroom and Colpix Yogi Bear LPs visible in 

the record shop. Plus Ann-Marget appearing in toon form on THE FLINTSTONES. Musical side 

note: Someone on the JET SCREAMER music team was also a fan of Ray Charles. Note that much of the music 

in the episode is arranged like the Ray Charles big band sound of the time. The intra of “Eep Op Ork” is the 
sume as Charles’ "Hey Good Lookin'." And. the music used for Jet's “Baby! Baby! Baby!” entrance before 

“Solar Swivel” is from the end of "Hey Good Lookin'." And if that's not enough trivia- the speaking and singing 

voice of Jet Screamer was none other than Howard Morris, Aka. hillbilly Ernest T. Bass on THE ANDY 

GRIFFITH SHOW. Morris was later the voice of Jughead on THE ARCHIES cartoon series. 
4, CHIPMUNK NAME ORIGINS AND THEIR OFFSPRING- The names of the 

Chipmunks were the same as three Liberty Records executives, Alvin Bennett, 

Simon Waronker and Theodore Keep!!! 

Cy "Simon" Waronker's son, Lenny, became a staff producer at Warner Bros. 

records in the 60's and later produced LPs by such acts as Harper's Bizarre, 

Gordon Lightfoot, Randy Newman and James Taylor. Going one branch further 

in the family tree, Lenny's daughter, Anna, and son, Joey, were in a 90's 

alternative group called That Dog. They had a song called, "Hey, Old Timer." 

Joey also has drummed for Beck and R.E.M. 

5. THE FURRY CHIPMUNKS- I never knew there was an incarnation of The 

Chipmunks before the familiar cartoon ones. | initially had a hard time with the 

period of 5 years where the Chipmunks were fully developed on record, but were 

visually depicted as furry, animalistic chipmunks, in the minds of all who knew 

of them. I eventually learned to accept them both. Still, I wonder how the *furry* 

Chipmunks fans felt when they were abandoned for the NEW-IMPROVED 

cartoon ones??? 

6. When I was little, we had a local kids show, LUCI'S TOYSHOP on Channel 

10, WBNS-TV in Columbus, Ohio. For several Christmases, she played PEGGY 

LEE'S "Don't Forget To Feed The Reindeer" and sped it up to sound like the 

Chipmunks. | liked it because I also liked The Chipmunks. The first year they did 

this, my mother wrote a letter to Santa at the TV station and he replied with what 

the album was and where to get it. Needless to say, I got the record for Christmas 

that year. Being a bit confused that it didn't sound like the Chipmunks. Until I 

figured to play it at 45rpm. 
7. The Dr. Demento Show used to play "The Chipmunk Song" slowed down. If 

you play a Munks 45 at 33, you can clearly hear that all the Chipmunks really 

sound *just like* Dave/Ross Bagdasarian. Please note. Most people think of the 

Chipmunks vocals as being created by *speeding up* the recording. Not so. Ross 

Bagdasarian recorded each chipmunk *individually*. He had to, he was the voice 

of EACH ONE. And he did this by *slowing down* the pre-recorded music and 

recording tape and singing at a slow, deliberate pace. THEN it was “sped up” to 

the normal pace. 
8. The plucky, guitar intro in, THE MRS. FRUMPINGTON STORY, is actually 

the opening bars of "Blues Stay Away From Me" by THE DELMORE 

BROTHERS, c.1949. I just discovered this in 02/03, on a cassette | found at a 
thrift store. I have it on a cassette. It's note for note, identical. I nearly fell off my 

chair when J first heard it. 
9. The "Chipmunk Sound" used on many early Chipmunk tunes. Deep, minor 
key, double-tracked horns. Very similar to the sound BILLY VAUGHN used in 
"Sail Along Silvery Moon" and ABBA later copied in "I Do I Do I Do." (aka. 
German, "Schlager Music!") Listen to "Home On The. Range," "The Little Dog" 
and other early Munks songs for examples of this sound: 
10. ALVIN'S ORCHESTRA- True Story- Following my Beatles backwards 
masking fetish, I once was compelled to play “Alvin's Orchestra" *backwards*. 
From my stereo LP of SING AGAIN WITH. I ruined it. And-it doesn't sound 
nearly as good on CD as it did on the vinyl. While the rest of the CD is stereo, 
that track is clearly in MONO! Was it even recorded in STEREO? | think it's 
Dave's crowning moment. As he's nearing a stroke at the end. 
11. CHIPMUNKS A GO-GO- My Munks LP copy was on SUNSET. They used 
a brittle plastic and it cracked. But it was able to be *popped* back together. 
What if the Chipmunks have done other volumes of pop songs? 

12. CLYDE CRASHCUP and Sidekick- A friends SWEARS that the 

comedy/magic team of PENN AND TELLER have modeled themselves on Clyde 

Crashcup and his silent sidekick, (1 have not been able to confirm this, or even 

agree/disagree, as I have not been able to see any CRASHCUP episodes. But 

other than the mute sidekick, I don't think so.) 
13. CDs: The albums #1- "Sing With The Chipmunks" and #3- "The Chipmunks 

Songbook", were not released on CD. Nor were 1968's "The Chipmunks See 

Doctor Dolittle" and 1969's "The Chipmunks Go To The Movies." Though a few 

tracks from these are on various Greatest Hit packages. 

45 rpm record with small hole. Public service announcements. At least 3 versions 

exist, These all sold on eBay for $50 or more *each*. (I should know, because | 

bought one of them!) 
SMOKEY'S A-B-C-'S - 45 RECORD COMPLETE IN SLEEVE. Cleared for 

unlimited broadcast: "THE CRYING TREES" A folk ballad by Steven and Henry 

Russell (playing time: '2:30.) sung by THE LIMELITERS for Forest Fire 

Prevention. "Speaking for Smokey" spots: Rod Serling, creator of The Twilight 

Zone, Lorne Green of Bonanza, Andy Griffith of The Andy Griffith show. This 

record was created to help prevent forest fires. Also includes:"SMOKEY'S A-B- 

C-'S." 60 second and 30 second musical treatments. 

45 records in sleeve: The Limeliters sing for forest fire prevention, "The Crying 

Trees." A new folk ballad by Steve Lehner and Henry Russell. Plus David Seville 

and his Chipmunks singing "Smokey's A-B-C’s" in 30 and 60 second treatments. 

"Rules for Preventing Forest Fires" and "Speaking for Smokey" spots: Tennessee 

Ernie Ford recording star: and Raymond Burr, former forest ranger and star of 

Perry Mason. 
45 records in sleeve: The New Christy Minstrels introduce a new folk ballad 

("Green, Green, Says Smokey Bear") in the interest of Forest Fire Prevention. 

Plus David Seville and his Chipmunks singing "Smokey's A-B-C's" in 30 and 60 

second treatments. "Speaking for Smokey" spots: Walter Brennan star of Tycoon: 

and Fess Parker star of Daniel Boone: produced as a public service by Foote, 

Cone & Belding and the Advertising Council in association with the National 

Cooperative Forest Fire Prevention program and the broadcasting industry. 

(NOTE: I have my own copy of this one.) 
Vv) \. 

LIBERTY RECORDS Discography: Jiwww.bs! S. i i 

LIBERTY LPs- The foil covers were not just on the Liberty *Chipmunks* LPs. 

In Roctober, it was kind of suggested that the foil covers were to mainly to appeal 

"to the kiddies.” I think someone at Liberty had a foil fetish or interest in a foil 

company. I have a Gogi Grant Liberty LP with the same kind of foil cover and 

have seen many others. 

At least the first *7* Chipmunks LPs came in foil covers. (SING, SING AGAIN. 

AROUND THE WORLD, SONGBOOK, CHRISTMAS 1!, CHRISTMAS 2, THE 

ALVIN SHOW.) Looking closely, several of the Capitol CD covers appear to be 

photographed from the foil cover originals. 

THE LIBERTY LABEL- The label has always been a favorite of mine as it 

mimics the Capitol rainbow labels. (Or is it the other way around?) The rainbow 

colors against 
black and silver and both had a metal medallion-like logo. With Liberty's looking 

more like a car logo. Prior to the rainbow labels, Liberty and Capitol also had 

similar plain blue/green labels. too. (Which came first?) 

I don't think they were affiliated until the later UA/ LIBERTY buy-out by 

Capital/EMI, Also, the exclusive Liberty labels with the Chipmunk heads 

swirling around were pretty cool, too. Despite what you would think, there were 

not too many 50s and 60s record labels with photos of the actual recording artists 

‘on them. 
LIBERTY LIVING STEREO- You can virtually use the left/right stereo 

separation on most CHIPMUNK albums for KARAOKE. It's even more 

pronounced on their CD's. Many other LIBERTY LPs are this way, too. (Bobby 
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Vee, Gary Lewis.) Chipmunks and other Liberty LPs are some of the most well 
recorded and mastered stereo LPs I've ever heard in my record collecting career. 
LIVING STEREO- Noted in the top title strip on front cover of Liberty LPs. The 
front cover is printed oversized, with stereo noted at the top and mono at bottom. 
The paper is then raised higher or lower, with the incorrect one glued under the 
back album cover. Pull back the flap on one and see. 
THIS IS STEREO LP- Beautiful Stereo LP copy of "This is Stereo", put out by 
Liberty Records in 1960. This is the rare felt cover that was issued promotionallly 
with beautiful red vinyl. The album features Spike Jones acting as the MC and 
introducing 8 new stereo releases (including his own Ip Omnibust), complete with 
Spike Jone's humor which includes one of his band members being shot out of a 
cannon. There is also a surprise visit by the Chipmunks. Interesting LP to add to 
your Spike Jone's collection. 
CHIPMUNKS CIRCLE LOGO- The little Chipmunks circle logo that appears on 
Liberty releases. This is very Similar to Hanna-Barbera rectangles with the 
characters inside, 
CAPITOL CD HITS- ¢.1999- I Wish I Could Speak French and & Alvin for 
President- You would think they could have programmed these songs more than 
2 cuts apart. They both use the same instrumental tracks. I Wish I Had A Horse 
and Chipmunk Fun- were not on a previous CD. The Chipmunk Song is NOT IN 
STEREO and it *was* in FULL stereo on a *previous* EMI Christmas 
compilation, "Legends Of Christmas Past." The interview voice sounds familiar. 
In the CD booklet, it says that David Seville was named so because Bagdasarian 
came from Seville, Spain. 

FAKE CHIPMUNK FILMS 
Late 2002 ebay link to 16mm film: 

http://egi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?Viewltem&item=1571 154829 
Nothing succeeds like success. So when Ross Bagdasarian, also known as David 
Seville, had a surprise hit with the novelty songs of Alvin and the Chipmunks, 
everybody wanted to be first at being second. All sorts of copycat groups seemed 
to appear almost overnight. Groups such as The Three Beavers, Kenny & Corky, 
and The Happy Reindeer. To get The Happy Reindeer off to.a good start, Capitol 
Records had Pantomime Pictures make this short b&w film for them, with 
backgrounds and design by Harry Hess, to promote the record. I recall seeing this 
short animated film on the "Garfield Goose" program on WGN-TV in Chicago 
when IJ was a child. I'm sure it played in other markets as well. Needless to say, 
none of these copycat groups amounted to much, but it is a hoot to see this 
Chipmunk sound-a-like do their Christmas song titled The Happy Reindeer, in 
this 1959 musical cartoon. This is an excellent condition original print. No lines, 
No splices. No vinegar smell. The running time is a little under three minutes. 
(This sold for almost $50.00!) 

Late 2002 ebay link to 16mm film: 
http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?Viewltem&item=1 571160790 

To get Kenny & Corky off to a good start, Bigtop Records made this short b&w 
film to promote the record, Nuttin' For Christmas. I recall seeing this short film 
on the Garfield Goose program on WGN-TV here in Chicago when I was a child. 
I'm sure it played in other markets as well. This musical film, copyrighted 1959 
by Tele-Records Service Incorporated. The REAL hoot is how cheap this film 
was made. To save the expense of animation, hand puppets were used. 
Apparently no retakes were made, otherwise, we wouldn't have caught glimpses 
of the puppeteer in action. (I (Dr. Mark) have this on VHS. It's TERRIBLE!) 

THE CHIPMUNK'S SONGBOOK- 2 CD SET 
This is a double CD being currently offered from a seller on eBay 
(http://cgi.ebay.com/ws/eBayISAPI.dll?Viewltem&item=25 12754708 &category 
=1050 Here's the address, but I don't know if he'll take a direct order. Email Ist. // 
Joe Knoche - Echo Records 1365 York Ave. #24H New York, NY 10021 // 
$18.25 ($15.50 + $2.75 shipping & handling) made out to Echo Records. Or you 
may pay online via Billpoint or Paypal. His online payment address is: 
Echorecords@aol.com). It is THE LOST ARK. It features the 2 Chipmunks 
albums that were not previously released by Capitol back in the early 90's. And 
my theory as to WHY they weren't released. 
THE CHIPMUNK SONGBOOK CD (7-2438-19043-2-9 1996 CEMA/SOUND 
EXCHANGE) In the early 90s, most of the original Chipmunks LPs were 
released on CD with little fanfare. They sold poorly and soon faded away to the 

cutout bins of America. (Where I got mine!) 
Who knows exactly what the story is here, but this recently discovered (on eBay) 
2-CD set contains *most* of the tracks from the only two Chipmunks CDs that 
were *not* released on CD with the others over a decade ago. SING WITH THE 
CHIPMUNKS and THE CHIPMUNK SONGBOOK. 
At least 8 of the songs on these new CDs, sound as if they were pieced together 
from original mono tracks, along with re-recorded instrumental tracks (on 

synthesizer- not real instruments!) and even some newly recorded vocals and 

dialogue! Your authors ears have heard the originals *many* times and could 
recognize the jarring differences at the first new note. 
I have nothing to go on but intuition, but my guess is that the reason these songs 
were not part of the original re-issue, is that the original "Living Stereo" tapes 
were lost, faded or damaged. 54 

A few passages come off OK. The worst moments are the re-recorded vocals of 
SIMON that sound like a "Wizard Of Oz" Munchkin. (I'm not kidding!) 
I'm just surprised they went to this much trouble! Couldn't they have used a 
CLEAN stereo copy of the original vinyl] ALBUMS as the master? To get better, 

original tracks to master to CD. Instead of resorting to re-recording?! As a 
*rabid* Chipmunks collector, I'd have settled for copies from vinyl without 
comment, over the synthesizer stuff. 
SB= The Chipmunks Songbook 
SA= Sing Again With The Chipmunks 
Mono- Track is not true "living stereo". (But may have some stereo effects) 
*ENHANCED*- Enhanced by synthesizer and some vocal work. 

CD 1 
THE CHIPMUNK SONGBOOK: (The LP is COMPLETELY HERE, but the 

songs are not in original order!) 

The Alvin Show Theme 
The Band Played On SB- Nearly mono 
Buffalo Gals SB- *ENHANCED* June Foray does her best Marjorie Main 
impersonation. Dialog and music is separated (Alvin & Dave on Left/music 
center/Buffalo Bill right), but it does not sound like the true LIVING STEREO 
recordings. 
My Wild Irish Rose SB- Dialogue from show. 
While Strolling Through The Park SB- *ENHANCED* Dialogue from show + 
June Foray. The music seems to be re-recorded on a modern synthesizer 
keyboard. And a re-recorded Simon comes in at the end sounding like a 
MUNCHKIN!!! I have not been able to play my LP to compare, But something is 
amiss here. 
The Man On The Flying Trapeze SB- Dialogue from show. 
Polly Wolly Doodle SB- mono *ENHANCED* Has synthesizer sound on music. 
Daisy Bell (A Bicycle Built For Two) SB- *ENHANCED* Dialogue from show 

w. June Foray. Listen when the music kicks in, at how different it sounds. 
Down In The Valley SB- This track starts off (as it did originally) with backing 
tracks from WONDERFUL DAY (From the 2nd Christmas LP), and features 
dialogue from show. 
Git Along Little Dogies SB- *ENHANCED*. Alvin's voice at intro sounds like 

the 80's Alvin (Voiced by Bagdasarian Jr., as it was on the TV series?) This was 
one of the first records I ever had as a kid, and I know every note and nuance of 
this song and this is *different*! The original cut had a *fantastic* ending that 
was always a favorite and is seriously altered/truncated here. 
The Alvin Twist SB- OK, here's another oddity. This is in STEREO, but the 
problem here is that it's *TOO* separated. It's all Alvin on the lef/All music on 
the right. There is no center mix at all. It sounds OK played on room speakers, 
but unnatural over headphones. The backing track on this was used for a Beatles 
parody on THE MIXED UP WORLD OF BAGDASARIAN. I wonder if that has 
anything to do with this being a little off? It's a good KARAOKE track, though! 
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star SB- STEREO and unaffected as usual. A favorite 
"Munks track. 
On Top Of Old Smokey SB- With June Foray. 
America The Beautiful SB- Fully separated LEFT/RIGHT. Hear the Munks do 
this *acapella*! A good KARAOKE track! 
Funiculi Funicula SB- *ENHANCED*. (Simon's?) voice is replaced with one 

that sounds like a MUNCHKIN from WIZARD OF OZ. This track (as the 
original) uses various snippets from other Chipmunks songs, as in "Japanese 
Banana", from AROUND THE WORLD WITH THE CHIPMUNKS. 

}- (Only 3 songs are here 
from the LP, but all are in LIVING STEREO): 
The Japanese Banana 
The Pidgin English Hula 
August Dear 

Sing Again With The Chipmunks SA- *Vibrant* stereo! 
(*The Mrs. Frumpington Story* 6:34)- Not from SING AGAIN LP, but rather 
THE ALVIN SHOW. 

CD2 
(Other than the Ist 2 tracks, all the SING AGAIN cuts seem to be in LIVING 

STEREO.) 
Witch Doctor SA- Basically MONO. Some separation in the narrative, but not the 
song. The whole intro to this sounds re-recorded. Maybe with Ross Bagdasarian 
Jr.?, doubling as Dave and Alvin? 
Alvin's Orchestra SA- Another Chipmunks oddity. Still MONO after all these 
years, It's mono on all CD appearances. Was it STEREO on the original LP? 
Hard to believe this was not recorded in STEREO! My original Living Stereo LP 
copy has severe groove damage, and I can't tell if the track was in stereo or not. 
The world may never know. 
Sing A Goofy Song SA- Dave LEFT, Munks in both. Try not to get this stuck in 
your head! 

Swanee River SA- Dave LEFT, Munks right (dialogue) and center (singing) 
I Wish I Had A Horse SA- Dave Left, Munks center. 



Working On The Railroad SA- Dave LEFT, Munks center. 

Home On The Range SA- Dave LEFT, Munks center. (Always a favorite. The 
arrangement and harmonies are sweet. The dialogue a gem.) 
Swing Low Sweet Chariot SA- Dave LEFT, Munks center. 
Row Row Row Your Boat SA- Dave Left, Munks center. 
The reissue package is missing 2 songs from SING AGAIN WITH THE 
CHIPMUNKS: 

COMING ROUND THE MOUNTAIN- A *BIG* disappointment that it's 

missing. But it is on the full "Sing Again" CD from the early 90's. 
WHEN JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME AGAIN. 
SING WITH THE CHIPMUNKS- (Missing one song. *MOST* songs Living 
Stereo. 

Good Morning Song SW- Dave LEFT, Munks right and center. The music is very 
separated.) 

(If only ALL the tracks sounded this good.) 
Ragtime Cowboy Joe SW- Dave LEFT. Munks center & right. Music very 
separated. 

Yankee Doodle SW- Dave LEFT. Munks center & right. Music very separated. 
Three Blind (Folded) Mice SW- Dave LEFT. Munks right. Music very separated. 
Old MacDonald Cha Cha SW- *ENHANCED*. Dave and the Munks are center. 

Almost mono. Music is separated. The guitar fills seem very different and frilly. 
Listen to the BASS. And that PLANO, And the downbeat. This is not all the 
original tracks, At least it's here! 1 wish they'd have just used a clean LP copy to 
master it on this CD, 

The Little Dog SW-Munks right & center. Music very separated, Love those 
horns! 
Pop Goes The Weasel SW- Dave LEFT. Munks LEFT, center & right. Music 
very separated 
If You Love Me (Alouette) SW- *ENHANCED*. Intro dialog/music MONO 

(Re-uses "Workin On The Railroad".) Almost mono, except for enhanced music. 
Chipmunk Fun SW- Dave L Munks right & center. Music is very separated, 
Alvin's Harmonic: - Harmonica left/right. Dave/Munks RIGHT! 

The Chipmunk Song SW- For some reason, this track won't play on my PC, But 
it's mono. 
Mis: 

WHILE YOU WORK- This was on the earlier 1992 PAIR CD. I'll bet 
thibis is missing because they didn't want to pay Disney royalties again! 

Fresh Chipmunk 
neets Fresh Prince 

LEGENDS OF CHRISTMAS PAST (1992 CD: EMI 0777-7-99987-2 2) 
Contains the first (and only?) FULL STEREO version of "The Chipmunk Song." 
From the booklet: "This song has appeared occasionally in poor stereo, but has 
been remixed in *Visual Sound Stereo* for this package, giving full stereo 
separation to Alvin, Theodore and Simon." Dr. Mark sez: It is *quite* good, You 
can hear the three Chipmunks in 3 separate spots in the stereo "picture" and hear 
their harmonies better than ever before. It's heavenly, I say seek it out! This also 
has CANNED HEAT AND THE CHIPMUNKS- "The Chipmunk Song." It also 
appears in stereo for the first time and now has its "full cold ending" Songs 
remixed by Ron Furmanek and Kevin Reeves at Capitol Recording Studios, 
Hollywood, June 1992, 

V./Movie APPE! if CHT 
DEAL OF THE CENTURY- Ren Claus Is Coming To Town"- Played during 
end credits, 
ALMOST FAMOUS (2000)- "The Chipmunk Song" is played at the beginning. 
LEMON POPSICLE (1976) Witch Doctor is played in this French feature film 
about nostalgia: 
GREASE (1978) "We Go Together." This is the final song in the movie. This 
song is made of up parts and sounds of other songs of the 50's and 60's. Towards 
the end of the song, with the 8th "We Go Together" sung, the chorus of "Oo Ee 
Oo Ah Ah" from "The Witch Doctor", is mixed into the background with 
identical Chipmunk vocals. (Maybe a direct sample? There is nothing about it in 

the credits.) Listen for them right after the "Who Put The Bomp" reference. 
Visually, it's as the car breaks into the crowd. (As a side note, "We Go Together" 

has the same melody as "The Bristol Stomp" & "Pretty Little Angel Eyes." And 
sidenote 2, "Pretty Little Angel Eyes" starts with vocals/musical arrangement that 
copies a broken record, as does THE BEATLES “Tell Me Why." But I digress...) 
ED SULLIVAN- I have brief clip of Ross Bagdasarian and the pre-cartoon, 
puppet Chipmunks on Ed Sullivan. 
80’s SPECIAL- A young Wil Smith hosts a segment on THE CHIPMUNKS 
standing by a jukebox in front of a wall covered in original, foil Chipmunks LPs. 
TALK SHOW APPEARANCES/BEATLES LP- They must have done a tour 
of talk show appearances to promote the Beatles LP. Ross Bagdasarian and 
costumed Chipmunks with big paper mache-like heads and Beatle wigs appeared 

on THE RUTH LYONS 50/50 CLUB (from Cincinnati, Ohio) in 1964 to 
promote the Beatles. They lip-synched a Beatles song or two. | wonder what 
other shows they turned up on in this fashion? 
MIGHTY MOUSE: THE NEW ADVENTURES. Directed by Ralph Bakshi. 

“Mighty’s Benefit Plan,” C.1988. Is a parody of the original ALVIN AND THE 
CHIPMUNKS, Which was then enjoying renewed popularity during the 
Chipmunks 80's revival. 
THE LATE SHOW WITH DAVID LETTERMAN (04/30/03) - The original 

THE ALVIN SHOW theme was played, during a brief, repeated clip of an 
animated Arab "milking" (actually masturbating!) a camel.(!) It looked like a clip 
from some old stag cartoon, 

David and the Chipmunks go to a Dude ranch to seek inspiration for a new song. 
Unfortunately, the dude ranch is run by that arch fiend Sam Valiant - who this 
time wants Seville to get rid of the Chipmunks and let him sing instead -- but he 
sings horribly. He wont leave them along - drives them all nuts; finally they leave 
for home and he stows away in the baggage rack, but fortunately he gets hit by a 
passing Cactus and is knocked off -- he starts singing to the prairie dogs - who 
howl in disgust... 
Song - Home on the Range (with great animation) - complete with Alvin's 
hilarious attempts to change Antelope to cantaloupe!! 
Clyde Crashcup teaches us all about Common Household accidents and his 
invention of first aid -- and by the end, he really needs it!! 
Alvin wants to be president of the United States and turns the song "Live in Peace 
and Harmony" into a vote for Alvin Campaign song! 

1, Rudy Larriva- Co-Directed the original CHIPMUNKS toon series and later, 
the 60s Roadrunner Warner toons. But prior, worked on Disney's SONG OF THE 
SOUTH, (Batman/Superman for Filmation (60s), Gerald Mc Boing Boing (50s), 
Mr. Magoo (50s), LITTLE TOOT (Disney 50s) and 1001 ARABIAN NIGHTS 
w. Magoo, 

2. Alvin and the Chipmunks Soaky bottles- TV commercials were made, Often 
appear on VHS comps sold on eBay. 

OTHER Obscure Chipmunks REFERENCES: 
AMERICAN BREED- "Bend Me Shape Me" (12/67) Has horn arrangements 
similar to a song (Greensleeves?) on a CHIPMUNKS Christmas LP. I wonder if 
it was cut with the same session musicians??? 
ALANIS MORISETTE- c.1995. "Hand In My Pocket." Maybe I'm stretching for 
a Chipmunks connection, but the first thing I think of when I heard her play that 
discordant harmonica break is Alvin. I bet it was intentional. 
HOW THE WEST WAS WON- Debbie Reynolds songs a song with a similar 
melody to a Christmas song on the CHIPMUNKS LP. (It might be: What Child Is 
This?) 

Ross Bagdasarian grew grapes on his California ranch, and packed them in 
wooden crates with labels featuring the cartoon Chipmunks! 
COME ON-A MY HOUSE- The c.1951 hit for ROSEMARY CLOONEY was 
co-written by Bagdasarian and his cousin William Saroyan. Dr. Demento has 
played a version of Ross Bagdasarian and (his cousin) William Saroyan singing 
"Come On-A My House." It was released on the CORAL RECORDS label. At 
least on 78rpm. This is one of my all-time favorite pop songs. | was a fan 
BEFORE I knew Ross wrote it, Because my mom had it on an LP of oldies from 
Columbia. Finding out later, that Ross wrote it was icing on the cake! It just 
blows my mind that they thought to use a HARPSICHORD! An idea attributed to 
of all people, Mitch Miller! Recently used in a Burger King commercial. (03/03) 
The Stars Are Singing (1952) Paramount. D; Norman Taurog 89m. Painless 
Cinderella fantasy, where everybody sings. Starring Anna Maria Alberghetti. Co- 
star ROSEMARY CLOONEY sings "Come On-a My House" in it. 
MIXED UP WORLD OF BAGDASARIAN, THE- Liberty LRP 3451- Songs: 
Gotta Get To Your House; Russian Roulette; The Prom; Navel Maneuver; Yeah, 
Yeah; Armen's Theme; Lucy, Lucy; Maria From Madrid; Scallywags And 
Sinners; Bagdad Express; Freddy, Freddy; Come On-A My House. Ross, alias 
David Seville, alias Alvin, Simon and Theodore (the Chipmunks), Pleasant music 
with comic overtones. Interesting stuff. 55 



I have the LP. I got it when I was about 12 at a department store, Buckeye Mart, 
in the cutout records, for .47¢. How I'd love to go back and look at that same 
batch of cheap records. One Bong, uses the same backing tracks as a Chipmunks 
song. (The Alvin Twist) for a "yeah yeah" Beatle-esque parody. My favorite song 
was, "Scallywags and Sinners." I had an ROSS LP right after | got my Xmas 
LPs, C.1972.. 

MARGIE RAYBURN- Original 1957 US issue 45 by Margie Rayburn on Liberty 
F-55102, The two tracks are: I'm Available / If You Were. The b-side was written 
by Ross Bagdasarian, who was better known as David Seville, originator of the 
Chipmunks. The UK version of this record was issued on London 45-HLU8515. 
BAGDASARIAN SOLO 45- Hey Brother Pour The Wine b/w. Let's Have A 
Christmas. 
David Seville- The Mountain/Mr.Grape-Liberty- F-55163(1958) 
THE BIRD ON MY HEAD/HEY THERE MOON 45 rLiberty F-55140 
ALFI AND HARRY- 'Alfi and Harry' were/was actually David Seville who 
scored big of course, a little later with 'Witchdoctor' and Alvin and the 

Chipmunks. No chipmunks here though...this was David Seville's first chart hit 
from 1956..a pop/novelty tune inspired by Alfred Hitchcock's movie "The 
Trouble with Harry". Here are Alfi and Harry with "The Trouble with Harry" b/w 
"A Little Beauty"...tune is played..announcer says will 'it be a hit or a miss?’... On 

the original Liberty 45 55008. It's a bit hard to find. 

MORE REAL CHIPMUNK RECORDS 
CHIPMUNKS BIRTHDAY RECORDS- Cardboard Birthday records- 1960's. 
Well illustrated with cardboard records inside. The records were made by 

Columbia, (Found on eBay.) I can't discern what the records actually play 
Previously recorded songs, or a specially recorded greeting? (I have one, but have 
not played it.) There were also versions with Disney, Warner Bros toon and 

MONSTER designs, 
BOOGIE WITH CANNED HEAT- (CD reissue, c.2002) Mint condition import 
only CD of Canned Heat's second album Boogie With Canned Heat from 1968 
with Six Bonus tracks (including rare single versions!) Comes in a digipack 
edition not a bootleg but the real thing legitimately released. The bonus tracks 
include the rare single versions of "On The Road Again" and "Going U, : 
Country" plus the B side "Boogie Music", the rare single "Christmas Blues" and 
the Chipmunk Song". Contains original front and back album cover artwork. 
SHOW AND TELL- The *New* Chipmunks have been on at least one set of 
SHOW & TELL records with a filmstrip, "Alvin and his Musical Friends." 
THE CHIPMUNKS- "Home Sweet Home" featuring *Michael Jackson*! 1990 

PRODUCTION. 45 MINUTES. 
BUDGET XMAS CDS- Before (after?) the Capitol/NASHVILLE Chipmunks 

Christmas CDs, there was a budget 3 volume set that cut up the 2 Xmas LPs into 
3 volumes on Cema/Capitol CDs and cassettes. The covers are changed. Making 

them more look more generic and cheap. 
The Chipmunks - "The Twelve Days of Christmas" LP- PICKWICK RECORDS 
(SPC-1035) release (Alvin, Simon & Theodore). This is the classic Holiday 
record from "The Chipmunks" and packed full of charming and amusing songs! 

SIDE ONE 

Jingle Bell Rock 
Deck The Hall 
The Twelve Days Of Christmas 
Hang Up Your Stockin' 
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas 
Jolly Old Saint Nicholas 
SIDE TWO 

Wonderful Day 
Christmas Time (Greensleeves) 

All | Want For Christmas (Is My Two Front Teeth) 
O Christmas Tree (O Tannenbaum) 

The Night Before Christmas 
Here We Come A-Caroling 

(NEW CHIPMUNKS CHRISTMAS CD) 1994 Chipmunk Records / Sony 
Wonder/ Epic LK 64434, Here Comes Christmas, The Chipmunk Song 

performed with Kenny G, Rockin’ Around the Christmas Tree .. performed with 
Patty Loveless, Christmas Time Uptown ., performed with The Boys Choir of 
Harlem, A Comes Before B, Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer .. performed with 
Gene Autry, Petit Papa Noel .. performed with Celine Dion, Santa's Gonna Come 
in a Pickup Truck .. performed with Alan Jackson (also on his HONKY TONK 
CHRISTMAS.), The Little Drummer Boy .. performed with the UCLA Chamber 
Singers, I Don't Want to be Alone for Christmas (Unless I'm Alone with You ) 

featuring James Ingram, The Chipmunk Song (Reprise) performed with Kenny G. 
JACI VELASQUEZ CHRISTMAS CD- c.2000, Songs include: O Come 

Emmanuel, The Angel Song, The First Noel, White Christmas, It Wouldn't Be 
Christmas, Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas, Let It Snow, I'll Be Home 
For Christmas, Season Of Love With Pete Orta, The Christmas Song, O Little 
Town Of Bethlehem, Feliz Navidad. BONUS TRACK The Chipmunk Song- A 

Duet With ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS! 
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(These are all the Chipmunks albums I know that are av 
be others. How many others were released on 8tk???) 
CHIPMUNKS SING THE BEA I have this on a Columbia House 8tk. It's 
missing tracks. Made for Columbia House tape club. (Exclusive?) This would 
have been when the CHIPMUNKS/BEATLES LP was re-issued in the late 

70's/early 80's 
CHIPMUNK PUNK was available on 8tk I saw it in a photo on eBay 
CHRISTMAS WITH THE CHIPMUNKS- Mistletoe 8tk 8t-MLP-1216. It 
separates several songs over 2 tracks, Rather than re-arranging or deleting any. 

URBAN CHIPMUNK 8tk- Just bought at Salvation Army for 0.59¢. 
VE lates 

HAMPSTER DANCE, THE- The song/melody used is actually from a Roger 
Miller song, "Whistle Stop." Uncredited to him on the CD I have. Maybe he 
didn't write it, The week of 03/12/03, Dr. Demento played a medley of the two 

songs: "Whistle Stop/Hampster Dance Song/Whistle Stop (edit) 
Miller/Hampton The Hampster/Roger Miller." It was #2 on the Dr 

Funny 25. 
BRIDGET THE MIDGET- This was one of the first 10 45's | ever had/bought. 1 

picked it out myself. | don’t recall it being on the radio much. Maybe I had seen 
Stevens perform it on his summer replacement show? My copy has the original 
picture sleeve, I got this around the same time that | got "Purple People Eater 2" 
I finally got a spectacular stereo CD copy of BRIDGET (and all Stevens hit 
songs) on a low budget "Ray Stevens Greatest Hits" CD. I have a note I haven't 
followed up on comparing BRIDGET to the JESSIE HILL song, "Ooo Poo Pah 
Doo" (03/60)- also covered by PAUL REVE! ND THE RAIDERS 
TRAVESTY, LTD.- Teen Comedy Party 2000- CD: AmericanAudio 1001 (1982, 

1999)- An unfunny "Rock Archives" parody. They call Theodore on the phone 
"Will the Chipmunks ever get back together?" No, It seems Dave was caught 
with an underage woodchuck and took his own life. This was made by ex- 
members of The Starland Vocal Band. 
Other than the vaguely funny Chipmunk cut, you or [| could make a funnier 
comedy LP, This CD also features “In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida” as presented on 
Classic Radio. Dr. Demento has played "Rock And Roll Doctor" from this LP. 
MADNESS- One Step Beyond LP. Stiff Records, c.198?. Side 1: 7.Tarzan's Nuts 

Side Two: 7. Chipmunks Are Go! 
CHIPMUNKS ROASTING ON AN OPEN FIRE ( Aug 2000) Bob Rivers 
Twisted Comedy Corp. 1. Twisted Chipmunk Song, The, 2. Chipmunks Roasting 
On An Open Fire, There was an internet flash cartoon video to accompany this 
song, 12/2002. Actually not too bad a parody of the Chipmunks. 

COVERS: 
JINGLE BELL JAZZ (Columbia LP)- "The Chipmunk Song" is covered as an 
INSTRUMENTAL! Bad enough to hear a *cover* version, Is it really even valid 
without the WORDS!? 
RUGRATS MOVIE, THE- "Witch Doctor" (*Different version contained in 
film.) performed by DEVO. 1998 Interscope Records/Universal/A Paramount 
Film. Written by Ross Bagdasarian. Published by Armen Bagdasarian and 
Monarch Music Company. 
The lyrics are changed dramatically, There is no real "Witch Doctor" or 
Chipmunks sound, Some monkeys in the background. "You want to learn 
something that I can teach to you." "If you Want to be a monkey then this is what 
you say" OO EE OO AH AH. As exiting as the thought of DEVO doing “Witch 
Doctor” is, this is really, a TERRIBLE version. 
CARTOONS DK (CartoonsDK)- 2 track CD single for the old Alvin & The 
Chipmunks track titled "WITCH DOCTOR." The track listing, versions and 
running times are as follows “WITCH DOCTOR" (3:06) 2. "HOMBRE 
MAGO" WITCH DOCTOR - SPANISH VERSION (3:06) Released 8/21, 2001 

ailable on 8tk. There may 

Roger 
Demento 



CD THE JINGLE CATS , HERE COMES SANTA CLAWS (c.199?) This is a 
very unique Christmas Music CD with some of the most famous tunes of the 
Season. Sung by THE JINGLE CATS (Cheese Puff, max, Sprocket, Binky, 
Clara, Cueball, Gramer, Twizzler and Petunia) You and your cats will love it!!! 
The tracks are: Blue Christmas, White Christmas, The Christmas Song, Rudolph 
the Red Nosed Reindeer, Here Comes Santa Claus, Frosty The Snowman, Oh 
Holy Night, My Favorite Things, I'll Be Home for Christmas, Littke Drummer 
Boy, *The Chipmunk Song*, A Bird in a Gilded Cage, It Came Upon the 
Midnight Clear, Blue Danube Waltz, Hatikva, Joy to The World, Ave Maria, The 
Jingle Cats Legend. 
SUGAR BEATS- c.199?- "Cool Christmas Songs for Kids". The beloved 
children's group Sugar Beats. There are 13 lively sing a long songs: incl. "What 
Christmas Means To Me", "Everyone's A Kid At Christmastime", "Jingle Bell 
Rock", "I'll Be A Little Angel", And "*Chipmunks Christmas Song*." 

DWIGHT TWILLEY CD- AMG says: In July 1999 came the archival Between 
the Cracks, Vol. |, subtitled, "a collection of rarities." Twilley himself annotates 
the songs, some of which he has specific recollections about, others that he 
doesn't even remember writing. Dating from 1973 to 1994, they include: oddities 
such as a Christmas song ("Christmas Love"), a near re-creation of the sound of 
Alvin & the Chipmunks called "Eli Bolack” ("I have no idea how, or why, this 

happened," Twilley writes), and a stately ballad that, as the artist notes, sounds 
like a song from a musical ("Where the Birds Fly"). Neophytes probably should 
pick up a copy of XXI, the Twilley best-of, before moving on to the arcana here, 
but initiates will welcome more of the pop sound the singer/songwriter/guitarist 
has been making since the mid-1970s. 

KNOCK-OFFS: 
Ringo Bells/The Twelve Days Of Christmas, Atco 6324 original from 1964. Sung 
to the tune of “Jingle Bells", female Chipmunks-style vocal with a “British” 
accent. VG+ condition, except for marker on A-side title. US winner add $2.50 
for mailing. Be sure to see my other Beatles & related 45's in various categories. 
Combine winnings and save on postage. 
NUTTY SQUIRRELS- Roctober mentioned a WGN-TV cartoon B4 the 

Chipmunks??? In all my born days, I never heard of a Nutty Squirrels TV series! 
CWAZY WABBITS, THE- The Bunny's Easter Song/Who Says It's Puppy 
Love. No year given. A Bugs Bunny Chipmunk rip-off, complete with an Elmer 
Fudd sound alike substituting for David Seville. It's on the CHECKER label. 
Secondary credits list Rock Stone and Al Moore. This was listed in FIVE STAR 
RECORDS. heymarty@wwnetnet. By Marty Winters in GOLDMINE 
MAGAZINE #600 07/25/03. 

ARTIST-2??- 12" LP Record. King 679. Original Black and Silver Label. Pretty 
Christmas tree in a forest on cover. Silent Night, Jingle Bells, Silver Bells, The 
First Noel, White Christmas, Joy To The World, On Christmas Eve, Winter 
Wonderland, *The Chipmunk Song*, O Come All Ye Faithful, Rudolph the Red 
Nosed Reindeer, O Little Town of Bethlehem, Hark the Herald Angels Sing, It 
Came Upon a Midnight Clear, Santa Claus Is Coming to Town. 
CHIPMUNKS "HOMESCHOOL" RECORD- 1980 Merry Records Sung by the 
Grasshoppers with the Merry Orchestra Songs include: On Top of Old Smokey, 
Glow Worm, Big Rock Candy Mountain, When the Saints Go Marching In, I've 
Been Working on the Railroad, Take Me Out to the Ball Game, Counting Song, 
Row, Row, Row Your Boat, Red River Valley and Swanee River. (eBay) 
HAPPY CHIPMUNKS, THE- "Merry Christmas From The Happy Chipmunks", 
Holiday Records, #HDY1950, 1982, w. selections: The Twelve Days Of 
Christmas, It's Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas, Sleigh Ride, Little 
Drummer Boy, | Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus, Silver Bells, Winter 
Wonderland, Rockin' Round The C! mas Tree, Up On A House Top, Santa 
Claus Is Coming To Town. 
1965 Design Records/Pickwick #DLP-X-11 LP record Christmas With The 
Happy Crickets by The Three Happy Crickets. Flying crickets like elves. Modern 
Spin-O-Rama Records #MK-3074 high-fidelity LP record (early 1960s) Sing 
Along With The Grasshoppers featuring Eddie Maynard, "the new recording 
sensations", Bunny rabbit on cover, crickets at top 
The Chipmunk Song. LP # SX-1734. The Bunny Hoppers. 
Diplomat Records #DS-2215 stereo LP record (mid 1960s) Sing-A-Long With 
The Grasshoppers by The Grasshoppers (Dennis, Archie & Rickey, as labeled on 
back cover). 
THE HAPPY HAMSTERS- SING MICHAEL JACKSON'S GREATEST 
HITS 
FORMAT:33 1/3 RPM LONG PLAY RECORD 

RECORD LABEL: AUDIOFIDELITY YEAR: 1984 CATALOG NUMBER: 
AFE-501 / TYPE OF SOUND: STEREO (ALSO COMES WITH 16"x18" 
POSTER THAT IS NEAR MINT 

SIDE ONE: 

(1) THRILLER 

(2) ROCKIN' ROBIN 
(3) SAY, SAY, SAY 

(4) ROCK WITH YOU 

(5) BEAT IT 
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SIDE TWO: 
(1) DON'T STOP TILL YOU GET ENOUGH 
(2) WANNA BE STARTIN' SOMETHING 
(3) HUMAN NATURE 
(4) BILLIE JEAN 

MARTIAN ROCK UPDATE/CHIPMUNK ROCK 
BETTY JOHNSON- "Little Blue Man/Winter In Miami"- Atlantic 1169 
(02/24/58) I think this is supposed to be a parody of the PATTI PAGE sound. 
Betty also sounds a bit like Doris Day. The Martian has a light, Chipmunk-like 
voice, which was provided by TV's Hugh Downs. (!) 
MARTIAN BOOGIE- Van Halen ***stole*** the spoken parts/w. guitar riffs 
and end of "Martian Boogie" for "Hot For Teacher". ***Listen and see.*** I can't 
believe that I've never read of anyone else noticing this. The song is on a 90's 
Rhino "Martian" CD and even on the CD compilation liner notes, it's not 
mentioned. 

BEN COLDER- "Purple People Eater 2" (MGM Records/Black label)- c.1967. 1 
have this little known MGM 45, I remember getting mine, during an out of town 
summer vacation shopping trip, around the same time Batman and The Monkees 
were first on TV. It's much peppier and with higher production values than PPE 
#1. In this one, the Chipmunk-voiced Martian says, "I wanna get a job in the 
MONKEES band." Colder is credited with the theme to TV's "Hee Haw", but it's 
actually based on "Mule Skinner Blues" by Jimmie Rodgers from 1931. 
PURPLE PEOPLE EATER (Debuted 06/58 for 14 wks, was #1 for 6 weeks)- I 
just saw an early LEAVE IT TO BEAVER episode, where the boys are VERY 
young and fighting over getting paid to paint the family trash cans. Ward, trying 
to break silence at the dinner table, tells the following joke, "What has 4 eyes, is 
purple, and eats people?- A 4-eyed, purple people eater." No one laughs until 
Beaver lightens up and somehow corrects it, "A flying, Purple People Eater!" and 
then laughs. Ward also references it at the end, saying, "Well, I'll be a 4-eyed 
purple people eater!" I can't think of too many Beaver or other 50's TV episodes 
that reference a fad so directly. As they tried not to "date" the episodes or have to 
clear rights. There's also a TWILIGHT ZONE reference in another episode from 
around this time. 

CHIPMUNKS BOOKS 
ALVIN & THE CHIPMUNKS: Forty Years in a Nutshell by Janice Karman, 
Ross Bagdasarian Jr. Oct 98. General Publishing Group, Incorporated ISBN |- 
57544-1071 

"Coffee Table" book mentioned in the Capitol "Greatest Hits" CD booklet. 
I can't find any proof that this book exists, Proof, meaning a new or used copy for 
sale. Or a verbal confirmation from someone who owns one or ever actually 
SAW A COPY (for more than a glance.) You would think that at least *one* 
online bookseller or eBay would have a used copy??? I have searched the internet 
in every way imaginable. 
The Books in Print database claims that. "the book with the following ISBN is in 

print. Unfortunately, none of the booksellers we work with appear to have any 
copies for sale. It's possible that the book is actually out of print, or simply 
unavailable from the publisher.” // Publisher's reported availability; Publisher Out 
of Business. // Alvin, Simon, and Theodore are The Chipmunks, whose 
unmistakable musical talents and whimsical lyrics have earned them 12 gold and 
platinum records. This commemorative book celebrates their 40th anniversary. 
250 color and b&w illustrations and photos. Targeted mailings. Web sites. 
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Their debut single sold 4.5 million copies in seven weeks. They've received 16 
Grammy nominations (winning five) and five Emmy nominations. And President 
John F, Kennedy once sent them a personal note that read "I'm glad to know | 
have at least one worthy opponent". Alvin, Simon, and Theodore are The 
Chipmunks, whose unmistakable musical talents and whimsical lyrics have 
earned them 12 gold and platinum records. This 40th anniversary 
commemorative book is the ticket to the most animated, rockin' celebration of the 
year. As the official photographic history of the beloved characters, it reveals a 
steady stream of successes, including popular TV shows and specials, regular 
appearances at Universal Studios theme parks, and an upcoming live-action 
feature film. Written by the son of the Chipmunks' creator, Forty Years in a 
Nutshell confirms that their appeal endures and is as vibrant as Technicolor. 
POST-PUNK DIARY 1980-'82- c.2000. The follow up to the critically acclaimed 
book Punk Diary 1970-1979 is now available direct from the author, George 
Gimare. Another towering stack of records, newspapers, biographies and 
interview tapes has been distilled into the definitive volume of the times... 
distilled down to a mere 375 pages of tiny, informative type including 950 bands 
and over 3,300 recordings! Includes an entry on THE CHIPMUNKS! (A 
review/entry of CHIPMUNK PUNK.) 

LIFE Magazine- This LIFE issue of March 23, 1959 features the first of two 

articles "Red Agent's vivid tale of Terror - A historic defection gives U.S. first full 
story of secret police." The magazine also contains an article about Ross 
Bagdasarian, the creator of Alvin & the Chipmunks and 14 pages of color photos 
of the land and people of Hawaii. 



Sing with the Chipmunks- Song Folio- 19 pages- Published by Monarch Music 
Co copyright 1959, Hansen Publications - Recorded on Liberty LP 3132 by 
David Seville and the Chipmunks. Cardboard cover with furry Chipmunks 
illustrations. This contains sheet music to "The Chipmunk Song", "Alvin's 
Harmonica", "Old McDonald Cha Cha Cha’, etc. I got this from eBay for $8. 
The Chipmunks’ Merry Christmas (Little Golden Book/Golden Press) Features, 
Simon, Alvin and Theodore. 24 PAGES. Copyright Dated 1959; FIRST 
EDITION, A PRINTING. No. 375. Cover Price: 25 cents. By David Corwin with 
pictures by Richard Scarry. (MH: This is a PRE-cartoon book with art by the 
famous RICHARD SCARRY!) (Recently sold on eBay for about $12.) 
Alvin's Daydream- Golden Book (c. 1960's) 
The Ocean Blues (Alvin and the Chipmunks) by Jean Lewis- Illustrated by Phil 
deLara - 1966 by Whitman Publishing Company. (Recently on eBay) 
THE CHIPMUNKS (DELL Comics)- There were at least at least 6 issues of the 
Dell Comics of The Chipmunks. 
GOLDMINE- | once spotted a GOLDMINE issue with the Chipmunks on the 
cover. I didn't get it then and back issues of Goldmine are hard to come by. This 
was c.1985 or earlier. 
HASBRO TOY CATALOG- Hasbro's 1960 catalog! The cover features the 
Hasbro Boy. Features Potato Head, Dr. and Nurse kits, Games, art sets, & school 
supplies (this was before Hasbro split into a toy company and pencil company.) 
featuring such licensed characters as; Leave It To Beaver, The (early non-toon) 
Chipmunks, Maverick, Casper, Felix, Popeye, Huck Hound, Peanuts, Disney and 
more. (seen on eBay.) 

CARTOON MUSIC BOOK- New c.2002. THE CHIPMUNKS get noted in the 
text. With an article by Jake Austen! 
MAD PECK- 20 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE (1987 Dolphin books) - Compilation 

of rock zine ads and LP reviews from the 70's and 80's. Features both THE 
CHIPMUNKS and THE ARCHIES. About 3/4 of the way to the back (no page 
numbers.) ALVIN appears in an “Alan Vega" review (BEATNIK PSYCHOS RIP 
IT UP.) yawning at a boring TV show featuring Herman Munster. Then, there is a 
reference to a ROSS BAGDASARIAN tribute in the Chevy Chase LP review 
(1980). "His solo album includes a swell tribute to Barry White, a stoopid tribute 
to Ross Bagdasarian, and a rap that even Blowfly would envy." (MH: So I 
assume there is a real Chipmunk reference on the LP.) Then pages later, "Attack 
Of The Killer Preppie" (1981) A Tom Tom Club review says: "They could pass 
for the Chipmunks on PCP wallowing in swill of the nearest Animal House." The 
Chipmunks balloon sez, "Here a rap, there a rap, everywhere a rap rap!" PECK 
shows real knowledge of the Munks to quote, "Old MacDonald Cha Cha Cha. 
MARCHING BAND SHEET MUSIC- (Text from a Ebay auction) The item that 
you are considering is an original and complete march-sized band arrangement of 
the piece WITCH DOCTOR, by ROSS BAGDASARIAN, arranged by PAUL 
YODER, copywright 1958 by Monarch Music Company, Chicago, Illinois. This 
sheet music is in excellent condition, with minor bumps and bruises and 
musician's notes on a few parts. I think the winning bidder will be very pleased 
with the condition of this music! The following parts are included (number of 
parts in parenthesis); Conductor (1) - D-flat Piccolo (2) - C Flute (3) - Ist B-flat 

Clarinet (4) - 2nd B-flat Clarinet (3) - 3¢d B-flat Clarinet (5) - E-flat Clarinet (1) - 
E-flat Alto Clarinet (1) - Oboe (1) - Bassoon (1) - Ist E-flat Alto Saxophone (2) - 
2nd E-flat Alto Saxophone (2) - B-flat Tenor Saxophone (3) - E-flat Baritone 
Saxophone (1) - Ist B-flat Cornet (4) - 2nd B-flat Cornet (3) - 3rd B-flat Cornet 
(1) - Ist E-flat Horn (1) - 2nd E-flat Horn (1) - 3rd E-flat Horn (2) - 4th E-flat 

Horn (1) - Ist F Horn (1) - 2nd F Horn (1) - 3rd F Horn (1) - 4th F Horn (1) - 

Baritone T/C (1) - Baritone B/C (2) - Ist Trombone (2) - 2nd Trombone (2) - 3rd 
Trombone (2) - Basses (4) - Drums (2) - Timpani (1) - Bells (1). 

Super Pop-O-Matic by Ideal- The Chipmunks Game 1984 
CARTOON CARNIVAL View-Master 3-reel packet- c.1962. Yes, Virginia, 
there was an *incredibly rare*, *original* Chipmunks View-Master reel! This set 
featured 3 entirely different subject in a packet called "Cartoon Carnival." The 
other 2 titles in the set were: Supercar and King Leonardo. And I have it! 
KENNER "GIVE-A-SHOW" PROJECTOR AND SLIDE STRIPS. 1964. Twelve 
slide strips; THREE STOOGES in "Tanks, but No Tanks"; POPEYE in "Popeye 
Booms Back" & "A Day at the Seashore"; **"ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS 
in "Fractured Football"**; DICK TRACY in "A Real Pepper-Upper"; MR. ED in 
"No Pool Like a New Pool"; LASSIE brings an "Urgent Message"; 
HUCKLEBERRY HOUND & YOGI BEAR "Wash-Up for Supper"; BARNEY 
GOOGLE & SNUFFY SMITH in "Boared Stiff"; FURY in "Fiery Rescue"; 
CAPTAIN KANGAROO in "Growing Pains"; "The Haunted Mine". 
KENNER GIVE-A-SHOW Projector- Set #505, dated 1964. There are 16 slides, 
which have 7 scenes on each, making the 112 slides advertised on the box. The 
tes on the slides include; HUCKLEBERRY HOUND & YOGI BEAR in "Wash 
Up for Supper"; DICK TRACY in "A Real Pepper-Upper"; *CLYDE 
CRASHCUP in "3-Speed Omission"*; *ALVIN AND THE CHIPMUNKS in 
“Fractured Football"*; POPEYE in "Popeye Booms Back"; BARNEY GOOGLE 
& SNUFFY SMITH in "Boared Stiff"; BOZO THE CLOWN in "High Dive"; 
LASSIE in "Timmy's Bad Break"; DENNIS THE MENACE in "Come On In"; 

MR. MAGOO in "Out Of Step"; FURY in "Fiery Rescue"; CASPER THE 
FRIENDLY GHOST in "Panic Stop"; CAPTAIN KANGAROO in Growing 
Pains"; MR. ED in "No Pool Like A New Pool"; MIGHTY MOUSE in "Punch 
For Lunch", and THREE STOOGES in "Tanks, But No Tanks". The box is 17 
1/4" x 11" x 21/2". 

KENNER CHANGE-A-CHANNEL TV- This was a Kenner Toys plastic 
TV/projector combo. A cartridge went inside with 4 cartoons. 2 on each 
"channel." While it was playing, you could actually "change channels", | never 
had the TV, but have one of the cartridges featuring THE CHIPMUNKS, THE 
MUNSTERS, MR. MAGOO and POPEYE, etc. I think the Chipmunks clip is 
one with the eagle. 
GUND ALVIN- He's 9 inches tall and plays the "Hula Hoop" song that the 
Chipmunks are famous for! He is holding a harmonica and I do believe he was 
made by Gund in the late 50s when the TV show first came out. Music plays loud 
and clear!! He's a cutie!! (I bought this on eBay c.11/02.) Not only does the music 
box play a great chiming adaptation of The Chipmunk Song- Alvin's arms and the 
harmonica move! (@Digital photo) 
Alvin telephone- 80's 

(* Most * of this stuff not listed in the first CHIPMUNKS article in Roctober) 
CHIPMUNKS: Stuff & Lace Kit- Standard Toycraft 196? Which was released in 
both "realistic" and cartoon versions. I had the cartoon ones. c.1966. 
Alvin Soaky container (2 different versions. #1. Short- Alvin's hat is the bottle 
cap, #2. Alvin's large head comes off and cap is underneath.) 
Simon Soaky container (Large head comes off and cap is underneath.) 
Nestle Quik greeting card sets. Came attached to cans of powdered chocolate, 
Playing Cards (Whitman) (I no longer have the complete set. But do have several 
individual cards.) 
CHIPMUNKS c.2000 Johnny Lightning Car (van) decorated with nostalgic stuff 
(pop bottles, records) and The Chipmunks faces and logo. The original 'Munks, 
not those horrific new ones from the 80's and 90's. 
Alvin doll/Ornament (stuffed) that plays the Chipmunk Song. ("Classic " Alvin, 
Sticker Book (2000) Little one with classic Munks. Found recently at Meijer. 
LETTER/CATALOG from UA- Somewhere on file I have an original letter sent 
to me from Liberty/UA. C.1972, I wrote asking where | could buy Chipmunks 
LPs and was told they were all out of print. They also send a catalog with *no* 
Chipmunks LPs inside! 
DAVID SEVILLE- Fantastic collectors card from Holland. Got on eBay. 

Alvin toy license plate- Marx 67 
Christmas decoration/ Chipmunks on sled. 
Pic: http://www. janicewise,com/cc2210a,ipg 
Balloons. Stand up characters with cardboard feet. (Possibly pre-cartoon) 1960's 

I was in the right place at the right time (c.91-93) and got almost all the 
Chipmunks albums on "cutout" CDs at Record Town. (A place named "Record", 
that never had a vinyl album in the store!) They were only in release for a short 
time. Some are not listed in reference books. They all came in *exclusive*, 
Chipmunks LONGBOXES!!!! None of the CD's have any writing/song credits 
listed. 

FULL 2 3 CHIPMUNKS, THE Alvin Show, The (TV Soundtrack) 
FULL 3 CHIPMUNKS, THE Around The World With The 
FULL 4 CHIPMUNKS, THE Chipmunk Christmas, Vol.1 

(Ist appeared on Capitol NASHVILLE!) 
FULL 8 CHIPMUNKS, THE Chipmunk Christmas, Vol.2 

(Ist appeared on Capitol NASHVILLE!) 
FULL CHIPMUNKS, THE Chipmunks A Go-Go 
FULL 3 4 CHIPMUNKS, THE Chipmunks Sing The Beatles Hits 

FULL 3 3 CHIPMUNKS, THE Greatest Hits (1993 CEMA Budget CD) 
93/c. 

FULL CHIPMUNKS, THE Greatest Hits (2) (CAPITOL CD) 99/C. 
FULL CHIPMUNKS, THE Greatest Hits (3) aka. Chipmunk Songbook. 

(Cema Pair CD) 1992 
Full 4 4 CHIPMUNKS, THE Sing Again With Chipmunks 
FULL 2 CHIPMUNKS, THE Sing With The Children 6 
FULL VARIOUS LEGENDS OF CHRISTMAS PAST 

(1992 CD: EMI 0777-7-99987-2 2) 
CDs: Albums #1- Sing With The Chipmunks and #3 The Chipmunks Songbook. 
were not released on CD. Nor were 1968's The Chipmunks See Doctor Dolittle 
and 1969's The Chipmunks Go To The Movies. Though a few tracks from these 
are on various Greatest Hit packages. 
I *think* the first Chipmunks CDs ended up on Capitol NASHVILLE, because at 
the time, the NASHVILLE wing had absorbed all of the UA vaults (both country 
and rock), which held the Liberty Chipmunks LPs, 

61/c. 
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SONGBOOK EP- I loved "The Alvin Twist." I got it, roughly at time of it's 

release in our downtown record store. | had this mid 1960's. I remember taking 

this to Bible School to play that summer. 
CHRISTMAS 2 My Grandpa bought it and was playing it c.1965 
CHRISTMAS | (If I had to guess, I got this at Stop & Go or Buckeye Mart. My 
first copy was a new Sunset STEREO copy and it wouldn't play right on my 
mono record player. It screeched and squealed and was seriously damaged. It was 
a long time before | got a good copy, but I didn't like this LP as much as Xmas 
#2. c. 1968. 

BEATLES- Kresge department store. Mom and I walked downtown to get it 

MONO copy. At time of it's release 
A-GO-GO (Probably Bought at Kings Department Store. A Sunset copy- brittle 

vinyl. Cracked.) Around the time of it's release. 
SING AGAIN- Found c.1973-4 at an oddball flea market the same day I got a 

rare 45 with the theme from "Enter The Dragon. I think this was the first non- 
Xmas Munks LP I had. 

45s- Many picked up at yard sales. I know I had a blue label "Alvin's Harmonica" 

early on. And a UA re-release of the Ist "Witch Doctor" which I thought was 

pretty bad wo. The Munks. 
SING WITH- I was supposed to get from a friend, Martin. But ended up getting a 
different copy from a friend of a friend. (Todd), c.1975. I now have many copies. 
Foil and plain covers and pre-toon cover w. red vinyl, In c.1987, a copy turned up 
as a donation at a woman's shelter that my then-girlfriend worked at. I could not 

get her to nab it for me. 
45- My Uncle Max mentioning that he had a "Alvin's Harmonica" 45, and it 

never turned up. 

DR. DOLITTLE- Either Kings or A Stop & Go convenience store. Which at the 

time had a small record department. At time of it's release. On SUNSET label 

GO TO THE MOVIES- Kings Department Store. At time of it's release. 
CHIPMUNKS SONGBOOK, THE- This was the Chipmunks album that I did not 

have for the longest time. Since it was not released on CD. I finally found a mint 
condition, silver foil cover- found c.1997 at a local Thrift Store. (St. Vincents) 

SING WITH THE KIDS- The last LP | didn't have on vinyl. Found a copy at a 

yard sale- AFTER I got my CD copy. Late 90's. 
Following is a letter I received from an online acquaintance who has had a 
“brush with celebrity greatness.” 

asarian... anyone who hits on an idea like 

manipulating reel-to-reel tape in a home studio, and as a result makes a fortune 
with it, must be admired. (I also like Les Paul for similar reasons. ) 
My father, a Decca Records rep out of New Orleans in the 1950s and ‘60s (my 
pop was also Governor Jimmie Davis’ PR man during his 2nd term as Louisiana 
governor, as well as Davis' Decca ‘liason' during that time), attended lavish record 

industry events often. He told me up that he had an opportunity to meet and visit 
briefly with Ross Bagdasarian at a Liberty Records booth, at one of those 
conventions, in either NY or Chicago, in the early '60s! How cool is that!? 
EREEREERSEERESHA ESSERE EASES SEE EEREREERERERES ER ESSE SEES SEES ESE ESE 

Questions?/Comments? * "Dr. Mark" Hill * The Doctor Of Pop Culture e-mail: 

drmark7@juno.com 222 E. Sth Ave Lancaster OH 43130-3140 Photos: 
http://photos.yahoo.com/drmark7 web: http://groups. yahoo.com/group/popmusicpopculture 
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CAFE TACUBA NAKED COWBOY 
CHIPMUNKS-STYLE VOICE 

MANIPULATION RECORDS UPDATE 
CANADIAN BEAVERS - You've probably heard of Showdown and 
their early 80s novelty country semi-hit "The Rodeo Song" (also 
known as "Off To The Rodeo"). Well, they somehow managed to get 
a followup album out which has remained sufficiently obscure that I'd 
never seen or heard of it until last year despite my 20 years of 
obsessive scrounging in the dustiest of used record bins. Unlike the 
first album, which features their off color hit as the only highlight 
amongst a batch of super-average 70's-style bar band C&W covers, 
“Wanted- Garry Lee and Showdown, Loaded, Loose and Rowdy" is 
mostly originals and includes several awkward attempts at cashing in 
on whatever audience there may have been for dirty country songs 
Fair enough to say that it's no competition for David Alan Coe, 
Chinga Chavin or "Taking the O Out of Country" by MacLean and 
MacLean in the exalted realm of Country Porn. However the album 
really takes off with the final track. It starts with the sound of 
minibikes ("courtesy Alberta Cycle, Edmonton" according to the 
sleeve notes) coming closer and closer, then the sound of a studio 
door opening. "Well, I'll be damned, it's the Canadian Beavers!", 
says Showdown lead singer Garry Lee. Seems the lovable furry 

creatures have come to sing us their version of the hit, "The Rodeo 
Song"! There follows a Chipmunk-ized version of the song, 
apparently using the same backing track as the original version. 
Unfortunately nothing is changed or added to the song lyrically, but 
it's still a pretty great song to confuse and annoy unwanted 
houseguests with. At songs end the Canadian Beavers ride off on 
their minibikes into the Canadian Music Hall of Fame, where they 
will dwell forevermore. (King Merinuk) 
HAPPY WILLOW BEE - Happy is an unremarkable elf in an 
incredibly boring song by Ty Lemley circa the mid-60s. The only 
interesting thing here is Happy’s Chipmunk voice. 

EYEPATCH ROCKER UPDATE 
The late Texas Rock n’ Roller, SCOTTY MCKAY, did a stint as 
pianist with Gene Vincent and The Blue Caps, and later recorded 
killers like "Rollin' Dynamite" (featured on "Desperate Rock 'n' Roll 
Vol.3"), as well a frantic rendition of Little Willie John's "All Around 
The World (Grits Ain't Groceries),” backed with a killer original 
song, "Here Comes Batman,” (McKay performs both songs in Larry 
Buchannan's Horror messterpiece, "Creature of Destruction"-watch 
for it), and a savage take on "Train Kept a‘ Rollin’ with none other 
than Jimmy Page, still a Yardbird at the time, on lead guitar. In 1966 
(the year of Our Lord, The Batman). McKay appeared in the third 
major screen retelling of Edgar Allen Poe's "The Black Cat" (which, 
according to Psychotronic's Michael Weldon, is truer to Poe's vision 
than the previous two versions) rockin’ out in gear similar to Johnny 
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Kidd (who, incidentally, died the year this film was made, so it was 
probably done in tribute) with Scotty AND his band all wearing 
eyepatches!!!!_ The film is now available on Something Weird Video 
(Gentleman John Battles) 

MASKED ROCK N’ ROLL UPDATE 
CAFE TACUBA - Popular Pan-Latin band from Mexico led by 
Ruben Albarran, who wears a hood/mask with a rooster crown. 
NATE DENVER’S NECK — Also a ONE MAN BAND, Nate Denver 
is a San Francisco area musician who performs solo with an electric 
guitar shaped like a scythe and a minidisk machine He wears a black 
robe, and has his face painted like a skull. Folk Metal! 
WHITE ZOMBIE- Thunder Kiss '65- The video copies the racing in 
the desert scenes of "Faster Pussycat Kill Kill", mixes in psychedelic 
go-go dancers and people in WRESTLING MASKS. (Dr. Mark) 

MIDGET ROCKER UPDATE 
ELFIS - Known as the "Mini-Me of Rockabilly,” is short of height, 
but big on rockin’ might! This Oklahoma bomber performs clad in 
modified cat clothes and working a vintage mike set to his level, 
where all the action is. Recently seen in Chicagoland performing 
with the excellent Poison Oakies “Elfis" let 'em have it with his 
gutsy, gravelly vocals, doing handsprings and dancing on the bar. 
The guys in the band told some amusing anecdotes about him, 
saying, "Back in Oklahoma, we call him TRIPOD!! " (ou know, three 
legs, for those of you who might be slow) and saying that when a 
local lady asked why they called him "Tripod,” he demonstrated, to 
which she replied, "Now I know where all your HEIGHT went!" 
(Gentleman John Battles) 

RASCALL FLATTS- Everyday Love (c.2002) c/w boy band (They 
look just like *N’SYNC) their video features midgets in a bowling 
alley. (Dr. Mark) 

MONKEY ROCK UPDATE 
MORE MONKEY BANDS: DJ Monkey, Simian 
MORE MONKEY ROCK & ROLL SONGS: “Ape Shimmy 
Ape Shake” by Primate 5, “Back to the Trees” by Primate 5, 
"Chimpanzee" by Saturn V “Don't Monkey With Another 
Monkey's Monkey” by Johnny Paycheck, “Monkey And The 
Baboon” by Lonnie Johnson & Spencer Williams, “Monkey 
Back Guarantee” by Primate 5, "Monkey's Uncle" by Saturn 
V, “1-2-3-4-5-6-7-Ape” by Primate 5 
WHITE ZOMBIE (with Rob Zombie) video of "More Human Than 
Human" opens with a montage of old home movie footage, featuring 
areal MONKEY PLAYING A GUITAR. The song copies the slide 
guitar sound used in Elton John's "Island Girl". (Dr. Mark) 

ONE MAN BAND UPDATE 
ROBERT JOHN BURCK THE NAKED COWBOY - Times 
Square singer who plays solo guita rin underpants, cowboy boots and 
a cowboy hat, even in the snow. 
Are you familiar with the work of Roger Flax, children's music 
maker? He did a record called “Clyde & Phylis,” a story about a guitar 
playing elephant who falls in love with an ant and has to move to the 
moon in order to love her and not crush her (zero gravity and all). The 
record is pure bubble gum. And the reason I mention it is because 
CLYDE is a one elephant band. (Scott Soriano) 
THE JERRYS - This bedroom one man band looks back at 60s 
guitar/bubblegum/power pop and adds some Liou Reed distance some 
futuristic flolurishes and some Jerry Jangle! (Waymon TImbsdayle) 
Attached is the cover to the ultra-amazing "Metal Rap" 12" by THE 
LONE RAGER. This 1984 effort predates all but a couple of 
Rap/Metal crossover records and is indisputably greater than all of 
them put together. The A-side "Metal Rapsody" features metal 
guitar, heavied-up old-school hip hop style drumming and a 
children's chorus backing the more-talked-than-rapped vocals which 
trace the history of metal from Blue Cheer and the MCS (?!!) through 
to a bunch of European speedmetal combos that I've never heard of. 
Classic line: "Just one thing guy, what rhymes with Maiden? Super- 
heavy molten laden!" The flipside is the same backing track 
with blazing non-stop soloing replacing the vocals. Hard to 
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believe Limp Bizkit made it big while the Lone Rager ended up 

2 back at Burger King. Rock'n'Roll, a vicious game indeed. 

(King Merinuk) 
A few nights ago I saw a one man band in Sacramento! Actually, this 

guy has been around for a while. He has a converted bread van that 

opens at the back and the side and contains a piano/one man band set 

up. The outside is painted fancy and says things like MOBILE ONE 

MAN BAND. There are stairs that lead up into the van and you can 

sit inside and watch the dude play. Where does this happen. It seems 

that the guy cruises around Downtown & Midtown Sacramento and 

finds parking lots or parking places to park in and set up Usually he 

does this around yuppified restaurants, on the weekends. I will try to 

find more and get you a photo. Uhhh fuck that...here is a link 

http://www.newsreview.com/issues/sacto/2000-1 2-21/fifteen.asp 

from a couple years ago. (Scott Soriano) 
I request that you recognize SHUGGIE OTIS as a one man band, at 

least his song Strawberry Letter #23, a one man song to conquer all 

one men songs. Some might be tempted to call Shuggie's masterpiece 

studio overachievement. They might also say the same thing of 

Stevie Wonder's Music of My Mind. And I might just have to fly to 

Chicago to fight! (Scott Soriano) 

RUDY ROSA and his Custom X66 Hammond called "Computerized 

Synthesized Organized. It is on R&R Records. Rudy's organ, which is 

hooked to an Arp and a bunch of other electronics (it is pictured ont 

he cover and looks like a "747 cockpit") and lives/lived at Manny's 

Surf & Turf Super Club in Fairfax, VA. Rudy is a one man band and his 

record has the FUNKIEST version of the Baby Elepahnt Walk ever and 

a very disturbing cover of Spiders & Snakes, as wellas creepy takes 

on Time in a Bottle and You Only Live Twice. (Scott Soriano) 

WAX MANNEQUIN - He's from Ontario, I think, I've seen him 

once here in Montreal. He does real fine anthemic and emotive rock 

songs with live guitar and midi (I think) bass and drums The whole 

concept is that he always puts way more emotion (usually anger) in 

his signing than the song would suggest and in between songs, fakes 

that his equipment’s not working, then he goes like FUCK very loud 

and everybody laughs. (Laurent Lussier) 

ROBOT ROCK N’ ROLL 
MORE ROBOT ROCK N’ ROLL SONGS: "Monsieur le 

robot" by Les Lutins, “nobot” by the A-Frames, “Robots”b y 
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COMISKEY PARK’S 

DISCO INFERNO 
A Look at Disco Demolition Night 

by Steve Mandich 

July 12, 1979. A warm Thursday night at Chicago’s Comiskey 
Park, where the hometown White Sox were scheduled to play a 
twi-night doubleheader against the Detroit Tigers. Although both 
teams were struggling through losing seasons and lacking any 
marquee stars, more records were broken that night than on any 
other date in baseball history. They were also detonated, 
trampled, and burned. 

It was Disco Demolition Night, a promotional event in 
which any fan bearing a disco album was admitted for a mere 98 
cents. Between games, the records were ritualistically destroyed. 
Bad idea. With the possible exception of Cleveland’s Ten-Cent 
Beer Night in 1974, Disco Demolition Night went down as one 
of the most ill-conceived promotions in the annals of sport. 

By the summer of 1979, the national disco backlash was 
approaching critical mass; its unofficial rallying cry was “Disco 
Sucks.” Rock fans despised the genre and critics dismissed it as a 
commercial-driven fad, even as the Rolling Stones, Rod Stewart, 
Blondie, and other such acts embraced the style and scored 
crossover hits. 

Originating from a largely gay, largely black dance 
culture, disco cut through racial lines and integrated diverse 
crowds in a communal, pan-sexual boogie. For these reasons it 
was as loved by its adherents as it was loathed by its detractors, 
most prominently, white male rock ‘n’ rollers. 

Among them was Steve Dahl, morning deejay at 
Chicago rock station WDAI. When WDAI switched to an all- 
disco format in December 1978, Dahl was subsequently fired, 
only to be hired three months later by another Chicago rock 
station, WLUP. In addition to Dahl, “The Loop” also captured 
many of WDAI’s former listeners, similarly disgusted with 
Saturday Night Fever, the Village People, “Funkytown,” and so 
forth. 

Dahl courted his discophobic listenership by taking their 
shared hatred to the airwaves and launching an all-out anti-disco 
crusade. His antics included smashing up a copy of Van 
McCoy’s million-selling single “The Hustle” over the air, doing 
So just the morning after McCoy died from a sudden heart attack. 

On a broader scale, Dahl formed the “Insane Coho Lips 
Anti-Disco Army,” an ad hoc group “dedicated to the eradication 
and elimination of the dreaded musical disease known as disco.” 
At its peak, the ICLADA claimed 7,000 card-carrying members. 

It just so happened that the sports commentator on 
Dahl’s show was White Sox promotions director Mike Veeck, 
son of beloved Sox owner Bill Veeck. The elder Veeck was 
considered a promotional genius, credited for devising events 
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like Bat Day and being the first owner to stitch players’ surnames 
on the backs of their jerseys. The goofball showman also 
installed the famed exploding scoreboard at Comiskey Park, and 
once made the Sox play a game in short pants. Perhaps his most 
memorable publicity stunt was the time he sent a midget in to 
pinch-hit. 

Veeck was always on the lookout for crazy new 
promotions, and between him, his son Mike, and Steve Dahl, the 
trio cooked up Disco Demolition Night. Apparently it occurred to 
none of them that records are fun to throw, capable of slicing 
through the air like Frisbees, only with much greater distance and 
velocity. 

The big night arrived, and so did the fans. Comiskey 
Park usually attracted more of a blue-collar crowd than the 
relatively well-heeled clientele across town at the Cubs’ Wrigley 
Field, and was reputed to have sold more beer per person than at 
any other big-league venue. On this night, the crowd appeared 
more like it came out to see Blue Oyster Cult than a ballgame. 

Dahl’s Anti-Disco Army showed up in full force: an 
invasion of drunken, stoned, longhaired teens sporting Sabbath 
and Zeppelin shirts, carrying the requisite records along with 
signs and banners emblazoned with the ubiquitous “Disco 
Sucks.” (There were likely soldiers from the KISS Army as 
well.) Not surprisingly, trouble arose before the first pitch was 
thrown. 

Comiskey Park’s 1979 capacity was listed at 44,492, 
though Sox officials estimated the overflow audience at 55,000. 
Another 20,000 were turned away when the gates closed, and 
police blocked exit ramps from the nearby interstate to keep even 
more fans from pouring into the area. Despite the beefed-up 



police presence, some of those locked out began climbing the 
stadium’s two-story chain-link fences while others rushed the 
entrances. 

“We were trying to hold the main gate closed but the 
kids forced it open,” explained one security guard. “The ushers 
got beat up.” 

Nevertheless, the first game started at 5:30, just as the 
records started to fly. Fans hurled discs around the stands and 

onto the field, showering the ballpark in a hail of vinyl. The 
players were both angry and nervous about having to compete 

under the constant bombardment of not only records, but also 

album covers, fireworks, beer cups, hot dogs, and anything else 
on hand. Batboys and groundskeepers periodically ran onto the 

field to clear the debris, which only further incited the crowd. 

On the prospect of getting nailed by a Peaches and Herb 

LP, Detroit reliever Aurelio Lopez refused to warm up in the 

bullpen. Sox outfielder Wayne Nordhagen later complained, 

“How'd you like to get hit in the eye with one of those? These 
people don’t realize it only takes one to ruin a guy’s career.” 

Fortunately, no careers were ruined, and Detroit won the 

first game, 4-1. Game 2 was to begin a half-hour later. 

During the intermission, a large wooden crate was 

placed in centerfield, filled with a few thousand disco records. 
Dahl emerged, wearing a green army helmet, and presided over 

some short ceremony. At its conclusion, Dahl detonated an 

explosive charge, which ignited several roman candle-type 

fireworks in front of the crate, and then the crate itself blew up. 

The crowd roared as cardstock sleeves and vinyl shards blasted 
into the air, 

The salvo was the call-to-arms for fans to storm the 
field. At first, just a few guys sprung from the stands; before 

long, an estimated 7,000 hooligans ran amok on the field, as if 

the Sox had won the pennant. A few players were warming up on 
the field as the chaos started, but then quickly bolted for the 
dugout. Some picked up bats. 

Bonfires blazed as records continued to sail and 

fireworks continued to explode. The batting cage was torn down 

and dragged around the field as some guys scaled the yellow 

mesh foul line markers. One young man grabbed a high-powered 

hose and blasted water around the outfield, and others tore up the 

neatly manicured infield. Chunks of Kentucky bluegrass were 

Thousands storm field at Sox park 

ripped away, and much of what remained was scorched. Girls 

trode on the shoulders of their bare-chested boyfriends, while 
some kids just ran the bases. Bottles were thrown and fistfights 
broke out. 

Those who waited in the stands for the second game 

chanted, “Clear the field!” Bill Veeck and Sox radio announcer 
Harry Caray made similar appeals over the PA system, yet the 
rioters were oblivious to their pleas. The scoreboard ineptly 
flashed: PLEASE RETURN TO YOUR SEATS. 

Stadium security was overwhelmed, though the revelers 
eventually began to wear themselves out. Then, about half-hour 

after the disorder began, 80 riot-clad cops marched onto the field. 
Wearing blue helmets and armed with batons, the cops were 
greeted by cheers from the law-abiding fans who weren't part of 
the mob. 

Most of the ruffians retreated to the stands upon mere 
sight of the infamous Chicago riot police, notorious for cracking 
skulls at the "68 Democratic National Convention, After clearing 

a few stragglers, the cops restored order within five minutes. 
Thirty-nine were arrested for disorderly conduct and spent the 

night in jail, and only a few minor injuries were reported. 
The smoldering diamond resembled a battleground, 

strewn with refuse and missing sizeable patches of sod. Bill 
Veeck insisted the second game could still be played, but around 
10 p.m., umpire Dave Phillips called it off. 

Veeck immediately tried to reschedule the game on a 
later date, though Tiger manager Sparky Anderson demanded a 
forfeit: “The only thing that can force a postponement is an act of 
God. This was no act of God... The [condition of the] field is the 

responsibility of the home team. It’s no different than a guy 
slipping on a banana peel in front of your house. You're at 
fault... Beer and baseball go together, and they have for years. 
But I think those kids were doing things other than beer.” 

The next day, American League president Lee MacPhail 
judged that the Sox had indeed forfeited the game, losing by a 9- 
0 score as dictated by the rulebook. Veeck slammed MacPhail’s 

decision as “a grave miscarriage of justice,” even as he accepted 
full blame for the fiasco: “Anything that happens here is my 

responsibility.4 
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Veeck also criticized the rioters (“these weren’t real 

baseball fans”), but took credit for restraining the police: “We 
used no force. We let ‘em run until they got tired and bored. The 
worst injury we had all night was a guy who broke his ankle 
coming down a ramp.” 

In light of MacPhail’s ruling, Sox manager Don 
Kessinger lamented, “We have found a lot of ways to lose games 
this year, but I guess we’ve added a new wrinkle. It’s tough to 
lose two games when you played only one.” 

Sox pitcher Rich Wortham, a Texan who preferred the 
Grand Ole Opry to Grand Funk Railroad, blamed the music: 
“This wouldn't have happened if they had country and western 
night.” 

Possibly so. What was officially recorded as a Detroit 
twinbill sweep is better remembered as the zenith of the disco 
backlash. Critics viewed the symbolic album-torching and 

subsequent melee as a mass exercise in racism and homophobia, 
reminiscent of Nazi book-burnings. As one clueless 17-year-old 
rioter remarked, “This is our generation’s cause.” 

The following month, Comiskey Park played host a 
rock festival featuring Foghat, the Beach Boys, the Tubes, and 

Sha Na Na. Once again the field was torn to shreds, causing the 
Sox to cancel another three games. The stadium itself was 
ultimately demolished in 1991, the Sox moved across the 

street into “New Comiskey Park,” which has recently been 
renamed “US Cellular Field.” Oddly enough, the Sox’s bizarre 
tradition of on-field fan violence and subsequent arrests has also 
followed the franchise to “The Cell”: in 2002 a drunken father- 
son duo attacked Kansas City’s elderly first base coach Tom 
Gamboa (he suffered permanent hearing damage); on a night in 
2003, when alcohol was half-price, a fan accosted umpire Laz 
Diaz. 

Bill Veeck, who eventually conceded that Disco 

Demolition Night was ‘ta mistake,” died in 1986 and was 

inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1991. Mike Veeck has 

since owned part of several minor league teams, and continues to 

dream up nutty promotions. He planned to give away free 
vasectomies during a Father’s Day game, which he cancelled 
after a protest led by one of his season-ticket holders, a Catholic 
bishop. During the 2002 campaign he gave away seat cushions, 
each with baseball commissioner Bud Selig’s mug printed on its 
surface. 

As for Steve Dahl, who currently hosts an afternoon talk 
show on Chicago’s WCKG, his army may have won the battle on 
Disco Demolition Night, but lost the musical war. Most of 
today’s ballparks routinely blare disco-inspired music (if not 

vintage disco tracks themselves), replacing traditional live organ 
music with such staples as “More More More,” “Boogie Shoes” 
and “Who Let the Dogs Out?”. 

However, Disco Demolition Night wasn’t a complete 
failure, at least for one young woman in attendance. On the 

occasion of her first big-league ballgame, she exclaimed, “This is 

cool! Does it happen every night? I'll become a fan!” 

All quotes are from the Chicago Tribune. A few seconds of 
archival riot footage can be seen in the 1998 film The Last Days 

of Disco. For several fan's-eye photos and additional Disco 

Demolition Night information, dial up 
<http://www.outernetweb.com/focal/disco/index.html>. 
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POPULAR FAVORITES INCLUDE 
BELA LUGOSI'S DRACULA... 

met ; 

MAX SCHRECE'S ORLOCE... 
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VGM MIX TAPE #8 CD 
27 artists from around the world, featuring ROLE MODEL, PANICSVILLE 

ROYAL SPACE FORCE, KOMPUTERGURL, COIN, MMFAN316, THE MINIBOSSES 
GOTO8O, HANDHELD & NULLSLEEP of 8-BIT PEOPLES, and the legendary 

composer Jeroen Tel. Relive the 8-bit dream! $10 

OTHER RECENT RELEASES: 
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TRUMANS oanh, i MALADE DE SOUCI Da eee coe. 
The Singles 1992-1 MMMI-bbaa CD ode 3° CI 

7 slassle singles trom these 2nd release trom this mysterious Dual Game Boy acrobatics 
sparz nds, remastered wave tio from {fom this amazing Chicago 
by Weasel Water of THE FLYING St Los, MO, sparing a era VGMADM group. (lmited 
LUTTENBACHERS. $10 drummer $4 quantties. Only $5} 

COMING SOON: YOWIE CD (members of MALADE DE SOUCI, “ 
CAPTAIN CAPTAIN and THE ELEMENTS), TERROR AT THE 
OPERA CD (featuring Gretchen of SLUMBER PARTY and 
UNIVERSAL INDIANS). STRANGULATED BEATOFFS 

Money orders made out to D. Kozin or you can paypaliat Fo 
cia_pn@hotmai com. Canadians add $2 to the total for postage Ay “Music o 
Europe and elsewhere add $5. Scored 

NO SIDES RECORDS P.O. BOX 257491 CHICAGO, IL 60625 USA WWW.NOSIDES.NET 
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“Cruisin’ For A Bruisin™ CO, THE DEXATEENS CD, THE OT'S CD, THE INSOMNIACS LP/CD, 
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“A riff-roaring cross between 

hard rawk and heavy metal” 
Alternative Press 

World 

$12 ppd. CD only 
U.S. 

$10 ppd. 

Send cash, checks or money orders to: 

Johann’s Face Records 
P.O. Box 479164 

Chicago, IL 60647 

Purchase online: www.johannsface.com 

Also available on Johann’s Face Records: 
The Atari Star 

“Dispelling the Myth of Accurate Maps” CD 

“Urbs in Horto: 
A Chicago Indiepop Compilation” CD 
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Adolf & the Piss Artists “hate generator” (TKO, 3126 W. 
Cary St. #303 Richmond, VA 23221) Hard to believe this is 
reissuing tracks from 1999-2002, because this punk band is 
so good at having punk names that they could have started 
in “79 and their lyrics are so perfectly righteous and dead on 
with the political punk poetry they could be from “82 
(though there's a few guitar flourishes that scream °87!). 
This 1s the best Adolf band I've ever heard (and the third 
best Piss band)! 

The Adventures of Pipu comix (Goblinko POB 3635 
Oakland CA 94609) Sean the Sean's graphically crisp, yet 
visually bizarre adventures of a marshmallow chick and a 
ghost maggot and a generous translation caption box (the 
bird’s exclamation of “peep" means so much more) are as 
tasty as Easter candy and just as disconcerting. 

Aerovons “resurrection” (RPM) This is a St. Louis band 
that in 1969 went to England and recorded some never 
released tracks that are supposed to be of Beatles quality or 
so the legend goes. These tracks actually sound more like 
early Bee Gees to me except for a few Lennon-esque tracks 
that are so influenced by JL that you think you heard them 
before. While being in the Beatles/Bee Gees ballparks is 
impressive | would say this is not really hitting on the 
most engaging Beatles/Bee Gees vibes, just some of the 
prettier stuff. Probably better than a lot of stuff you think 
is good, but still if this were never unvaulted it would not 
have been a tragedy, 

AfterFX zine (clo James Harvey 371 Crossfield Rd. King 
of Prussia PA 19406) A review-based zine with a sound 
moral perspective. 

Against Me! “As The Eternal Cowboy" (Fat) The 
desperately serious (and loud) singer goes all out like 
Billy Bragg meets Billy Idol and the righteous, soaring 
punk anthems jam as many preposterously awkward oh-so- 
principled lyrics into each measure as morally and 
phonically possible. I can understand how this would be 
appealing to some kids but it’s very hard to wke seriously. 

The Agony Scene (Solid State) Agonizingly AWESOME! 
Intense brutality mixed with brutal intensity makes for a 
true exercise (exorcise?) in brutensity! 

Alien Ant Farm "TruANT" (Dreamworks) | CANT say that I 
like this. 

Alkaline Trio "The Show Must Go Off! Halloween At The 
Metro" DVD (Kung Fu, kungfurecords.com) This is a 
Halloween concert video expertly shot with multiple 

dif you are a fan of the band you will be 
pi On’ the other hand, while the boys totally 

deliver on Halloween gimmickry (they are dressed as 
priests, utilize Gene Simmons blood trickles, go all out on 
scary lighting and have a light up inverted crucifix), most 
of the performance is not scary enough. They have some 
Misfits influence, but their music for the most part doesn’t 
invoke the dark vibe that evil punk usually resonates 
with. That said, seeing hundreds of fat, Polish sausage fed 
Chicago fans singing along word-for-word is Halloween- 
arific! 

Altaira “weigh your conscience” (ADD POB 8240 Tampa 
FL 33674) All terrible! 

Anatomy of a Ghost "evanesce" (Fearless) Anatomy of a 
HIT! Progressive punk that deftly (though not def-ly) 
goes from stuttery to dreary to piercing to ugly. 

The Anchormen “nation of _ interns" 
(Unstoppablerecords.com) | don't support nasal modern 
punk vocals that are supposed to invoke sensitivity and 
emotional truth, but if you are singing nasal to invoke 
“Revenge of the Nerds” than I am all for you! 

Andy & Pat’s Groovy Cosmic Love Hour Funky 45s 
Vol IL CD, Groovy Cosmic Photonic Rock Video 
Extravaganza VHS (Big Beef POB 303 WBB Dayton 
OH 45409) Children’s records. song-poems that haven't 
been comped yet, twisted R&B, the girls from Facts of Life 
in a punk band, and ultra-novel novelties make this CD a 
virtual ice cream truck of happy obscurities! (also check 
out the VHS [www.bigbeef.com] a video companion where 
a bunch of white people have a cable access video mock 
fest featuring Nimoy. Paul Revere and various Europeans 
making Goofy Video Goofiness!) 
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Angry Youth Comix (Fantagraphics) According to this 
comic Chicago is the gloryhole capitol of the world, 
prompting me to do what hindsight has revealed to be 
some particularly unwise stick in-ing. However, this comic 
is so enjoyable that I will refrain from class action lawsuit- 
ing. 

AntiAnti "Hooray for Everything" (Fastmusic POB 
206512 New Haven, CT 06520) PlusPlus! 

antifreeze "the search for something more" (Kung Fu) The 
pop-punk Neil Sedakas. 

Aprendiz #2 comix 2 by Suerte (adamsuerte.com) This is 
the second of five comix in Suerte’s autobiographical tale 
of becoming a pro tattoo artist. Combining some tattoo 
imagery (ribbons for caption boxes), lots of NYC graffiti 
style and Cheech Wizard flow (with a bit of Crumb lechery 
this time out) Adam Suerte makes this inherently mundane 
chapter (he basically answers phones and mops up the 
whole comic) visually exciting. Somewhat like a Shaolin 
monk 36 chamber training tale of humility, sorta like “8 
Mile” if Eminem mopped instead of rapped and kinda like 
“Clerks,” but with more realistic inane dialogue, this is a 
sharp book (get it “sharp” like a tattoo needle). 

The Aquabats! “A Double DVD of...SERIOUS 
AWESOMENESS!" (Fearless 13772 Goldenwest St. #545 
Westwinster CA 92683) If there's one belief I hold true in 
this world it is this; If | must listen to Southern California 
style ska influenced popish punk it should be played by 
gentleman in superhero outfits wearing fake mustaches 
with sports-mascot/Japanese rubber monster villains 
attacking them while they do flips and blow fire. I held 
this belief since the late 70s and then luckily in the mid- 
90s a band came along to validate this until-then 
theoretical credo. This double DVD features an entire live 
show in front of thousands of rabid teen fans (rabid 
because bats spread rabies), but more importantly it also 
has a short history of the band, featuring many goofy 
clips, a wide array of shtick clips, and (the best thing on 
the DVD) a full special effects-laden music video that 
features this superhero team genuinely flying, fighting 
crime and being saved by a super-dog. This isn't the 
funniest masked fire-breathing band ever or the most 
musically accomplished horn playing superhero band or 
the most graceful back-flipping band but if you combine 
enough qualifiers there you can make this band be the 
most something! 

Araby “Your Wate and Fate" (Curve of the Earth 1312 
Boyston St, Boston MA 02115) Gave me A-rabies! 

Argonaut “Shoot The Moon” (Infect POB 1201 Tacoma, 
WA 98401) Made me bust an ArgoNUT! Heavy 
thunderous thuds from a future world where Gene 
Simmons’s best bass parts were the only thing unearthed 
from the KISSolithic era and the Melvins were the Bill and 
Ted Wyld Stallyons. 

Armitage Shanks "25 Golden Showers" (Damaged Goods 
POB 671 London EI7 9GH) Yes, Billy Childish wore 
funny clothes but as excellent as his last few decades of 
Blues Garage thrashings are they haven't been particularly 
comedic. Then there were the Armitage Shanks, basically a 
nasty Garage version of the Toy Dolls if the Toy Dolls 
were guys that beat up guys like the oy Dolls. That is to 
say, all the Shanks stuff was absurd, gloriously ugly and 
pretty fucking funny. This collects all their singles and 
there's no goddamn way you already have these because 
I've never even seen half of them and I'm a Garage Rock 
God! 

arthurkill "addiction" (attackrecords.com) Arthur killed my 
will to live, 

ASG "...The Amplification of Self Gratification" (Volcom) 
Asskicking Super Great! 

Ashley Park "The Secretariat Motor Hotel (Happy Happy 
Birthday To Me POB 1035 Panama City, FL 32402) 
Ashley don’ fi ey! Keep cruising along with your pretty, 
lush pop self! 

A Static Lullaby "And Don't Forget To Breath" (Ferret 
167 Wayne St. #409 Jersey City, NJ 07302) A stupid 
dullaby, 

A Thousand Times Yes "Michigan" (Soxys) Smart-people 
haunting melody music worth playing a thousand times. 

The Atlantic Manor "Failing by the Second" (Do Two 
8321 SW 30 St. Miami, Fl 33155) Profoundly sad music 
about profound sadness. This is as honest an expression 
of despair as you will find burned into a silver round piece 
of plastic. 

Automat/Lisboa split single, plus Kelp zine ((12732 
Bennington Common Lane St. Louis MO 63146) This is 
the last issue of Kelp (so it says) which is a shame because 
this is a clever, joyful well constructed zine that finds a few 
interesting things left to say about indie rock (there are 
interviews with the owners of small to medium sized Rock 

clubs and there is a review section that reviews different 
reviews) as well as covering small press and syrup. It also 
features interviews with the bands that appear on the single 
that comes with the mag. Lisboa is a band that lays 
poetical lyrics over relatively heavy, yet still precious, 
rock. Automat is Mike Applestein (of Caught In Flux 
zine) in minimal bedroom band mode, and his song is 
good because he sings about riding the bus, which means 
he gets to leave his bedroom, 

The Autumn Defense "circles" (Arena Rock 242 Wythe 
Ave studio 6 Brooklyn NY 11211) I'm willing to admit 
now that despite my natural inclinations | kind of like that 
famous Wilco record. But I don't have to agree that every 
would-be brilliant Americana-onian is great, and this is just 
boring. 

Avenged Sevenfold “Eternal Rest" w/ “Chapter Four" 
(Hopeless) This is so Metal it raised my iron levels and 
cured my anemia. This is Metalest fucking Metal since the 
birth of Metal, This is ore! 

Avenpitch (Omega Point, omegapointrecords.com) | was 
inclined to write “So good it Aven-pitched a no-hitter.” 
but in fact all 10 of these futuristic old-New Wave 
reconstructive electro surgeries is a HIT! “Aven-pitched a 
10-hitter” sounds unimpressive. 

A Week In July “Near Fatal Explosion” (Orange Peal) A 
Weak is right. 

Baby Strange "The Make-Out — Sessions" 
*(babystrange.com, 552 Main St. suite 8 Shrewsbury MA 
01545) The upbeat stuff here is snotty, catchy and 
remarkably American Rock Band perfect, 

Backstabbers Incorporated "bare as bones" (Black 
Market Activities 23 Rand Street Revere, MA 02151) This 
is the equivalent of being sealed in a half-empty oil barrel 
and having a rugby team beat it with aluminum bats. 

Bang! Bang! (bangbangband.com) You'll get a bang (or 
two!) out of these snotty, angular Top 40 No Wave 
jukebox hits! 

barbaro "Nolte" (Dopamine pob 3221 Beverly MA 
01915) Dweedle doodle bibble bobble music that made me 
cast spells and dance like a ballerina with dropsy. 

The Bar Feeders “50 Ways to Leave Your Liver" (ADD) 
Super fast but not super hard hardcore that doesn’t fuck 
around. They don't sound drunk, this is fast and tight 
and non-slurred. On the other hand you would have to be 
drunk to write, “Chinese chicken in my hair, Chinese 
chicken with Fred Astaire.” 

Bargain Music “the magic is over" (Beatville.com) Dead 
serious soul/punk/country novelty music 

Basement Jaxx “Kish Kash” (Astralwerks) Pretty funky 
and organic for a DJ record this goes to church and the 
zoo and the high school dance and the club where 
secretaries go on their night out. 

Bear comix (Slave Labor Graphics POB 26427 San Jose, 
CA 95159) Bearly bearable. 

Beautiful New (Capsule POB 1861 Belleville. MI 48112) 
D.C. style smart hardcore with some midwestern soul. 

Beehive and the Barracudas "In Dark Love" (Swami POB 
620428 SD, CA 92162) Upbeat creepiness, spare 
nightmare music, pleasant flesh eating bacteria tunes, 
whatever you call it this is seven pounds of hits in a five 
pound bag! 

Beer the Movie (Triple Crown 331 W. 57th St. #472 
NYC 10019) The trailer for this film made “Girl's Gone 
Wild” look like a Bergman film. That said, this is a decent 
soundtrack but I don't think | should be encouraging 
these young men so I won't describe it in detail. 

Beloved (US) "Failure On" (SolidState) Who be lovin™ it? 
(Us!) Original sounding righteously indignant hardcore. 

Beltrami's River by Thomas Edward Shaw (Carson Street 
Publishing POB 5985 Reno NV 89513) Shaw, know in 
these pages for his previous book, black monk time, his 
memoir of his time as a progressive rock musician in 
Germany, goes back a few generations to write an historical 
novel again about a creative outsider in a foreign land. 
The novel is based on the journal of Giacomo Constantine 
Beltrami, who like Dusable, the Black explorer who 
“discovered” Chicago, was a man who came to America 
and found a great deal, but also found himself ignored by 
history because he didn’t look like Lewis or Clark. An 
Italian Mason who struck many as eccentric, Beltrami 
(according to Shaw's research and imagination) spent 
profound time amongst the Native Americans as he 
successfully sought out the source of the mighty 
Mississippi River. Shaw tells what begins as a pragmatic 
tale of exile and travel but becomes increasingly spiritual 
and philosophical as the protagonist finds that he is as 



accepted by the original Americans far more than the new 
Americans. Shaw obviously is fascinated by Beltrami's 
outsider/amateur status and this book is a testament to his 
spirit — a lost chapter in American history written by an 
outsider/amateur historian. 

Berlin Project “The Things We Say” (Orange Peal, 
ornagepeal.com) Tunes as infectious as meningitis! 

Betty Paginated zine ($5, POB A1412 Sydney South 
NSW 1235 Australia) In Chicago we have a porn, rock & 
wrestling (OK, not much wrestling) zine called Horizontal 
Action and in Australia Dann has a porn, rock & wrestling 
zine, The difference: class! Those Ozamites just seem to 
serve up their titties with style! 

Binocular Rebellious zine (Goblinko) Sean the Sean's 
zine combines his striking graphic sense (which makes his 
comix and illustrations so successful) with an unusually 
straightforward narrative as Sean details his journey 
through punk/the underground/the d.i.y. scene. 

bipolar comix (Alternative Comics) Assef Hanuka and 
Etgar Keret's tale of a purgatory-ish landscape where 
successful suicides dwell reminds me of Elie Weisel's 
“Night” in that you have to consider how no matter how 
bad a situation you are in (concentration camp, a 
conscious death, whatever) you still have to go through 
the motions and the time of doing things, and no matter 
how horrible something i: in some way relates to the 
“things are tough all over” vibe of normal life. This is an 
impressive exploration of non-depressing depression. The 
second feature by Tomer Hanuka is about profound 
discomfort and the drawings are so remarkably evocative 
that | won't try to describe it but will simply urge you to 
get this comic if you are interested in the potential power 
of the comics medium, 

Lewis Black “Rules of Enragement" (Comedy Central 
1775 Broadway NYC 10019) The Comedy Central cable 
channel is in the comedy album business now and | 
couldn't be happier. I'd rather hear a bad comedy record 
than a good emo record any day of the century. Lucky for 
me | don’t have to as this is a very good comedy record. It 
opens kind of weird with a long sequence of Minnesota 
jokes (that's where the concert is) which is good because it 
shows he's a versatile comedian but is not necessarily 
perfect for a comedy album which will be listened to 
outside of the Land of 1,000 Lakes. Eventually, though, 
this. settles into some fuming, vein-on-forehead bursting 
olitical material that stuffs eight pounds of indignation, 

intelligence and clarity in a five pound bag. Hearing 
Black let loose I can't believe he's able to appear on TV 
without cursing (I think the same thing whenever I hear a 
Lawanda Page comedy record). 

The Black Keys "thickfreakness* (Epitaph/Fat Possum) 
Two man dirty Juke Joint Blues rock that genuinely slops 
and sloshes while actually moving you. ¢ guitar seems 
to be the magic, but it is really the vocals that bring this 
home. The Blacker the Key, the sweeter the juice! 

Black Print "Movement" (Quincy Shanks POB 3035 St. 
Charles IL 60174) Spare but unsparing punk that 
combines rock solid, surprisingly clean instrumentation 
with urgent, ragged vocals. 

Blacktop "I Got A Baaad Feelin’ About This - the complete 
recordings" (In The Red) Between the Gories and the 
Dirtbombs Mick Collins fronted Blacktop, which was 
basically a morphed version of the doomed Garage band 
Fireworks. All the folks in the Garage scene knew that the 
Fireworks dude was a heroin dude but people were really 
excited to see Mick again and the Chicago show at Empty 
Bottle was awesome and it seemed like this band’s 
collision of R&B Garage with Rockabilly Garage was the 
real deal, Their LP was pretty raw and crazy, not as insane 
ax the Gories stuff and not as intense as Fireworks but a 
very interesting halfbreed (more Phil Lynott than Derek 
Jeter). This release reissues their LP plus bonus Australia- 
only tracks and singles and if you don’t have the original 
record you should definitely get this (and if you do I'd 
still pick this up just to read Mick's version of the story in 
the liner notes). This is a nice compliment to the awesome 
new Dirtbombs record. 

the black watch "very mary beth" (Stone Garden) Made me 
keep checking my watch. (NOTE: “Black” is the official 
most-used band-name word this issue) 

Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers "Live At Ronnie 
Scott's" DVD (MVD) Shot in a London club in the mid 
80s this is at times beautifully photographed (the head-on 
shots are dull, but the closeups, with the house lights and 
the smoke floating about are beautiful) and overall this is a 
really enjoyable release. Opening with a solid, intriguing 
Blakey drum intro, and peaking with a stellar Terrance 
Blanchard horn solo, this is musically solid, but it’s the 
brief Blakey interview segments that make the DVD a 
success. The jazziest thing on here is Blakey's talking 
head, bathed in the fog of cigarette smoke, emiting a cool, 
gravelly spew of word jazz that eventually congeals into 
an‘explanation of his name. 
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Amy Blaschke (Luckyhorse Industries POB 18127 
Seattle, WA 98118) Blaschke is a blast! If you consider 
dark, acoustic, unsettling singer-songwriter music a blast. 

Bleach “Astronomy” (Tooth and Nail) Inspiring, positive 
youthful anthem rock made by guys who sound like they 
use bleach to help their mom do laundry rather than to 
sterilize their “works.” 

the blondes "Swedish Heat" (Teenacide POB 291121 LA 
CA 90029), "s/t," "Summer Strut” (Middle Class Pig) The 
Blondes are a California pretty boy pop band making 70s 
AM radio solid gold music that is amazing because it is 
actually about the 70s radio AM gold groove (Suzi 
Quatro, getting pizza, the phrase “Dynamite"). Think Bay 
City Rollers with the most gloriously hooky parts of early 
KISS records. The original CDs from Germany are good, 
but the US album on Teenacide takes the more recent full 
length and peppers in the best songs from their debut 
(both albums came out last year) so grab it and have more 
fun! 

Bloodshot Bill "Trash Addict" (bloodshotbill.com) One 
Man Band music SHOULD be a glorious mess, and an 
album's worth of raw trashabilly One Man Band music 
should simultaneously be a crazy-eyed, dangerous party 
and one plodding, damaging (and damaged) continuous 
song. To say Bloodshot Bill delivers is like saying Hasil 
Adkins likes meat...too obvifuckingous to mention! 

Bloody & The Bastard Children - A Tribute To Bloody 
F. Mess (Black & Blue) Bloody Mess is somewhat of an 
Illinois punk legend, you can read a bit about him in our 
Stepe brothers article three issues back. — Fronting 
numerous bands over the last twenty years he has left a 
crimson trail of nasty and negative punk rock tunes that 
are revived here by 23 bands, none of which you've heard 
of. Some of these songs really hold up - will John Wayne 
Gacy lyrics ever really sound dated? This ends with two 
new Bloody tunes and they are ugly, stupid and pretty 
excellent in a Messy way. 

Blue Sky Mile (OHEV) These emo style nasal singers sing 
nasal because people punched them in the nose for 
singing like that. 

Blue Suede News magazine (bluesuedenews.com) They 
should call this magazine "Ken Burke's Rockabilly 
Roundup.” Our fave big beat writer has been doing some 
boss interviews that make this mighty mag bulge, rapping 
with Wanda Jackson, Johnny Legend, Linda Gail Lewis, 
Big Al Dowling...and that's just the last coupla issues! 

Bombardiranje New Yorka Vol 8, Vol 9 (Slusaj 
Najplasnije Teskovec 27¢ 10090 Zagreb Croatia) Tons of 
great bands from Croatia, Istanbul (!) and even Tucson 
(Tucson!). Fairuz Derin Bulut from Istanbul are awesome! 

The Bon Mots “le main drag” (mellifluid) More bon then 
motley, these well crafted songs will move you and 
occasionally make you move. 

Boston Scene Report (TKO 3126 W. Cary St. #303 
Richmond VA 23221) Four hardcore/street punk bands 
get two songs each to shine and A-Team are the most 
hardcore but Fat Acting Fuses with their 60s Garage 
drumming and rock& roll swagger are the standouts here. 

David Bowie "Soul Asylum" (no info) There was a time 
when bootleggers pressed their own records at home on a 
lathe, with either no artwork at all or some form of primitive 
paste-up. The computer age has changed all that, of course, 
and this release is no exception, but it still seems every bit 
the labor of love those earlier boots often were. Bowie was 
HEAVILY bootlegged in the 70's (best album title, "El Rey 
Del Gay Power" !!!). One, "Live Santa Monica Civic 1972" 
was so ubiquitous (and so damned good!) that it finally 
warranted a legit release a few years ago. This two CD set 
features a New York show, in it's entirety, from the tail end 
of the "Ziggy" era, plus some live tracks The UK, circa 
early '72. Soundwise, it's nowhere near as good as the pro- 
quality Santa Monica Set, nor even the speaker cone 
blasting "Ziggy Stardust" soundtrack (recently cleaned up, 
the 13th labor of Hercules), but some fan's tapes of Bowie 
and The Spiders in their raunch-rockin' heyday, NEVER 
intended for release, though the quality of these 
performances and the scarcity of some tracks ought to 
appeal to collectors (Particularly those who know Bowie 
did NOT start his career in 1983). The New York show was 
recorded (no doubt on state of the art Radio Shack 
equipment) at Radio City Music Hall, and kicks things off 
in full ne with a rousing version of “Hang On To 
Yourself" (interestingly, The Ramones would get a lot of 
mileage out of that main riff, AND go on to record their 
debut in the same building show was held at), going 
into selections from "Ziggy Stardust” (Including a seldom 
heard "Soul Love") and "Aladdin Sane,” plus "Changes" ‘ 
Natch, and "Width of a Circle" (I can't believe no one 
asked for this on his recent live "request" show) and "The 
Supermen” from the dark as Hell and heavy as fuck "Man 
Who Sold The World" LP. The UK show, from Kingston 
Polytechnic, includes some real oddities, like "Song For 

Bob Dylan,” "White Light, White Heat" (though that 
became a staple of his "Ziggy" period), “Starman” (At the 
time, just a single, I think), "Amsterdam" (Which I know 
little about) and the funky, work ethic-driven "I Got To 
Get a Job" (Which I know NOTHING about), and, stranger 
still, a version of Cream's "I Feel Free" that works better 
than you'd probably imagine, with some enough power 
wah damage from guitar god, Mick Ronson, to make it 
sound like a "Man Who Sold The World" outtake. Plus, 
there's a live BBC version of "John, I'm Only Dancing,” 
which foresaw the Rockabilly revival, though, to be fair. 
lots of people were doing Rockabilly styled’ material in 
those days. You also get the later Disco version of the 
same song (big deal), and another live version from the 
NYC show . All told, nothing that'll make new converts 
out of anyone, but the fans should understand. 

BoysNightOut “Make Yourself Sick” (Ferret 167 Wayne 
St. #409 Jersey City,NJ 07302) Boy oh boy. This is not 
very good music. 

Brainstorm “Soul Temptation" (Metal Blade) One of the 
only extreme Metal records ever to have a painting of a big 
tittie demon on the cover and then to actually make big 
tittie demon music on the album. 

BrayeSaintSaturn "The Light of Things Hoped For..." 
(Tooth and Nail) Futuristic electronic and space-theme 
elements augment what would be dreary contemporary 
upbeat emo. 

Brian Jonestown Massacre *...And This Is Our Music" 
(Tee Pee POB 20307 NYC 10009-9991) The “Our” in the 
title must mean a collective consciousness of some sort, 
because BJM is not an “our” situation, but rather a “my.” 
Anton Newcombe is the man behind the band and he 
became my hero one day when | overheard him at a 
soundcheck, When the soundman asked a frustrated (with 
his band) Newcombe, “How is it up there,” he responded, 
deadpan, “Utterly talentless.” Not surprisingly his entire 
band has quit since then at least once, But it’s OK for this 
band to have one man's vision shine to the point of 
assholishness because despite being a Bomp! Band with a 
funny, punny name this isn't comedic or light or garage 
goof music but rather a too serious marriage between 60s 
psyche and 90s british atmospheric stuff, 

The Bristols "I got a thing about you" b/w "I'll be gone 
again" (Damntged Goods) A new best band in the world, 
this is super fun go go Beat Club music that will elate 
you. 

The Bronx (White Drugs 7095 Hollywood Blvd #651 
LA, CA 90028) People are saying to go see this band now 
because they are the next Black Flag. | say go see them 
now because by next year this kid will screamed his small 
intestine out of his throat and will be talking through a 
Stephen Hawking speech simulator, 

Buchanan “all understood" (Ultimatum) B-YUCK-anan. 

Burgess Shale “It's Never Enough, Is It?” (Skeptical) B52 
vocals with genuinely intelligent political/social criticism 
in the lyrics. Which is a weird voice to sing sincere lyrics 
in, However, it does make the medicine go down smooth, 
as does the groovily experimental music.) 

The Business "Hardcore Hooligan" (Burning Hear/BYO) 
Football riot Oi music that makes violence as recreation 
seem attractive and noble. How can you argue with an 
album that opens with a song featuring this chorus: “F- 
U/F-U-C/F-U-C-K/Fuck you!” 

Buttless Chaps "Death Scenes | Il Ill" (Scratch) The Devo 
of Americana. * 

Buzzcocks “sick city sometimes” (Damaged Goods) The 
title track has the Buzzcocks in their Starship “We Built 
This City on Rock & Roll” phase, which is a totally unfair 
thing to say as far as the content of the lyrics but 
unfortunately is pretty spot on musically. 

Candidate "nuada" (Snowstorm) The leading candidate to 
put me to sleep. 

Califone “Heron King Blves” (Thrill Jockey) This is one 
of the best Thrill Jockey records ever. This dreamy, 
unique opus opens with a few tracks that sound like 
powerful, ethereal, poetic improvised compositions - 
excellent but not unlike what you hope for from bands in 
the collaborative Chicago ambitious music scene. Then 
you get booted in the ass by “2 Sisters Drvnk On Each 
Other” which kicks in with fuzzy wah wah guitar and a 
vibe that brings to mind both Blaxploitation and 
Bollywood soundtracks, but all s-l-o-w-e-d- down to a 
powerful dirge. That follows with the epic title track, a 
long, natural, authentic Blues song that may be 
improvised, but is by no means a “jam.” Keeping up the 
funk of the previous track this combines noises of 
unknown origin with guitar sounds that invoke what 
Eugene Chadbourne wanted to sound like. The dynamics 
and the grooves shift over fifteen minutes and this track is 
genuinely enchants the listener. The album then ends with 



a short deconstructed organ groove, and the listener (at 
least this particular one) is left enriched and unnerved. 

The Canterbury Music Festival “Rain & Shine" (Cherry 
Red) A CD reissue of an ultra-super-meta rare LP from 
1968, this is a collection of 12 soft focus, gentle feminine 
deodorant pop songs. The only really good song here is 
a weird almost edgy ballad to a psychedelic cop called 
“Super Duper Trooper.” Only 150 were originally pressed, 
and certainly at least several hundred thousand more folks 
would have dug this, but I am not one of them 

Captain Action - The Original Super-Hero Action Figure 
by Michael Eury (Two Morrows Publishing) The author, it 
could be argued, is positively obsessed with a (twice) 
deleted action figure from the sixties. Believe me, 1 CAN 
RELATE - Captain Action was the shit!!! Only Gl. Joe 
made it to the stores earlier, and while he had a MUCH 
longer run, I still remember the good Captain more fondly 
of the two, This book spells out, pretty clearly, the 
inherent coolness of this metamorphic action hero. Captain 
Action was a bit of an anomaly, looking more like John 
Wayne (Or even George W. Bush) than a superhero, but 
with his stunning wardrobe (all sold separately, taking a 
tip from G.1. Joe and even Barbie), he could change into 
any number of colorful crimefighters, from Superman and 
Batman to The Green Hornet, Spiderman and Flash 
Gordon, Licensing was not nearly the hassle it is today, 
and the action figure market was so new, that Captain 
Action could present G.I. Joe with some healthy 
competition without giving into his militaristic tendencies 
(unless, of course, you count Sgt. Fury or former Airman, 
Steve Canyon). We've all seen zillions of variations on 
Batman, Superman, et al, in action figure form, but the 
Captain Action superhero costumes were some of the 
coolest ever made, combining Forties classicism with 
Sixties camp culture. He was also better accessorized than 
G.I, Joe and had the ultimate nemesis in Dr. Evil (not the 
Austin Powers villain, of course, though no doubt Myers 
used the name as a tribute), an Outer Limits refugee with 
blue skin, an exposed brain, red teeth, and an iridescent 
Nehru suit and an amulet so big Flavor Flav wouldn't wear 
it if it told time. The author manages to exude all the fun of 
growing up with this stuff, while offering an exhaustive 
supply of suggestions and info for the hardcore 
collector...which, if that many of us could afford to be, we 
could put our money together and buy the merchandising 
rights to the character (something the author is urging any 
able and interested parties to do) and take another shot at 
it, as the exceptional Polar Lights did in 1998. Their 
venture was not an uncontested success, but they did re- 
release some great figures and costumes, as well as some 
new additions. Alas, two of their coolest costumes, 
Superman and Batman, already technically rare" when 1 
was a kid, as Ideal Toys were just unloading whatever was 
left over, Simply put, even if Bill Gates bought the rights 
to Captain Action, he too would have a rough time getting 
Marvel and D.C. to license their characters... 

Captain vs. Crew ‘sometimes Up Is The only Direction” 
Gealous Butcher POB 14306 Portland OR 97293-0306) 
I'm sure this band thinks this music sounds good but in 
my opinion they are mistaken. The singing and the lyrics 
and the guitar playing and the production and the clever 
musical flourishes and everything goes together wrong, 
like something you cooked that you have to throw out 
after taking one bite even though you used up all your 
eggs/meat/whatever. 

The Caravans “Treasures & Ttash" (Black Sky/Cargo) 
Almost 20 years of demos and rarities are represented here, 
and if you like your Rockabilly trashy and classic this is 
for you, with delicious Billy Lee Riley and Elvis chestnuts 

served Hp alonasice songs that sound like they belong on 
obscure Memphis 50s labels but actually originate from a 
more modern and far creepier locale. 

Carbon 14 zine (www.cl4.com) This zine combines the 
perfect balance between meat (Black Oak Arkansas, MCS, 
The Stones) and cheese (paintings of outstanding 
boobies)! 

The Carnation "New Sensation” (Sounds of Subturania!) 
Should be called the Carnawesome! 

Casaverde “Higher Me, Hire Me™ 
(RadioactiveBodega.com) Figher Him! Just kidding, this 
kid is great. 

Johnny Cash "Live Recordings From The Louisiana 
Hayride" (Louisiana Hayride Series) By the time you read 
this, there will no doubt be a slew of reissues designed to 
cash in on Johnny Cash's memory. This isn't one of ‘em, 
however. Releases of live material by both Johnny and 
June Carter Cash were planned before the two passed 
away. Besides, this is history and some damn fine music. 
Sixteen performances dating from 1955 (!) to 1963 
showcase a young Johnny Cash and The Tennessee Two 
at their heartfelt best, in surprisingly good sound. 
Somebody said recently that The Tennessee Two's “Boom - 
chicka - boom" sound was a "One Trick Pony,” but that 
pony kicked like a mule and will ride you out of town like 
4 wild horse, son, Plus, you get a pretty good sampling of 

Johnny'd humor (Though, alas, none of his celebrated 
impersonations, Have you seen him doing Elvis on the 
recent" Town Hall Party" DVD? The most Punk Rock 
performance piece ever!), oldies but goodies like “Luther, 
here, has been dead for two years!” A distinctly primitive 
rawness (and other words banned by Ugly Things) not 
achieved again in Johnny's career, for all it's brilliance, 
until the "Cash" series on American, 

caught red handed (CRR) Totally convincing traditional, 
but clean sounding, hardcore that caught me red faced after 
I got knocked around in the pit! 

C.D. Truth "Chemically Dependent" ((F.1.M.P. 610 Philip 
Ave. Akron, OH 44305) Rocking Ohio with cleverness. 

Cerberus Shoal "Chaiming The Knobblesone” (North East 
Indie POB 10315 Portland ME 04104) The Residents 
music with all the funny sucked out. Alchemy makes 15 
minute pieces seem to last 3 hours each. 

Chaino "New Sounds in Rock 'N Roll" (Dionysus) Sold 
in the 50s as the last survivor of a tribal drumming African 
savage tribe, Chaino was actually a dude named Leon form 
Philly (and later Chicago) who did the bongo-exotica 
thing for a while. Unlike some of the other exotica cult 
figures Chaino made records that are actually really fun to 
listen to, and these obscure rocking tracks, while about as 
African as a Rueben on rye, are fun and funky. 

The Chargers Street Gang "Through the WIndshield* 
(Get Hip) This is something — after a hard rocking but 
ultimately fun and rock & rolling debut this band has 
come back as a furious wall of desperate angry sound that 
sounds like a wrecking ball on your head. Even on the 
pretty melody songs and 60s garage pop influenced stuff 
Tim Kerr's production makes this sound like you need to 
be in a bomb shelter when you put this on. But it’s 
fantastic, especially on the songs where there is that 
dynamic between pop sensibilities and Armageddon. 

Cheap Trick "Special One" (Cheap Trick Unlimited) 
Cheap Trick is great for numerous reasons, most 
profoundly because every member is INCREDIBLY good 
at what they do. This is a band famous for seemingly 
simple music, but it is also a band with some of the best 
guitar and bass playing and drumming in all of rock. In 
addition to that, they have always displayed a phenomenal 
sense of humor and playful creativity. This new album, 
unfortunately, is not the best showcase for their talents 
(1997's “Cheaptrick” did a much better job). There are 
some brief passages that sound like great Cheap Trick here 
(there are even some briefer passages that sound like great 
Beatles) but unfortunately there are longer passages that 
sound like average Traveling Willburies and most of the 
record sounds like OK, but semi-inspired, Cheap Trick that 
should be filler between actual killer songs. | am still a 
loyal fan and will jump for their next record but this one is 
not as special as the title implies. 

Che Arthur “All of Your Tomorrows Were Decided 
Today" (Flameshovel) Ecch. This guy's voice makes me 
want to shove a stereo up his caboose and play the 
AC/DC "Bonfire" box set using his head as a speaker so 
a some actual rock singing could come out of his pie 
hole. 

The Checkers "Make A Move" (Teenacide POB 291121 
LA CA 90029) King me! This band celebrates a 
“checkered” past, meaning the pattern on the skinny ties 
worn by the Square Pegs fan club. If this doesn’t make 
you feel good than your “good” is broken. 

Cheer-Accident “Lemon,” "Gumballhead the Cat” (Skin 
Graft POB 257546 Chicago IL 60625) Regarding the 
“serious” full-length “Lemon,” the progressive prankster 
nature of this band makes seemingly endless art music 
excursions exciting because you really don’t know what is 
going to happen next. Musical U-Turns, Y-turns and 

forks in the road rarely lead to comical or silly (this 
particular album explores many of the less joyful corners of 
noise and Prog) but the unpredictability of this band 
always has you excited and on edge about what might or 
might not happen next. The Gumballhead record and 
comic book set is a good Cheer-Accident record, an 
atmospheric, low-key collection of rock solid 
soundscapes. And the comic book is perhaps the best 
Gumballhead adventure ever, a virtuoso symphony of 
bloody, flaming violence. Not the best comic book and 
record set, however; no beeps to tell you when to turn the 
Page. 

Chicago One-Stop: Staff Picks, Vol. 1 (Aestuarium c/o 
Hefty 1658 N. Milwaukee, #287 Chicago IL 60647, 
aestuarium.com) Living on Chicago's south side we are 
blessed with a good deal of genuine dusties radio shows 
playing Black music from the 60s and 70s. While the 
mainstream radio dusty shows usually plays mostly chart 
hits, many canonized by the Big Chill Generation, 
independent AM stations and especially college radio 
pride themselves with playing obscurities. When we listen 
to an all “lost” dusties show my girlfriend will often 
comment how you can almost always tell why these 

records weren't hits; something is just off about them. 
Like a high school orchestra that always has something 
resonating a little wrong in the brass section, obscure Soul 
records usually have something odd going on that’s hard 
to isolate, and often adds to the charm. Aesttuarium’s 
Jamie Hodge is a collector of the most obscure of these 
Singles and he’s got the ear and the breadth of collection 
to release a few truly lost gems which almost - ALMOST - 
avoid the stray French horn nature of most ultra-obscuro 
dusties. Released in the excellent triple 7”, heavy vinyl 
format this is an amazing reissue of three complete 45s 
(though I would have loved to see the original labels). 
Joey Irving sings in the kind of natural/unnatural falsetto 
that so many great Jate 60s and 70s Soul singers utilized 
in Eddie Kendricks’ wake. Like many great unearthed 
obscure 45s the tracks here feature great musicianship that 
is just off kilter enough in its structure to leave a pleasant 
but tinny taste in your ears. More accomplished, in fact 
musically devastating, is Sugar Hill, with a soulful 14 year 
old female singer who sounds like a cross between 
Jermaine and Michael Jackson (if Papa Joe's boys had just 
read “Their Eyes Are Watching God” and tried to channel 
the Black woman’s pain). The musicianship is incredible. 
On the slow jam, “That's Love,” they are just right. 
delivering exactly what is needed to frame the vocals, but 
‘on the uptempo, funky “Slow Down” they totally smoke. 
The best single in the pack is Wayne Carter's, previously 
only released as a demo to get gigs. The A-side is a funky 
organ track with Carter on the keys and handling amazing 
vocals. This recalls the funkiest Lou Rawls stuff. with Bill 
Withers authenticity thrown in mixed around with some of 
the grittiest Chicago sounds. The only thing bad about it 
is the fade at the premature end of the song implies that if 
you flip the single you will get Pt. 2 that will evolve (or 
devolve) into an organ orgy. Though that doesn’t happen 
side two is no disappointment. With the squawk of Fela 
horns and the shuffle of a house band at 2:54 am Carter 
tells a soulfully sad tale of cuckoldism. Again the only 
thing bad about this track is that it is too damn short. 

Chicken McHead "Squawk!" (Dagger POB 380152 East 
Hartford CT 06138) Dead Kennedys/Butthole 
Surfers/Zappa silliness that’s as tasty as a chicken head on 
a stick! 

Children of Bodom "Hate Crew Deathroll” (Century) 
Finnish mega-Metal that crushes you like the thing that 
turns cars into compact metal squares. Sounding like 
every genre of hard extreme rock you can think of, this is 
diverse, unique and asswhooping. 

The Chinese Stars “Turbo Mattress” (Skin Graft) From the 
New England No Wave art damage scene emerges The 
Chinese Stars, a band so great they deserve to have a CD 
cut in the shape of a Chinese throwing star as their debut 
release. This music is too groovy and accessible to be 
truly fucked and too fucked to be truly groovy and 
accessible. 

Christiansen "Stylish Niblists" (Revelation) This is like a 
white version of those terrible black poetry artistes, except 
this isn't spoken word, so instead of just having to listen 
fo pretentious oddly enunciated lyrics you have to hear 
bad music too. 

Chromatics "Ice Hatchets" b/w "Curtains" (GSL POB 
65091 LA, CA 90065) Actually the band changed their 
name to KRMTX this time out, and they changed their 
sound from dire urgency to spare, chilling funkiness (on 
what I would call the “A” side). 

Chromelodeon “in the year 20: 
(www.chromelodeon.com) Symphonic-style (sans 
symphony) epic Metal done by (I presume) post rock art- 
kids, This is good and silly and would make a Sergio 
Leone Western seem futuristic but I'm a bit confused by it 
nonetheless. 

Chuck D's HipHop Hall of Fame DVD (MVD) This is a 
bunch iof profiles of Hip Hop stars featuring single camera 
interviews originally done for a website. This features 
some amazing 80s music video footage of Futura, Fab 5 
Freddy and Bambaataa, but it's all crummy 3” generation 
VHS footage. I love Chuck D., but his introductions 
aren't always brilliant (*[Chubb Rock] left a dent in the rap 
game that stands alone..."). Some of the best segments 

here are of Too Short, who can really explain his success 
eloquently, Rakim, KRS 1 and Ice T who is so proud of 
his customized car stereo. 

Cinema Beer Buddy DVD (Hopeless) There have been a 
number of titles in this band video compilation series and 1 
have to say if they are a barometer of the punk(ish) scene 
than things are getting a lot more humorless. The majority 
of these videos are concert footage (although AFI is, of 
course, playing a concert in a mini-Thunderdome in Hell). 
While some of the concert footage is well shot (The 
Thursdays’ video is amazing) | would have liked to have 
seen some more interesting stuff. Audio Karate do a good 
storyline with ice cream trucks and aerobics class. and 
Lawrence Arms deliver a full comedy video with an emo 
porn joke (Headboard Confessional). The best thing on 
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here is Converge who deliver an epic apeshit Metallic 
awesome masterpiece. 

Circling the Drain by Evan Dorkin (Slave Labor Graphics) 
Dorkin manages to have more words in his comics than 
any other cartoonist while maintaining an awesome 
“Cracked” level of good old dumb jokes! Plus this book 
contains a Brunetti like comix mental breakdown! 

Clann Zu ">Rua" (G7 Welcoming Committee POB 
27006 360 Main St. Concourse Winnipeg MB R3C 4T3 
Canada) These guys are above rock because they are 
talented geniuses. 

The Clarion Call (RPM) As with all RPM releases this 
features exquisite notes and archival pictures, in this case 
documenting the 60s Australian label Clarion. While the 
first half of the CD is solid R&B/Rock & Roll covers that 
could be from any country in the world that fell under the 
spell in the early 60s, the psyche stuff that emerges 
halfway through is actually pretty unique and interesting. 
Certainly not candy for those with extreme-psyche 
sugarfixes, this is experimental music grounded in 
conservative rock & roll approaches, resulting in some odd 
but accessible music. The real selling point here is two 
tracks by the Spektors, Bon Scott's teen R&B band. His 
vocals on “Gloria” are virtually identical to Them/Van 
Morrison, but you can tell it's Bon when he spells out G-l- 

«she actually misspells it! Just kidding, he actually 
Says “nanu nanu, shazbot Just kidding, but you really 
can tell by the way he says “O” that it's Bon. 

The Close "It's A Secret to Everybody" (Moodswing, 
moodswingrecords.com) Not even close. 

Cobra High "Sunset In The Eye Of The Hurricane" (Cold 
Crush POB 348 Hollywood CA 90078) Playful 
seriousness, tasteful vocorder and 80s post New Wave 
vibes are combined to lift you high and make you sigh. 

Jason Collett “motor model love songs” (arts and crafts, 
urts-crafts.ca) Take out your wallet and buy you some 
Collett! This singer-songwriter will make you cry and 
make you think,..about crying! 

Colporter (no label) Sour music that curdled my rock 
juice. 

Columbian Neckties "Why Change Your Moves?" 
(Sounds of Subturrania) These neckties allowed me to 
administer a Rock & Roll autoerotic asphyxiation! Fugly 
good garbage trash rawk! 

The Come N’ Go “rhythm n' blood” (Voodoo Rhythm) If 
the best Cramps bootleg with the most lo-fi audio sounded 
like that on purpose this is what it would be. Fans of out 
of sanity wild trash Garage need this. 

The Comics Journal (Fantagraphics 7563 Lake City Way 
N.E, Seattle WA 98115) | love CJ, it is an amazing trade 
mag that combines super long, intelligent interviews with 
thoughtful criticism (that I usually disagree with) and 
generous art reproductions (when RAW first came out I 
couldn't find a copy but was very familiar with it due to 
the many pages reproduced in CJ's coverage of it). That 
said, the current (as of this writing) issue is a weird one 
because the lead story is about the dire financial straits the 
Journal's parent company is in, leading to layoffs and 
begging and near death. This is notable because the new 
issue shows no signs of frugality; it is once again a thick, 
squarebound affair that not only eschews coverage of 
commercial comics but goes so far as to have a remarkably 
beautiful cover by Will Elder that doesn't feature the name 
of the magazine anywhere (making a challenging sale 
harder), 1 am not mentioning this as a complaint. Good 
comics is really about making unsound financial decisions 
because of your beliefs in the medium. The amount of 
labor that goes into a good independent comic book by 
the artist can never be adequately financially 
compensated...artists end up working for pennies an hour! 
This will remain one of my favorite magazines until it is 
dead and gone. Which may be next week. 

Comixville zine (cost: a couple of stamps, POB 697 
Portland OR 97207-0697) If you love, like or want to 
know about mini comics, or any small press comix, or if 
you were in touch with the ultra underground comix scene 
10 or 20 years ago and want to know what the kids are 
doing now you HAVE to order this beautiful illustrated 
guide...now in green and/or brown ink! 

Bobby Conn and the Glass Gypsies “The *Homeland” 
(Thrill Jockey) Ah, David vs. Goliath, a classic theme! 
And when it’s David Bowie versus the Military Industrial 
Complex it's even better! While Conn’s brand of neo- 
Glam/Disco (and by Disco | mean it in the best way, 
utilizing the full dance music potential of strings) may 
seem an odd mate to overtly political content, the fruits of 
this unholy union are juicy and delicious. I can’t really 
think of any lush, festive, humorous, naughty 60s or 70s 
pop that tackled Viet Nam era issues with the vehemence, 
integrity and sincerity that this album attacks Bush. Of 
course, sometimes that kind of specificity can be awkward 

lyrically but it is obvious that the overt shenanigans of the 
current administration are so odious to his sensibilities that 
even a high concept showman like Mr. C can’t ignore them 
for the sake of the show - in fact he must address them so 
the kids know the truth! And it works. Perhaps Conn has 
made individual tracks on past records that are superior to 
this material but he has never made an entire album as 
cohesive and impressive and convincing as this one. The 
band of Gypsies assembled here contributes to make this a 
real collaborative effort between dynamic musicians, and 
some of the guitar and keyboard work on this record is 
seductively stunning. Pop music is never the most 
effective political tool — it shouldn't be. But this joyful 
and exciting declaration of disgust has to have more 
resonance than a dire, joyless, self-important singer- 
songwriter approach to musical political dissent. If there’s 
ever a recall election to declare a new voice of the people I 
will be one of the 40 people to sign Bobby's petition! 

Cooler Kids "Punk Debutante" (Dreamworks) Adult 
contemporary Electro. 

Copper Press (54 40 or Fight) The latest issue I've seen 
has a lot of art stuff mixed with indie rock and I like art, | 
think. Also, this mag has replaced MRR as the 
publication with the most intriguing ads for bands I never 
heard of. 

The Corb Lund Band "Five Dollar Bill" (Stony Plain 
POB 861 Edmonton, AB Canada TSJ 2L8) If you thought 
Canadian country music was all Stomping Tom, Ann 
Murray and the episode of 90210 when Jason Priestly 
wears a cowboy hat than this amazing North Americana 
album will set you straight. A nuanced, respectful, 
authentic take on roots music, from honky tonk to folk to 
the sensitive stuff the Outlaws did in the 70s, this is a real 
winner...if it were in a rodeo it would get a big-assed belt 
buckle! 

Cougars “Nice, Nice” (Go Kart) Sound like a Post-Rock 
version of The replacements with a horn section, 

Country Teasers "Secret Weapon Revealed At Last" (In 
The Red, intheredrecords.com) You can’t describe this 
band and they don’t care. They are the greatest geniuses 
in the history of recorded music and my favorite band to 
listen to yet I can’t describe one specific thing | like about 
them. The Country Teasers make music the way a guy in a 
bar itching for a fight will turn anything you say into 
fighting words. Alcohol seems to affect them in a way 
where they will do anything vaguely musical that they 
think might annoy you enough to throw the first punch. 

SHAKESPEARIAN KISS 
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Crank Sturgeon "Upon The Discovery of the Huso Dead 
Pan Lair" (RRR 219 Central St. Lowell MA 01852) This 
makes me feel warm and tingly and longing for my 
childhood. However, I grew up in a home infested with 
flies diddling around my ears, with a radio that only got 
static and with a broken garbage disposal that turned on 
by itself occasionally. 

The Creatures Of the Dawn "Blood From A Stone" 
(Butterfly POB 31225, 08080 Barcelona Spain) Blues 
Garage Psyche that at its best invokes the true spirit of 
clueless but inspired white kids from England to Italy to 
the North Side of Chicago trying to reinvent the vibe of a 
South Side juke joint, and at it's worst is only slightly 
dreary, which ain't exactly a problem in a psyche song. 

Crimewave zine ($4POB 980301 Ypsilanti MI 48198) 
This zine will make you smarter. It made me a little 
stupider, but I’m much different than you. 

Cringe.com/pilation (Cringe POB 10276 Columbus OH 
43201) My favorite new bands from Ohio are Bush League 
All stars, The Cusacks (though I hate the name) and 
Mortimuut (I love the name). 

Atilla Csihar “The Beast of...” (Cacophonous 231 
Portobello Rd. London WI! | LT, UK) The Hungarian 
hellraiser has been howling in Black/Death and extreme 
Metal bands for the better part of two decades and this 
retrospective sees him fronting his own Tormentor but also 
taking cups of coffee with some of the most evil legends of 
the genres (he was in Mayhem for a year, and sang with 

Emperor for a Mayhem tribute), This album contains 
grindcore magic with Aborym, some electronic stuff 
(Plasma Pool where Attila sings like there’s a demon 
caught in his throat and he’s trying to hack or vomit it 
out) and something almost groovy called Professor Fate. 
The best stuff here is the alternate mixes of the classic 
Mayhem tracks, truly evil sounding music! 

Curlee Wurlee! picture disc ep (Butterfly) Beautiful King 
Merinuk artwork is the casing on this tasty sausage stuffed 
with upbeat nasal garage fun. 

Curl Up And Die “But The Past Ain't Through With Us” 
(Revelation) CUAD is my favorite post-modern hardcore 
band because they are brutal and devastating and 
disturbing but their band name, song titles and packaging 
(this time a quirky Chris Ware homage) indicate a rare-in- 
modern-hardcore sense of humor. I addition they utilize 
actual innovation - - they are willing to make things sound 
different than other things sound (a hardcore no no). To 
bring this point home they end this ep with a sprawling, 
scrambling, ascending, soaring, at times pleasant 15 
minute epic. : 

The Curses (Empty POB 12301 Portland OR 97212) New 
York Dolls vocals and Garage/street punkish/bar band 
music combine for the record that you want to play at your 
next pizza and drunk sex party. 

Cutout "It Doesn't Matter" ep (cutoutband.com) Cutitout. 
Please. 

The Dagons "Teeth for Pearls" (Dead Sea Captain 4470 
Sunset Blvd. suite #163 LA, CA 90027) Sour psyche- 
esque-isms. 

dakota suite "this river only brings poison" (Planting 
Seeds Records POB 64665 Virginia Beach, VA 23467) 
You will think this is beautiful, moving lovely music. If 
you are a pussy. 

dakota/dakota "shoot in the dark" (arms reach) This is so 
good...it's like the best sounds from the coolest video 
games recreated totally analog...non-digital electronic 
musics! 

D&G comix (UFA 335 Court St. #16 Brooklyn, NY 
11231) Ducks fucks. 

Danny and the Nightmares "The End Is Near Again" 
(Cool Beans 3181 Mission #113 SF, CA 94110) The 
reason Daniel Johnston's punk/garage band's record (a real 
whole band, not a solo record) is so good is because they 
can really do what so many have to fake. They can rock, 
and roll too! 

Dave Brockie Experience "Songs for the Wrong" (Metal 
Blade) AMAZING! The members of GWAR felt too limited 
by their masked, monster personas so they took off their 
costumes for this project specifically so they could record 
songs that are too stupid for GWAR. Repeat: TOO 
STUPID FOR GWAR! The absolute highlight (or low- 
light if you prefer accuracy) is a sad song about not being 
able to get cheese in a Chinese restaurant. 

Ben Davis “Aided and Abeted” (Lovitt) This is the kind of 
lush, layered pop record that has the masterful 
craftsmanship and winning melodicism that one would 
expect to bring joy. Yet the intensity of this thing is 
almost scary. This is a pretty record that is pretty jarring. 

Deadstring Brothers (timebeachrecords.com) The best 
Rolling Stones Country ballads you ever never heard 
before. Keith should get this guy to overdub all of Mick's 
vocals after he leaves the studio next time, 

Deadwater Drowning (Black Market Activities) Brutal as a 
rusty root canal! 

Death Wish Kids (aerodome PMB #133 302 Bedford Ave 
Brooklyn, NY 11211) This mid 90s female fronted band 
features the awesome singer from Pretty Girls Make Graves 
and some Murder City Devils going fucking apeshit in 
hardcore punk/Trash garage hybrid garbage disposal music 
that is furiously fucked! All songs average a minute and 
get you exhausted. 

The Del-Monas Don the Uncle Willy" (Get Hip) These 
classic recordings precede the Headcoatees, the femme-side 
of Billy Childish’s empire. What is really compelling 
about these tracks are the way they genuinely understand 
the elements of 60s girl groups that don't involve 
production and the elements of raw, nasty rock & roll 
(Link and his class) that are in fact about beauty. Flat 
striking singing made me Del-moan with approval! If you 
dig Headcoats/Milkshakes stuff this is one of the best. 

del ray (my pal god 47 Hardy Dr. Princeton, NJ 08540) 
This rocks like nobody's business. This rocks like a 
quarry! This rocks like there's no tomorrow! And it also 
sprawls! And it makes you think. 
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Dengue Fever (Web Of Mimicry) This American band 
recreates the magic of 60s Cambodian Garage pop with 
jazzy, funky, joyful brilliance. This is the best thing I've 
heard in six months, and if you love the “Cambodia 
Rocks” compilation you will love how this takes those 
ideas to another level. 

Den of Size "flighty" (denofsize.org) flighty? Mighty! 

Dave Derby "even further behind" (Badman 1388 Haight 
St. #211 SF, CA 94117) | was a big fan of the 
Dambuilders and their project of making songs about all 
50 states. Now Dave is a solo singer/songwriter and he 
has a bigger project; to make the best music in the whole 
world! 

The Desert Fathers (Threespheres POB 349 Brooklyn NY 
11222) The greatest work of art in the last 400 years. 

Desert Sessions 9 & 10 (Ipecac pob 1197 Alameda CA 
94501) This is the soundtrack from a reality show where 
Ween, PJ Harvey, Queens of the Stone Age, Josh Freese, 
Twiggy from Marilyn Manson and a few other fringey 
musicians get locked in a bunker-in a desert with only 
recording equipment, instruments and no food until they 
finish recording a dozen or so genius songs. The 
highlight is when they turn to cannibalism and the men 
grumble that they wish they had Tori Amos instead of 
PJ...more meat on her. 

Destroyed "Outta Control" (Bertswitzer.com) On the heels 
of the Destroyed/Bert Switzer retrospective CD from last 
year we now get this disc with 10 tracks of raw, absurd 
somewhat experimental punk from 1977-79 and ten new 
tracks featuring Switzer (a unique drummer) playing with 
the original Destroyed vocalist JD Jackson and on several 
tracks with experimental guitarist Henry Kaiser. The new 
tracks are as ragged and raw as the stuff culled from a 25 
year old cassette, which is impressive. Minimal, ugly 
guitar mixed with scrambling ambitious drumming and flat, 
disaffected yet still audibly disgusted vocals is a winning 
combination. Noisy music fans will appreciate the Kaiser 
tracks as they have HK getting really classic Rock-like in 
his solos, but with a twisted twist, and Switzer Bonzo-ing 
it up behind him. Bonus: Switzer is wearing a White Sox 
fan on the cover, perhaps to piss off Red Sox fans, 
perhaps because he heard that Magglio Ordonez is an 
excellent drummer. 

Detonations "Victim" b/w "Rayman" (Rhinestone records) 
They are called the Detonations because it sounds like 
they took all the tapes out of my car - Garage, Rock and 
Rock & Roll, and blew them the fuck up, then taped the 
tape back together creating a mighty Rockin’ Frankenstein! 

Kevin Devine “Make the Clocks Move” (Triple Crown) 
Nasal Singer Songwriter alert! Kevin Devine's record is 
only a million times more boring than Divine's record. 

Devolver "Sky of Holes" (Transsiberian Music Co. Mile 
21) Devolved into GENIUSES! “Nice” type songs 
augmented with the most pleasantly fucked up dissonant 
electronic noises, layered and layered so the pretty is still 
semi-audible but the not-so-pretty (though not particularly 
ugly) shines. Nothing else sounds like this. 

Dew-Scented "impact" (Nuclear Blast) I've never heard of 
this German (though English-language) thrashing Death 
Metal outfit, and that's my loss. This record ripped off my 
arm and beat me with the bloody stump. The non-scary 
name is apparently a Poe reference, by the way. 

Dexter Danger “Written In Blood” (Orange Peal) All 
bands don't suck horribly but sometimes you hear 
something like this and it makes that hard to believe. 

Jim Dickinson Field Recordings “Delta X Project Vol. 
3/AXPCV3" (Birdman POB 50777 LA, CA 90050) 
Dickinson, Sun Record's 60s savior, one of the most 
respected men in Memphis music, presents an unbelievable 
collection of “field recordings,” here. These tapes are from 
his private collection and contain candid, raw, beautiful 
songs by American treasures like the late fife and drum 
deity Otha Turner (if his music don’t make something 
inside you quiver you should get your ears and heart 
checked) and piano Blues by Mose Vinson that sounds 
like it was recorded in 1930. There are tracks here by 
Johnny Woods that are so spare and devastating that they 
are almost painful to hear - minimal brilliant documents 
that say as much about the Black American experience as 
the collected works of John Hope Franklin. Any real 
Blues fan or student of American music would be foolish 
to not buy this essential collection. 

Die Monitr Bats "Youth Controllers" (Dim Mak) Evil pom 
pon squad cheers. 

Diffuser "Making the Grade" (Hollywood) Diffuseless. 

Dimmu Borgir “Death Cult Armageddon” (Nuclear Blast) 
Combining nuclear holocaust tunes, Medieval story-Metal, 
Darth Vader's theme music and scary cookie monster 

vocals this is the album to play Bush to convince him to 
give peace a chance, 

Diplomats of Solid Sound "Let's Cool One" (Estrus, 
estrus.com) If you think the Crown Royals were the best 
Estrus band ever than this slab of instrumental soul food 
will make you rethink your BBQ method. 

Dirt Bike Annie "show us your dreams" (Dirtnap POB 
21249 Seattle WA 98111) The best pop since Dr. Pepper 
added bubbles! 

Dirtbombs "Dangerous Magical Noise" (In The Red) This 
is, of course, an awesome album. The reasons the 
Dirtbombs are my fave Detroit rockers is because they seem 
to understand that Grand Funk was better than MC5...and 
the Stooges too (there, | said it!). Not to say this is Grand 
Funk Revisited, but rather that they understand how big 
rock can come from dusty R&B and also the glory of 
grandness. I really love Mick Collins. The legacy of 
Black rock he brings to the table mostly manifests itself in 
nods to Jimi’s singing voice (not guitar playing for sure). 
And I am not referring to Hendrix's bad ass voice, but his 
more elastic, charming speak-sing voice that shone 
through at times. And gloriously, when he’s not Jimi-ing 
it Mick is doing his best Marc Bolan impersonation. Lyrics 
note: “Watching ‘Soul Train’ on a Friday night...” In 
what universe? The Train rolls on Saturday (or at the break 
of Sunday) everywhere I know. 

The Dishes "3" (File 13 POB 804868 Chicago IL 60680) 
The guitars, the drums and especially the straight-forward 
deadpan, flat, no-bullshit vocals all do what needs to be 
done in the name of rock. The “Let There Be Rock” 
commandment has been heeded to infinity. This is their 
rockinest record yet and it will pleasantly damage your 
eardrums. 

D.O.A. “War and Peace” (Sudden Death Cascades POB 
43001 Burnaby, BC Canada VSG 3HO),"Greatest Shits" 
DVD (MVD) These releases celebrates a quarter century of 
Canada’s greatest punk band since the Viletones 
disappeared! D.O.A. demonstrate retardedness at a grad 
school level. They may seem dumb and coarse, but in 
some ways these guys are super-geniuses. The career 
spanning singles and rarities comp CD demonstrates how 
they kept true to their catchy, poppy, pub rock-influenced 
sound, not falling into the super-fast speed trap that many 
punk bands did when hardcore picked up the pace. It also 
demonstrates how they képt political without losing a 
sense of humor. The DVD features live clips and music 
videos that range from single camera footage of cops 
harassing them in 1978 to a video where they play hockey 
against corporate stooges in suits. In the 90s their 
political content became more overt in the videos but they 
still maintained their signature sound. This is 
supplemented with a few minutes of an eamest 
documentary about the band’s career that features punk 
rock superstars singing their praises, 

The Dragons "Sin Salvation" (Gearhead) If these Rock & 
Roll Dragons were playing in a dive bar in my 
neighborhood I would personally whoop St. George's ass 
if he tried to stop them. 

Dr. Mystery “Metaphysical Ballyhoo” (Rusty Records 
POB 4166 Kent WA 98032, available from Cdbaby.com) 
One Man Band Rusty Chainsaw has a sample-happy lo-fi 
futuristic mad scientist alter-ego here! Bedroom music 
shouldn't be introspective sensitivity, it should be about 
Bush taking drugs, re-imagining the Blues and the last 
version of “Danny Boy” before the Apocalypse. 

Drug Money “MTN CTY JNK” (Hybrid 1515 Broadway 
36" Fl. NYC 10036) Replacements-like rock-solid melodic 
rock that drug my money out of my pocket to buy 5 more 
copies! 

Dufus "1-3-1" (ROIR POB 501 Prince St. Station NYC 
10012) Zappa weaned on Black Flag. If hippy dippy 
college kids get into this than we are in for the first 
generation of hippy dippy college kids who actually rock. 

The Dukes of Hillsborough “If Only We Had Somewhere 
To Go” (ADD) Though they sound nothing like the band 
Charles Bronson, the singer does sing like his entire 
family was raped and killed, a la the actual Bronson in 
“Death Wish 1-7,” 
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Huelyn Duvall "Ramblin' and Boppin'" (Rhythm Bomb 
Records PO Box 730922 D 22129 Hamburg, Germany 
www.rhythmbomb.com) Sometimes, when one of the Old 
Guard Rockabilly artists decides to go back into the 
studio, the results can be a little ...uh, lukewarm. This 
isn’t one of those. Huelyn Duvall, one of the unsung 
heroes of the genre, still has the fire in him, and enough 
sense and sensibility to keep it sufficiently antiquated 
without becoming a museum piece. This is authentic 
Rockabilly, undamaged by modern studio candy fl 
and finding Duvall in fine voice, oftentimes resembling 
Charlie Feathers in tone and fillin' (that's Charlie talking), 
and certainly possessed of the same honesty. Special props 
have to go to Wildfire Willie and The Ramblers, Sweden's 
finest import since Anita Ekberg. This is one helluva 
group, whether they're doing their own thing or holding 
down the fort for Huelyn. Recently, this assemblage (plus 
Duvall's original drummer, Clay Glover - Look out, girls! 
He's a wildman! He can't keep his shirt on to save his life) 
stormed Chicago with a wild stage show and a sound that 
can't be touched. If you can't see this bloodless coup from 
the frontlines, it's all there on this CD for your perusal 
This has nothing to do with it, but I'd kill for a video of 
that kid who lip synched "Luther's Boogie” at the talent 
show when I was in third grade. 

Earman Ali "7 Foot Speakeasy Diva" (www.liquilab.com) 
The Hip Hop Tortoise. Or perhaps a Hip Hop turtle. 

Earwig Spectre "cackle!!" (David Boyden 4630 East 6th 
PI Gary IN 46403) I’m bugging out listening to the most 
political mad scientist insect one man band casiotone nutty 
record ever! 

East River Pipe "Garbageheads On Endless Stun" (Merge 
pob 1235 Chapel Hill, NC 27514) Pipe bombs. Some 
people will love this impressively popified songwriting 
gem-work, but other than remarkably impressive 
production (“Arrival Pad #19” really feels like an airplane 
flight) 1 don’t like any of this music. 

Ebin "Just As | Am" (ATG 555 N. Commercial Rd. #12 
Pal Springs CA 92262) A bane. 

Eels "Shootenanny!" (Dreamworks) He seems to be 
addressing things crumbling around him, but instead of 
letting them crumble in piles he places them in very pretty 
arrangements. 

Eerie Midnight Horror Show DVD (Eclectic) Known also 
as “The Sexorcist,” this is a no frills DVD of a bad print of 
a movie that's as dull as an Italian sacrilegious, bloody, 
sex-horror film can be, which is surprisingly very very 
dull. This involves a pretty art expert bringing a crucifix- 
cursed statue to life and getting nailed herself for her 
efforts. If you've seen the Madonna “Justify My Love” 
video with Leon as Christ you've seen a better version of 
this gimmick. Granted, the exorcising priest is more brutal 
than in the US “Exorcist” flick this early 70s flick was 
ripping off (if you are a flagellation fan there may be 
something here for you) but if | was you I'd seek out 
“Abby,” also just released by this company. The Americun 
all Black cast “Exorcist” ripoff may be pretty bad but it’s at 
least fun to watch. 

18 Speed Tranny (18speedtranny.com) Heavy, spare acid 
Blues RAWK with no frills and a few thrills. 

The Electric “Poor Loretta" b/w “Dead Before” (Bert Dax 
Cavalcade of Stars POB 39012 St. Louis MO 63139) 
Heavy and jolting moke rock from MO that rocks mo'! 

Eleventh Dream Day “Prairie School Freakout/Wayne" 
(Thrill Jockey, thrilljockey.com) This is a reissue of the 
band’s first full length from 15 years ago or so. Opening 
with a track as raw and powerful as anything they've ever 
done (the guitars on “Watching The Candles Burn” are 
some of the most powerful in 80s indie rock, marrying 
some of the Southern college indie aesthetic with the more 
listener friendly stuff Sonic Youth did in the late 80s) the 
album then builds to several crescendos, most notably on 
“The Driving Song” where a twangy Country sparenéss is 
matched with the rumble of a semi-truck. Also notable 
throughout the album (though used sparely) is Janet 
Bean's beautiful voice ringing out like a bell amidst this 
rough sounding forest. This CD reissue adds an EP I'd 
never heard before that is an extension of the LP’s twang 
meets reverb aesthetic. 

George Elliot “Men Don’t Smoke,” “Child of the Moon” 
(heliocd.com) Prolific songwriter Elliot is getting quirkier, 
which is hard to do for someone who was a Klaus Nomi 
collaborator decades ago. In addition to some choice 
covers (Stones, Johnny Cash) GE has written some 
strange, challenging fun songs here including the oddball 
classic, “One if by Naked two if by underwear.” By 
George I think you should get it! 

The Emergency “how can you move?” (313B Coburn 
Ave. Morgantown, WV 26505, www.theemergency.net) 
Should be called the Emerging Sea because this pop music 
is as beautiful as Venus rising in a shell from the ocean! 



Informed by Power Pop but slightly more adult than the 
music made by most of the aging guys in Beatle wigs 
singing song about teen girls that usually infests that 
genre, this is great sounding music with some unique, 
weird edge to it. 

Emery “The Weak's End” (Tooth & Nail) This is the Ike 
Turner of Emo-Hardcore, savagely beating you and then 
sweet talking you back in the same song. 

Enablers "Sweet Fuck All" (Newest Industry) Eerily 
Replacements-esque. 

ENON “Hocus-Pocus" (Touch and Go) Taking elements of 
indie rock, electronic music, art rock, new wave, no wave 
and lounge music and making them all seem fun again this 
record is phENONenal!! 

Ensign “love the music, hate the kids” (Blackout! 
Blackoutrecords.com) An all-covers album that features a 
pretty impeccable lineup of influences (Negative Approach, 
Bad Brains, Replacements, harge, Descendants etc.). I 
usually dig albums like this and this is definitely a fun 
listen. | like how they got the Misfits vibe by having all 
the vocals drenched or more reverb than a subway 
conductor announcing stops. 

Erase Errata/Gossip split single (Kill Rock Stars) Both 
bands present a mellow side of fucked up, 

Roky Erickson and The Aliens “Wake Up To Rock n° 
Roll” b/w "Things That Go Bump in The Night" (Norton) 
WAAAAAAA-YEEAAHH!! Our Favorite Martian is in our 
homes, as well as our hearts, once more. No, Roky hasn't 
gone back to playing music (YET!) but here's a slab with 
two rare n° raw tracks. "Wake Up To Rock n™ Roll,” one of 
Roky's finest non-Horror songs, is a Chuck Berry in 
overdrive classic. This version, recorded at Cosmo's Factory 
(of CCR famie - Stu Cook would later produce the band) 
takes on a different groove, something like CCR meets The 
Stooges on a bum ride (guitarist extraordinaire, Duane 
Aslaksen, not only looks like James Williamson, he 
SOUNDS like him, here), These tracks are studio rehearsals, 
and, ay such, the levels aren't perfect, but, the more you 
listen to it, the more it all falls into place (1 was listening to 
Crime before putting this on, that helped). Anyway, real 
Roky fans will be overjoyed to have something they've 
never heard from the classic Aliens lineup. "Things That Go 
Bump in The Night " is definitely one of Roky's strangest 
outings (barring possibly "Bumble Bee Zombie"), It plods 
along menacingly like a swamp monster in an E.C. comic, 
It's Roky's eerie Valentine to the macabre. It also sounds a 
bit cleurer than the "A" side. Roky fans know crystalline 
sound production isn't always a must, but trust, Roky is the 
ultimust!!, A double LP/CD set from these sessions, 
including covers of some of Roky’s faves by Buddy Holly, 
Dion. Clyde Mcphatter and others. is out now, but wasn't 
available at press time. 

The Escape Engine "celebrity role model" (fidelity records 
POB 152 Hillsdale NJ 07642) This actually is really good, 
at its best this is an intense treatise against spineless emo. 
This sounds like the Misfits’ emo album! 

Estradasphere "Quodropus" (Mimicry) Estrad-annoy! 
Diverse world musics (not limited to one culture or 
hemisphere) combined into a progressive, semi-improvised 
something or another that doesn’t do it. 

Estrogenocide “I like to cuddle" (m.h. records 36 Central 
park Road Plainview, NY 11803) Officially the most evil, 
hateful, misogynistic album ever. But it's got a good, 
perky beat. And it’s also kind of romantic, in a cut-off- 
your-nipples-and-eat-them-like-pepperonis way. 

Melissa Etheridge deluxe edition (Island) This is a two 
CD set of Ms. Etheridge’s late 80s debut. When this came 
out | was working as a dishwasher somewhere. and as 
anyone who ever worked in a kitchen knows, cooks love 
classic rock, The radio dial was basically glued to the 
classic rock station, and anytime a new release by a new 
artist made it into the cannon my interest piqued. 
“Somebody Bring Me Some Water" seemed like a pretty 
solid tune; gruff vocals, hooky but in a rock way and 
classic-sounding but still original (she referenced the Boss, 
Janis and even the Blasters but didn’t sound like them). I 
never heard the whole album at the time, and to be honest 
I'm glad I didn't. There's some 80isms (unfortunate 
keyboard, too slick production) that doesn't serve the 
songs, but you can still see why fans would dig her. The 
bonus disc isn’t outtakes but rather a live club set and a 
live acoustic set. So if you like these songs buy this and 
you can get three versions of most of them! 

The Everyothers (Hatlab.com) This bathes in the warm 
light of the glory of Rock and is washed clean in the 
glimmering Glam-orama waters of Roll. 

Every Word - A Tribute to Lets Active (Laughing 
Outlaw, laughingoutlaw.com.au) I was never a huge Mitch 
Easter fan but only because I hadn't listened to his stuff, 
not because I avoided it on purpose. And 1 always 
admired his hair. This tribute album features twenty 

popsmiths covering extremely solid pop songs by Easter’s 
Let's Active. The only artist | know here is Paul from 
Velvet Crush/Honeybunch, but everyone is pretty good. I 
especially like the twangy guitar on Spike Priggen’s 
Byrds-like take on “Last Chance Town.” 

Eve Six "It's All In Your Head" (RCA) Eve Sux. 

Evil Beaver "Pleased To Eat You" (Johann's Face, 
johannsface.com) Like their rodent namesake this gnaws at 
you with mighty teeth using the power of all that is evil 
and dumb about great Sabbath-ish true ROCK with its, 
This then uses your penis for a toothpick. 

Evil Eye comix (Fantagraphics) Edward Gorey meets 
Henry Darger meets (sorry) Stan Lee. 

Extol "Synergy" (Century) Dark, strange Black/Death/Jazz 
Metal with technically proficient weirdness and a more 
nuanced and experimental structure than you would expect 
from darkwave musicians. There a few unfortunate 
symphonic metal-esque vocal choruses but other than that 
this is awesome and odd. 

Falconer “The Sceptre of Deception” (Metal Blade) As far 
as Medieval faire Metal goes this is pretty inspiring. If any 
of the battle songs featured on this disc were playing in 
the background I think I would be driven to win a joust! 

Fat Ass “we have come for your mothers” (Diaphragm POB 
10388 Columbus OH 43201)) This rocked me so hard that 
it not only knocked me on my fat ass, but on someone 
else’s as well...and I liked that, 

The Fearless Freep "Go Cry" (MagWheel POB 555 
Station R Toronto ON Canada MSS 2T1) Freeped me out! 

Federation X "Nude Disintegrating Parachutist Woman" 
(Wantage POB 8681 Missoula MT 59807) Listening to 
this brings to mind the best chromakey psyched out hard 
rock performance ever aired on that German TV show Beat 
Club 

Fighting Jacks “The dying Art of Life” (Tooth & Nail) 
Turn this fighting Jack Off! 

Figure Four "Suffering The Loss" (SolidState) | figure that 
I give them four sledgehammers out of four! Crushing! 

Final Girl by Daphne Gottlieb (Soft Skull) This collection 
of challenging but very accessible pony (I think it is fair 
to call this poetry for people who don’t read poetry) 
celebrates and subverts the “final girl” character in slasher 
horror movies — the outsider girl, usually chaste, who 
makes it fo the end of the bloody picture when all her 
slutty “friends” have been sliced and diced. This book 
approaches the subject in numerous, fascinating ways, 
some involving deconstruction of the horror genre, some 
involving casting an unblinking eye at issues of sexual 
brutality (the victims not limited to scared, weak women 
and the victimizers not limited to hockey masked hulks) to 
finding a place for American icons like Patty Hearst, Jack 
Kerouac and the punk rock teenager in this world. Using 
a number of techniques, from cut and paste reconstruction 
of found texts to revealing, clever lists to straight prose to 
spare, cutting poetry this collection constructs and 
disembowels some powerful ideas and you'll appreciate 
more than “Texas Chainsaw Massacre II.” 

Fireball Ministry “The Second Great Awakening” (Nuclear 
Blast) This is Mighty Rock that is mighty Rock! 

firststringteenagehigh: the songs of tullycraft played by 
people who aren't (Bumblebear.com 540 Oglethorpe Ave: 
#506 Athens GA 30606) You might have to be a 
Tullycraft fan or a very brave music buyer to get this. 
Unlike many tribute albums there are no famous bands 
here, just a lot of good indie musicians having fun with 
songs by this Northwest band who, luckily, craft 
bubblegum pop that is easy to cover and make sound 
good. You will dig this, or at least some of it, whether it’s 
the super nerd vocals of My Place In Space or the lazy, 
too-cool girl singing of Murder Beach or the flat, super lo 
fi buzz of Winnebego that appeals to you. This is simply 
a fun listen. 

The Fitts "II" (Big Neck POB 8144 Reston VA 20195) Im 
not proud admitting that the closeup of Vince Neil's glam- 
accesorized crotch on the "2 Fast 4 Love" cover fascinated 
me to the point of uncomfortableness. so I love this single 
enough simply because the sleeve recreates the cover with 
a female crotch featuring parts I'm much more at ease 
ogling. Add in that the music, inside the sleeve is raw 
80s/60s Garage-Wave and this Fitts like a glove and is 
WAY to fast for love. 

The Fix "Vengeance" b/w "In This Town" (BPT) This is a 
clean, good-sounding boot of one of the most coveted 
hardcore singles of all time. If you can find this boot you 
will likely pay less than the $1,000 a real one would cost 
you, and to be honest this Discharge style HARD 
ROCKING awesome H/C with more musicianship than 
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some of their Midwestern brethren is good, but not worth 
$500 a song. 

Flamethrower (Dead Teenager POB 470153 SF, CA 
94147) With the term Garage getting associated with 
cerebral stuff I’ve noticed rocking assed Garage rockers 
moving towards Métorhead, and that's the right thing to 
do. This will burn your biscuits! 

The Flash Express "Introducing the dynamic sounds 
of..." (Hit It Now) Sexy soul trash with a singer singing 
like Jim Carrol without all that pesky poetry and a band 
rocking like early Cramps without all those pesky 
monsters (drinks and sex are scary enough). 

Flashlight Brown "My Degeneration" (Hollywood) 
Doodoo Brown 

Flattbush "Smash the Octopus!" (Koolarrow.com) | 
thought I had just heard the ultimately unintelligible 
hardcore lyrics but then I realized they were singing in 
Tagalog. Some of the English singing is a little too Pearl 
Jam for their brutal punk music, but there are definitely 
some super intense instrumental moments here, 

Form of Rocket "Lumber" (Some) This a new form of 
progressive punk-type music; Hit-you-in-the-head—with-a 
2-by-4-core! 

fortress madonna "one hundred beacons," "“estonian 
female snipers (laughingoutlaw.com.au) The word 
Pretentious isn't pretensions enough to describe this. 

Founddeadhanging "Dulling Occams Razor" (Black 
Market Activities) This record is a eet: Satisfying 15 
minutes or so long but it seems like a fulfilling lifetime. 
Heavy, brutal subterranean molepeople meet outerspace 
evil creature music that is slow, fast, scary and beautiful. A 
confusingly awesome record. 

four way anal touchfight "Heritage" (RRR) If you think 
this masked genius band's name is disturbing you should 
hear what it means in their native Danish! This is 
remarkable futuristic music that actually is performed as 
soundtracks to the fight of the title, which is always part of 
their live performances. These Justice League of Denmark 
superheroes will conquer you with their bizarre 
superpowers of off-kilter music making! 

Frantic Flattops "Hi-Fi Honey Revisited" (Get Hip) Like 
it's pappy The Blues, good (or even decent) Rockabilly 
always delivers what it promises and rarely contains any 
surprises. This reissue of this semi-legendary band’s debut 
(they were sporting cat clothes during the crossover metal 
era, and this album was originally from the flannel and 
shotgun era) sounds as good as you'd expect, not any 
better, but this package contains some bonus goodies. 
The Flattops back the late and oh so great Ronnie Dawson 
for three slinky Go Daddy Go Bluesabillys, and that can't 
be bad. Unreleased Ronnie is boss! Throw a few hot live 
numbers and you got a shindig. 

Freddy and the Four-Gone Confusions "Wigged Out 
Sounds" (Get Hip) Freddy Fortune (of Fortune and Maltese 
fame) has returned to the Rock & Roll ring and while not 
as gloriously goofy as his 90s turn at the 60s via the 
1770s, this album is a remarkable testament to Freddy's 
true Garage rock recreationist vision. Unlike the many 
Metal bands masquerading as Garage these days. this 
platter offers up a smorgasbord of 60s styles and themes 
executed to perfection. Bonuses here include a guest turn 
from Del Shannon's keyboard player and a video of the 
boys in the studio. 

Free Verse "Inventing an Archetype" (Demirep/Agitprop 
POB 85364 Seattle WA 98145) Challenging, disturbing. 
edgy powerful women's post-punk music that gets 
appropriately ugly. 

The Frisk “Audio Ransom Note” 
sounding vocalist ever! 

(Adeline) Worst 

From Monument To Masses "The impossible leap in one 
hundred simple steps" (Dim Mak POB 348 Hollywood, 
CA 90078) Like being in a very slow and intriguing car 
crash. 

Funeral For A Friend “Seven Ways To Scream Your 
Name" (Ferret) This is bad in ways that I lack the 
vocabulary to describe, This will make you wish that they 
(meaning not the band, but the CD manufacturing 
industry) would stop making CDs, 

Fun Loving Criminals "Welcome To Poppy's" 
(Sanctuary) I expected them to have taken an awful rap 
metal turn (it seemed like a natural progression from their 
last bad record) but instead they went for a groovier 70s 
TV show soundtrack vibe. Pleasantly mediocre. 

The Fuse “The Fisherman's Wife” (In The Red POB 50777 
LA, CA 90050) For those of you that think In The Red is 
strictly a Garage/Blues label check your Country Teasers 
LPs and get back to this album. To say this was the 



Teasers without the enunciation and sped up would be a 
disservice. Like their Country cousins this is 
unpredictable and full of bizarre desperation/inspiration 
but like nothing else this combines youthful chaotic 
energy with the type of disdain for genre and normality 
that usually takes decades to develop. Definitely part 
punk, part no wave part rock & roll and part tiny little dog 
that bites you despite its high pitched bark this is 
something better heard than read about. 

Garageland “Last Exit To Garageland” (Foodchain) 1 can’t 
remember what I said about this record six years ago when 
it was originally released but | know I dismissed their 
record from last year as a No Depression wannabe. This is 
nothing like their last record, “Last Exit” is actually a 
solid, upbeat indie album from New Zealand with catchy, 
driving songs. This re-release features a bunch of bonus 
tracks including a rousing Byrd's cover and a jam called 
“Graduation From Frustration.” 

Garland of Hours (Arrest POB 666 Arlington VA 2216) 
Garland of genius! 

Garlic "Jam Sabbatical" (Bella Union) Garlic stinks. 

Garrison “the silhouette" (Revelation POB 5232 
Huntington Beach, CA 92615-5232) These guys must 
have ate Udo, because this is the most Balls to the Wall 
record of the year. Frantic, unrelenting, manic, desperate 
Rock & Roll that scrambled my eggs. 

Ghost Orchids "The King Is Dead" 
(Princehouserecords.com) Spooky minimal blurp bloop 
music that would make robots and Germans horny. 

Giddy Motors “Make It Pop" (Fatcat, fat-cat.com.uk) 
Someone forgot to tell them that post punkish stutter jazz 
rock was supposed to have whiny, nasaly vocals so this 
makes the mistake of kicking ass while still being all smart- 
like. 

Girl Trouble “The Illusion of Excitement” (Wig Out POB 
44633 Tacoma WA 98444, luth.org/girltrouble) Girl 
Trouble is perhaps my favorite Garage band to form after 
1968. They have the amazing quality of never getting 
better und never getting worse...they just play a perfect 
form of party music that combines everything great about 
Frat rock, minimal R&B and Northwest Garage. They 
project a silliness that always seems to have an element of 
actual danger to it. Girl Trouble is a family unit with a sort 
of all star lineup of Garage revivalists. “Sort of" All Star 
because each member brings to mind another Garage 
revivalist, Frontman K.P. Kendall is The Cramps’ Lux 
Interior, with his dynamic stage presence, resonating, 
wicked voice and Iggy-ish anatomy. Drummer Bon Von 
Wheelie plays like the spare but solid Miriam Linna of the 
Zantees, this brought home by the fact that both of them 
edited my fave zines of a decade and a half ago. Dale 
Phillips on Bass and Kahuna on guitar could have been 
plucked from The Phantom Surfers and Untamed Youth, 
and like those bands you are never left wanting for 
authentic, excellent, yet still loose enough to groove, 
instrumentation on a Girl Trouble record. Best yet, this 
band does this music naturally, never trying to front that 
they are bad asses or historical recreationists. There are a 
few new classics on this record, including “Rockin’ Good 
Way" and “Strictly Sacred.” and you would do well to 
track this down if you want your next party to be 
functional. 

give up the ghost "We're Down Til We're Underground” 
(Equal Vision POB I4 Hudson NY 12534) Spooked me 
like an ax-wielding haint! Spare old time hardcore infused 
with a contemporary intensity and a little more originality 
than hardcore usually needs. 

Glass ‘Casket “We Are Gathered Here Today..." (Abacus 
2323 W. El Segundo Blvd. Hawthorne, CA 90250) In 
their press photo these guys look like indie punk nerds 
trying to look tough but on the album they sound like a 
band of bloodthirsty, marauding demons trying to pretend 
to be humans. Brutal metalcore that will simultaneously 
lobotomize and colonoscope you! 

Go Girl: Dream Babes Volume Four (RPM) This comp of 
60s British Girlpop is pretty enchanting. The Orchids get 
the Girl Group sound almost right, but just off enough 
that you are a little seared for the guy, The Chantelles 
have the craziest promo photo (blonde wig-hats and some 
scary ki ) but they get awesome production - a mix of 
funky music and uptight British pop. Best here is the 
artist you actually heard of; Supermodel Twiggy has a 
track here called “When I Think of You™ that has weird 
horns, super cool tambourine and a voice that is very 
pretty but also amateurish and super genuine. 

Goldrush "Extended Play" (Truck) Gold mush. 

Bobcat Goldthwait “I Don’t Mean To Insult You' But You 
Look Like...” (Comedy Central) Not super hilarious. but 
when Bobcat does material about being on the fucked-up 
level of quasi-celebrity this comedy album gets into some 
interesting und real humor, He tells real stories about 

being on “Hollywood Squares” and on a talk show 
defending his alcoholic clown movie to a real clown, and 
I was interested in what he had to say. A lot of stuff 
doesn't work because his weird trademark voice doesn't 
deliver observational humor that honestly, but another 
“trademark” kind of hook, him going off on ten tangents 
and then trying to figure out what he was talking about 
and returning to something you forgot he was talking 
about was actually pretty good, too. 

Holly Golightly “truly she is none other’ (Damaged 
Goods) | was always a fan, her singles collection is one of 
my fave records. But I wasn't super impressed with her last 
time I saw her in concert, she was rude and not too into the 
crowd, so I came into this with prejudice. Well, as far as 
I'm concerned her new record is so good that she now 
seems as charming as her Audrey Hepburn namesake. Her 
songs capture a 60s/"garage"/period vibe without any 
posturing or posing. These songs are convincingly pretty 
without wearing makeup. 

Go Metric zine (15-A South Bedford Rd. Pound Ridge, 
NY 10576) Metric-ulate this!’ My fave xerox xine! 

The Goldstars “Gotta Get Out” (Pravda POB 268043 
Chicago IL 60626) This is not too good 60s style rock 
with impressive guitar but terrible, awkward, smarmy 
vocals, 

Delia Gonzalez & Gavin Russom “El! Monte” b/w “Rise” 
(DFA) Side A is an epic synth sound sculpture that falls 
somewhere between minimal British ambient techno and 
“Tubular Bells.” Side B is a drum machine escapade that 
falls somewhere between Dark electronic music and Jan 
Hammer's “Miami Vice” theme. 

Gorky's Zygotic Mynci "Sleep/Holiday" (Sanctuary) Dr. 
Demento music for people who take music seriously. 

Gossip "Undead In NYC" (Dim Mak) Since they make a 
special brand of bang-on-a-trashcan blues punk it is 
appropriate that their live album sounds like it was 
recorded in a garbage can. 

Grandaddy “Sumday" (V2) Grand is an 
understatement...should be called Ultra-addy! Pleasant 
beyond pleasant. 

Grand Gestures comix (Alternative) While I try to be really 
generous to indie comix Robert Ullman's hipster college 
version of “Friends” is a bad comic. The clean, round 
cartoony line doesn’t match the tone of the story and the 
writing is two-dimensional - bad dialogue mixed with 
boy/girl interactions that are very 90210 in quality, minus 
the camp appeal. The rhythm is pretty good, this is an 
easy and smooth read, but the quality of what you are 
reading doesn’t ring true. 

Grease soundtrack deluxe 25" Anniversary Edition 
(Polydor) Of course when this originally came out and 1 
was a little kid I loved this record, and it was a massive hit. 
In the wake of “Saturday Night Fever” a double LP with 
John Travolta’s picture on it and Bee Gees involvement 
was an easy sell, and as a kid who thought Fonzie was 
cool, 1 didn’t have much cred. In college when | had 
become really into 50s R&B and Rockabilly I put this 
album on the turntable and was kind of shocked by how 
bad it seemed - nothing on it rocked! I don’t mean the 
familiar Travolta/Olivia Broadway tunes, but the Sha Na Na 
stuff and the 50s recreation tunes, they were all really 
weak. Years later with fresh ears this is a much more fun 
record to enjoy. The Sha Na Na stuff is still extraneous, 
but it's Mr. Travolta’s really fun singing that sells this. 
The bonus disc, however, is kind of bogus. There are 
some genuine “rarities” that aren't too compelling (the 45 
version of “Greased Lightning” with no cussing, the B- 
side “Grease” instrumental) but and the other stuff is. 
forced. There are some dance UK remixes that are 
genuinely undanceable, there are “megamixes,” 
uninteresting tracks where they put a few songs into a 
medley and there are a few karaoke tracks. 

Greaseball Melodrama compilation (Gearhead POB 
421219 SF, CA 94142) A compilation of boss tracks from 
some of the best up and comers in the trashy Garage scene 
including steelbelt superheroes Chargers Street Gang, 
Chicago sluggers Baseball Furies and Upstate upstarts the 
Blowtops. Listen for brain busting songs from The Cuts, 
The Goddam Gentleman and The Hunches. 

David Greenberger and the Shaking Ray Lewis "Mayor 
of the Tennessee River" (PelPel POB 133 Greenwich NY 
12834) I'm a big fan of Greenberger’s Duplex Planet work 
which features dialogues with and monologues from 
elderly folk talking off the cuff on subjects mundane more 
often than profound. Mr. G. has explored many media 
with this work and this is one of many musical 
collaborations. In some ways this isn't my favorite; when 
he does a piece for theater or on the radio he contextualizes 
it enough so that when he starts reading it is obvious that 
his speaking voice represents the voice of another. 
Without context this foray suffers a little and is-a bit 
confusing (Greenberger's voice doesn't sound like 
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someone who would be saying these particular words), 
However the written material he is working from here is 
wonderful, really moving and some of the best stuff he's 
presented. This is a pretty unusual and at times powerful 
release. 

The Groodies (Red Line) Young women making ugly, 
raucous, nasty, scrambling punk that doesn’t coneede to 
any of the Nuevo punk emo/pop/slick production 
toothlessness. This is a fast, hungry, pissed-off mess, and 
that’s inspiring. 

GRUK (Manifest Destiny) Gruking “A!” This sloppy 
punk album with flat. mean girl vocals GRUKed me up! 

Guttermouth "The Show Must Go Off! Live at the House 
of Blues" DVD (Hopeless) This goofy, limited pop punk 
band might be very visually amusing in a living foom or 
FW (I know young punk fans don't know what a VFW 
is, but old folks used to have to book their own punk 
shows) but in the mammoth House of Blues with long 
shots and a cavern between the fans and the band this is 
just sad, 

Neil Hamburger "The Show Must Go Off!" DVD (Kung 
Fu) I've seen Neil Hamburger live, I've seen him on TV 
and I've seen this concert DVD and something has 
occurred to me: like the Beach Boys who toured without 
Brian Wilson I think the Neil that hits the road is different 
than the Neil on records. The slightly different voice is 
one tipoff, but the main thing is that on record Neil is 
Pagliaci, a sad faced lonely clown. | always feel the fragile. 
tortured humanity that his veil of laughter barely conceals 
when | pop a new Neil 8-track into my underdash. Live. 
however, he seems to be more about crudeness and 
audience unease. However, one thing the recorded 
Hamburger and the in person Hamburger have in common 
is HILARIOUS JOKES! Maybe not all the jokes, maybe 
not half, maybe not 25%, but the ones that hit make your 
ut ache with guffaws! Like all of Kung Fu’s concert 
VDs this features multiple angles and great camerawork 

and it would be fair to compare this favorably (from a 
cinematic standpoint) with “Richard Pryor Live on the 
Sunset Strip,” or even “The Last Waltz.” Neil may have 
recorded this concert live at a dog track, but he ix the cat's 
meow! 

Hamell On Trial "Tough Love” (Righteous Babe) Ham on 
Cheese. 

the hara-kee-rees "Explode!" (Sounds of Subterrania!) 
Organ-asm inducing dangerous frat rock from some 
country other than one where they talk like Americans. 
This is as prime as a $20 steak! 

The Hard Feelings “Rebels Against The Future” (Beer 
Land/Dropkick) This is real Rock & Roll that sounds like 
a triumphantly rising phoenix while at the same time 
sounding like the band is playing while falling down a 
flight of stairs! 

The Hard-Ons “very Exciting” (Bomp!) These Australian 
vets still sound like kids bouncing between power pop 
and Metalic New Wave and pounding punk. Great 
packaging, a never boring repertoire and some crazy 
fucking screaming make this a hard-one to pass up, 

Haskels "Taking The City By Storm" (Kerplunko) 
Milwaukee's Haskels, a multiracial powerpoppunk trio. 
only released this single (booted in a budgetary but 
loving manner, with as nice a Xerox sleeve as you'll get 
and a “Leave It To Beaver" pun on the label). However 1 
still would call them just about the best Midwestern punk 
band on the strength of the driving, wild, awesome title 
cut alone. These guys could have been as big as Cheap 
Trick, Or maybe the Tubes. Or maybe the freaking Beatles 

Haste "The Mercury Liftz” (Century) Waste. 

HavocHate "This Violent Earth" (Root of All Evil 636 
North Snelling Avenue St. Paul MN 55104) Driving 
violent Metal that would like to kill you. 

Alan Hawkshaw “Mo'Hawk" (RPM) English organ 
instrumentals circa mid 60s-mid 70s from a 
session/soundtrack/one time Shadow genius. This is one 
of my favorite records of the year. Every track is 
something to dig (especially undeniable dance motivators 
like “Raver") but what sold me was a familiar quirky, 
whimsical groove that turned out to be the “Dave Allen ut 
Large” theme music. This is a must get. 

The Heatseekers "In Praise Of" (Ohev POB 772121 Coral 
Springs FL 33077) Garage rock with At-ti-tood! This 
could inspire me to shake somebody really hard. 

(hed) planet earth "Other Side" (Jive) 1 wish worster was a 
word because this is worse than the worst. 

The Hefners "Through the Night" (Middle Class Pig) Like 
the selling point of their namesake's magazine, this is “the 
tits.” Bouncy garage and moody sad cabaret garage 
balance each other into a pip of a package. 



hella /dilute split double CD (Sickroom POB 47830 
Chicago IL. 60647) Hella are basically some insane robot 
destroying a drum kit and a band following somehow. 
Unbelievable scrambled eggs and scrambled brains music! 
Dilute play uniquely challenging soundscapes that seem 
pretty but also strangely unnerving. If this was a battle of 
the bands I'd put my money on the insane robot. 

Hey Mercedes "Loses Control" (Vagrant) I don't know 
why they think it's OK to sing like this over (somewhat) 
rocking music. 

HiCKee (Alternative) This comix anthology combines 
some of the linework you would see in European comics 
with some awesome all-American crudeness and 
underground/indie comix obtuseness. A diverse group of 
artists combine to create a cohesive collection of funny. 

Bill Hicks "Live at the Oxford Playhouse" (Invasion) 
Hicks in death has become a comedy legend and he 
deserves it simply for being a cutting, daring, smart, dark 
comic in the age when prop comedy was skyrocketing. 
The first shocking thing about this CD is that 10 years 
after his death Hicks has released a topical record because 
the first half hour of this is about President Bush and his 
corrupt government declaring an unjust war on evil 
Saddam Hussein...and this was recorded over a decade 
ago! Hicks was sort of a Josephine Baker of comedy, 
struggling here but revered in Europe and this is recorded 
in London where he makes a few jokes about English TV 
that are meaningless to American listeners, but he also has 
a bit about English hooligans that is a funny update to 
George Carlin’s “Football vs. Baseball” skit, and there's 
some oddly honest and funny creepy masturbation guy 
stuff here.” If you like comedy records this previously 
unreleased concert has not only aged well it has ripened! 

High Llamas "Beet, Maize and Corn" (Drag City) I'm not 
very good at paying attention to things, so I'm not sure 
what this is actually about, but as far as how it overall 
sounds, this is a concept album that | would liken to a 
folk opera...a pretty Porgy and Bess without the dialect! 
Gershwin meets early Bee Gees. The reason I got confused 
about the content was that I listened to the whole thing 
believing it was called "Beer, Maize and Corn," and that's a 
totally different line of reasoning. 

Bob Hocko and the Swamp Rats "Disco Still Sucks" (Get 
Hip) The Swamp Rats were one of THEE most abrasive 
Garage Punk units of the Sixties, arguably of all time, and 
that's including The Sonics (Who were a direct influence 
on the Swamp Rats’ own deranged sound), but it's taken 
this long for a legal retrospective to hit the streets (no 
doubt, like me, some of you took to the fair sounding 
boot on Eva like methadone, waiting for this day...1 
haven't thrown out my copy yet, as I still lack some of The 
Unrelated Segments sides on the flip), and it was WORTH 
THE FUCKIN’ WAIT !! All seven of their original 45 sides 
(not counting two earlier tracks by the Fantastic Dee Jays, 
Vocalist Hocko and guitarist Dick Newton's equally 
legendary earlier band, that were released as a Swamp Rats 
45), plus a salivatin’, palpitatin’ set of unreleased killers, 
most notably the group - penned "Hey, Freak", which 
Laurent Bigot of Ugly Things read my mind (talk about 
light reading!) by comparing it to early MCS - | was 
instantly reminded of "I Just Don't Know" and “Lookin' At 
You" and I'm still picking pieces of what's left of my mind 
from the ceiling. Other treasires, no longer guarded by the 
likes of Im - Ho -Tep, include a fine reading of The Kinks' 
klassic, "She's Got Everything" and a_ psychotic 
bludgeoning of "Tobacco Road” as per The Blues 
Magoos’ arrangement (which was pretty insane itself for a 
major label release). "I'm Going Home", another group 
original, though a bit slower, recalls the cool mid tempo 
songs on The Sonics’ -LP . Other sure fire gems are the 
coveted single sides, "Psycho" (possibly even more 
suvage than their mentors, The Sonics’ original), “Louie, 
Louie" (Based on The Sonics’ version, and once more, 
arguably more abrasive), "You Ain't No Friend of Mine" 
(another then little known Punk classic of the day by The 
Sparkles), The Stones’ "It's Not Easy,” The Kinks’ “Till The 
End Of The Day", The Leaves / Love's "Hey, Joe", the 
ridiculously overdone but still great, here, "In The 
Midnight Hour" (I'll probably be burned for heresy, but 1 
don't even think it was Wilson Pickett's finest moment), all 
killer, no filler, that is, unless you count their. version of 
"Here, There, and Everywhere", probably McCartney's 
suppiest pre-Solo outing. | HATED this thing for years, 
especially next to the "Death By Guitar” sound and fury of 
the other 45 sides, but Laurent Bigot's review put me wise 
to the fact that it really DOES sound like The Velvets and 
Nico. Still, you talk about a study in contrasts! If you 
only buy one album this year, you could do a whole lot 
worse than this 

Horizontal Action zine ($3, 1433 N. Wicker Park Ave. 
suite 2 Chicago IL 60622) By covering the Garage scene 
and the porno biz this magazine covers real rock & roll and 
fake sex way better than you'd expect. Obviously 
Garage/Porn dudes must be perpetually drunk chronic 
masturbators so you wouldn't expect their hands to be in 
any condition to type out a decent magazine but to be 

honest this is fun to read. The layout maintains a D.1.Y- 
chaotic vibe combined with some really smart, sharp layout 
(especially their brief but visually exciting history of early 
Chicago punk). Also, despite the cliquish nature of any 
scene-oriented zine it’s just more fun to read interviews 
with fucked Garage rockers as opposed to preachy kids 
with non-angry emotions. And, of course, there’s less 
disturbing about seeing nasty, spread eagle porno starlets 
printed on cheap black and white newsprint as opposed to 
on that bright and lurid-colored, ultra-glossy porn mag 
stock. 

The Hospitals (In The Red) You know how when on a TV 
ad or a sitcom they have a menacing punk band (usually 
looking like bikers) and they start playing a supposedly 
scary song and it always sounds kind of like pussy music 
or New Wave or Well this record is the music that 
would actually scare sitcom characters or advertising 
demographics. I say that partially because the have a song 
called “Hazmat” where they just say “Hazmat” a lot and it 
scared me shitless. This is damaged, damaging damned 
“music.” 

Hotwire "The Routine" (RCA) This got me so hot and so 
wired because it rocked me with its intelligence and 
rockiness. 

Howler Records...The Birth of a Label” 31 Union 
Square West suite 9A NYC 10003) This is a split EP by 
Nitromusk and Bamboo Kids, both pretty straightforward 
rock bands. | think Bamboo Kids are a more rocking teen 
sounding band but Nitromusk might win this battle of the 
bands with their update of “People Who Died,” this a 
or called “Thing’s I've Done,” which is just a list of lots 
of things he’s done since childhood. 

Huntingtons “self titled album" (Fast Music POB 206512 
New Haven, CT 06475) This band has always been 
honest; amidst all the pop punk of the mid 90s they at 
least said upfront that they were aping the Ramones 
blatantly. It’s hard to say if this is any better or worse than 
their last dozen or so full lengths, but the | where he 
brags about using three whole chords is pretty funny. 

The Husbands "Introducing the Sounds of the..." (Swami 
POB 620428 SD, CA 92162) Three ladies practice rock & 
roll animal husbandry, breeding the Cramps with Gories 
and using Bo Diddley's drumsticks as a shoehorn for the 
coupling. The originals are raw and rough and their covers 
(of the Barbarians, Sugar Pie Desanto and the best white 
band “Cadillac” cover since The New Colony 6) kill. 

1 Excuse "Burn The Empty To The Ash" (Newest Industry) 
A Japanese take on the most non-hardcore-ish things 80s 
hardcore kids liked (AOF, Replacements, Husker) mixed 
with the drive and power of ugly 80s hardcore they 
really liked. No excuses necessary! 

I Farm “Is Lying to Be Popular® (Go Kart) Old school 
political hardcore with funny titles, absurd drumming and 
a little banjo. 

Incendiary Words zine (4821 W fletcher St. #2 Chicago 
IL 60641) You'll get a "kick" out of this soccer zine! 

1 Love You But I’ve Chosen Darkness (Emperor Jones) | 
love this but...nothing! 1 just love it! Upbeat sad indie 
rock borrows from upbeat sad 80s British keyboard music. 
“When You Go Out” with its lyric “keep your head above 
water” and its drearily inspirational bent could be the 
theme song for the Special Olympics swim team! You can 
do it! 

The Independents “Full Moon Arise” (Fastmusic) 
Associated for years with the Ramones (Jocy was a big 
supporter) this band from the South actually centered their 
sound outside of NYC, wallowing in the graveyard dirt of 
Lodi, New Jersey. I've only seen them live once, but 
basically this band seems to be the best Misfits cover band 
to not wear costumes. Dressed as pretty straightforward 
Metal/Punk fans (long hair and leather) they demonstrate 
an understanding of young Danzigisms that makes AFI 
sound like Morrissey. 

the innocence mission "befriended" (Badman 1388 Haight 
St. # 211 SSSF, CA 94117) Should be called the 
EXCELLENCE mission! 

the international playboys “first album" (Motron Records 
POB 8951 Missoula MT 59807) This is sloppy trash rock 
with occasional forays into powerful boogie, Sabbath and 
novelty garage territory. You know a band is are if they 
have a theme song about how hard they rock ("Playboy 
inc.”). This wraps up with a poorly hidden Van Halen 
cover that makes it clear these boys know how to be the 
party. 

Invisible Movie Soundtrack (blumpkinnation.com) A 
collective of musicians called the Blumpkin Nation 
assembled this theoretical soundtrack which includes some 
dynamic post-rockish instrumental pieces that wander a 
little too far into Jazz Fusion land but display enough 
coarseness to maintain cred. Also intriguing is the vocal 

Ce 
material sung by a pretty, but not too pretty voice that 
recalls equal parts piano Jazz, Neo Soul and hippy dippy. 
Also note about 25 tracks of 4 seconds of silence bridging 
the first part of the soundtrack to a separate but equal suite. 
I like this because all of these 4 second silent tracks would 
cost you 99 cents on itunes! 

Jackie "Goes Electric" b/w "Stars Brought Low" (Glare PO 
82728 Portland OR 97282) Somehow this band got un 
awesome lead vocalist from the 70s to time travel onto their 
single. 

Jackie-O Motherfucker “europe 2002" (Cast Exotic 
Archives) Two and a half hours of an orchestra warming 
up. 

Wanda Jackson "Heart Trouble" (CMH Records, Inc. P.O. 
Box 39439, Los Angeles, CA 90039 cmhrecords.com) 
FINALLY!!! Our rockinest best gal has a new, full length 
American release, and a lotta heavy hitters signed on to be 
part of this project (I would have been honored just to play 
the tambourine). If you've been following Wanda's previous 
recordings from Sweden and Denmark, you'll know that her 
forte” has been re-recording her classics along with other 
songs suited to her style, and she continues to do so here, 
BUT don't expect tired old remakes or bloated, pointless jam 
sessions, this teres a PARTY! (WOOOOO000O)), and, while 
everybody knows their part, the musicians sound just as 
caught up in the spirit of fun as you will be when you hear 
it. Wanda is singing in peak form, complemented by the 
likes of Dave Alvin, James Intveld, Rosie Flores, Lee 
Rocker, Lux and Ivy, and even Elvis Costello, Particularly 
impressive are Alvin's many raucous, but tasteful, solos and 
Poison Ivy's fiery fretwork on one of her personal faves, 
"Funnel of Love,” but everyone involved gave their all to 
the Queen. The production is so warm, it sounds like a 
record and tunewise, things range from The Louvin Bros.’ 
"Cash On The Barrelhead" and Buck Owens' "Cryin' Time" 
to Rosie Flores’ excellent "Woman Walk Out The Door,” the 
outstanding title track, and red hot remakes of "Hard Headed 
Woman" (with her regular touring band, the exceptional 
Cadillac Angels), "Riot in Cell Block #9 (with prison movie 
screams provided by Lux and Ivy) and even a short break 
from all the rockin’ to do a spiritual number (it still has a 
beat, if you can get with that). Wanda has always spoken 
openly of her faith when addressing a secular audience, and 
has done so very tastefully, the James Intveld song, "Walk 
With Me,” being no exception. As Johnny Cash once said 
of Jerry Lee Lewis, there's no division between Wanda's 
talent and the giver of that talent, Can I get an amen? 

Jedi Mind Tricks “Visions of Gandhi" 
(Babygrands/FatBeats 53 Bridge St. 7th Fl. Brooklyn NY 
11201) Boy, this guy really hate the gays (though | did 
laugh when he accused his fag bashee of watching “Will 
and Grace”...now that's an insult! (Not because the show 
is gay-themed but because anyone who would watch a 
show with scripting that poor needs at least a little sense 
beat into them) I also can't tell if the rapper Vinnie Paz is 
named after the Rhode Island boxer Vinnie “The 
Pazmanian Devil” Pazienza or if somehow this is actually 
the same guy. I saw the Paz box and | was standing next 
to him in the airport once after he broke his neck and had 
to wear a bizarre halo-neck brace, and to be honest, | 
wouldn't think her had this kind of rhythm. On the other 
hand, it’s hard to believe a rapper would take his name 
(he's kind of obscure) and if Vinnie could come back from 
a broken neck to win a belt he could come back and learn 
how to rap! 

The Jerrys “Jerry Rigged" (itsthejerrys.com) This bedroom 
one man band looks back at 60s guitar/bubblegum/power 

p and adds some Lou Reed distance some futuristic 
Flourishes and some Jerry Jangle! 

Jet City Fix "Play To Kill" (King Bee/Infect POB 1201 
Tacoma WA 98401) This got me fixed faster than Bob 
Barker's dog. Bar rock that made me smell the beer and 
b.o. 

Jetscreamer "Starhead" (bellaunion.com) Not twangy, 
warped! 

jkettle "Momentary Delight" (Soul Shard) A whole other 
kettle of fish, this is near ambient collage music smoked in 
a bong with cooling waters of French 60s pop and a 
chaser of m-e-I-l-o-w Hip Hop. 

Kaspar Hauser “4-Time Winner” b/w "Western" | 
(Roostercow/Spacesuit) Kasper may be a friendly ghost, 
but for my money nothing is scarier than folk-pop. 

kaospilot (Level-Plane) Garbage disposal instrumentation 
with devil-on-your-shoulder-screaming-in-your-ear-that- 
you-should do-bad-things vocals. 

Karney “All Connected” (Tangent POB 41027 SF, CA 
94141) I'd rather hear Barney. 

Tim Keyes "sketchbook" (timkeyes.com) Keyed the car of 
my soul, and 1 will NOT report this to my insurance agent! 
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Chaka Khan "The Signature Diva Live’ DVD (MVD) 
Chaka Khan is seen here performing a 1981 concert in a 
funky Jazz style. Her voice may not be perfect for this 
style, but her youth, beauty and energy make it work and 
her charisma is remarkable. She would do well later in the 
80s, but she became cartoonish, and this is a time capsule 
of her at her classiest. Not a greatest hits comp, this is 
standards and covers, but it does end with a stirring “I'm 
Every Woman.” The concert footage is supplemented by a 
very dated 80s video bio of her (Pia Zadora is one of the 
Painted commenting) that celebrates the 80s outlandish 
Chaka, which is fun to see, but also makes the Jazzy 
Chaka seem that much better. 

Kid Icarus "Maps of the Saints" (Summersteps POB 447 
Moscow PA 18444) Drug free psychedelia from a proud 
bedroom band geek. 

Killing Joke (Zuma) Resurrected (?) by Dave Grohl, 
Killing Joke is back with a slightly updated version of 
their classic mix of ney punk and industrial trance/dance 
music. That guitar ae always had a great sound, and 
it’s still evident on here, too. No Joke. 

Kill Me Tomorrow "Skin's Getting Weird" (GSL) Five 
progressive scary songs followed by a bizarre  static- 
wrought piece that was somewhere between 15 minutes 
and 3 hours long. If this be evil then evil me up! 

Kill Your Idols /Crime In Stereo split ep (Blackout!) KYI 
deliver some badass stuff, and they are more famous, but 
the speedy, explosive perky punk Crime In Stereo win this 
Battle of the Bands. 

King Cat Comics and Stories (John Porcelino POB 
300367 Denver CO 80203) This comic will make you 
blissful. 

King of Bluegrass: The Life and Times of Jimmy 
Martin DVD (kingofblue; Pree) This inspiring 
documentary tells the story of Jimmy Martin, a Bluegrass 
veteran who at 70+ still barnstorms the country playing 
festivals and fairs and running his band as tight as James 
Brown ran the Famous Flames. With commentary from a 
slew of respectful peers (including the late Tom T. Hall 
who agrees to play with Martin if he can get paid in 
cooked rodents, and Marty Stuart, who continues to be the 
mainstream Country artist who is never afraid to say what 
music is actually good). These peers not only explain 
what is great about the cantankerous “King,” but also what 
about his personality holds has held him back. As Jimmy 
put on a cocky, satisfied face as he tours the country, 
meets fans and opens up his foreign royalty checks he 
makes it clear that he doesn't need the validation that 
becoming a member of the Grand Ole Opry would bring 
him. And, as the filmmaker and all interview subjects make 
clear, that is a lie. Thus, we get the arching theme of the 
movie; the story of a legend in his own mind (and many 
others minds as well) whose nature makes him act like a 
nasty outsider but who also wants to be embraced by the 
mainstream, symbolized by the Opry. The irony here is 
that it genuinely is the Opry's loss. I am not saying this 
as someone who sees the Opry as some kind of extension 
of the Country Music Hall of Fame, but rather as an Opry 
fan who has enjoyed the shows in person, on the radio 
and on cable for years and years. At some point in the 80s 
I decided to stop worrying about what would happen 
when the legends who gave the Opry its flavor would die - 
they were all so old and seemed so ageless on stage that 1 
shifted my expectations and decided that they would live 
forever. Then Minnie Pearl, Roy Acuff, Bill Monroe and a 
few years later Grandpa Jones, went to that Opry in the 
sky, and the weight shifted to the shoulders of the next 
generation stars (not youngsters, but older musicians who 
had their careers blossom later in the 50s and in early 60s 
as opposed to in the 40s and early 50s) Little Jimmy 
Dickins, Porter Wagoner and the great Whispering Bill 
Anderson, While Martin has amazing Bluegrass skills and 
a perfect voice for the music, what he also has is an 
impeccable corny sense of humor and mastery of the hokey 
stage banter that is really the heart of the Opry. The WSM 
broadcast could really use an elder statesman cracking 
wise. This warm, wonderful film demonstrates Martin 
clowning on stage, clowning with gun in hand while his 
dogs tree ‘coons and one about the Bush/Gore recall 
election with a friend skeptical of George II (Martin: “I'm a 
Bush man!"), The fact that there is some bitterness and bile 
behind Martin's humor would not be alien to the 
Opry...anyone who can’t detect a cruel streak behind 
Wagoner's buffoonish act is missing a lot of the Opry’s 
subtext. Hopefully being championed in this movie will 
bring Martin some satisfaction. The film was certainly a 
satisfying experience for me...1 popped it iin again on 
Saturday right after the Opry went off. 

The Kinison (Fearless) Should be called the Kickassin’! 

Kinky Star Hot Collection 2003 (Kinky Star) A label 
sampler of diverse sorta funky soul sounds that range from 
the awesome melodramatic Belgian language Hip hop of 
Revelaires to the wall of sound weirdness of Dr. Pepper 
Family to the Whodads quirky world Jazz. Plenty to 
dance to contained herein, regardless of dance skill lever, 

ko konj (slusaj najglasnije!) The greatest live Croatian 
punk-bar rock-avant garde-jam band album ever! Statler 
and Waldorf Noised Erection RULE! 

Happy Kretar (“Paradigm Lost” (globalsymphonic.com) 
Singer-Songwriter music with clever production that made 
me a Sad Creature. 

Krux (Mascot) An enticing blend of New Wave of British 
Heavy Metal, 90s extreme Metal and European 
melodramatic contemporary underground Metal create some 
of the most solid headbanger music since King Diamond 
snuck into his mom's makeup drawer. 

Audra Kubat "Million Year-Old Sand" (Times Beach) A 
chilling voice and a good handle on the “songwriter” part 
of singer/songwriter makes for a serious, moving ear 
session. 

Kutless (Tooth and Nail) Surprisingly sincere carny-style 
vocal led inspirational rock. To sound like Creed, Stained 
or hokey Pearl Jam and still seem like you are not full of 
shit is an amazing accomplishment. 

the k word "(LiquiLab POB 12321 Charlotte, NC 28220) 
The “K” word is KOOL! Futuristic scrambled eggs rock 
that sounds better than the alphabet song! 

Labyrinth (Century) Classic, dramatic, mighty Metal that 
conquers all and praises the glory of Rock with guitars s 
powerful as Gabriel's trumpet. 

Laika and the Cosmonauts “Local Warning” (Yep Roc 
POB 4821 Chapwel Hill NC 27515) Like the Ventures, 
this surf band has become more adult in their approach as 
they have gained veteran status. My fave Finnish 
instrumental troop opens with some familiar surf and 
groove vibes here but then gets into Detective Jazz, stuff 
that sounds like David Sandborn with balls and heavy 
guitar rock with traditional Eastern European influences. 
Guitarific! 

La Perdida by Jessica Abel (Fantagraphics) When Jessica 
Abel's first Xerox comics came out I was really moved by 
the graphics, which while scratchy and seemingly loose 
were actually really solid in an almost rigid way that served 
her slacker stories pretty appropriately — there wasn't a lot 
range visually but her characters were pretty shallow and 
didn't need much room. With her serialized comix novel 
about an expat in Mexico she has introduced characters 
that she is totally invested in and the artwork is fluid and 
changes to suit the needs, from visually spare text driven 
panels to vast black night scenes to ae excitement 
where she almost scribbles her characters like Roberta 
Gregory to capture the rhythm. Abel has grown 
dynamically and I really look forward to seeing how this 
story continues to develop and eventually wraps itself up. 

Last Collapse “The Fallen” (embers records 909 East 
Yorba blvd. Suite H-164 Placentia CA 92870) Last Colon- 
craps. 

The Latin Dogs "Warning!" (Kazaamo) First thought: 
Why bootleg the Latin Dogs? Second thought: That guy 
is really good at singing hardcore. This was a Midwestern 
band who as far as | know only released the 7” booted 
here and played the kind of wicked tough guy biker 
hardcore that proceeded the meathead hardcore style that 
reigned a few years down the line. This includes the 
original insert, reproduced with the period accurate Xerox 
technology. 

Lawrence Arms "The Greatest Story Ever Told" (Fat) The 
band presents a diverse suite of circus rock with song that 
range from invoking the gloriously syphilitic world of 
junkie, grifting carneys to the offsettingly proper world of 
"Cirques Du" this or that. 

LCD Soundsystem “Yeah” (DFA, dfarecords) Lo fi disco 
music for people who use cheap drugs and dance with 
wild abandon but little finesse. This is genuine dance 
music. 

Leaves "breath" (Dreamworks) I left. 

Ben Lee "Hey you, yes you" (F2) Funky post-modern 
production transforms hokey singer songwriter into funky 
post-modern hokey singer-songwriter 

the Leg Hounds "Ready to Go!" (Bulge POB 1173 Green 
Bay, WI 54305) This band will be bigger than Limp 
Bizkit by January 28 2004. 

Ted Leo/Pharmacists "Tell Balgeary, Balgeary Is Dead" 
(Lookout) Le-Oh my goodness! I love this CD so much | 
took it to prom. 

Les Baton Row — the pistol” (Elevator POB 
628 Bronxville, iy mb708) taformed by the directness of 
90s Riot Grrl music vocalist Suspiria does some of the 
most serious singing in the current wave of hip post- 
punk/No Waveish/neo Garage. Produced by Tim Kerr this 
album is raw and raucous yet smart and sassy at the same 
time. 

Jason Lescallett "Electronic Music" (RRR) This is ambient 
music that is certainly ambient in the sense that you start to 
go about your business and forget it's on, But unlike new 
age ambient, instead of bringing you a sense of bliss the 
ambiently, minimally, quietly drives you mildly insane. 

Les Slow Slushy Boys "Slush Puppy" b/w "Das Weiss 
Der Teufel" (Butterfly POB 31225, 08080 Barcelona 
Spain) This is the best record I ever heard! 

Jeffery Lewis with Jack Lewis and Anders Griffen "I's 
the Ones Who've Cracked That the Light Shines Through" 
(Rough Trade) Now this is what | want in a  singer- 
songwritier - sad and/or funny stories sung in a voice that 
sounds kind of like he's crazy. 1 want a kid with an 
acoustic guitar to sound like he could fit into the Dr. 
Demento show as easily or easier than onto a despondent 
high school girl's CD changer! 

Libido Grande “Wrecked” (Failed Experiment 2869 N 
Milwaukee #2 Chicago IL 60618) Modern DC/Emo/ete 
influenced punk but with a diesel engine and no qualms 
about running over small animals in the road. 

the life and times "the flat end of the earth" (54 40 or 
Fight) Shinier than Shiner, this presents some upbeat 
dirges, if such a thing is possible. 

Life at Sea “is there a signal coming through” (lucid 665 
Timber Hills Rd. Deerfield, IL 60015) Sea? I give them an 
A! These songs invoke whatever music you thought was 
deep in high school, regardless of what year you went to 
high school. 

Lightweight Holiday (Porterhouse POB 3597 Hollywood 
CA 90078) Heavyweight awesomeness! Textured 
605/90s, Brit/US of A, PowerPop/Nuggetsy nice/bad 
music 

Chris and Scott Ligon "After the Masquerade" ($5 ppd, 
chrisligon@hotmail.com or FilmJamboree @ yahoo.com) 
The Bizarro World Everly Bros.return to apply Silly Putty 
to myriad American musics as though they were 1950's 
funny papers, stretch them beyond recognition, bounce 
them off and around your psyche, and run them over with 
that cool Cadillac that Webb Pierce once owned... You 
know, the one with the longhorns in front and all those 
silver dollars all over it, ¢ Ligon boys are geniuses 
plain and simple, although they are not too plain and the 
‘simpleness is deceptive. These are some of the best songs 
about love and monsters and loving monsters that you 
will ever hear. If you like music or love or monsters send a 
fin to these fine fans. 

Link “The Kids Are Alright” (Adeline) You can actually 
tell this is Japanese not because of their accents but 
because these kids are triumphantly trying to write 
Buzzcocks and Clash songs filtered though a wall of J- 
Pop bubblegum sugar. This is the happiest, sweetest 
sounding streetpunk record since ever, 

The Little Killers (Crypt) This is exciting Garage fans for 
good reason; it's not Metal or art music or New Wave, it is 
just Rock & Roll that’s nasty and raw yet doesn't go 
apeshit. The fact that it’s a guy with two girls doesn't 
figure in much, except it makes the live show more 
visually interesting (and when there is a female backup 
Singing it is a rare treat), This sounds like Wayne County 
and the Electric Chairs meet Real Kids with a jigger of 
(sorry) Georgia Satellites. I guess you have to note that 
this is the first record from Crypt after they put all their 
eggs in a massive Pagans reissue basket that had them 
taking an egg bath. Well everyone SHOULD have bought 
the Pagans reissues and more importantly if you trusted 
this label to give you the Gories then you should be 
excited that they are excited about these Cat and Kittens. 

P.W. Long "Remembered" (Touch and Go) He was in 
Mule yet he can go Bluesy without going Mulatto (root 
word Mule”). Country Blues done by folks on the rock 
scene usually involves minstrelsy, not only in whites 
acting Black but also in city folk acting hillbillyish. This 
is genuinely honest, yet still moving and lonesome and 
serious, blues-stuff. 
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Love and Rockets comics, Luba comics (Fantagraphics) 1 
can't follow any of the stories anymore, 1 really can't 
remember who half of the characters are, and 1 can never 
even figure out which stories are supposed to be in the 
past and which are supposed to be in the present. But I 
Sure enjoy reading these comics, maybe even more than 
when it made sense to me. 

Lovedrug “the rocknroll ep” (lovedrugmusic.com) Lush 
indie pop that didn't make me love drugs but made me 
love the Lovedrug. 

The Love of Everything “Total Eclipse of the Heart” 
(Brilliante POB 578780 Chicago IL 60657) Music so 
powerfully annoying it made me take up smoking again. 

The Lowbrow Reader magazine (243 West 15th St. 
#3RW NYC 10011) They don't identify themselves as a 
humor magazine, but rather as a comedy magazine, which 
means something, though I'm not sure what. The Onion 
separates itself into two sections, the made up comical 
stories and the "real" reviews and interviews. The brilliant 
thing about this sharp little journal is that they mix 
everything together so (except in the rare case when the 
humor falls flat) you always have a glimmer of doubt if the 
outlandish stories are true or if the review material is 
fabricated. Perhaps the best example is a pornographic 
interview with the Queens of Comedy describing desired 
and despised sex acts. It's so graphic and absurd it has to 
be real, but the fact that there's even a hint of a possibility 
that the white male writers of this zine have fabricated these 
Black women's sex lives is such a heinous, ugly idea that 
it totally makes the magazine seem genuinely dangerous. 

Johnny Lowebow "Live at Wifflestock"” (Xanadu 2200 
Central Ave, Memphis, TN 38104) Playing. his own 
invention, a unique sounding guitar contraption, this one 
man band Cashes in, gets the Led out, is chillin’ like 
Dylan and getting screwy like King Louie, and somehow 
he turns everything into steaming, delicious Memphis 
BBQ. 

Low Skies "The Bed" (Flameshovel 1658) N. Milwaukee 
#276 Chicago IL 60647) Gloriously dreary! Yet drearily 
glorious! 

Lucerin Blue "Tales of the Knife" (Tooth and Nail) These 
guys aren't Lucers, they are WINNERS! And they aren't 
blue, just very serious (they seem pretty positive lyrics- 
wise). And they rock, in a primo-emo, pomo-oh no way. 

Lucero "That Much Further West" (Tiger Style 401 
Broadway 26th Fl. NYC 10013, tigerstylerecords.com) 
Annoying in @ way that annoys too much to describe any 
further. 

Lucky Boy Confusion "Commitment" (Elektra) Sounds 
like Bryan Adams fronting the Clash...hey, that’s not a bad 
idea, If Eddie's Father's kid can front the DKs...and Jello's 
not even dead,..hmm.. 

Lungfish “Love Is Love" (Dischord) This album will make 
4 flower of love bloom inside you. 

Lushy (Dionysus) This band is all over the 
exotica/tiki/prime thrift store record scene and obviously if 
| lived anywhere near them this would be the local band to 
see often. As a record this grooves, moves and makes you 
dance, ponder and chuckle. If Lushy were a liquor I'd be a 
lush, 

Lying In States "Most Every Night" (Flameshovel 1658 
N. Milwaukee #276 Chicago IL 60647) I’m not LYING 
when I STATE this keyboard-rific music is awesome! 

M "Signal to Noise" (Bubble Up) If you slowed down 
“Pop Muzik” by the other M and turned it inside out and 
added acoustic guitar and space noises it wouldn't quite 
sound like this, 

Magic Whistle comix (Alternative) If you read this comic 
you are cool. 

The Maggots "Do The Maggot!" (low impact) Swedish 
trash rock that ate my corpse, or whatever it is that maggots 
do. 

Magpie (RPM) Apparently this draws upon the 
soundtrack archives RPM recently tapped for the brilliant 
Alan Hawkshaw record to make an audio nostalgia treat for 
former Brit brats as this apparently features many familiar 
kiddie show themes of the 70s. However, what makes this 
record excellent even for those who have no idea what the 
1974 equivalent of Tinky Winky might be is the comical 
structure. This compilation is structured like a fun kiddie 
party for adults. RPM has mined all the funnest most 
absurd tracks they have to create a bizarre toy train ride. 
You know it's not for kids when the album opens with 
Peter Wyngarde’s smarmy character Jason King seducing 
the listener (The Wyngarde CD is the best thing RPM has 
ever released...if you don't have it get it!). Over the course 
of the record we get funny canned music, bizarre 70s pop 
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and glam, odd adverts and even an obscure Elton John 
karaoke gig. Mag-nificent! 

Michelle Malone "Stompin' Ground” (Daemon POB 1207 
Decatur GA 30031, daemonrecords.com) Damn, it's Bluesy 
in here! If | had a TV show where my friends were in a bar 
hanging out this is who I would have on stage. 

Mando Diao "bring 'em in" (Mute) Mondo Now! 

Manic Hispanic "The Menudo Incident” (BYO Records 
Box 67609 Los Angeles, California 90067.)This is 
actually a reissue of the group's hard to find debut. Manic 
Hispanic's modus operandi is taking U.S. and U.K. Punk 
classics and putting Mexican-American themes to them 
with lyrical revisions that are often quite sobering, though 
frequently hilarious. From a purely thematic standpoint, it 
is comparable to El Vez, though they don't go in for nearly 
as much genre-splicing (there are elements of non-Punk 
influences here and there, but they aren't as across the 
board as El Vez, who fronted The Zeros as Robert Lopez, 
his real name). Like El Vez, though (and I think this is 
really important to point out), they can get into politics 
without resorting to the whiny naiveté of the many 
Hardcore bands that preceded them, and they can talk 
openly about life in the Barrio without alienating potential 
Anglo fans. There's a LOT of humor here, and while some 
of the lyric revisions are relatively simple, they work, due 
in no small part to the fact that this is one ass-kickin' Old 
School Punk band, homes (can I say that? I guess I just 
did), and they sound like they're actually having a really 
good time, something I couldn’t say about a lot of eighties 
H.C. bands. Still, while "Jet Muchacha" elicits (sick) 
laughs, revising "Jet Boy, Jet Girl” with lines like "Jet 
muchacho, gonna make him penetrate, gonna make him be 
my puta, Ay!Ay!Ay!Ay! He gives me cabeza!" X's "Los 
Angeles", redone here as “East L.A" (Yeah, they retained 
the “ and the Mexicans give her a lotta shit!" line), might 
illicit laughs with "her hands are red....from picking 
strawberries" but it made me want to cry. 

Manowar “The Dawn of Battle" (Nuclear Blast) The deities 
of true Metal return beyond triumphant with EPIC metal 
that cut me up like a broadsword! This is all the Lords of 
the Rings movies distilled into one long song! 

April March "Triggers" (Piasa) | don’t know French, but I 
hope this sultry-voiced angel, over lovely, jaunty French- 
Pop tracks, is singing, “I love skinny, lonely record 
reviewers with bad complexions and clever repartee...” 

Bob Marley “Spiritual Journey” DVD/CD (GMVS) 
Hmmm. This is a hard release to either dismiss or 
recommend. It is a lovely package, with nice design, a 
CD, a DVD and an illustrated booklet. The hour long 
documentary, produced in Britain, has a number of 
worthwhile clements that make it absolutely worth seeing. 
It features beautiful photography of Jamaica, and Jamai 
a place where the natural light, breathtaking natural beauty 
of the country and, most strikingly, the rich, seductive 
colors of day to day life (the extreme poverty of Jamaica is 
still rich with color for some reason, as garments, painted 
houses and even rusted, decaying structure all seems to be 
aesthetically perfect in a way that one doesn’t see in North 
American ghettoes - this is of course a disturbing, 
problematic beauty, which makes it even more fascinating 
to see captured so well). It also presents a lot of archival 
British broadcasts of Marley interviews and of his funeral 
which are valuable documents of the way the British 
(media, at least) saw Reggae as a novelty, an interesting 
Ripley's Believe It or Not story about a strange looking 
pop star who is important to these semi-savages. 
Unfortunately, years later, this film shares a similar 
dismissal. There is one point where the interviewer for this 
documentary asks a group of rowdy young men if they 
think it’s bizarre that because of Marley people in the great 
and mighty Britain have actually heard of insignificant 
Trenchtown. What is most ironic is the title; this is one of 
the most unspiritual assessments of Marley you could 
imagine. There is one point where they use a graphic to 
show how Marley is Jesus Christ, even after explaining 
(half-heartedly) how the Rastafarian belief already had a 
messiah who returned, one that Marley believed in. There 
dismissal of Marley's spirit ty is made clear when the 
film ends with one of their main interview subjects, a 
bulbous ex-Rolling Stones manager who is a total fucking 
idiot, eulogizing Marley by fone is in heaven just 
looking down and getting FUCKING HIGH, like he was 
Tommy Chong. The budget documentary seems to have 
only paid for the rights to play one song over and over, 
but the CD has 14 tracks, the source only identified as an 
offshore publisher, making this bootleg murkily legal. 1 
only have Marley's legit album, but I'm sure a deep 
Marley-head could identify the source of tracks. But most 
casual fans would likely appreciate these low key 
performances of hits and some more obscure tracks. 
Overall, this would be a dangerous gift to give to someone 
who knew nothing about Marley but for a student of 
Wailerism seeing archival Brit-TV footage and interviews 
with Ziggy and people who new Marley's father, no matter 
how bad the interviewer is, has some value. 
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The Masons "Wichita" (Middle Class Pig) After listening 
to this nasty bar rock I'm Hooked on Masonics! 

Masters of the Hemisphere "last show ever” (Bumblebear. 
540 Oglethorpe Ave, #506 Athens GA 30606) This is a 
two-disc set of the two-hour plus last set ever by this 
Athens pop band. Beautifully recorded and featuring 
some real fine pop craftsmanship this reveals a good band 
that I never heard of before. But the format, with abundant 
not too clever stage banter and an increasingly drunker 
band, doesn’t work for new fans. Old fans of the band 
should dig this. 

The Matthew Show “texas” (naive pob 2611 NYC 
10108) Like “The Truman Show” but instead of someone 
spending his entire life as a program this is a CD 
Programmed with six minute songwriter slabs that seem to 
take a lifetime to end. Some nice melodies, though. 

MC Booty Slappa w/ MC Thrilla - "The Big "C" Jam" 
(Demo CD) MC Booty Slappa is, in reality, a local 
Rockabilly guy gone wiggy and wiggerish. The concept 
seemed predesigned to ruffle 'Billy (AND Rap) purists’ 
feathers, but the Rockabilly crowd seems to love him, and 
his partner in crime, here, is none other than Chicago area 
keeper of early Elvis' flame, Nick Willett. Like other 
previous Chicago-area White Rappers (MC Flame Thrower, 
White Chocolate, ¢.g.), MCBS doesn't try to disguise the 
fact he's doing it for laffs, though, unlike those two, he's 
taken it past the drawing board stage. Utilizing crude 
samples from the likes of Charlie Rich, Conway Twitty, 
and Roy Orbison (which sound like direct recordings of 
scratchy records) and hilarious rhymes, MC Booty Slappa 
has already yet together an albums’ worth of similar 
material (which I had the pleasure of seeing him lip-synch 
outside of a recent Deke Dickerson show. The local beat 
cop stood around and dug it with us), but this is sure to 
be the "Cut." This track is a tribute to the monthly 
Rockabilly jam session in Chicago. Rockabilly meets 
Rap? Maybe I'm just getting old, but, I remember, back in 
the 80's, they were playing Gene Vincent's second LP at 
Waxtrax, and a clerk began scratching records over it, | 
looked him dead in the eye, and said “sacrilege”. He 

sto] . Today, I just get a big laugh hearing early Elvis 
Eddie Cochran samples as the backdrop to The MC's 

hilarity and unrestrained egotism. Here's some "samples" of 
his audacious humor: "Wouldn't you know, that girl 
stepped on my toe, now I'm like Gene Vincent, and I 
can't even kick it, ay faces, Betty bangs, sideburns 
like Joanna Kerns on "Growing Pains*!!!. Remember, if 
you will, about a zillion years ago, when Rap was new, 
Grandmaster Flash was hanging out with Levi and The 
Rockats, and even took to wearing creepers! 

Mea Culpa “They Put_ You In A Mask" (Empty) They 
most have pretty authentic pubs as opposed to bars in 
Seattle, because this is the pub rock-est, Oi!-iest record 
from the US of A in eons. 

Media Whores “Master of Pop Hits (Screaming 
Apple/POB 15372 Columbus OH 43215) When I earlier 
referred to this band as “Whore-able” I mean that as a 
compliment. This power poppy pack is as “able” as a 
“Whore” to bring pleasure in a professional, manner, and 
bring it home in under three minutes! 

Me First and the Gimme Gimmes "Take A Break" (Fat, 
fatwreck.com) This is not a funny record, which isn’t to 
say it is not a good record which isn’t to say it is, 
MFATGG are a novelty act based on the concept that 
virtually any song can be performed in the Southern 

California 90s Pop Punk style, so why not release concept 
albums of cover songs. When I saw that this contained 
Boyz II Men, 80s Lionel Richie and Vanessa Williams 
tunes I thought this might be a jab at bland 80s-90s Black 
radio, but with the inclusion of songs by Stevie Wonder 
and Aretha and Nat “King” Cole and Bill Withers it was 
pretty clear this wasn’t the case. Instead this is an album of 
Black music, or in the case of “Nothing Compares 2 U,” a 
song written by a Black person, but recorded by two white 
singers. (“Take A Break” refers to the breakdancing, an 
activity that certainly is associated with Black young 
people, but not with any of the music on this record) All 
that said, what this album really turns out to be about is 
the inadequacy of Pop Punk songwriting. By focusing 
mostly on either genuine Brill building material, or the 
Motown equivalent thereof, this album is actually better 
than most Punk records because the songs are simply 
superior compositions to what these bands usually perform 
and they can be morphed into Pop Punk easily and 
without structural damage. So if you dig Pop Punk this 
will actually be the best record you get this year, But if 
you like Black music, or even Black people, your 
relationship with this may be a bit more problematic. 

Melomane "solresol” (Vermillion 243 Henry St. #23 NYC 
10002) Genius soup! 

Mercury Tide “Why?” (Century) Predictable power metal 
that goes with the flow. 

Messerschmitt "Rockafe" (Slusaj Najglasnije) The new 
Grand Funk! 



Mest (Maverick) If rock music was "Highlights" magazine 
then this singer would be Goofus. He does everything 
wrong. 

Scott Miller "upside downside" (Sugar Hill POB 55300 
Durham NC 27717) A dozen radio length gems that 
combine American traditional music (Blues, bluegrass, old 
time rock & roll) into a totally contemporary, happy-feet 
melting pot. 

Millionaire “Outside the Simian Flock" (Pias) Jazz 
punk/Rawk that only dabbles in the Out There enough to 
shake you up every time you think this is a regular record. 

Milo "Dark Side of the Rumours" (Gloomy Tunes) Yayyy! 
Dreariness! 

The Minds “Plastic Girls" (Dirtnap) Almost hokey 80s 
pop keyboard sounds are made menacing by a band’s very 
poppy yet very switchblade-serious convictions. If Fonzie 
hit a jukebox and this music came out he would seem 
uncool in comparison. 

Minor Threat “DC Space-Buff Hall-9:30 Club" DVD 
(Dischord) Dischord is in the process of re-releasing a lot 
of their earlier or more obscure stuff on CD to keep it in 
print, and they finally got up to re-releasing their 1988 
Minor Threat video on DVD. To be honest I don't 
remember ever seeing this video, and viewing the footage 
from that VHS (a big show at the 9:30 club from 1983) I 
see why | don't remember it. This is a multi-camera shot 
show with Minor Threat playing on a tall stage with rock 
star lighting while many people in the crowd just stand 
around and watch. This is worthless and completely 
boring compared to the brief live Minor Threat footage 
from Another State of Mind. However for this DVD 
Dischordians have completely remedied the shortcomings 
of the original release by supplementing it with two other 
live shows. The first show is from 1980 (Minor Threat's 
second show) and this is without doubt the lowest quality 
video ever released on DVD! Pity the poor kid lugging 
around the suitcase-sized video camera, but he or she did 
an admirable job capturing the intimate and authentic vibe 
of the show, But what makes this DVD an absolute must 
have is a 1982 show shot in New Jersey, again by a kid 
with a single camera, but this time from the perfect 
perspective to shoot what I would call one of the best 
documentations of early 80s hardcore ever captured on 
video! This show is amazing, with the crowd and the 
band powerfully and profoundly sharing space, and most 
importantly when the band really gets shit going the pit is 
fucking furious and the camera is right there to feel the 
manic energy and the youthful explosion. At one point 
lan has to negotiate an apology when a kid pushes an 
older drunk black woman off the stage, and that moment is 
such a nice snapshot of early straight edge, where the band 
is trying to be somehow moral and courteous in the midst 
of trying to be furious and intense. This DVD also shows 
the progress of Minor Threat from hungry to their peak to 
being fed up and this can be traced by watching the 
footage of them doing the Monkees “Stepping Stone” (a 
staple of the D.C, scene, I'm told) at each show, Their 
1980 show has lan singing every lyric with the intensity 
of all the other songs.. In 1982 lan knows that the 
audience is about to explode singing all the lyrics and he 
conducts them in a state of appreciative bliss. In 1983 as 
the band has gotten too big and is playing oversized 
club lan sings the verses to “Stepping Stone” with ironic 
distance, like he's joking about the lounge-singer aspect 
of cover songs. This kind of distance seems really alien to 
the hardcore scene, even the better jokey bands were 
totally sincere in their funniness. It was time to wrap 
things up and this was one of their last shows. i 
the shortcomings of the 1983 set, I cannot recommend the 
footage of the 1982 show highly enough, you really 
should see this. 

{Minus.Driver] "A Message For You-EP" (Republic) 
Minus-Talent. 

Miracle Chosuke “The 7/8 Wonders of the World" (Dim 
Mak) Manic minimal minute-long, musical masterpieces. 
Pogo like you have a twitching disease when you listen to 
this and you will be way fucking happy. 

Misery Index "Retaliate” (Nuclear Blast) Replace the 
decadence in Motley Crue with brutality and this is what 
you would get. I honestly think these songs sound as 
good as Crue even though they don't sound at all like 
them (though there is some cowbell-sounding cymbal 
work here). 

MJB “Hey Forty" b/w “Fake Rock” (semperlofi.com) Sad 
laments about aging and rock & roll that still have an 
upbeat twang to them...possibly I'm hearing it as upbeat 
because he's 40 and I'm not! Ha! Just kidding, dude. I 
hear ya man, J feel for ya. 

mlinski "kamen" (Slusaj najglasnije) Damn it's bluesy in 
Croatia! 
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Modern Machines "Thwap!" (New Disorder 115 Bartlett 
SF, CA 94110) This is a natural punk - -they aren't trying 
to be some genre, they are just playing garagy rock 
(actually, they claim to play in a basement, not a garage) 
and they just do it how they do it and it comes out and it 
comes out right. This fucking rocks like a bag of 
boulders! 

Modey Lemon "Thunder + Lightning" (Birdman, 
birdmanrecords.com) Desperate yet very giving super rock. 
As powerful and versatile and groovy and offsetting as 
they fruit that their surname tributes. 

The Moment "This Is The Moment” (Arms Reach 1220 W. 
Hood Ave. #1 Chicago IL 60660) I'm crazy for The 
Moment...1 plead "Moment"-ary insanity! 

Mondo Generator "A Drug Problem That Never Existed" 
(Ipecac POB 1197 Alameda CA 94501) Mondo fucked! 

The Monkey Power Trio "Almost Clean" (Pocohantas 
Swamp Machine POB 98030! Ypsilanti, MI 48198) 
Sounds like Prince. If he were a mon! 

The Mood Elevator “Married Alive” ( ler pob S918 
Sacramento, CA 95817) This should be called the Good 
Elevator because it elevates past good to GREAT! 

The Moomaw Collective (Revelation) MooY AWN! 

M.O.T.O. “Kill moto” (Criminal IQ) “Spiral Slouch” (Shit 
Sandwich 3107 N Rockwell Chicago IL 60618) Paul of 
M.O.T.O. is not a master of the obvious, he's a master of 
the MARVELOUS! His slightly evil, slightly bubblegum 
mantra/jingle-Pop songs wt leave a chorus burned 
into your brain until you hear another one of his songs or 
you get hit by a car (the later never happened to me but 
almost did while I was crossing the street humming a 
M.O.T.O. song). 

motorpsycho + jaga jazzist horns "in the fishtank" 
(Konkurrent) This is form the series of CDs where bands 
touring in Holland get free studio time to come up with 
some music they normally wouldn't (The Ex and Tortoise's 
collaboration is the most prominent). This session yields 
some Soulful funky experimental music that peaks with a 
twenty-minute oxymoron: a carefully structured free jazz 
extravaganza! 

Mouse Rocket "Missing Teeth" ep (Wrecked-em) This 
sounds more like rat music than mouse music - these 
rodents have done some serious living, and really 
appreciate the beauty and functionality of alleys, puddles 
and restaurant dumpsters. Seemigngly rats appreciate 
beauty, too! 

Movietone “the sand and the stars” (Drag City) This runs 
the gamut from gently, slightly pleasant to gently slightly 
dreary. 

Mr. Airplane Man “C'mon DJ" (Sympathy For The 
Record Industry, sympathyrecords.com) This two woman 
Memphis band with a big, seductive, reverberating, 
wicked, enchanted sound combines Blues, Garage, 
booming 60s Instrumental rock, SF psyche and a touch of 
shoegazing slowness. This is a really impressive record, 
completely real and three-dimensional, convincing you of 
every mood and movement. Their name is appropriate 
because this is music you could enjoy at an air show, on 
an airplane or on model airplane glue. 

Mr. California and the State Police “Audio 
Hallucinations” (Load) 50 of the best songs you ever 

ard in your life (and one shitty one) by my favorite 
insane one man band home recording evil 10 second tune 
master. This is so good I pooped my pants. 

The Mummies "Death by Unga Bunga!!" (Estrus) The true 
kings of the shitty sounding Garage music Estrus 
sound...that somehow devolved into Swedish Metal 
bands who don't shave. | really expected the "scene" to be 
forever dominated by monster-mask wearing bands and it 
just never happened for some reason or another. I guess 
the White Stripes wear that special makeup to make them 
look like pale, doughy zombies, but that's not quite the 
same. All that said, this here is an interesting collection. It 
gathers all the great Mummies 45s and rumors 
abound...they say they discovered bass tracks on the 
masters and included them here; they say they had to kill 
‘one of the Mummies to agree to release this on CD; they 
say the Mummies are really Green Day. Who cares, suffice 
to say “Quoth the Mummies. ‘Food, Sickles, Girls!’" I 
never understood what the sickles were for, but I guess out 
West harvesting wheat is a cool thing to do. 

Murder Beach (bumble BEAR) Murdered by Jangle! 
Slightly sad bubblegum. 

My Life With Morrissey DVD (Eclectic) This low budget, 
but almost arahly reorsasicnst. indie comedy is about a 
young woman ssed with Morrissey to the point of 
having a Morrissey sex doll (the only celibate inflatable 
fuck toy in history). Obviously there is a fundamental 

problem with this film: it should have been a dude! Male 
obsessed Moz fans are much more compelling. That said. 
the lead here is a very pretty, very funny actress and when 
your shenanigans include being roughed up by butch 
bike gangs and having fantasy parking lot love with 
Morrissey you know this is better than anything Lucy 
Ricardo would get into. If, like me, you like the concept 
of Morrissey but can’t actually stand the timbre of his 
voice I'm happy to report that this film contains no Smiths 
music and a soundtrack that features awesome 
contemporary bands (like Quasi). Nearly Non-sequitor 
trivia: Apparently the director also worked on 
“Spongebob,” but I’m not sure how that relates (other than 
the protagonist being in the TV biz) so I'm not sure why 
I'm bringing this up. 

My Morning Jacket "it still moves" (RCA) Imagine 
Skynard as a smart, sincere. quirky indie band 

Mystechs “city folk" (Omega Point) A history lesson in 
Rock Absurdity that ranges from the overt absurdity of 
“Woo-hoo” guitar Rawk to the inherent absurdity of 
sensitive singer songwriting to the technological absurdity 
of cheap electronics. Don't you know about absurd, 
everybody knows that absurd in the word. 

My Uncle Jeff comic by Damon Hurd with Pedro Camello 
(Alternative) Hurd tells a personal family history built 
around his biker uncle returning to the hoi poloi world of 
his rich family as the elder patriarch (the scribe's gramps) 
starts to decline. | expected this to get boring or self- 
indulgent on every page turn and I was continuously 
pleasantly surprised. The author tells this story with 
honesty and with an understanding of how to tell an 
interesting story. When we got to a2 page family tree | 
was ready to consider skipping it or giving up on the 
comic but every family dirty secret revealed was an 
intriguing puzzle piece that | wanted t6 fit into the big 
picture. The cartoony line work makes this story (often 
ae and without much action) really flow. Ride on 

Leona Naess (MCA) She's pretty and sings nice. 

Narcissus "crave and Collapse” (Abacus 2323 W. El 
Segundo Blvd. Hawthorne CA 90250) Narsuckses. 

Need New Body "UFO" (File 13 POB 804868 Chicago IL 
60680) If Fat Albert's Junkyard Band actually played 
garbage for instruments and if under his skullcap/mask 
Dumb Donald was really Sun Ra, they might have 
sounded like this when they musically chided their friends 
to stay in school and practice good hygiene. 

Fred Neil "Do You Ever Think Of Me?" (Rev-Ola) 
Remarkably sad Blues folk music that is recorded inside 
Neil's dark, evocative, resonating Soul. If you don't 
know about this iconic figure the remarkable liner notes 
alone are worth the price of this import. 

Neat Stripes "The End of That" (Tell Me Later POB 574 
Athens GA 30603 tellmelaterrecords.com) Reclaims 
“quirky” from those that have abused it in the past! 
Songwriting that makes you smirk knowingly and tap foot 
unknowingly. 

Nerf Herder "My E.P." (Honest Don's) They play generic 
pop punk and sing nasal, but at least they admit that this 
makes them uncool which makes them the most honest 
nasal pop punk band out there. 

Nervous Eaters “Eat This!" (No Tomorrow) This is really 
the same band from the obscure punk singles of several 
decades back. The Boston band still features Steve 
Cataldo & Rich Bartlett and Alpo from the Real Kids,, and 
a Dropkick Murphy plays drums on this. This is an album 
of tough guy street punk with a hard rock/bar rock edge. 
This is the stuff that will always get bikers worked up, and 
it's definitely grown assed man Rock & Roll (as opposed 
to the younger punk sound of their legendary vinyl). Eat 
this indeed! 

The Network "Money Money 2000" (Adeline 5245 
College Ave #318 Oakland CA 94618) This masked Devo 
to Duran Duran to pop punk (their weakest field) 
superhero team supplements this strong album with an 
amazing DVD filled with saturated colors, dynamic 
animation and sexy ladies moving what they got. Not a 
immick band, these guys are so good at Musical 
/EVOlution that they must actually be superheroes. 

New Bethel “inside the blue vera" (Kittyridge) New 
BESTel! 

New Bomb Turks “Switchblade Tongues, Butterknife 
Brains” (Gearhead) This presents mostly unreleased 
archival studio recordings that sat on shelves for various 
reasons, none of them having to do with quality. These 
are some of the best NBT recordings I've ever heard. a 
combination of covers and originals that really reflects on 
some of the band’s 60s Garage and pop influences. 
Though these tracks were recorded over several years time 
this is a cohesive collection, sequenced for pleasure rather 



than accuracy (the songs from each sessions are spread 
‘bout instead of grouped together). This is a naughty, 
rowdy, genuine rock record that makes Columbus proud. 

The New Christs "We Got This!" (Smog Veil 316 
California Ave #207 Reno NV 89509) If this is their 
farewell album because they've had enough and they are 
ready to not think about doing this then I can dig it. The 
Ramones considered themselves failures, so you can 
imagine a band known as the side project/offshoot of 
Radio Birdman (who themselves must not feel like they 
got Rolling Stones recognition, though some of their fans 
seem to think otherwise). If, however, this is their 
swansong because they feel they are losing it than this is a 
travesty, This record is solid as hell. How many bands 
put out a record in their third decade that is comparable to 
one in their first. Rob Younger 's singing is spot on, and 
some of the songs here are real-live grown up rock & roll, 
serious and almost...mature. Yet sill as course and real as 
his voice. Hopefully their breakup will last as long as the 
Who's first three. 

New York City Rock N’ Roll (Radical) Great and awful at 
the same time, this is sort of a hard rocking bowery 
punk/bar band compilation produced by Steven Blush. 
Blush, who put together the excellent American Hardcore 
book is a great interviewer and editor but in this case his 
writing skills in the liner notes are a bit questionable. He 
may have some idea in his head that genuinely links the 
resurgence of Downtown Rock & Roll (though wasn’t it 
always around) with September 11, 2001, but I can’t figure 
out what he’s talking about. With the stated mission 
dismissed let me get to the unstated agenda here. This is 
presented as the 2003 equivalent of the “Max's Kansas 
City” LP. Oh, there's no Wayne County theme song 
(though Starr's “LUV NYC” is close) and there's certainly 
nothing as great us the Fast’s “Boys will be Boys,” but 
these bands really are good at what they do. Of course, 
what they do is inherently, intentionally stupid as fuck, 
but they have mastered it. Joker Five Speed, Queen V. 
Pretty Suicide and Banana Fish Zero stand out. Note that 
there is a woman in almost all the bands. 

"the night Evelyn came out of the grave" DVD (Eclectic) 
Of all the bloody Italian horror flicks coming out under 
Eclectic’s Glen Danzig-helmed Sinema Diable imprint this 
is the only MUST GET! This psycho-killer 70s derange- 
athon features abused hookers, dead wives, DeSade-esque 
torture, man (actually woman) eating foxes and a 
triumphant Evelyn coming out of her grave climax that 
gives the best EC comics walking corpse art a run for its 
money! | know what you're saying, “You had me at 
abused hookers...” 

Nimrod comix (Fantagraphics) Apparently aging, French 
chicken cartoonists are neurotic and a bit melancholy, 

9 ON BALI "TRIAD" (Wanted 7806 S. Kilpatrick 
Chicago IL 60652) I'd give it a 9! Oddly resonating. off 
kilter singer-songwriter oddness! 

Jerry J. Nixon "Gentleman of Rock N' Roll" (Voodoo 
Rhythm) This is a beautiful reissue of obscure 50s 
Rockabilly tracks with photos of Nixon young and old, 
reproductions of his worn 45 labels and a crazy tale of 
Nixon's bank robbing origin. The only problem is that 
the music sounds like it was recorded last week by a 
contemporary (or an 80s or 90s) Euro Rockabilly band. 
My friend then argued that the Buddy Holly sessions 
sound like this, but if this dude was supposed to be on an 
obscure little label there’s no way the production would 
yield this slick sounding stuff. Plus the songs, while 
solid, sound more like Colin Winski than Charlie 
Feuthers; these are just modern Rockabillies. Thus, this 
appears to be a super elaborate prank record which is 
awesome because the photos and the liner notes and the 
record labels all look so great. I tip my hat to the masked 
maniacs at Voodoo Rhythm...this is an awesome 
achievement, And if I'm wrong I'll eat my copy of 
Winski’s “Rock Therapy” LP. 

Nogoodnix (Manifest Destiny 408 Ash St. Chico CA 
95928) Should be called SO GOODnix! Super fast 
hummingbird punk that gets its points across QUICK! 

October Country (Rev-Ola) This is a reissue of a 1969 
album produced by Michael Lloyd (best known in these 
pages for his work in the West Coast Pop Art Experimental 
Band) for this short lived band. This sounds like a band 
that may have taken the right drugs but they had the 
wrong effect, resulting in blissfully boring music. This 
sounds like a combination of California Sunshine pop. 
New Vaudeville and rejected songs from “Hair.” For those 
of you that have the misguided belief that every album has 
one great song this release will keep that stupid theory 
alive for you as out of nowhere a lost Halloween classic, 
“My Girlfriend Is A Witch” lurches in and presents a 
happy horror love story. The girl is super pretty in this 
band, by the way. 

Oil “electric tongue" (level-plane POB 4329 Phila PA 
19118) Netherlandic nutcrusher stoner rock from a land 
where they can handle their drugs better than us, 

ohGr "SunnyPsyOp" (Spitfire) Ogre from Skinny Puppy ~ 
becomes a Fat Dog on this electronical deconstuctionated 
soundtrack to your cyber-nightmare. 

1,2,3,4 "Total Improv!" “ol' sparky" (4boxs) Atmospheric, 
improvisational, sparse, blurting, tip toeing, 
glassbreaking, whispering, startling brass and electronics 
sounds that contain no tubas or windchimes, but, in a 
good way, might as well. 

On Trial “Blinded By The Sun" (Tee Pee POB 20307 
NYC 10009) Should be called On Drugs (and it's working 
for them!). Blacklight bongwater Tolkein reading rock. 

Ooh Ooh Abh (Arf Arf POB 465 Middleborough MA 
02346) After Serge Gainsbourgh pioneered vinyl orgasm 
sounds the floodgates opened. Certainly my favorite was 
the 101 Strings knock off with a “French starlet” named 
“Bebe Bardon” moaning it up. But others got in the act 
too, from Chaino to Rod McKuen to the sexy Rita and the 
sexier Christine L'amour. By the time Donna Summer 
released her 20 minute disco orgasm in the mid 70s the 
musical floor was already sticky with climaxes real and 
imagined, This collection wrangles in some of the best 
moaners from that era and if you want to play something 
loud on your car stereo with the top down and be 
embarrassed (or proud) this is the ultimate CD! 

On The Might of Princes "Sirens" (Revelation) On The 
Verge of Unlistenable, 

Orange County New York ys Orange County California 
compilation CD (Orange Peal) | would have thought NY 
would win this battle hands down. J don't know exactly 
where OC NY is but I know NYC punk has been able to 
pummel! Southern Cal punk since about 6 months after the 
3" Black Flag tour. That said, the bands on the NY disc 
weren't too impressive, Murdershift are kickass but not 
necessarily good and You and What Army are definitely 
really good but necessarily kick ass. While many of the 
bands on the Cali side were stuck in the melodic Pop 
Punk ghetto that is found behind the Orange Curtain there 
is a stretch on disc 2 where Madcap, Cell Block 9, 
Avenged Sevenfold and El Nada shake, bloody and bake 
the competition. But these oranges shouldn't be fighting 
each other...they should all get together and fight scurvy! 

the organ "sinking hearts" (Global Symphonic) | was sick 
of listening to my Cure records but here's a cure for that 
sickness: a Cure-inspired, all pretty girl, smooth, more 
positive band of musical 80s recfeationists. To misquote 
Dave “Baby” Cortez, “You made me Happy, Organ!" 

Orion “songs for the goddess" (Shut Eye) As good as you 
can expect a ritualistic gothic rock poet to be...as in 
fucking unbearable. 

Outlook; Grim comix (Slave Labor Graphics) Goth-lite 
funnybook about summoning demons and having a 
birthday party. This raw, charming mini—comic style 
book is a blast because it actually comes with a d.i.y. 
Ouija Board. 

Papas Fritas “pop has freed us" (Minty Fresh, 
mintyfresh,com) Crafty crafters of fine pop craft. 

Paper Airplane Pilots "The History of Flying" 
(SpadeKitty.com) More kitelike than on airplanish. This 
pop floats breezily and swoops around nimbly and never 
nosedives. (Note: Charlie Brown, please ignore preceding 
analogy). 

The Paper Chase “what big teeth you have” (Southern 
POB 577375 Chicago IL 60657) Three six minute long 
slabs of pure, unfiltered, gnawing annoyance. 

Paper Rodeo ($1.50, POB 321 Providence RI 02901) 
This is the comix newspaper by the Fort Thunder family of 
East Coast “geniuses” (and I put that in quotation marks 
not to say they aren't geniuses but to remind myself that 
these folks redefine genius, and you can quote me on 
that). Not much is known about these many artists other 
than that they are all named Brian and their house got 
blown down by a corrupt wolf. Video, film, music, comix, 
animation and other visual stimuli are produced by these 
folks and I'm going to get comparative here. One of the 
greatest things to come out of Fort Thunder is the band 
Lightning Bolt. What is most impressive about them is 
that they make chaotic, challenging, nonsensical, 
confusing, baffling music BUT the musicianship is so 
solid (that is some fucking good drumming) that they have 
the sturdy foundation to get fucked. These comix follow 
suit. It's almost never easy to read the strips in Paper 
Rodeo but the artwork is so accomplished and solid and 
sturdy that you trust them that the effort you make will be 
rewarded. Sure this paper has recurring cute animals and 
precocious kids but their adventures go beyond Linus’ 
and Garfield's and Cathy's and Dilbert’s. If you want to 
experience the “edge” of comix you'd be a stupid-assed 
fuck not to send them some euros! 77 

Paradise Island "lines are infinitely fine" (Dim Mak) This 
is perfect winter music if you think the cold, crisp, oddly 
spare feeling of being the only one outside in the morning 
when fresh snow has covered everything is a good winter 
thing. Plus this is funky. 

The Patsys "Never Kill a Boy on the First Date” (Umbrella 
2410 Summit St. Columbus OH 43202) This sounds like 
70s KISS doing lost Beatles covers from hazy memory. 

P.A.W.N.S, “Rabble On The Move” (Spam) Political punk 
sung in a unique voice with an unusual approach to punk 
that understands subtlety and restraint. 

Peaches "Fatherfucker" (XL/Kitty Yo) Peaches opens this 
album trading lines with a Joan Jett record (as opposed to 
a brilliant novelty track later where she trades catch phrases 
with the actual Iggy), declaring “I don't give a fuck, I 
don’t give a shit..." What makes this track a perfect 
curtain raiser is that Peaches is laid bare as no kinda Joan 
Jett, She doesn’t have Joan's voice and her commitment to 
Rock & Roll is not the same blind devotion (it's more 
cerebral than that). HOWEVER this is exactly the kind of 
thing she doesn’t give a fuck or a shit about. This record 
isn’t going to sound like a perfect defiant Blackhearts cut 
because she is outside of that bubble doing things her 
own nasty, groovy, absurd, hilarious, driving. 
inspirational way. | read a review in a teen girl's zine last 
year of alive Peaches show that deeply disturbed the girl 
because Peaches (in the writer's supposed-to-be-punk 
opinion) was too old to be acting all sexed out. And 
Peaches, on her bearded album cover and on a recent 
magazine cover is exploiting the fact that she doesn't look 
exactly like Ms. Sexy Girl is supposed to look (although 
she is a very pretty lady). This record really rocks hard 
and nasty and despite profanity that would make DJ 
Assault blush a lot of these songs would be as at home on 
skate videos and ESPN2 promos and car commercials as in 
downtown electro underground hipster clubs. 

Peanutbutter and Jeremy comix (Alternative) This comic 
taught me that birds are mean and cats are suckers, 

Pearlene "Murder Blues and Prayer" (Dim Mak) These 
Murder Blues killed me! Buckets of juke joint bathtub gin 
mix with buckets of blood from a mysterious source for 
some appreciated infections and diseases. 

Pedal Steel Transmission "the angel of the squared 
circle" (Cardboard Sangria, Pyskacek 725 W. Wrightwood 
4#3F Chicago IL 60614) Not exactly pedal to the Metal, 
but for a mature indie rock/Jazz/Country/Post-something 
band they certainly have a familiarity with genuwine Rock 
music that is unusual for the territory. 

Philwit & Pegasus (RPM) First of all, before | review the 
bulk of this CD I would like to say that you should buy 
it, even as an import for $25 if you must. The reason is 
that this reissue of a 1970 “psyche-pop" album also 
features as a bonus a single, “Elephant Song” b/w “Pseudo 
Phoney Mixed-Up Croney,” a damn near perfect psyche 
single about elephants with purple trunks fucking 
chimpanzees and “sliding down a macaroni eating custard 
mixed with mustard.” This record is unbelievable, you 
need to hear this heavy, bizarre insanity. It is so good it 
may have been a parody that got it right. The rest of the 
CD reissues an album featured here because it was 
produced by Mark Wirtz, whom RPM has been 
championing as a lost Brian Wilson/Spector/whomever 
production visionary genius, Could be, but this is one of 
the schmaltziest, balls-free, un-engaging, unconvincing 
MOR pretty music albums ever recorded. How they 
managed that single astounds me. 

Phoenix 
Foundation, 

Foundation (Newest Industry) Feeble 

P.LC. “Sexy Picnic" (Riding Mower 133 West 19th St 
3rd fl. NYC 10011) Silly cleverness combined with actual 
awesome, innovative bizarre music. Imagine if Barenaked 
Ladies were actually funny and understood funk and had a 
DJ. 

(PIAS] America Sampler (59 West 19th St. suite 4B NYC 
10011) Weird progressive music in all styles and flavors 
from Gold Chains enunciated Hip Hop to John 
Hulkkonen fairy dust atmosphere music to Fred Avril's 
futuristic detective movie music to Sigur Ros’ sad sad tales 
of music woe. 

Pinebender "the high price of living too long with a 
single dream" (Lovitt POB 248 Arlington, VA 22210) 
This is 50 minutes of that one weird honest power rock 
moment in the middle of the hokeyest 80s hair metal power 
ballad. 

Pinhead Gunpowder "compulsive disclosure" (Lookout) 
This supergroup (sorta, it’s a Green Day the band and 
Cometbus the zine collaboration) makes power pop punk 
that is in the upper echelon of that type of sound-making 
these days. That is to say, when they sing about a girl it 
sounds like they actually know her. 



Pink Grease “All Over You" (horsegluerecords.com) James 
Chance and “Rock N Roll” era Lou Redd try to do a high 
school production of “Grease”,..and succeed! 

Pistol Grip "The Show Must Go Off" DVD (Kung Fu) This 
is the best shot concert DVD from this series. The 
switching/editing is right on point, the no frills club looks 
punk appropriate, the crowd and band have tons of 
energy, and the kids sitting on the side of the stage make 
it seem like an intimate event, not a pro-rock-show-with- 
laminate-publicity-A&R-people standing on the side of the 
stage (like in the House of Blues concert DVDs). Most 
important is that the band has a pub rock energy that 
should be experienced in a live club, and this captures that 
energy. 

Pitty Sing (Or 37 W. 17° St NYC 10011) Sounding like 
well-groomed 80s semi-swishy English bands these young 
men manage in under fifteen minute to sing about robots 
fucking and drugs and make it all sound glorious. 

Placer "summer" (dopamine POB 3221 Beverly MA 
01915) Should be called Replacer, because this unique. 
textured, powerfully original sounds replaced all the other 
CDs in my stereo and I'm not taking it out! 

Plastic Crimewave Sound "Flashing Open" (Eclipse) 
Knowing that Mr. Crimewave is a bit of a rock historian | 
made an ass out of u and me by expecting a plodding, 
ham fisted thunder-metal endeavor because the metallic 
silver and purple album art invoked Blue Cheer. Whether 
it was misdirection or bait and switch, | don't care, Im 
extremely pleased with the unexpected innards of this 
record sleeve. The hypnotizing psychedelic sounds on 
side one on Eruptum-free incantations that are almost 
delicate. 1 was enchanted, and | am using an ectoplasmic 
definition of that word, not a fairy tale,one. Side two get 
heavier and more disconcerting, but also in a hypno- 
manner, Flash me open anytime! 

Playing4Square compilation (suburbanhomerecords.com) 
This is a label sampler comp for four labels (Better 
Looking, Lookout, Initial & Negative Progression) and 
there's a lot of bands and some are pretty good including 
The Jazz June, Ted Leo and Even In Blackouts. 

Plugz "Move" ep (Blammo) The Plugs, who became the 
Cruzados, were an LA punk band made up of musicians 
who were good enough to do something other than punk 
and this sounds like a real band pretending to be punk for 
a Halloween party, down to the singer's funny, snotty 
put accent (as opposed to a British or American or a Paul 
tantey minstrel Rock & Roll accent). This is a bootleg 

reissue of their 1978 single that | would recommend for LA 
punk completists only. It's good but not too interesting, 
as opposed to the always superior “interesting but not too 
good.” 

+/- "you Are Here" (Teenbeat) When this gets sensitive it 
loses me, but when this record explores its crazy electronic 
percussion person playing skins mélange it gets me really 
gleefully messed up with rhythm scrambulation. 

the pomes "mind body problem" (Omega Point) Pome-etry 
in emotion! 

The Ponys "Wicked City" (Big Neck) To say this rocks 
insults the word "rock." This ROCKS with a capitol OCK! 

Popular Shapes "Bikini Style" (On/On Switch POB 
641122 SF, CA 94164, ononswitch.com) This is dance 
music for chickens dancing on hotplates! No-wave, art- 
damage apeshit groovy tunes that will be more popular 
than Falco! 

The Pornographic Flabbergasted Emus by Wred Fright 
(POB 770332 Lakewood, OH 44107) This zine is actually 
a serialized novel about a garage band dealing with 
playing at a wet t-shirt contest, broken toilet seats and 
love. | really like how the book reads pretty musically like 
u good Nuggets tune. 

Post Stardom Depression "Ordinary Miracles" (TCG) 
Rock and roll story songs that paint perfect pictures of 
leather jacket, teen desperation/hope. Like “This American 
Life” on heroin. 

Poulain "For Passengers" (Fiddler) Poulicious! 

Preacher's Kids "Wild Emotions" (Get Hip) The worst 
parts of classic rock mixed with the semi-sloppy Johnny 
Thunderisms. 

The Primate 5 "|-2-3-4-5-6-7-Ape! (Dizzy) This super-fun 
frat party Garage monkey rock made me feel prime to mate! 
Five times! 

Lou Profa "Ne mozes pobijediti Punk" (Slusaj najglasnije) 
Profetic! 

Professional Murder Music “Looking Through” 
(Underground Inc/Wormhole) Kill me 
now...professionally! 

Pseudosix “days of delay” (54 40 or Fight) This lulled me 

like I've never been lulled. 

The Pulses “little brothers” (Dirtnap P.O. 21249 Seattle, 
WA 98111) Minute long mildly manic mini-masterpieces! 

Punk Rock Is Your Friend (Kung Fu) This label sampler 
features my favorite Ozma song and good Useless ID music 
and for you collectors an unreleased Vandals track, 

Punk Seven Inch CD Volume One 1988-1989 (Lookout, 
lookoutrecords.com) This is in some ways an absolutely 
excellent CD re-release of a label's early singles. They do 
everything right: The songs are sequenced in 
chronological order with each ep presented in its entirety 
and original sequence. The remastering was done from the 
original source masters by the same engineer. Most 
impressively, the full color CD booklet presents the 
original artwork including all inserts for each single. The 
only thing one might ask for (but I fully respect the 
decision to leave this pure) would be liner notes that 
explained the significance of these bands. On the other 
hand, there isn’t much to say. What is not good about 
this CD virtually all the music on it. Lookout 
established itself as a label that mattered because of two 
bands, Operation Ivy and Green Day. What both of those 
bands share is an ability to write excellent songs and make 
records that seem to be really solid; these are bands with 
musicians that would have thrived to some degree no 
matter what genre of music they went into, Unfortunately 
the label (as they prove on this comp) didn’t get in bed 
with these bands because the labelmeister’s golden cars. 
Though they have now established themselves as an 
ambitious label with some diverse, talented acts, this early 
stuff, well, sucks. The first band on here is Corrupted 
Morals, an 80s style hardcore band (or as 80s as you 
could still be by "88) that for some reason has plodding 3 
minute songs. Two of the other bands on here, Isocracy 
and Surrogate Brains, are at least funny and  self- 
depreciating (Isocracy has several songs about how bad 
they are and Surrogate Brains cover a song from a Mad 
Magazine flexi disc). Plaid Retina is an average late 80s 
punk band and Kamala and the Karnivores was a decent 
experiment; a punk version of a 60s girl group, with actual 
well written songs. The worst thing on here is the only 
‘one of these records | was unfortunate enough to buy; the 
Yeastie Girls. This a capella poetry act was trying to be 
funny in a painfully unfunny way and trying to be serious 
in a pathetic, absurd manner that made Nancy Reagan “Just 
Say No” seem like intelligent rhetoric. 

Punk The Early Years DVD (Cleopatra/MVD) This is a 
1978 British documentary (originally called “Raw 
Energy”) that is a real must see for punk history buffs. A 
fairly conservative, very professional documentary gussied 
up (or I should say “dressed down") with a few punk 
aesthetics (they use Xerox and marker artwork and cut and 
paste zine graphics throughout) this actually is more 
successful for not being as radical as it pretends to be, 1 
could do without the numerous record executive 
interviews, but I'm very happy with the professional 
quality (sound, video and content) of the interviews with 
bands, fans and zine editors. There are a few miscues here 
(the producers definitely believed that Eddie and the Hot 
Rods were seminal, their live performance is the longest 
and best shot of the documentary) but they also knew 
when they struck gold. The documentary gives the last 
word to teenage Poly Styrene and ends with a lip synched 
X-Ray Spex music video, seemingly filmed for this 
documentary. Poly Styrene is the real face of punk; a true 
original, unusual looking outcast (a heavyset, biracial teen 
with braces and a stylish, yet somewhat dumpy, look) 
singing in a powerful unique way on a truly great song 
that really challenges the musical status quo. Compare to 
an earlier performance by pretty, teen-idol looking Billy 
Idol and Generation X, a truly pedestrian band making 
very normal music (their song is dubbed in with the studio 
version so you can’t tell if they were “punker” live, but it 
is notable that after declaring their impetus to start the band 
was negative reaction to boring stage shows Mr. Idol is a 
pretty tame front man). Other notable moments are a live- 
sound Slit concert (worst drumming ever...that’s punk!), 
some really good punk fashion footage and a solid 
Adverts interview. This is a no-frills budget DVD with 
typos on the back cover (are Marc Bolan's bloated 
musings on punk from his “First Ever” or “Last Ever” 

interview”) a scratchy print and no extras. But ultimately 
just seeing Poly dance around makes this a bargain at any 
price and a very accurate documentation of what the true 
spirit of punk is really about. 

Q And Not U "X-Polynation” (Dischord) This music tastes 
like a Snickers bar with the nougat replaced with drywall 
compound. And I mean that in a very good way. 

The Quick (Revola/Cherry Red Unit 17, Elysium Gate 
West, 126-128 New King's Road, London SW6 4LZ 
England www.cherryred.co.uk revola.co.uk) The Quick 
were THEE band between Glam and Punk in Los Angeles. 
Though they flirted with near-castrato harmony heights, 
much like Sparks (though not hittin’ on the helium nearly us 
hard), they backed up their Pop fixation with a hard hitting, 
proto-Punk guitar sound that influenced a lot of up and 
coming L.A. Punk bands. Featured here are studio demos 
(when Power Pop was being hailed as the "Next Big Thing" 
Mercury and Elektra got in on the ground floor, but it all fell 
apart before Sharona could even buy cigarettes legally) and 
some live cuts, and they all sound pretty strong 25 years 
after the fact. Any American band at the time who ; 
recognized the greatness of The Creation and The Move 
(when Roy Wood was scarcely even referred to as "That guy 
Cheap Trick likes so much") may have been an anomaly, but 
very, very necessary. This package (littered with great band 
photos, including one with The Ramones and "band 
sponsors” Kim Fowley and Rodney Bingenheimer and an 
audience shot with a bowlcut Kid Congo Powers looking 
very much like one of Los Mockers) is testament to a long 
standing reputation that precedes the group. Dickies 
frontman, Leonard Graves Phillips, was briefly in the 
original Quick lineup, and Steven Hufsteter and Danny 
Benair of The Quick put in some time with the early Dickies. 
The Dickies later covered The Quick's signature song, 
"Pretty Please (Me)" (as did Redd Kross, MUCH later) 
Quick alumni also turned up in The Three O'Clock, 
Cruzados, and others. But, the question remains, will The 
Quick ever do it again?. Probably not. "Yeah, but that's how 
it is with a word like ‘probably.” "Probably" means probably 
you will, and probably you won't"-Archié Bunker. 

The Quick Fix Kills "Saint Something" (My Pal God) 
Sputter and scramble percussion and guitar make the crazy: 
elf-general-barking-commands vocalist sound like a 
menacing sprite! This is scary good weirdo music: 

Quintron "Are You Ready For An Organ Solo?" 
(Rhinestone/Three.One.G POB 178262 SD, CA 92177) 
Quintron was always one of my favorite acts; a dynamic 

former whose raw energy and musical innovation turned 
is Vicious, spirited attacks on his organ and Drum Buddy 

into visceral groove music. 1 never even considered what 
an awesome force he would be if he notched his 
songwriting up a zillion times or so...so | was destroyed 
by this amazing record. This is by far the best music he 
has ever made. Miss Pussycat and her fellow have crafted 
some genuine dance-your-ass-off magical music here. | am 
a pile of sweat and ashes after experiencing this amazing 
record. 

Rachels "Systems/Layers" (Quarterstick) Koyaani-snazzy! 

Radiation 4 
awesomeness. 

“Wonderland” (Century) Radiates 

Radio Berlin “Sister Sounds” (Global Symphonic 7624 
Sussex Ave. Burnany BC V5) 3V8 Canada) When | hear 
some of the moody or edgy electronic pop | liked in high 
school it never sounds as g as I remembered. This is 
what I falsely remember that stuff sounding like. 

Radio CPR “begin live transmission” (Dischord) This 
compilation celebrates a DC community radio station and 
the diverse selection of songs by local bands are 
sandwiched between interview snippets, station IDs, DJs 
talking and contributions from urban children who 
participate in the station's activities. Not college radio, 
community radio is an amazing thing where the voices of a 
neighborhood really can be heard, from political activists 
concerned with housing and quality of life issues that 
affect residents to true music fans who present the artwork 
of their culture or subculture without an iota of commercial 
concern. This CD has about twenty bands featured, none 
of which you've probably heard of, but the quality of all 
of them - from progressive punk to acoustic songwriter 
music to underground hip hop to mariachi to electronic 
music — is impeccable. | have never heard a CD with such 
a wide range of voices and ideas that is this cohesive and 
powerful. Hearing the voices of DJs, from slick talking 
Hip Hoppers to aging hippies to the familiar young, white 
college DJ gonna-giggle-soon approach makes it easy to 
understand why Dischord appreciated this local treasure 
enough to put this excellent document together. Usually 
when I recommend a comp with no one you heard of on it 
I know you wont buy it and I'm just being nice to label 
by praising it (see. I'm a good guy, stop calling me an 
asshole) but when I tell you this is good I mean you 
should really get a copy of this CD. It is an enriching. 
fascinating listen, and the bands on it are amazing. 
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Railspliiter “860 Some Odd LBS.” (kissmygrit@aol.com) 
This is the heavy evil music from my dream movie 
where a huge football player guy is torn apart from the 
inside out by a monster parasite with big hands and long 
razorlike claws. This is brutal to the noodle! 

Raising The Fawn “by the warmth of your flame” (Sonic 
Unyon, sonicunyon.com) Fawn-tastic! 

Raisin Pie comix (Fantagraphics) Ariel Bordeaux and Rick 
Alttergott shouldn't compliment each other too well in 
theory,!but in practice they work side by side in imperfect 
but glorious harmony. This new comic combines several 
serialized stories, and Bordeaux's cartoony, flat figures 
give breathing room from Altergott’s dense, Wally 
Woodians, and both of their writing seems to have been 
profoundly and positively affected by the sea air of the 
east coast. This is my favorite new series. 

The Rapture "Echoes" (Strummer) Non-Wave funk that is 
better than Rap music or Ture music. 

Raw Deal! (Damaged Goods) This is a reissue of an 
English punk comp from 1977. In early '77 Raw Records 
released its first single by the Users and by Decemebr they 
had released a half dozen more 45s (including a Soft Boys 
record and a reissue of the Creation’s “Making Time”) and 
this LP of original punk songs. While there are no super 
famous bands on this there are certainly some lost gems. 
The nasty girlpunk of “Bondage Boy” by the Sick 
Things, the sluggish anthem “Young British and White” 
by The Psycho's and the Bloodclots’ snotty take on 
“Louie Louie” are songs that should be punk Classics. If 
you have the original this CD includes four bonus tracks 
including another great Sick Things track. 

Razorcake zine (POB 42129 LA CA 90042) Combine a 
one man band chicken-rabbit who plays drums in Eastern 
Europe, a genius Canadian pest, and a Milwaukee-area 
misanthrope afflicted with parenthetical palsy and you 
have a can't miss mag. That's right, you can read the work 
of Rhythm Chicken, Nardwuar and Rev. Norb in the pages 
of Razorcake and if that isn’t reason enough than you 
een have stopped reading magazines around Ranger 

Rick time. 

Harold Ray “Live In Concert” (Alternative Tentacles) This 
is a sax fueled concert by a pseudo-60s Soul Revue. 
What makes this work as a real honking live party, as 
opposed to a weird minstrel show, is that white Ray does 
not seem to be trying to be Soul Brother #1 James Brown, 
Rather he seems to be attempting to channel prime Wayne 
Cochran, the awesome Caucasian pompadoured James 
Brown tribute artist. Now there’s nothing wrong with 
being a Wayne wannabe (a Wayneabe?). Lots of party 
dance music here and a, great cover of Edwin Starr's “25 
Miles To Go,” which, by the way, is the least embarrassing 
and most functional (as far as dancing goes) Motown cuts 
for a wedding DJ to spin, Harold will herald a new era of 
old eras! 

Raymen “Long Lonely Mighway" "Hollywood Hell" (1 
Used To Fuck People Like You In Prison Records) In the 
spirit of the Beasts of Bourbon this is creepy, dark 
Garage/roots rock & roll. The singers voice could curdle 
milk while still charming the kitten The Hollywood 
record includes evil versions of lesser known Elvis movie 
songs, Check out the name of the record label...that is 
badass! 

Reagan National Crash Diet “Sucktastic!” (RoosterCow) 
This increasingly not sucky punk/pop (as opposed tov 
Pop/Punk) band re-releases their vinyl EP with some 
impressive live tracks that made me wish I didn't just lie to 
them and act like I had come to their shows when they 
asked me if I came to their show. 

Reel Big Fish “The Show Must Go Off!” (Kung Fu) Fans 
of the band need this — of all the expertly shot, multi- 
camera shot concert DVDs in this series this may be the 
best shot, with rhythmic camera switching, excellent close- 
ups and fantastic photography. That said, if you are not a 
fan this will not convince you, Despite one band member 
wearing a funny costume this band does not rise to the 
visual challenge of filling the grand House of Blues stage 
and their goofy horn driven sorta punk doesn’t maintain 
much charm in this setting. 

The Resistoleros "Rock 'N' Roll Napalm (Steel Cage POB 
29247 Philly PA 19125) When I say this rocked the shit 
out of me I means I had to change my underpants! 

Martin Rey "to live” (file thirteen POB 804868 Chicago 
IL 60680) Forget Suicide...this thing murders! With 
electronic minimalism reaching an apex of minimumosity in 
recent years this pioneer of spareness doesn’t try to do 
less, but rather circumvents lessness as he presents spare 

rumentation that is so fuzzy, nasty and bad ass that it 
seems as big as a brick wall falling on you. Rev it up, 
brother! 

Riddle of Steel "Python" (scetic POB 2224 St. Louis 
MO063109) Riddle me this...what do you call 10 pounds 
of genius in an eight pound satchel? Riddle of Steel! 

Riverboat Gamblers "Something to Crow About" 
(Gearheadrecords.com) This is so Rock & Roll that is 
pisses Pabst’s Blue Ribbon and it shits broken guitar 
strings. 

Riverdales "Phase 3" (1-4-5 3368 Governor Dr. suite 
224F SD, CA 92122) I'm npt a big fan of Screeching 
Weasel or of the suposedly more Ramonesy/Rock & Rolly 
offshoot The Riverdales, but I have to admit, this record 
sounds like what the first two records were supposed to 
have sounded like. Not brilliant or perfect by any means 
this is nonetheless a great Joey-vocals-aping, 60s-radio- 
Pop-comprehending, fun-to-listen-to record. 

Riverwurst Comics ($3, POB 511553 Milwaukee, WI 
53203) A fun, rough edged comix zine. This is a little 
expensive considering the amateurish (though spirited) 
nature of most of the work, but I really love rough hewn, 
uninhibited comix work and there are a few fine pieces in 
the Halloween issue 1 got, including Heather Shinn's 
romantic, gruesome zombie love story, and some panels by 
legendary outsider cartoonist Art Paul Schlosser. 

Rocketship/Trace split CD (Omnibus POB 16-2372 
Sacramento, CA 95816) Rocketship wins this battle of the 
bands with a huge post-Psyche wall of sonic something 
and electronic insect sounds. Trace’s music is impressive 
in a way; it is structured in a way that shouldn't be nearly 
as grating as it is, perhaps they use special frequencies. 

Wayne Rogers "Constant Displacement" (Drag City) 
Psychedelicious experimental hard rockers that trappered 
my john! 

The Romantics (Web) One of my all-time fave bands 
(really) the Romantics aren’t fucking around with this new 
album, There's some genuine rock & roll magic going on, 
with not only a Pretty Things cover but a real Pretty 
Things/brit garage pop vibe that compliments the power 
pop foundation. Some of the ial here strives to be a 
little too MOR, but when this band gets down (with new 
drummer Clem Burke!) they really get down! 

Rosetta comics (Alternative) This publisher has unleashed 
a slew of cmmix compilations recently but this is different. 
Like Drawn and Quarterly or Raw this is a prestige comp, 
with whatever type of printing serves the work best taking 
precedence over cost and with a boldly chosen stable of 
international comix artists demonstrating the lowest and 
highest ends of underground/indie comix approaches. 
Artists like John P., Ivan Brunetti, David Lasky, Bazooka 
Joe M.S. Bastian, and Ron Rege Jr. present some really 
challenging and beautiful work here. My favorite aspect of 
this collection is the inclusion of a little bio of the artist 
not in the back of the book but as an introduction to their 
piece. There are some entries here that don’t seem like the 
artist's best work (I'm a huge Megan Kelso fan but her 
long fairy story wasn’t magically enchanting to me) but 
overall this is a highly recommended compilation. 

Roswell “Void" (Cacophonous 231 Portobello Rd 
London WII ILT) Brutal Swedish evisceration Metal that 
bloodies and bruises all it conquers! 

Josh Rouse °1972" 
Popilicious! 

(Rykodisc) Rousingly subtle! 

Rubber Necker comics (Alternative) N. U. Bertozzi has a 
way of telling intricate stories in a delicate yet devastating 
manner. Presenting the tiny moments that many would 
miss that make life special or fucked are his specialty and 
by stringing them together he presents some genuinely 
unique narratives. 

Ruby and the Rednecks "From the Wrong Side of Town” 
(Poo-Poo Platter) If Sha Na Na was Z and Patti Smith was A 
this would be somewhere around R. 

The Rum Diary “Poisons That Save Lives” (Substandard 
POB 310 Berkely, CA 94701) I thought they meant rum 
like pirates or crazy Jamaicans drink, but they meant like 
old ladies sitting around drink during bridge. 

The Sailors “Failure Depression Suicide” (Dropkick POB 
1072 North Fitzroy Vic 3068 Australia) This is one of my 
favorite bands because | believe if I got them drunk 
enough they would fuck me, and I like that kind of 
attention from a band. And I believe any listener, no 
matter what sex, age, level of ugliness of odor could say 
the same thing about this band, and that’s a beautiful 
thing. Plus, they play trash rock that actual functions as 

* sea shanties. And they play “Popcorn!” 

Salty the Pocketknife (Sonance) | initially promised myself 
I wouldn't put this down simply because it featured 
Screech form “Saved By The Bell” on bass. But this is so 
fucking terrible | don’t know what to say. They claim to 
be influenced by Zappa and Mr. Bungle. There must be an 

7 Q alternative universe Zappa and Mr. Bungle because this is 

experimental only in the sense that they are experimenting 
with how awful you can possibly make music. And sorry. 
“Saved By The Bell” was an amazing show because it 
lowered the already ridiculously low bar for bad writing on 
sitcoms. This is a show where the people who wrote 
“Small Wonder” were overqualified to work for, and | 
thought that was sad because it meant that they thought 
teens and kids deserved less. Dustin Diamond as Screech 
was certainly in theory the best thing on the show, but 
given that atmosphere it isn’t surprising that he can’t tell 
wa is good or bad. His bass palying, by the way, isn't 
ad, 

Salvia Divinorum "on a medical afternoon" (Dust POB 
310 Moryon, IL 61550) | use dto play the 12” of “Bela 
Lugosi is Dead at 33 at my haunted house to scare the 
kids, but now I will play this at regular speed! 

Satanicide “heather (Enabler 300 Elizabeth ST NYC 
10012) A record not good enough or funny enough to 
have actually made. They should have just sat around and 
said “wouldn't it be funny if...” and left it at that. 

Saturn V “After Work Sessions!!!" (Big Ben) Frat music 
for the special ed frat. This CD features the best chimp 
song since chimps themselves stopped making records. 

saves the day "in reverate" (Dreamworks/Vagrant) Save the 
receipt. 

Say Hi To Your Mom “numbers and Mumbles” 
(sayhitoyourmom.com) This music has figured out the 
exact minimum tempo, volume of vocals and layers of 
instrumentation that could qualify something as upbeat. 
This is spare but never sad or pathetic, even though it 
sounds like it should be. 

Rebecca Schiffman "Upside Down Lacrimosa" (Some 51 
Macdougal St. #458 NYC 10012) If Lennon had married 
Nick Cave instead of Yoko this is what “Double Fantasy” 
would have sounded like. 

Jesse Scinto & Big Jay McNeely "The Clutch" (Marquis 
Box #117 3023 N. Clark St. Chicago IL 60057) This is 
an event album because the legendary Big Jay doesn't 
record as much in the last half century as he should, and 
he is still a hearty, powerful sax honker. Who better to get 
him behind a mic than Chicago's sax-and-roll advocate 
Scinto, and when they are blowing here you can hear 
history moistening the reeds with the saliva of 
timelessness. Scinto's has a few all around boss tunes, but 
a lot of his originals (this CD is boldly all originals) need 
some lyrical work and the vocal arrangements here don't 
work with the strengths of the singers. But this is still 
something to hear and Big Jay fans should check it out for 
the magic moments that materialize on this disc. 

Scram magazine (scrammagazine.com) Roctober's West 
Coast i ter zine keeps getting better; the new issue has in 

sight from Emitt Rhodes and from Buddah/NYC 
punk impresario Marty Thau, as well as a vintage Ramones 
piece by Dennis Eichorn and a reviews by people who like 
good music. 

Seagull Screaming Kiss Her Kiss Her "Red Talk" 
(arrivederci baby!) This looks like it will be really good 
Super cool Japanese hipster rock girls on a beautifully art 
directed package with a crazy band name. But this is as 
boring as watching the negatives for this beautiful artwork 
dry. 

Sea Monster "Psychotronic Roller Boogie Disco Queen 
Sock It To Me" (Winged Disk POB 236 Nesconset NY 
11767) See monster...run! Dumb bad and boring...the 8” 
through 10" dwarfs. 

Sea Ray "Stars At Noon" (Self-Starter POB 1562 NYC 
10276) This has some nice moments of semi-psychedelic 
sonic experimentation, but those moments only serve to 
make dreary pop somewhat interesting. 

Secret Sphere "Secret Of Human Desire" (Nuclear Blast) 
Sin-fonic Metal that ranges from majestically awesome to 
royally awful! 

sellin dat stuff (Ratcage) Peter Crowley, with the revived 
zine/label Ratcage, presents a bunch of odd, fun and 
challenging music that recalls when Crowley presided over 
Max's Kansas City bookings (not the super hipster, 
highbrow Studio 54 original era, but the “redefine the 
underground” era when Jayne County, The Fast and Pere 
Ubu showed up and did their thing). On this record 
Jayne/Wayne County returns reviving the Max's anthem, 
listing all the famous bands that played there and folks 
who hung out (I don’t recall Madonna and Lauren Bacall 
making the cut on the original). Better yet is Ruby and 
the Rednecks out-County-ing Jayne by combining her/his 
persona with Bette Midler’s and Skeeter Davis’. Also 
presenting some exciting rock drama is Sea Monster, Detox 
Darlings, Lisa Jackson, Psycho Daisies, JB Johnson and 
the inspiring Joy Rider who sound so much like they 
belong on the original Max's LP that | busted it out to 
make sure they weren't. 
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Service Group "Minimum R&B" (Squid vs. Whale POB 
11252 Portland OR 97211) Serviced me fully with lush, 
joyful, unique pop. 

Sewergrooves "Saturday Night, Tonight We're Gonna 
Have Some Fun" (Sound sof Subterania) This rocks as 
hard as a sewer stinks, and these guys are rocking while 
stinking drunk on whiskey and sewer water. Boogies and 
oogies and pi rocks without guitar wanks. This is the 
best bar rock your drunk senses can perceive. 

Sex and Subversion - A Thick Records Compilation 
(Thick) a budget comp of solid Midwestern bands. The 
“name” here is Local H but the game here is the powerful 
Rock & Roll of GCS, the strangely off kilter political 
rantmusic of Vortis and the big bouncy band sound of 
Blue Meanies (an unreleased track, as are most of the tracks 
‘on the CD). 

shortie "worthless smiles" (Go Big! 9911 W. Pico Blvd, 
ste 340W LA, CA 90035) shittie. 

Shudder To Think “Curses, spells, voodoo, mooses” 
(Sammich/Dischord) Never liked this band, and I had a 
friend dating one of them so | had to go see them a lot and 
I really tried to like them but I just don't like the sounds 
they made. This reissues their early stuff, and I guess it's 
better than a few years later but I just don’t like the way the 
music sounds. That's a pretty honest and valid criticism. 

Shutdown 66 "Welcome to Dumpsville" (Get Hip) Does 
for awesome Garage rock and maracas what the first Motley 
Crue album did for hair Metal and cowbells. 

Sickidz "Now and Then" (Steel Cage) Late 70s Philly area 
Cramps-ian monster band reforms and re-records some 
classics as well as presenting a live set from 1980 on this 
interesting release. Note that like Dracula and Frankenstein 
this monster vocalist also get scarier and better with age. 

Sidewalk Slam “...And We Drive” (Tooth and Nail) 
Midwestern pop-punk with a clapping section on the first 
single that is one of the funnest, most honest moments in 
the last 10 years of teen punk. 

Sigur Ros (Fat Cat) At first I thought this just made me sad 
but then I realized that it made me think, It made me think, 
“I'm sad.” 

The Silent Treatment (Lucid 665 Timber Hill Rd. 
Deerfield IL 60015) Silence is golden! This is emo con 
piano with some nice dynamics. 

Silo the Huskie "Sons of Columbus" (Tiberius 4280 
Catalpa Dr. Independence KY 41051) Dullo the Dusty. 

Sixth Chamber "Molded Truths" (Novokkane Noise 1055 
Sanborn Ave #105 LA CA 90029) Lisa Marie's record may 
suck, but Christian Death's son's band surpasses his 
parents in Dark Wave classiness. 

Skrape "Up The Dose" (RCA) Skrapes the TOP of the 
barrel! I love it 

Skratch magazine (skratchmagazine.com) | don't like most 
of the bands covered in this slick punk mag BUT it opens 
with the editor answering letters with insult humor and the 
review section not only features little pictures of every 
album cover but also considered the new Skid Row CD 
worthy of ink, which is a cooler thing to do than MRR 
would ever consider. 

Sleepytime Gorilla Museum (Sickroom) | don't 
understand what this is but it’s the best record ever. If you 
walked by an art gallery and people were gathered around 
watching things and you went in and this is what the 
performers were doing you would either become a massive 
patron of the arts or a sniper. This involves pot and pan 
rattling, evil poetry, musical non sequitors, stringed 
instruments with strings being bent in ways that sound 
like they go against design, odd variations on the ‘power 
ballad and some ‘surprising hating on the Doobie Brothers. 

The Slog Movie DVD (MVD) This is a super 8 document 
of Southern California punk and hardcore circa 1981 and 
1982, Dave Markey is better known for his Desperate 
Teenage Lovedolls and 1992: The Year Punk Broke used 
to sell this as a VHS back in the day, but this is a longer, 
better version, marred only by Gregg Ginn’s refusal to let 
them use any music, logos, or anything by Black Flag 
(though some silent live footage of an early Henry show, 
with Robo going apeshit, is featured). There is excellent 
band footage including an outdoor Red Cross show, some 
prime Fear, and T.S,O.L. in their awesome gay goth phase, 
but the best stuff is kids hanging out and being stupid. 
But it isn't cinema verite, this was made by a filmmaker, 
albeit a teen one, and he didn't hesitate to stage scenes or 
have punk kids (some under 10) “act” out scenes. Also 
included are a few skits, one making fun of Ted Nugent 
and one heaping praise on Pettibone designed 
skateboards. This also is a pure document, not cleaning 
up some of the uglier stupidity that may seem embarrassing 

now (kept intact are dumb kid racist lines like “Don’t call 
me a Jew!” and “Punks are the niggers of the world,” the 
latter ignoring the fact that maybe the original “niggers” 
might still hold precedence over them, and uttered in 
response to a liquor store not selling beer to his 15 year 
old ass). The fact that this was shot on super 8 and not 
video makes everything look great and rich-and real and 
this existing is a treasure that you should take advantage 
of and grab up (before Ginn figures out how to get it 
blocked). 

Sloth "Dead Generation" (Hollywood) Suckth. 

The Slow Signal Fade "Kindling" (stroll 1851 N. 
Gramercy PI. LA, CA 90028) Expect a Fast Fresh Focus! 
This band is going all the way! 

Slur "Independence" (Tarpit) Rhymes with "Grirr.” 

Pat Smille Band “Letter To Hampton" (patsmille.com) Pat 
has been a South Side Blues club fixture for years and this 
amazing record really documents the energy and excitement 
his Stax-style soul vocals bring to the party. All originals, 
this still manages to sound classic. 

Smogtown "Tales of Gross Pollution" (Disaster) This 
collects demos and rarities from the mid 90s by this 
California streetpunk band that people dug in the early 
2000s (they broke up, apparently). In some ways it’s 
harder to fail to make this kind of music than succeed, but 
the fact is | have suffered through a surprisingly high 
amount of non-rocking, uninspiring, boring attempts by 
lesser bands, and it is clear that this band, at minimum, 
fucking rocked. In fact, I believe they totally fucking 
rocked, 

Snake People DVD (Eclectic) To call this a horror classic 
would be a stretch, but there's a number of elements here 
that make this notable. Boris Karloff appears as a 
scientist/Kreskin/Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and the great 
Jack Hill had something to do with slapping this Mexican 
production into US of A, Drive In, B-movie shape. And 
most importantly, the zombie snake le ritual involves 
an exotic bikini belly dance, one that is filmed with absurd 
joy. especially the aerial shot that is all bulbous breasts 
and naughty python! That said, this movie is also a mess 
that makes little to no sense and involves some 
Hollywood shot scenes that don’t fit into anything (there's 
a wicked, crue] midget who has something to do with 
voodoo zombie action, but I'm not sure what. But forget 
the negativity, it's worth the price of admission to see a 
feeble Karloff beat a crooked cop down for giving into his 
carnal desires to mate with his decaying zombie slave. 

Soiled Dove “Soiled Life” (GSL) See, 1 so love! Lo fi? I'd 
died. 

Solger "Codex 1980" (empty POB 12034 Seattle WA 
98102) This is the complete works of Seattle's first 
hardcore band, What anyone who hears this will talk 
about is the miraculously awful production values of their 
ep which is included n its entirety here “mastered” from the 
original vinyl. | have never heard anything this bad and 
as a hardcore aficionado that is impressive! It sounds like 
the microphones were under water! That said, the live set 
(including a Germs cover) and some tracks that actually 
were recorded and mastered according to human standards 
sound like Super Audio CD in comparison and you can 
really address the bands music. Early enough in the game 
that they were still drawing from pre-hardcore punk (the 
singer occasionally wants to fake an English accent and 
the song title “Raping Dead Nuns” is very much a bridge 
between kids trying to be what their parents thought the 
Sex Pistols were and kids getting to what Bad Brains was) 
this is not one of the best hardcore records ever but it sure 
captures teenage anger and confusion and unattainable 
(because of ineptness) desire as good as anything. And 
you HAVE to hear the shitty single...1 would pay 
hundreds of dollars to see the face of a guy who paid 
hundreds of dollars for the original 7” on ebay when he 
plays it the first time. 

Soul Side “Less Deep Inside Keeps” (Sammich/Dischord) 
Like most hardcore/punk from the late 80s this is less 
exciting than records made three years earlier and better 
than most records made three years later, Much purer and 
looser than a lot of late 80s DC area punk this is a pretty 
good record (I never heard it before and the songs were 
instantly memorable). I really like the drumming on this, 
spare but with those perfectly appropriate mini fills. If you 
are buying this to be a Dischord completist you will be 
pleased. 

The Sound of San Francisco (Alive) A baker's dozen of 
genuinely rocking rock bands! There is actual 
tambourine on this compilation! Every band delivers 
the goods, but my faves are Nagg, The Aktion and 
Coachwhip. 

South "With the Tides” (Kinetic) Not my spot of tea. This 
will likely enchant many, however. 
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South Filthy (Wrecked’em POB 240701 Memphis TN 
38124) The Blues can make you so happy, but they can 
also make you so sad. 

South American Teenage Garage Punk Volume One 
(Butterfly) These are four amazing Garage bands, totally 
dedicated to the 60s sound yet each truly individual. 
Musically perhaps the Tandooris are the best, and | was 
moved by the Supersonicos and rocked by Los Peyotes. 
However the fact that Elio and thee Horribles each dress 
like movie monsters makes them my new favorite band! 

Space Cadet "Greatest Hits" (Trauma) Out of this world! 

The Spectors "Beat Is Murder: Cockfights & Cakefights 
1992-1996" (Get Hip) Keith Patterson in Minnesota's 
answer to Prince...wait, that's not right? Anyhoo, this 
Band of a thousand lakes made some of my fave silly 
garage records in the 90s and if their trek to monk-land 
wasn't enough (their monks cover was recorded in a 
monks studio by some monks) the tambourine psyche of 
“Treacle Toffee World” will sell you faster than a fifty cent 
Whopper! 

Speedealer “burned alive” (Radical 77 Bleeker St. suite 
2-21 NYC 100123) Skynard, Grand Funk, fast Metallica 
and the Ramones combined in a blender to present a live 
show that scrambles your eggs inside the shell. 

Spires That in the Sunset Rise (Galactic Zoodisk/Eclipse) 
This is the sound of being haunted by the ghost of an old 
woman who was killed with a hatchet 50 years ago in a 
house you just moved into. 

Splendor Mystic Solis "Heavy Acid Blowout Tensions 
Live" (Galactic Zoodisk/Eclipse) Three improvised, live 
sound suites from a 1999 tour that teamed members of 
Japan's Mainliner (Acid Mother's Temple fans take note) 
with Chicago's then still green-in-the-psyche world Plastic 
Crimewave. The results re pretty astounding, this is not an 
indulgent, vanity project (as much as any improvised 
psychedelic music can be removed from the words 
"indulgent" and “vanity"). ‘The first piece left me a bit cold 
but the second piece was a bludgeoning powerhouse 
(appropriate for the Detroit audience that heard it) and the 
finale was a swirling masterpiece that must have made the 
shivering Minnesota crowd think they were in Atlantis. 

Squirtgun "Fade To Bright" (Honest Don's) Squirts 
mediocrity, 

Ssion “Opportunity Bless My Soul" (Version City) There 
are moments when this sounds like the music was made on 
the beat machines that come on a toy electronic drum for 
infants...and it still mad me want to go out and have 
anonymous gloryhole sex at a combination middle age 
swingers party/teen rave, This is got some of the nastiest, 
most awesome, silliest grooves you will hear this year. 

Star Bag (Happy Happy Birthday to Me POB 1035 
Panama City FL 32402) Bore Bag. 

Stellastar* (RCA) Stellasux* 

Stereophonics "You Gotta Go There To Come Back" (V2) 
Beautifully dull music. 

Sticks and Stones "The Strife and Times" (Chunksaah 
POB 974 New Brunswick, NJ 08903) This important late 
80s/early 90s NJ punk band really challenged what the 
punk scene was all about by not being punk and really 
challenged what audiences and record buyers wanted by 
not being interesting. 

Stomak "...moja beba" (Slusaj Najglasnije) This magical 
guitar made my stomak flutter! 

Story of the Year (Maverick) Story of my Rear. 

S.T.R.E.E.T.S. “Bobognargnar" (Global Symphonic) A 
skatepunk rock opera based on basically the band’s name: 
Skating Totally Rules Everything Else Totally Sucks! 
Combining elements of Bill and Ted's Excellent 
Adventure, Faust, Wagner, Tortoise and that one JFA 
video, this is the skate punk of the future! 

Streetwalkin Cheetahs “Maximum Overdrive” (Alive) A te- 
release of the band’s 1995 album with bonus material 
including a Radio Birdman cover with Deniz singing 
This is better Garage Bar Rock than most because it has 
actual grooving (though properly spare) drumming and 
they don't use amps like a Metal band. This sounds clean 
and dirty at the same time, with the rock rooted in Rock 
and Roll. I didn’t recall this record being that awesome 
but in retrospect it's pretty fun and I'm glad it got reissued 

. just so I could pay attention to it again. 

Stretcharmstrong “Engage” (SolidState) It’s not a “stretch” 
top say this gave my ear blisters - dynamic, anthemic, 
powerful TRUTH! 

The Strokes “Room on Fire” (RCA) The recording here is 
as natural, straightforward and as impressive as the debut 



but there’s no big hooks here. Also, for all the “Garage” 
talk this band sounds a lot more like the Cure than 
Question Mark and the Mysterians here. 

Strychnine "live" in Bremen Germany" (TKO) This is a 
concert album recorded in Germany and | give it a strict 
nein! 

The Suburban American Tract-Home Project, The Sub- 
Urban American yol. Il, The Suburban American #3 
(Manifest Destiny) These punk comps feature some unique 
and awesome bands. The first volume, with PAWNS, Hit 
By A Semi and Nogoodnix (amongst others) is great, but 
Volume III with Smeat, Gruk, Kids with Headlice (great 
name!) and a song abour G.G. Allin by Botchii is my 
favorite. There are also some solid songs on volume 2, my 
fave being the closing track by The Blacks (not the 
Chicago Country rockers) called “I'm A Hack.” 

by Adrian Tomine (Drawn and Quarterly 
POB 48056 Montral Quebec Canada H2V 4S8) I will get 
many an argument on this, but | think Tomine may be the 
comics artist doing the best short story telling these days, 
and I live down the street from where Dan Clowes 
sharpened his first pencil, While I still find Clowes’ stuff 
more intriguing his work is about seeing characters from 
the outside, even his most introspective characters have 
such a disconnect from the functioning world that they see 
themselves from outside their own glazed eyes rather than 
from within, While Tomine’s characters are just as much 
misfits (the influence at every level is pronounced, Tomine 
is Badfinger to Clowes’ Beatles) their inner workings are 
put forth in a way where we are genuinely invited inside 
their sad, confused heads. Not every one of these four 
stories taken from his Optic Nerve comic book works, but 
Tomine is good enough that when something falls flat you 
are sad because so many of the elements click. And when 
his stories succeed (his tale of high school patheticness is 
genuinely pathetic and poetic) it is really a (sad) pleasure 
to experience. 

Sunshine “Necromance” (GSL) Czech out this truly unique 
record that combines caveman-in-your-face rock & roll with 
strains of super futuristic electronics, Someone dosed their 
oblacken as th a completely unique, aggressive 
approach to post-psychedelia. 

supra argo (Omega Point) Supra are GO! Important 
sounding but still joyfully absurd. 

Superjaded “big since | was little” (SJ) 1 couldn't possibly 
describe how much I did not enjoy this. 

Sweaterweather by Sara Varon (Alternative) This is one of 
my favorite comix collection in years — and if you don’t 
mind your kid seeing cute animals smoke cigarettes then 
this may be the most functional children’s book ever made 
by an indie commix artist. What I love the most about this 
book is that everyone is nice and kind to each other yet 
everything still rings true and lifelike despite the fact that 
in truth and life people are rarely nice and kind to each 
other. This amazing, warm, charming book includes paper 
dolls, postcards, stamps and beekeeping instructions! — If 
you are young at heart or have a youngster I highly 
recommend this, 

Sweet Japanese American Princesses "virgin Tribe" (big 
Neck POB 8144 Reston, VA 20195) Thundering, 
ferocious, mighty Japanese punk that is sweeter than inari. 

Tales from the Australian Underground- Singles 1976- 
. 1989 (Festival Mushroom) A mighty and comprehensive 
comp of Aussie rock output. Equal parts obscure punk 
and radio friendly pop, making it more interesting than the 
excellent “Murder Punk” comps. This features X, 
Scientists, Saints, Died Pretty, Hard-ons Birthday Party 
and a couple dozen more greats and one-song wonders. 
Some of this stuff actually charted in Australia, but it's all 
good, dude. 

Snuky Tate "Who Cares?" (Blammo) This boot of an 
obscure single by an African American Bay Area scenester 
with the Mutants backing him up is one of the most 
enjoyable, fuzzy, wild punk singles ever uncovered, 
Snuky's a nut, screaming like a wild man and the band 
(known for being more jazzy/arty) gets down and dirty. 
Snuky made a weird Reggae album later and it has nothing 
to do with this one. Check out roctober,com for our 
history of black punk and more on Snuky (though we 
didn't boot this — I wish I had the original so | could have 
booted it!). 

The Telescopes "as approved by The Committee"(Bomp) 
This is a. compilation by a band I never heard of, a band 
that apparently came out of the Brit shoegazer scene. 
While you can hear some of that drone and buzz in here, 
the only way you would be involved at gazing at a shoe 
with this music on is if you were gazing up at a boot as it 
come down on your face! This is crunchy, rough-grit 
sandpaper garage-ish, Sabbath-influenced rawk that would 
bloody My Bloody Valentine. 

TheBesnardLakes “Volume 1” (Breakglass) | like moody, 
disconcerting tonal soundscape atmospheric evil music as 
much as the next guy, but whenever I finish listening to 
something like this it makes me just want to turn on 
Mexican accordion music and enjoy myself, 

Them "Now and “Them"" (Rev-Ola) This is a reissue of an 
album by the remnants of Them after Van Morrison left to 
make music that would be played while you get put on 
hold when you call your doctor's office. The Van-less 
vagabonds moved to America to record a few albums and 
this doesn’t sound much like earlier stuff they did, but it is 
pretty damn good. When they tried to do the R&B thing 
they were right on the mark., When they tried to do tow- 
budget versions of Spector post-Doo Wop or sweet 
Chicagoland style studio pop this isn’t as convincing 
(maybe a more convincing Irish soulman singing might 
have elevated this). The organ on this is super prime, by 
the way. 

The Planet The "Physical Angel" (54 40 or Fight) 
Futuristic dance music from a tomorrow where out of 
respect for cerebral palsy sufferers and parapalegics dance 
moves are so confounding that no one has an advantage. 

These Are Centre Street Tracks (CST POB 497 Jamaica 
Plain MA 02130) This sampler introduces a new label that 
presents Boston area bands mostly cut from a cloth that 
flows a little slower and smoother when you shake it than I 
like my cloth to shake. The two most promising bands 
here are The Caution who make some quirky pop that 
betrays cleverness and also real humor and Eyes Like 
Knives who mix up, shake up and fuck up all kinds of 
music so that they can just cut you the hell up. 

The Third Rail "Id Music" (Cherry Red) This reissues the 
collected works by one of the pussy-est sounding Psyche- 
Pop bands ever. Unlike all of the lush Chicago based 
sweetshop wussy bands this stuff doesn’t sound like 
spineless yet tempting candy but rather like crass jingles 
with semi-political lyrics, The songs where the bass is 
more prominent have some backbone but most of this 
should have stayed in the vault. 

31 Knots "it was high time to escape" (54 40 or Fight) 
Cracked prog. 

This Aint Your Older Brother's Metal! (Century) Plenty 
of the stuff that’s great on Century is as melodramatic and 
absurd as your older brother's Metal (I love that girl's drama 
singing in Lacuna Coil, and Yakuza is just as gloriously 
dramatic). However, the stuff on here that shreds isn't from 
the past, it's from the future, and I can't wait for a world 
where Strapping Young Lad, Behemoth and Carnal Forge 
sing the anthem at baseball games and entertain at kid's 
partics. 

Thistle "Tired Anchor" (Tiberius 4280 Catalpa Dr. 
Independence KY 41051) Made me feel This ill. 

Kid Thomas ep (Norton) While a lot of Black Blues artists, 
particularly in Chicago, cut Rockabilly sides in the Fifties 
(Jimmie Lee Robinson, Magic Sam, Eddie Clearwater) the late 
Kid Thomas was a BAAAAD mortar forkin' harmonica man 
who'd played behind Muddy, Elmore and Bo, but 
combined the straight (!) Rock n’ ' Roll wildness of Little 
Richard with the gutbucket juke joint sound of his other 
hero, Little Walter. By serving two masters, he got harder, 
wilder, faster!!! These are four frantic rockin’ sides worthy of 
Sirs Penniman and Reeder (Little Richard and Esquerita to 
you), with a sharp Chicago Blues edge (from back in the 
day when Chicago Blues HAD a sharp edge!) and even 
though I already had all of them, except the unreleased 
killer, "You Heard What I Said,” I welcome the chance to 
hear them again, and so will you. The Wailers should have 
covered The Kid's "Wail, Baby, Wail,” but The Fleshtones 
picked up the gauntlet, covering that and "Rockin' This 
Joint Tonight" (25 years ago for the latter). Thomas’ songs 
will probably continue to te covered, tho! only by the 
brave, but no Rockabilly kid will ever unlock the secrets of 

said 

Thor "Triumphant" (Scratch 726 Richards St Vancouver 
BC V6B 3A4 Canada) Canadian metal disco rock god 
Thor (yes, the gent who praised Gene Simmons for 
sleeping with his ex-wife in our last issue) is so back he 
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might as well be front! This is so epic, so fun and so 
intimidatingly muscular that it will keep the dogs, cats, 
bears and frost giants away! 1 love Thor for a million 
reasons but not least of all because he has rescued Viking 
Metal from the Nazi Norwegians. 

Those Unknown “S/T,” “Scraps” (TKO 3126 W. Cary 
St. #303 Richmond, VA 23221) Reissues of a supposedly 
influential street punk band that sounds pretty tame to me. 
A good street punk band is supposed to sound like they 
could kick my ass and I think I could take these guys (I 
think one is a girl, maybe she could whoop my ass, but I 
could take the other ones). 

Thrall “Lifer” (Alternative Tentacles) Should be called 
Thrull. I don"t know what that means but this dreary 
music is more Thrulling than Thralling. 

311 "Evolver" (Volcano) Three hundred and eleven times 
worse than you'd expect. 

The Tim Version “prohibition starts tomorrow” (ADD) 
The John Cougar Mellencamp’s of punk. 

by Nate Powell (Soft Skull 71 Bond St 
Brooklyn NY 11217) It’s easy to see why this publisher, 
not known for comix, was motivated to release this 
collection. Powell is a graphic master; his chiaroscuro is 
devastating — this gentleman takes black ink sculpts black 
shadows, night skies and backlit figures as sturdy as a 

Rodin. The brawny inky constructs are then 
complimented by kinetic, gestural thin line drawings that 
bring to mind Neal Adam, Bill Sienkiewicz and even Evan 
Dorkin, Comics writing works on two levels, There ix 
visual writing that makes the eye move and the story flow, 
and that is executed remarkably here. The more traditional 
storytelling (words, dialogue and story structure) don't 
always come through in Tiny Giants. Powell is best when 
he writes about what he knows; young, troubled (but still 
cool in a punk rock way) outsiders, His other more 
ambitious stuff is worth looking at but doesn’t always 
stand as strong storytelling. Overall, though, this is a 
strong collection that is worth seeking out. 

Tip Toppers "Packed To The Rafters" (Sounds of 
Subterrania, soundsofsubterania.com) The Tip Bottom of 
the Garage barrel, Sounds like A-ha. 

Toah Dynamic (invisiblespies.com) No-a dynamic. 

Too Negative comix (Jenny Gonzalez POB 22477 
Brooklyn NY 11202) Demon chica commix that reference 
Cheech Wizard, Savage Pencil and high school girlzines. 
Hella good. 

The Top 500 Heavy Metal Songs of All Time by Martin 
Popoff (ECW 2120 Queen St. East suite 200 Toronto ONT 
Canada M4E 12, distributed by IPG) 1 thought this was. 
going to be bad because the design made it look kinda 
vanity-press so J put it aside for a while. 1 was stupid 
This is an excellent book, in many ways far more valuable 
than it's obvious comparison, Chuck Eddy’s book of top 
500 Metal albums, While that book was designed to be 
eclectic (Eddy includes Teena Marie, VON LMO and the 
Osmonds) this is for real. The 500 songs were chosen 
through a massive poll of Metalheads, but unlike the awful 
Zagat's Music Guide this leaves the selection up to 
Democracy but also lets the real writer present the findings 
in full sentences.. Each of the 500 (from “Paranoid” on 
down to BOC's “Astronomy") is annotated by Popoff and 
is then complimented by a relevant quote from the artist or 
someone involved in the song’s production culled from 
the author's archive of Metal interviews. Sometimes 
instead of a quote he runs the artist's top 10 fave Metal 
albums, which are often very revealing Panis is. way 
into Deep Purple). My biggest problem with’ Eddy’s book 
is that once he gets into the 300s he starts explaining 
what's wrong with the albums, as if the 500 best Metal 
albums isn’t a list of S00 good Heavy Metal albums 
because there aren't enough good ones. Popoff didn't do 
the picking so he doesn’t necessarily cream over every 
entry but he still respects the voters and tells what is good 
about every song chosen. His writing isn't always great, 
he often overwrites, perhaps to compensate for his limited 
authorship of the actual contents of the list, But 
overwriting here is like a wanky Eddie VH guitar solo that 
is totally made cool by the Diamond Dave-like great nature 
of this book (10 Van Halen songs made the list, 26 
Metallica tunes, 31 Sabbath, 24 Priest and 28 Maiden), 
Thanks to an excellent series of indexes we also know that 
Ronnie James Dio sang on 17 different choices split 
almost evenly between Sab, Rainbow and Dio). Overall 
this is a really fun read and one of the best guides to Metal 
ever published. 

Top 40 Radio’s Swingin’ Soft Drink Spots ‘of the 60’s 
(X-static) This is a celebration of 60s radio and pop ads, 
with two epic sound-collages that string together a 
bubbling array of airchecks form 1964 and 1965 that 
feature celebrity cola ads (Supremes, Coasters, and many 
more) with hypnotizing DJ chatter, the kind that has gone 
the way of the dodo and the ten cent comic book, I guess 



the highlights here occur when the stars do absurdly 
inappropriate promos: Tom Jones singing a killer song 
that associates cola with beating his woman, Gary Lewis 
oe how all recording sessions are “Coke” fueled 
affairs with empty bottles strewn around the studio, These 
CDs (It’s a two disc set) each are montages, not individual 
tracks, so you get to listen to 40 or so minutes of radio 
magic and it makes you almost drunk hearing it. To make 
matters battier this also contains a collage of air checks 
from 1933-1963 that takes us through the golden age of 
radio right into the dawn of AM rock radio kookiness 
(much of this is culled from California so it's even koo- 
koo-er than it has to be. This is the fizziest CD you'll hear 
this year... it’s the real thing! 

Zeno Tornado & the Boney Google Brothers (Voodoo 
Rhythm) Zeno is the Swiss, male, fucked up Dixie Chicks! 
Citified hillbilly music for biscuit eaters and acid eaters 
alike! 

Town and Country "5S" (Thrill Jockey) Instrumental 
soundscape compositions that are so moving and 
important that you can't talk while you play this. So if 
you want to shut someone up for 45 minutes put on this 
album. 

Grant Tracy and The Sunsets "Everybody Shake! The 
Complete Sessions" (RPM) Many British "Beat"-era bands. 
had to take on Germany, with it's brutal endless run of 
marathon one-nighters, before making it back home, and 
maybe, just maybe, conquering America, But Grant Tracy 
and The Sunsets were so well-liked in Germany that they 
went on to much greater success there than they ever did in 
Old Blighty. Much like Cliff Richard and The Shadows (and 
the multitude of groups that followed in their wake) Tracy 
and, The Sunsets recorded separately and together. This set is 
peppered liberally with cool, atmospheric instrumentals by 
The Sunsets, featuring the outstanding Pete Dello on lead 
guitar, The results appear influenced (natch) by Hank 
Marvin, early Ventures, and even Ennio Morricone (who was. 
still making "Twist" records in Italy at the time, so maybe 
not). When Grant Tracy steps up to the mike, things change 
somewhat. Possessed of an exceptional croon that recalls 
Roy Orbison and/or Del Shannon, this cat probably could 
have sang the beer list at The Star Club, and still had hordes 
of beautiful frauleins tossing their panties and room keys up 
on stage. BUT, it doesn’t rock that much. I mean, it does in 
a classy sort of way, but Tracy seldom lets loose, and the 
band seems to have more freedom when doing their own 
thing, Still, it's surprising that Tracy didn't have more 
success back home, the majority of these songs sound like 
hits, but, Britain was going through a transitory period. 
The Beatles were just starting to break big, though solo 
singers were still in demand, but I'm sure Tracy was feeling 
the sting. On the title track, Gene finally gets down to some 
manic R n° B-beltin' with the band totally losing it in kind, 
A version of Lee Dorsey's "Ya Ya,” sung in German, further 
picks up the pace, but Tracy was a born croonet 
some solo cuts, though decidedly upbeat, don't 
fact, and the b-side "Tell Her I Lied" might bring Tracy and 
Gene Pitney to a natural draw in an emoting contest. Still, if 
you're a fan of British Rock n' Roll, pre-Beatles’ 
ascendancy, this is a nice thing to have, Tracy and the band 
has recently started performing together, and are reportedly 
very good, If you're in England (Or Germany), look out for 
‘em. 

Transcendence “Sleep With You” (TMG) I could tell this 
record would be really bad because the naked girl on the 
cover was really good looking and that's usually a bad 
sign. 

Trip Daddys "Double Wide" (tripdaddys.com) Trash and 
smash and grab the cash-abilly that burns and smolders. 

Lucas Trouble "Soup Of Eyes And Tears" (Nova Express) 
Tom Waits meets Inspector Clouseau. 

Pete Trower "Sidewalks & Sidehills" (Scratch) Yecch, 
Poem-rock. Yecch. 

TRS-80 "Shake Hands with Danger" (File 13 POB804868 
Chi IL 60680) Electronica becomes Electron I Can! This is 
the best bloop bleep music since R2D2 did karaoke. 

Tupelo comix (Slave Labor Graphics pob 26427 San Jose 
CA 95159-6427) This is as good a heroin, 70s bowery 
punk rock history lesson, homeless themed, superhero 
comic as you will EVER read! 1 got a little confused at 

times (it is basically about a 70s punk band disappearing 
after one of the members uses odd superpowers to kill rich 
people who abuse bums, or something like that) but I 
actually was on heroin when I read this, so don’t let my 
confusion influence you. 

Turn-On Tune-In Lookout DVD (Lookout) This collects 
a bunch of really good videos by Lookout bands, 
including an out-of-this-world Bratmobile clip, a few 
rowdy Donnas videos, a brilliant Pattern video, a futuristic 
Servotron mini-movie, a scary Pretty Girls Make Graves 
selection and my fave punk video ever, Pansy Division's 
all stuffed animal “Bad Boyfriend” video. Bonus material 
includes the Smugglers Japanese tour (did you know 

Canadian bands can get government grant money to tour 
and make videos,..check out the pretty girls in the 
Smugglers’ “Rosie” video — I hear they were CFL 
cheerleaders paid for with Canadian federal funds!). 

Turn Pale “Kill the Lights" (What Else? POB 1211 
Columbus OIN 47202) This is the creepiest music 
ever...play this in your haunted house and expect fright- 
centric lawsuits! 

25 Suayes “1938” (Bulb 4609 Hunt Road Adrian MI 
49221) The Best AC/DC album in 20 years! 

TwinHATERS (Failed Experiment) This record is a benefit 
for cancer so I shouldn't say [ don’t like it. 

Twiztid "The Green Book" (Psychopathic) They wear crazy 
makeup but make dull lifeless music. 

the twominutemen compilation (Johnson Family Records) 
The concept here is that all the bands have to make 2 
minute songs, which doesn’t seem like much of a concept. 
I mean, most good songs are two minutes long. One 
minute songs or one second songs is a more interesting 
concept. Then I listened to the CD and realized that with a 
few exceptions these 39 bands were not doing punk or 
pop or any type of music used to conciseness; these were 
droney, mopey, ambling bands and two minute songs 
were likely a revolutionary concept for them. Thus, while 
this CD may not help you it made better songsmiths out of 
all the artists involved. 

Typewash “Beekey" (4boxs) If Métirhead had never 
heard metal and were an avant garde New Orleans horn 
band trying to do an ESG cover album it wouldn't be this 
good. 

Ugly Things zine (ugly-things.com) The best magazine in 
the world, If you read Maximum Rock N Roll when you 
were 15 just to see the ads to know all the punk/hardcore 
records out, buy this as a grown ass person to see all the 
unbelievable 60s reissues available for grown ass tastes, 
AND unlike MRR this actually contains readable writing — 
the best, most researched, passionately written interviews, 
profiles and reviews of psyche, punk, Garage and any 60s 
style rock & roll with teeth imaginable, no corner of the 
earth Yoo far to travel to track it down! 

UGZ zine (PMB #419 1442A Walnut St. Berkeley, CA 
94709) A true punk zine, celebrating not only new 
hardcore bands but also letting 80s h/c resonate in its 
pages. Lots of excellent live show photos and good 
record reviews make this the most hardcore hardcore zine 
going. 

Union 13 “Symptoms of Humanity” (Disaster POB 7112 
Burbank, CA 91510) Furious but also pristine and slick 
traditional hardcore with raspy vocals and occasional 
Spanish lyrics and a few crossover Metal guitar solos. 
This is better than their Epitaph albums and would 
certainly perk up a pit, 

Unsanctum "Ignite the Skies" (Cacophonous) Combining 
Death Metal, Black Metal and actual enthusiasm this is 
driving, youthful, evil and masterful. 

Untamed Youth "Major Chaos" (Double Crown Records 
PO Box 4336 Bellingham, WA 98227 
www.dblcrown.com) Picking up this ace collection of 
rarities, covers, B-sides and live tracks from the "Show Me" 
boys who show all and do all is like getting a dozen 
assorted Krispy Kremes for free, which happened to me last 
week. At least, with this, you know where to begin. Start 
with the opener, "Since You Went Away", originally done 
by Topeka's own Jerms, to the Trashmen-like take on "Hot 
Lips Baby" by Herbie Duncan (whose fan club UY 
founder, Deke Dickerson, ran in the 80's when he was just 
a small, small boy), To the Raiders’ killer car song 
"SS396," then slide headlong into "Come on Down To 
My Boat" (The same. I wish some new Garage band would 
take a shot at "Alison Dozier,” tho), The Ramones'"I Don't 
Want You,” and dunk more Midwest hysteria (Via 
Shadows of Knight and Gonn) into your coffee and top it 
off with their salute to a real Swinger, Jethro Bodine (that 
cat smokes CRAWDADS, baby! ). Enough sugar, grease 
and saturated fats to get you through any kind of hard 
day! 

Up Up Down Down Left Right B A Start "and Nothing is 
#1" (OHEV POB 772121 Coral Springs FL 33077) 
"Perris, CA" (Limekiln POB 4064 Phila PA 19118)Down 
Down Down Down Down Down Down Down End, 

Urban Hipster comix (Alternative) I'm not sure exactly 
how David Lasky and Greg Stump split up the work on 
this, but I like the results, While one of your first 
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reactions is to be jarred by the visual influences of Dan 
Clowes, John Porcelini.and even Jenny Zervakis on this 
work, what is really the selling point is that they are also 
bold in exploring different writing styles and ideas. The 
serial with two women certainly is “Ghost World” related, 
but what makes it work is that the writing is compelling 
and good stories are really the key to good comics. 

The U.S.A. Is A | Monster “Tasheyana compost” (Load) 
This record made me feel like a feel after that carnival ride 
that spins around until you are pinned to the wall and 
then the floor drops out and your equilibrium is fucked for 
3 days. This record is how | feel at around 11:30pm that 
first night. 

U.S. Bombs "Put Strength In The Final Blow" (Disaster) 
U,S stands for “U Suck!” 

US Maple "purple on time" (Drag City) OK, this is their 
Blues album, I guess. If this was a vinyl record | would be 
certain | was playing it at the wrong speed. While this is 
impressively atmospheric and evokes some serious mood I 
feel pretty confident in saying that this does not capitalize 
on what makes US Maple special; 1 have heard music like 
this | have never heard any other music that sounds like 
prime Maple. That said, I don't think a band has to top 
themselves every time out, and bold experiments and 
concept records and earnest attempts at trying something 
new are things I admire. I just won't be playing this at my 
skeet shooting and pifiata parties like | do my other Maple 
masterpieces. 1 bet the dreary "Lay Lady Lay" cover will be 
a big college radio hit! 

Vader “Blood/Reign Forever World” (Metal Blade) Two 
albums on one disc from the Polish Deicide...1 guess they 
are also the Polish Metallica, the Polish Morbid Angel and 
maybe even the Polish U2 (they have played to 400,000 
at the Polish Woodstock). “Blood” is bloody and good 
but “Reign Forever World” really delivers pure brutality 
with guitars cutting through carcasses like battle axes 
and/or chainsaws and the vocals being sufficiently scary 
(they are a little clean on “Blood"). Fuck Polish jokes, the 
jokes ‘on YOU if you don't kneel before Vaders mighty 

letal! 

The VaGiants “Short and Hard” (Sin Klub.com) Likes-it- 
rough Trash Rock with nasty and tasty female 
vocals...may not be too original but this is super o- 
vaginal! 

The Vampires Night Orgy DVD (Eclectic) 1970s Euro- 
horror flick that has it all — vampirism, cannibalism, ax- 
murderer-ism, maggots, severed fingers, dead little girls and 
sex/vampire attacks, All this and a leading man who looks 
like a creepy 70s porn star (I was hoping he'd get killed 
first). Bloody good! 

Vanishing "Songs for Psychotic Children" (GSL) Monster 
movie Horror Goth that will surprisingly make you happy, 

Velvet Tinmine (RPM) This is SO good I glittered all over 
myself! A collection of 20 of the shiniest, smelliest. 
goofiest, most magical Brit glam 70s non-hits — ten times 
better than their top 10 cousins! They love school, disco, 
the Bay City Rollers, the MCS and sex...just like you and 
I.. But they wrote songs that specifically declared their 
loves (OK, Tubthumper merely covered an MCS song, but 
Tartan Horde actually sang “Bay City Rollers We Love 
You!"). The best song on here is by the Damned, but it 
must not be THE Damned or else that's the biggest secret 
in punk history. This 1974 studio candy cane called 
“Morning Bird” is as magic as a candy fish that grants you 
wishes if you don’t eat it, 

Vertical Horizon "Go" (RCA) Caused horizontal projectile 
vomiting. 

Vervein "vast low cities" (vervein.com) They are not 
tapping a particularly verve-ish vein at all. Should be 
called lush, slow dreamy-vein, 

The Vexers "gangland ballads & the death sex set" (Ace 
Fu POB 552 NYC 10009) If they had been in NYC at the 
right time this would be a band with the juice to be both a 
Max's act and a CBGBs act. In fact, they could be an early’ 
Max's act AND a late Max's act. This is some candy coated 
yet still challenging pre-hardcore punk, when New Wave 
wasn't the dirty word it became. 

VGM Mix Tape #8 (No Sides POB 257491 Chicago IL 
60625) This features a couple of dozen or so artistes 
crafting 70s/80s video game music using 70s/80s video 
game technology as instruments. These young geniuses 
bloop, blurp and bleep to their heart's content. Some 
folks add beats or more mature melody or lyrics but many 
folks here just make the music Frogger would listen to on 
his walkman if he had one and it is magnificent. Not to 
say the noises on this wont drive you mentally ill — they 
surely will, but it's worth it and it’s better than getting sick 
by playing Gamecube, isn't it? 

Viki/Hair Police split CD (Load POB 35 Providence RI 
02901) I don’t know if there is a name for the cousin of 



the noise genre that is basically minimalist broken 
electronic music, but whatever that genre is called Viki is 
the Donna Summer of it and Hair Police are the Cheap 
Trick, 

Mr. David Viner (Dim Mak) This spare English Blues 
guitarist and vocalist makes some seriously sad skiffle and 
some very virile Victrola music. It's trad, dad! Note: listen 
for some awesome piano on “Beer Belly.” 

Vision “Detonate” (Chunksaah POB 974 New Brunswick 
NJ 08903) New Jersey Hardcore that smells as good as its 
home state and that rocks harder than a collison on the 
turnpike. Not the best H/C vocals, but the guitars and 
drums are so classic that this delivers blood in the pit. 

viva caramel (Molecular Laboratories POB 791 Frederick 
MD 21705) Sticks to your Rock & Roll dental work! 

Von Bondies "Raw and Rare” (Dim Mak) Live Rock & 
Roll recorded around the globe with the VBs giving rock 
fans Rock & Roll VD. One song about Japan is on the 
record twice, and the version recorded in Detroit on a 
walkman hidden in someone's shoe is fucking killer! 

Von Zippers "The Crime Is Now!" (Estrus) This is the 
Rock & Roll you would hear if you hung out in Rock & 
Roll bar and there was a Rock & Roll band on stage and 
you got ina Rock & Roll fight and you got hit in both 
ears with beer bottles. And only you would hear this. 

W.A.C.O, "Finnegans W.A.C.O." (True Classical) If the 
Residents made sense and were more daring this would be 
them but better. 

Rufus Wainwright "Want One" (Dreamworks) Rufus 
Wainwrong. 

Peter Walker “Runs Like New” (Sofstone) I'm not usually 
one for singer-songwriter types, but this kid really has a 
voice that can do something to a lonesome, reflective, 
seductive lyric. 

Paul Waters “Goon Show” (Magic Hat, 
magichatrecordings.com) Waters isn't “all wet” but the 
ladies will be after they hear these witty, Britty pop ditties! 

Warsawpack "Stocks and Bombs" (G7) Political punk- 
club Hip Hop by whites who don't pretend to be Black 
and can get poetical without using the Last Poets cadence. 

Watashi Wa "The Love of Life” (Tooth and Nail) Soaring 
inspiring pop...Wat's happening! 

Watchers "To The Rooftops” (Gern Blandsten POB 356 
River Edge NJ 07661) This dynamic super-funky, 
appropriately absurd off-kilter dance music is timeless and 
classic so it's remarkable how futuristic this sounds, 
Dynamic dynamo dyna-vocals and deep grooves made of 
should-be dissonance add up to the best Jack Kirby 
influenced band since The Eternals (or Dr. Dooom, 
whichever came last). 

Watch Them Die (Century) This album opens with the 
sound of an insect buzzing and then a swarm or 
thrash/grind killer bees ate my head! 

Ween "Quebec" (Sanctuary) This album sounds like an 
exercise in proving that they can write a convincing song 
in every style from Garage Rock to thoughtful guitar 
singer-songwriting to ambient hip hop to Pare oe 
The fucked thing (or f**ked" as they so gently put it) is 
that they are right. Their garage song rocked. 

The Weirdos "We Got The Neutron Bomb" (Frontier POB 
22 Sun Valley CA 91353) The Weirdos not only chose 
one of the greatest ever rock band names, but they were 
one of the most clever, catchy bands from California's 
punk heyday. Thiis collection showcases great brawny 
vocals, fantastic songs and righteous weirdo-ness.. 

When I'm Old and other stories by Gabrielle Bell 
(Alternative) Gabrielle tells riveting short stories that exist 
halfway between the autobiographical and the fictional. 
But unlike, Julie Doucet who offers a fascinating but 
clearly meshuggah take on her particular female 
perspective, Bell offers women with idiosyncrasies, 
phobias, ticks and problems that stay grounded in a sane, 
all too real world. Her artwork has one foot in a teenager's 
notebook, with thick outlines, roughly hatched 
backgrounds and flat, simple lines, and one foot in an 
elegant spare gothic style with great balances between 
white space and thick blacks. The deluxe square bound 
treatment this compilation receives gives Bell's work 
(which would be just as comfortable in a Xerox zine) the 
dignity and gravity it deserves. 

Tony Joe White “in concert” DVD (inakustik) This is 
another entry in the series of DVDs taken from live 
performances on a German 1980s TV show called “Ohne 
Filter.” Many of these suffer from being shot at one of the 
worst times for roots music, a time when electronic 
keyboards, dated guitar solos and Miami Vice fashions 

were saturating even the Blues. The good news here is 
that White's amazing swamp-magic deep singing voice and 
his magical murky guitar sound can't be negated by such 
things, even when he's playing a pastel pink guitar. This 
kicks off with some bloozy story song material that is 
amazing and enchanting in any setting. As the set 
progresses and he introduces his then current material and 
his band makes its presence more known you begin to 
understand why White currently plays with only a minimal 
drummer, letting his powerful voice and material stand 
alone. When he gets to “Polk Salad Annie” jt’s an extra 
uptempo arrangement that doesn’t allow the bass of 
White’s bass vocals to resonate, making this certainly 
seems like a concert video you can miss. However, White 
is an amazing live performer and I don’t think there is 
another concert DVD of him available, and if you are fan of 
his recorded material and have never seen him live this 
would be worth checking out. Ignore the bizarre German 
misspellings on the box (“Bayou” becomes “Biyo” and 
the girl who had her granny eaten by gators picks 
something called “Polk Salat”). 

Wesley Willis & the Dragnews “Greatest Hits Vol 3” 
(Alternative Tentacles) It would seem that there would be 
little left to say about Wesley other than to wish him a 
peaceful, demon-free eternal rest, but I'd like to say that I 
am shocked to actually hear some innovation on this 
posthumous platter! Wesley went Ross Bagdasarian on us 
releasing a few Chipmunks speed manipulation tracks! 
Also, while not exactly an innovation, the band that backs 
him here doesn't play awful funk metal rock like the 
Fiasco, so that’s a plus. It was hard to appreciate much 
about Wesley when you would see him live in a club full 
of awful kids laughing every time the big dumb nigger 
said “suck a dick,” but as a recording artist he actually has 
@ unique voice, returning to several themes that aren't as 
comedic as they seem, and I would recommend that people 
who distanced themselves from Wesley once the novelty 
wore off revisit his music at some point. There actually is 
something there. 

Worldly Remains magazine ($4.95, POB 8008 Universal 
City, CA 91618) This is a magazine about rare, 
underground (or underappreciated) film and music and 
unlike mainstream press this is one of the least lazy 
magazines you will ever read. Their interviews with 
exploitation filmmakers or cult actors are so informed and 
passionate that you have no doubt the subjects deserve 
the attention. The video and record reviews are similarly 
authoritative and I would go as far as to say this is my 
favorite film mag. 

The Wretched Ones “less is more” (TKO, tkorecords.com) 
This is a comp of rarites and singles by a long standing 
American Oi band (that means catchy street punk without a 
fake English accent!). There's some good stuff onn here 
and definitely stick around for the bonus tracks, After the 
lasy track listed (the gloriously worst Christmas song ever) 
you get a half dozen really boss cover songs. 

Year Future (GSL) Desperately excitedly dreary 
underground music that has the impact of the now wave of 
herky jerky No Wave without all that herking and jerking 
and has the powerful atmosphere of Goth nihilism and 
sadness without ever getting slow or full of shit. And is 
way punk. 

Yeast? “the dick Bennett ep” (New Chaos) Not sure why 
this decade old 7” ended up on my review stack but I'll 
say that all that time has allowed Yeast's infection to fester 
to a bubbling nastiness of diseased musical damage. 

Yellow Baby comix (Alternative) An excellent ear for 
dialogue, stellar writing and beautifully ugly artwork make 
for a Gerber Baby of a comic book. 

Young People "War Prayers" (Dim Mak) If these were the 
campfire songs at your camp you would have grown up to 
be a genius. 

Zagat Survey Music Guide (zagat.com) Triumphantly this 
is the least helpful music guide ever. If reading one 
questionable reviewers opinion wasn't worthless enough 
for you now you can read awkward reviews made up of 
hobbled together quotes from several such scribes. 

Zeke “Zeke You" (Dead Teenager 1864 N. Vermont Ave 
suite 507 LA, CA 90027) This is a perhaps a better career 
retrospective than their CD that came out earlier this year 
because Zeke was a bar band, speed demon rock tsunami 
that tore up a live stage. This is mostly just 
straightforward concert footage shot with consumer DV 
cameras from the audience with very imperfect but very 
accurate live sound, plus lots of backstage, hotel. room 
and on the road drinking and unchallenging thinking. 

Zelda and the Unibrows "Greens" (Waiting for Lunch 
Box 485 Fraser, MI 48026) Oh, maybe, I'd say, perhaps 
this is THE BEST RECORD THIS CENTURY! 

Don Zientara “Sixteen Ssongs” (Northern Liberties, 
discord.com) Mr. Z plays minimal, almost creepy (in their 
vocal nakedness and bold frailty) songs with a sad guitar 
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plugged into an enchanted amp that doesn’t amplify 
sound but rather mood and atmosphere, 

The Ziggens “Greatest Zits 1990-2003 plus Bonus SURF 
CD” (Skunk Cornerstone RAS 6285 E. Spring St. #234 
Long Beach CA 90804) Though no one demanded it that 
didn't stop Shaquille O'Neal from releasing a “Greatest 
Hits" CD and it shouldn't stop the Ziggens either. The 
Ziggens are a band that has a silly surfer side (I thought of 
them mostly as a comedy surf band that was better, though 
not funnier, than the Phantom Surfers by virtue of having 
a much fatter member) but apparently they are also in 
Possession of a coyly clever novelty pop side that 
apparently constitutes their greatest zits. An influence on 
Sublime’s less sublimated stuff this band should appeal to 
people who love the letter “Z" or who think Weird Al is 
too subtle. Ziggerific! 

Zisk zine ($3 for 3 issue subscription, 801 Eagles Ridge 
Rd Brewster, NY 10509) The Ball Four of zines! 

Armand Zone “Zone Alone Fantasy Fone” (Recca) The 
Zone Brothers (read about them in Roctober #25 or on 
roctober.com) were one of the most amazing acts in the 
underground. Beginning as a glam power pop punk band 
the Fast and eventually becoming the dance duo Man 2 
Man (with brothers Miki and Paul) they had perhaps the 
most bizarre career in pop history. One figure that gets lost 
in the story is Armand Zone who was the original singer 
for the Fast. The more social and magnetic Paul (aptly 
named, as he fulfilled the pretty boy role associated with 
Pauls McCartney and Stanley) replaced him, despite 
Armand being vocally stronger, and all studio recordings 
were done with Paul. however didn't need to be 
in someone else's band (Miki led the Fast) as he had his 
own melodramatic vision and was soon leading his own 
act Ozone, releasigg several records (as Ozone and as a 
solo act). Sadly, none of this made him the legend he 
deserved to be and sadder yet he eventually (like brother 
Miki) succumbed to AIDS. This collection brings together 
all of his recordings and it is amazing. To say his is one 
of the best voices in punky dance music would be a 
hyperbolic eulogy (though I've heard it said by more than 
one scenester) and this doesn't contain any straight power 
Pop or punk he would have sung with The Fast, so maybe 
his most powerful work isn't documented. However, what 
is special about Zone was not the quality of his singing 
but the qualities — he is a playful, melodramatic thespian, 
acting out characters and stories, and mimicking and 
inventing styles that bring to mind everything from Bolan 
to Sylvester. Zone's dynamic, dramatic vocals seem like 
they should have found a home in some post New Wave 
genre, be it Goth or New Romantic or any other scnee 
NME celebrated in the 80s. Sadly, while this compilation 
is satisfying it only contains both of Zone's singles and 
his 12” ep, his career didn’t yield enough recorded material 
and that’s a shame. Many say he was one of the most 
underappreciated voice of the New York underground and 
if he had been given room to work | believe he would 
have made albums worth of absurd, ridiculous beautiful 
music. 

ZZ Top "Mescalero" (RCA) I put this on with super high 
expectations, and I wasn't exactly disappointed but let's 
say this boogied me but it didn't woogie me. 

GUEST REVIEWER UNO: BUH ZOMBIE 
Mekons “Punk Rock” The current Jon Langford/Sally 
Timms led Mekons line-up raids the 1978-1982, Jon on 
drums, Mekons “mach I” era's catalog for material ala the 
Scientists’ “Weird Love” record. Both sides of the Mekons’ 
first single are represented here as live versions, probably 
performed to appease audience members who only want to 
hear the old stuff. “Never Been In A Riot” maintains some of 
the original's rough texture, but “32 Weeks” is transformed 
into a slower, more groove oriented tune. Other songs are 
enhanced by Sally Timms” beautiful vocals, such as 
“Corporal Chalkie.” It’s interesting to hear these 
interpretations of songs from over twenty years ago, when 
the Mekons shared members and/or equipment with bands 
like Gang Of Four and Delta 5. Punk's not dead, it’s being 
kept on life support by the Mekons. 

UFO FEVER (LoFiEntertainment.com) This pseudo- 
documentary (it should be called “The Jerry Springer 
Witch Project”) is an intergalactic celebration of American 
stupidity, Casting note: I think the lady who plays the 
white trailer trash girl who thinks she's a black ghetto 
rapper may have starred in the fake Britney Spears porno 
tape. 

GUEST REVIEWER DOS: MADELINE BOCARO 
IGGY & THE DUM DUM BOYS! Iggy & The Stooges 
Live - Tommy Hilfiger at Jones Beach Theatre, August 8, 
2003 
Something wasn’t right. The smell of salty sea air was not 
right. Seagulls soaring overhead while old bald guys 
barbequed in the Jones Beach parking lot was not right. 
Walking past numerous roped-off V.I.P. sections for 
Hilfiger and Lagerfeld in a pretentious corporate venue was 
not right. So it was quite appropriate that the Stooges 



performed “Not Right” in their set! The V.I.P. sections 
remained empty. This was no act to impress your esteemed 
clients with. This was no Eagles or James Taylor. This was 
something that just didn’t belong. The Stooges never 
belonged anywhere, and true to form tonight, they 
brilliantly upheld that prestigious honor. 
Sonic Youth and sonic seniors were paired up for this 
amazing and ironic evening. That the Stooges were 
actually together again after 30 years was a momentous and 
rare treat for all. To actually have Iggy turn around to Ron 
Asheton during “No Fun” and utter the words, “C’mon 
Ronnie lemme hear ya tell “em how I feel.” - just like on the 
record — was incredible! And Ronnie sure did tell “em! Ron 
stood still in utmost concentration, with the mind of a 
scientist who can play three mesmerizing chords like 
nobody else on this planet. His brother Scott was a thrill 
to hear on drums. Iggy has been doing Stooges songs in 
his live set for thirty years, but this is how they are 
5a po Se" to sound! 
After a warm, welcoming “F-you!" from Iggy, they burst 
right into “Loose” then “Down on the Street", “TV Eye™ 
and “Dirt” — the perfect Funhouse album side. In fact they 
did nothing but Stooges songs, except for Iggy’s new 
one, “Skull Ring.” They even included the song 
“Funhouse” complete with screaming sax. After each song 
we wondered what they could possibly do next...did we 
really hear “1969" AND “1970”?! Did we really hear “Little 
Doll” and “Real Cool Time’?! Was this really happening. 
or was it a dream? How could Iggy look so beautiful and 
yet resemble Willie Nelson's evil twin? 
Iggy was right on it. As entertaining as it must have been 
to see the Stooges in their day with Iggy in a drug 
induced haze, insane, barely able to complete a song, 
smeared with whatever condiment or edible missile was 
hurled at him by the crowd (it is legendary that Stooges 
fans brought their own arsenals) jis was much better! For 
starters it was less messy, it lasted almost 2 hours, and it 
was much more powerful with Iggy alert, vigilant, wild and 
twisted as ever. He was virtually unstoppable - no K.O. 
this time, just pure enduring metallic splendour! 
It was a true privilege having the opportunity to see the 
surviving Stooges together again in this lifetime, Iggy 
ended the show with a howling “I Wanna Be Your Dog,” 
screaming, “I am happy Now that’s good to know! 

SPARKS IN THE PARK! Sparks live SummerStage, 

but always throws in an odd situation as his signature 
mark. As Russell sang the song, Ron was tormented by 
celluloid brides, appearing and disappearing in_ the 
archways. He chased the elusive beauties to no avail. The 
audience collectively sighted with sympathy. 
“Ride “Em Cowboy” wavered from Victorian: to 
Wagnerian. The song is simultaneously complex and 
minimalist. Ron has developed a new dance step - and it's 
quite catchy! “My Baby's Taking Me Home” began with 
simple piano, and an old-fashioned megaphone vocal 
affect, becoming more lavish and ultra-modern as it 
progressed. The multi layering of Russell’s voice seemed 
infinite. The song steadily expanded with a long, 
momentous crescendo, filling everyone with grand 
cinematic visions. 
“Your Call Is Very Important To Us. Please Hold” (who 
else would start a second sentence within a song title but 
Sparks?!) picks up where Kraftwerk’s “The Telephone Call” 
left off. Rather than making weird computerized noises, 
Sparks allow us re-live the frustration of that cold familiar 
teasing phrase repeated ad-nauseum over a strangely 
beautiful yet angry classical piano trill. Tammy took the 
mic for this one. Red and green “mixed signals’ illuminated 
the archways as Ron was hypnotically lured toward the 
‘operator’ when he felt “important” and cowered away 
dejectedly whenever she uttered, ‘Please hold.” 
“Ugly Guys With Beautiful Girls” is a humourous 
headbanger about a preposterous topic that has 
dumbfounded many since the phenomenon became 
prominent in music videos in the 80s. Sparks have 
cleverly deduced that “It ain't done with smoke and 
mirrors.” Dean Menta’s guitar made this song rock out as 
Ron paraded around flanked by a beautiful girl. 
Any Broadway show-tune composer would envy the 
lively “Suburban Homeboy.” He's a modern-day “Yankee 
Doodle Dandy!” Now That's Entertainment! The end of the 
“Lil’ Beethoven” overture begat much applause, but the 
fun wasn’t over yet! Sparks encored some classics, 
including “This Town Ain’t Big Enough For Both of Us” 
and their U.S. hits, “I Predict” and “Cool Places”. Ron's 
classic shuffle has officially replaced Chuck Berry’s duck- 
walk as the coolest rock move of all time! 
Roll over Beethoven — tell Sid Vicious the news! 

Guest Reviewer TRES - Gentleman John Battles 
“Bought Me a Ticket To a Sonic Reduction" - Rocket 

Central Park, New York City August 3,2003 From The Tombs - 6/4 / 03, Abbey Pub, Chicago - The 
After a 20-year absence from New York City, Sparks 
received a heroes’ welcome from deprived, die-hard fans. 
They performed their magnificent new album, “Lil” 
Beethoven” (domestically released on Chris Blackwell's 
Palm label) in its entirety, as they have recently done in 
London, Stockholm and Lisbon. The weird and 
wonderful opus, “Lil’ Beethoven” commenced with “The 
Rhythm Thief.” We heard the words, “I am the rhythm thief 
— Say goodbye to the beat.” This orchestral masterpiece 
quite bravely dispenses with rhythm. We all envisioned 
the Mael brothers in burglar masks, unplugging drum 
machines world-wide from disco to disco! 
Never before have we seen such a stunning Sparks stage 
set. constructed entirely of video images! Six huge 
surprise-filled archways presented films of Ron in various 
stages of movement (to which he danced along live), 
song lyrics, illuminating visuals, and metronomes ticking 
down time between songs. With the assistance of long- 
time Sparks drummer Tammy Glover and former Faith No 
More guitarist Dean Menta, Sparks are once again a 
complete band. Two gigantic kettle drums added lots of 
drama, as the grandeur of the new classic Sparks sound 
Enveloped the fabulous outdoor venue. 
The mischievous baton-wielding, sneaker-wearing character 
on the cover of “Lil’ Beethoven” could very well be Ron 
Mael’s inner child. Devious in his neat, respectable on- 
stage appearance and operatic presentation, our maestro 
lashed out at hip-hop hypocrisy, popular culture, and at 
life in general. The bitter bard conducted the live 
proceedings, ‘scratching’ and ‘sampling’ behind the synth 
in his Air Jordans, with Russell “on the mic’ rapturously 
“rapping ‘the message’. Move over Grandmaster Flash! 
“Lil’ Beethoven” is not only Sparks’ “Sgt. Pepper” — in 
fact, it could more likely be their “Never Mind The 
Bollocks!” Each song is a strange, smartass symphony that 
so eloquently and elegantly ridicules everything that is 
wrong with music and with life today. Never mind “Pet 
Sounds”...this is Sparks’ “Pet Peeves"! The classy 
presentation undermines the rebellious nature of the lyrics. 
Sparks don’t mind making public enemies because they so 
much admire Public Enemy! 
The evening’s-second selection, “How Do 1 Get To 
Carnegie Hall?” answered its own rhetorical question many 
times before the song was over. Vaudeville is alive and 
well in this tune. Russell seemed possessed by the ghost 
of Henny Youngman as he endlessly repeated the question 
(almost as maddening as Abbot & Costello's Who's On 
First? routine!) Ron’s piano antics were far-reaching - 
literally! When he re-appeared, his arms had suddenly 
grown to six feet in length! 
During “What Are All These Bands So Angry About?” 
Ron sat with his back to the crowd, portraying ar 
audience member with a lighted match ready for an encore. 
The romantic “I Married Myself” is simply beautiful. Ron is 
still grappling with the traditional concept of the ‘love 
song’. He can out-write anyone with beautiful melodies, 

year 2003 should go on in infamy as a year for reunions 
that bordered on (or achieved) the impossible, comparable 
in scope to 1996 (the year that saw a reformed Radio 
Birdman, Chocolate Watchband, Little Richard AND The 
Upsetters, plus The classic Monkees lineup (who, had 
Nesmith not jumped ship after a few UK dates, would have 
been touring The States at the same time as The classic Sex 
Pistols lineup. Think about it). Both The Stooges and The 
MCS (Okay, The MC3 ) have returned to the concert stage, 
and I say more power to ‘em. (Coincidentally, The Pistols 
are hitting the boards again, too. They were actually VERY 
good when I saw ‘em in '96, but it was in a much smaller 
venue...) Nevertheless, for showing us the impossible, 
and proving it to be fact (in a manner comparable only to 
the monks’ reunion gig of 1999...y the way, am I the 
only person who thinks David Thomas and Gary Burger 
sound a lot alike ?), one band stands tall... My friends, can 
your heart stand the shocking facts about ROCKET FROM 
THE TOMBS?! 

It all started out rather innocently (or so it seems) 
with a long overdue, legit reissue (a term I use loosely, as 
the group never released so much as a single ) of live and 
practice tapes that were known to exist for years . Much 
like The Electric Eels (who also didn’t release anything 
during their tenure as a group.), RFFT performed live on 
the radio and made their own recordings at home, but none 
of these tapes (that have been traded among friends and 
fans for years) had ever been put together in a 
retrospective, apart from one bootleg LP, "Life Stinks,” and 
a few tracks on the Peter Laughner retrospective, "Take The 
Guitar Player For a Ride.” But all that changed with the 
recent release of "The Day The World Met Rocket From 
The Tombs” on Smog Veil (and, if you haven't picked it 
up yet, please put this down and rush right out and buy 
it. I'l still be here when you get back). To celebrate, ex - 
Rockets were seen performing at each other's gigs. 
Reportedly, David Thomas joined Cheetah Chrome and 
Jimmy Zero (who was never in the Rocket himself, but, 
who's complaining?) on stage in Cleveland, and I myself 
saw ex-Mirrors/RFFT bassist Craig Bell making a surprise 
appearance at a recent Cheetah Chrome gig in Chicago. 
The two did a savage “Final Solution" and Cheetah played 
several Rockets tunes throughout the set. I should have 
known something bigger was brewing. Word got out that 
a one-off reunion in L.A. was in the works, but, like a lot 
of people, I didn’t expect it to go beyond that. I was just 
as surprised as you when word got out that a quickie tour 
of The Midwest and New York would be following the 
L.A. show. Original members David Thomas, Cheetah 
Chrome and Craig Bell (a disparate combination then, but 
potentially lethal, now!) would be joined, it turns out, by 
Richard Lloyd of Television (the late Peter Laughner had 
been responsible for bringing a then-unknown Television 
to Cleveland for the first time, and was reportedly first draft 
pick to replace Lloyd after he left the band) and present 
day Pere Ubu drummer, Steve Mehlman (Johnny 
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Blitz/Madansky isn’t involved, but I couldn’t tell you 
why). The question on everyone's lips was, " How would 
they get through this venture without killing each other?" 
That, and many other mysteries unravelled right before our 
eyes and ears when this seemingly volatile, yet, in reality, 
solid as a rock combination made it to Chicago. It was a 
(predictably) diverse crowd, to say the least ("Who needs 
grass? You get a contact high in a scene like this!"), 
though someone was quick to point out the lack of 
females ("Hoo-boy! Another sausage party!"). One could 
easily weed through the Pere Ubu and/or Dead Boys fans 
(Though | didn’t notice that many of the local Punk- 
Garage crop. For shame!) to the merely musically curious, 
and | wouldn’t have been able to throw a rock without 
hitting a good friend or a local celeb (or, in the case of 
Ms. Cynthia Plastercaster, both.). It was like having a 
party, but you weren’t invited. 

The band came on with no introduction and little 
fanfare. The Artist Formerly Known as Crocus Behemoth 
approached the mike, walking cane in hand (as did Arthur 
Lee the night before, incidentally.), took a swig from a 
small flask, making a very Gleasonesque "Mmmm - Boy! 
That's good booze!" face that had all the impact of 
screaming "Kick out the jams, motherfuckers!!!," and the 
band proceeded to do just that. | wasn’t just seeing 
history, | was being shaken free of thirty-plus years of 
bullshit! . Someone was quick to point out that the band 
resembled college Professors in appearance (Even 
Cheetah!), his point only being driven closer to home by 
the fact that this wasn’t mere entertainment, but a learning 
experience. Besides, I should have had such hip 
professors, and I'd studied Art with Gary Panter's (and, | 
suspect, Mike Judge's) ex-teachers, and even went to Roy 
Orbison's old alma mater for a while, but THIS was 
advanced Rock n Roll 101, You might expect the guitars 
of Richard Lloyd and Cheetah Chrome to go together 
about as well as lox and peanut butter, but the two traded 
and shared leads in a manner reminiscent of The MCS, 
knowing when to attack and when to step back. Craig Bell 
worked his original Mosrite Ventures bass down to the 
bone, and drummer Steve Mehiman really rose to the call, 
pushing the others to play harder and faster than one 
might have thought possible. All these new "Punk" bands 
that think they're such hot shit should have been forced to 
witness this, just so they'd know WHY they should chuck 
it in. Thomas sang with a rage and fury not heard since 
Rockets’ heyday (Cheetah recently said he still liked 
David's voice, but thought he had more balls back then. 
He's sure got ‘em, now, though, pushing himself to the 
edge and starting where others get off). Cheetah took the 
mike to do Laughner's “Amphetamine” and their collective 
effort, "Ain't It Fun” (which would've made you forget 
there ever WAS a Guns n™ Roses...What's that? You've 
done that already ? Bless you.,). Surprisingly, Peter's name 
was never mentioned, but I'm sure he was smiling big 
Craig Bell sang his terrific ode to cool espionage, 
"Muckraker," while Thomas reprised several tunes made 
famous by Pere Ubu and The Dead Boys, working 
members of the group to higher heights by banging his 
cane in their direction (Shades of Alice Cooper!) and 
staging mock fights.(Ditto) and finding time to work in a 
solid rendition of "So Cold* (Need I say it?). 1 guess | 
loved it, loved it to death! "Sonic Reducer" and "Down in 
Flames” couldn't have been more intensely satisfying 
(Unless, of course, Stiv were to drop by for a duet, 
explaining that he'd faked own death, but decided to leave 
Paris and return to The States after beating Jim Morrison in 
a game of Russian Roulette.) and it was a joy to hear 
David sing these and "Never Gonna Kill Myself Again” 
(later reworked by The Dead Boys as “Caught With The 
Meat in Your Mouth"). "30 Seconds Over Tokyo” upped 
the noise ante, but the best was yet to come. The band 
took a short break, returning with a brutal “Final 
Solution.” This tune still speaks volumes to the 
confused/repressed teenager within us all. Of course, I 
originally thought the chorus was "I don't need a car and [ 
don't need a job and I don't need a girl, 1 need a final 
solution,” which, to me, at the time, said it all! (OK, I was 
in denial about the "Girl" part.). Best of all, David sang the 
melody to more closely resemble the song's inspiration, 
Blue Cheer's "Summertime Blues" (whose own "melody" 
was contrary to Cochran's original), and the band 
responded with a barrage worthy of the mighty Cheer 
"Life Stinks" followed, eschewing Laughner's “a squid 
eating dough in a polyethlene bag"-isms, but heaping on 
even more Blue Cheer freakout. What hath God, I mean, 
Ghoulardi wrought?! I-can'teven prove it happened, and 
yet, | was there. It all seems like a dream somehow. One 
thing that was no illusion (okay, two things), they seemed 
to be getting along famously, and they honestly looked 
like they were having as much fun as their audience. Does 
it matter if it was more Rock than Art, or if it was both, 
overlapping, transcending one's notion of what either one 
should or could be, as any great B - Horror or Science 
Fiction film should do ? Will Rocket From The Tombs 
cease to be once more, or will the overwhelming reception 
in Chicago, New York . L.A., ete., spur them on to 
continue in some form? Future events such as these WILL, 
affect you in the future, trust me... Perhaps one of them will 
pass you in the night, and hit you in the head with an 
aluminum pie pan, but you will never know it, for they 
will be from inner space! God help us in the future. 
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